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Preface

charles Peirce (1839–1914) never completed a philosophical treatise and 
his extant writing seems fragmentary. But this is not because he failed to 
work out detailed connections among the diverse aspects of his thought. 
he was nothing if not methodical, and his aim from the beginning was 
to construct a systematic and exact philosophy. certainly his writings are 
often programmatic, at times sketchy, but one should not expect short 
series of papers, critical notices and dictionary entries, which Peirce’s pub-
lished work comprises, and lecture notes, letters and private reflections, 
which make up the rest of his writings, to substitute for a thorough philo-
sophical work. his manuscripts provide only glimpses of a mind labour-
ing on intricate problems, the content and force of which derive from the 
grand theoretical design that inspired them.

Peirce’s philosophical system defies easy classification, even allow-
ing for the evolution of his thought. early commentators were no doubt 
hasty in concluding that he has no consistent philosophical orientation, 
but they were understandably perplexed by his penchant for confuting 
time-worn categories. to this day there is no consensus on whether his 
attraction to naturalism takes precedence over his transcendentalism, 
whether his commitment to holism trumps his distinction between form 
and  content and whether his version of idealism weakens (for better or 
worse) his claim to be a robust realist.1 Peirce’s views can be forced into 
one or another pigeonhole, provided one is willing to discount anomalous 

1 While Goudge (1950) finds in Peirce both the rejection and endorsement of a priori modes of 
thought about matters of fact, liszka (1996) thinks Peirce is suspicious of the a priori. almeder 
(1980) denies that Peirce accepts the analytic–synthetic distinction, but rosenthal (1994) thinks 
this distinction is important to Peirce’s thought. Peirce’s naturalism is emphasized by skagestaad 
(1984) and almeder among many others, while Peirce’s transcendentalism is stressed by apel 
(1981), delaney (1993), murphey (1993) and Parker (1998). Pape (1997) focuses on Peirce’s ideal-
ism, while almeder, hausman (1993) and rescher (1978) focus on Peirce’s realism. meanwhile, 
altschuler (1980, 1982), Jardine (1986), misak (1991) and skagestaad see Peirce as some sort of 
‘internal’ or ‘pragmatic realist’.
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texts as the product of unresolved tensions or conceptual confusion. But 
it is unlikely that Peirce would tolerate imprecision on fundamental ques-
tions about the nature and method of philosophy method and implaus-
ible to think he was prone to terminological errors. few philosophers have 
been as well versed in the etymology of philosophical terms and even 
fewer have followed him in viewing precise usage as an ethical impera-
tive (2.219–26, 1903). indeed, he offers his famous pragmatic maxim as 
a method for resolving disputes arising from the abuse of philosophical 
terms. Thus, there is every reason to suppose that if Peirce fails to respect 
familiar philosophical boundaries, he does so deliberately. to understand 
Peirce’s view of his place in the tradition, and his genius for co-opting 
seemingly irreconcilable doctrines, then, it is best to read him in his own 
terms and let philosophical labels fall where they may.

to appreciate Peirce’s work as a system it helps to consider how the 
various fields he contributed to were connected in the late nineteenth cen-
tury. Questions of cosmology, morality, politics and religion were thought 
to be interrelated and bound up with questions about the foundations of 
knowledge. The extension of the methods of the natural sciences to the 
study of human behaviour triggered an intense debate about humanity’s 
place in nature, the nature of moral authority and the creator’s role in the 
universe. reconciling the achievements of natural science with moral and 
spiritual ideas was a dominant concern of the period. Peirce was also pre-
occupied with these matters. to recognize his interest in the moral and 
religious implications of even his technical work is to view his philosophy 
as he saw it himself: the culmination of nineteenth-century thought.

in setting Peirce’s work in this context i use as a foil the view he despised 
most – the view he loosely called ‘nominalism’. Peirce sees nominalism 
as the core of the worldview most often associated with late nineteenth-
century scientific thought. it is a philosophy derived from associationist 
psychology, foundationalist epistemology, the principles of mechanics and 
evolutionary biology, with broad implications for human life and culture. 
exploring the contrast between the views Peirce defends and the nom-
inalism he despises reveals a great deal about his reaction to the debates 
of his time and his place in philosophy. it also makes clear how integrated 
and rigorous his thought is.

my discussion of Peirce’s philosophy aspires to thoroughness, but it 
is not exhaustive. his view of nominalism shifted as his ideas evolved, 
and, while mindful of these changes, i do not examine them here. it has 
proved enough to explain Peirce’s work from a perspective that has not 
been sufficiently appreciated. nor do i consider the significance of Peirce’s 
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thought for the tradition of post-Kantian idealism. This subject merits 
independent treatment and by someone better qualified than me. The 
work of other Peirce scholars is not examined. departures from received 
wisdom will be obvious to experts, while other readers will appreciate 
being spared the details of labyrinthine scholarly debate. finally, i do not 
discuss Peirce’s doctrine of categories or his semiotics much. my inter-
pretation of Peirce sheds light on his understanding of the categories and 
their importance for his thought and it also draws heavily on his account 
of symbols, but an adequate treatment of both of these topics requires a 
far lengthier discussion than can be provided here.

Throughout, my concern is with getting Peirce right rather than with 
making him be right. There is no denying that his ideas have proved fruit-
ful in contemporary philosophy. my aim, however, is to give an account 
of his thought as he saw it. i explain his views – those that have found 
favour and those that have not – in terms of their technical foundations, 
all the while keeping in mind the integrity of his philosophical system. 
i do this not merely for reasons of historical accuracy but also because 
proper understanding of his views is crucial to any assessment of their 
enduring significance. Peirce is a deep and rigorous thinker, and the bet-
ter his work as a whole is understood the harder it is to discern where his 
insight stops and his confusions begin.

if this book succeeds in presenting something of the richness of Peirce’s 
thought in a way that is accessible to the general philosophical reader, it 
is largely due to the help i received in writing it. i owe a huge debt to 
the Peirce edition Project and its benefactors for producing a critical edi-
tion of Peirce’s writings of unsurpassed quality. i am also beholden to the 
community of Peirce scholars for insights too numerous to catalogue. i 
have benefited immeasurably from conversations about this, and other, 
work with stéphane Bastien, lynne cohen, Vincent colapietro, shannon 
dea, Burton dreben, nadine faulkner, Jérôme havenel, nathan houser, 
françois latraverse, angus Kerr lawson, erin mccarthy, mark migotti, 
margaret morrison, andrew reynolds, david savan, andré de tienne 
and students in various seminars devoted to Peirce i have given at the 
University of ottawa. Glenn tiller carefully scrutinized the final manu-
script. andrew lugg read more drafts of this book than i care to count 
and held my feet to the fire at every turn. i could not ask for a better, 
more helpful critic, colleague or friend than he has been. finally, this 
book would not have been finished without the love and support of erin 
mccarthy and our daughters, Kathryn and emma. They are an unfailing 
source of inspiration and unmitigated joy.
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Abbreviations

The following conventions for references to Peirce’s work are used:
references to Writings of Charles S. Peirce: A Chronological Edition (Peirce 

1982–94) cite the volume number, the page and the year the passage 
was written – e.g. W2: 466, 1871.

references to Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce (Peirce 1935–58) 
cite the volume and paragraph number and the year the passage was 
 written – e.g. 2.219, 1903.

references to The New Elements of Mathematics by Charles S. Peirce (Peirce 
1976) are of the form nem volume number: page number, the year the 
passage was written – e.g. nem 3: 903, 1904.

references to The Essential Peirce: Selected Philosophical Writings (Peirce 
1992, 1998) are of the form eP volume number: page, the year the 
 passage was written – e.g. eP 1: 41, 1868.

references to Pragmatism as a Principle and Method of Right Thinking: The 
1903 Harvard lectures on Pragmatism (Peirce 1997) are of the form 
P: page number, the year the passage was written – e.g. P: 123, 1903.

references to Reasoning and the Logic of Things: The Cambridge Conference 
Lectures of 1898 (Peirce 1992) are of the form rlt: page, the year the 
 passage was written – e.g. rlt: 93, 1898.

references to Semiotics and Significs: The Correspondence between Charles 
S. Peirce and Lady Victoria Welby (Peirce 1977) are of the form ss: page 
number and the year the passage was written – e.g. ss: 115, 1909.

references to Historical Perspectives in Peirce’s Logic of Science (Peirce 1985) 
are of the form hP volume: page, the year the passage was written – 
e.g. hP 2: 901, 1901.

Undated manuscripts are marked ‘nd’ in place of the year.
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CH A PTER 1

Nominalism as demonic doctrine

The question of whether laws and  universals are real is central to Peirce’s 
philosophy. He thinks the  division of  philosophers into realists – who 
think there are real laws and  universals – and nominalists – who think 
laws and universals are merely products of the mind – cuts across more 
familiar contrasts between rationalists and empiricists, naturalists and 
transcendentalists, and so affords a novel  perspective on the  philosophical 
tradition. More provocatively, Peirce views realists as allied with a medi-
evalist – Duns Scotus1 – against ‘all modern philosophers’ (SS: 115, 1909).2 
Yet this alliance is dedicated to the advancement of scientific  philosophy, 
not its overthrow. So  positioned, Peirce’s realism is a revolutionary 
 doctrine as well.

1 Peirce views the triumph of Ockhamism over Scotism as a political victory rather than an 
 intellectual one: 2.166–8, 1902; 4.34–5, 1893; 6.348, c. 1909; 6.361, 1903; and 7.666, 1903. ‘If 
[Scotus’] logic and metaphysics, not slavishly worshipped, but torn away from its medievalism, 
be adapted to modern culture, under continual wholesome reminders of nominalistic criticisms, 
I am convinced that it will go far toward supplying the philosophy which is best to harmonize 
with physical science’ (1.6, c. 1898).

2 Peirce describes the modern era as ‘a tidal wave of nominalism’ and observes that ‘Descartes 
was a nominalist. Locke and all his following, Berkeley, Hartley, Hume and even Reid, were 
nominalists. Leibniz was an extreme nominalist . . . Kant was a nominalist . . . Hegel was a 
nominalist of realist yearnings. I might continue the list much further’ (1.19, 1903). Indeed his 
list includes: Peter Abélard (W2: 481, 1871), Cornelius Agrippa (1.18, 1903), Aristotle (NEM 
4: 295, c. 1903), Alexander Bain (4.33, 1893), Jeremy Bentham (4.33, 1893), Claude Bernard (1.109, 
c. 1896), Boëthius (6.93, 1903), Thomas Brown (8.37, 1871), Paul Carus (6.593, 1893), Chrysippus 
(NEM 3: 235, 1911), the Conceptualists (1.27, 1909), Charles Darwin (8.38, 1871), Durandus 
(W2: 475, 1871), the Epicureans (1.18, 1903), Johann Fichte (4.551, 1906), Ernst Haeckel (5.468, 
1905), William Hamilton (6.492, c. 1896), David Hartley (8.37, 1871), Edward Hegeler (4.1, 
1898), Hermann von Helmholtz (8.38, 1871), Thomas Hobbes (4.33, 1893; 5.392n1, 1903), John of 
Salisbury (W2: 481, 1871), Justus von Leibig (8.38, 1871), Raymond Lully (5.392n1, 1903), Ernst 
Mach (4.1, 1898), James Mill (4.33, 1893), John Stuart Mill (4.33, 1893), Karl Pearson (5.468, 
c. 1905), the early Charles Peirce (6.270, 1892; 8.208, c. 1905; 8.214n1, 1910; and 8.216, 1910), 
Platonists (5.470, c. 1906), Joseph Priestley (8.37, 1871), Rémusat (1.19, 1903), Charles Renouvier 
(6.505, c. 1906), Roscellinus (5.470, 1906), the medieval Sceptics (1.18, 1903), Duns Scotus (1.560, 
c. 1905 and 8.208, c. 1905), the Stoics (1.18, 1903; 3.613, 1911; and NEM 3: 201, 1911), William 
of Ockham (W2: 311, 1869), F.C. Wolf (6.590, 1893), Chauncey Wright (5.64, 1903), Wilhelm 
Wundt (5.468, 1905) and ‘the thinkers of the years about 1700’ (5.470, c. 1906).

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



Nominalism as demonic doctrine2

Still, it is not obvious why Peirce should view the question of the 
 ontological status of laws and universals as fundamental to philosophy. 
Nor is it obvious what there is in so abstract a question to elicit the 
contempt he directs towards his nominalist adversaries. Peirce insists 
that a pragmatist ‘will be the most open-minded of all men’ (5.499, 
c. 1905), yet this does not stop him from denouncing nominalism as 
‘the most  blinding of all systems’ (5.499, c. 1905), a ‘disgraceful habi-
tude’ (6.175, 1906) and a ‘philistine line of thought’ (1.383, c. 1890). He 
declares nominalism ‘a protest against the only kind of thinking that 
has ever advanced human culture’ (3.509, 1897) and ‘deadly poison to 
any  living reasoning’ (NEM 3: 201, 1911). He takes it to involve ‘mon-
strous’  doctrines (1.422, c. 1896) defended by ‘mostly superficial men’ 
(W2: 239, 1868) who ‘do not reason logically about anything’ (1.165, c. 
1897). Nominalism, he says, is ‘of all the philosophies the most inad-
equate, and perhaps the most superficial, one is tempted to say the 
 silliest possible’ (NEM 4: 295, 1905). It ‘and all its ways are devices of 
the Devil, if devil there be’ (SS: 118, 1909).3

Much of Peirce’s antipathy towards nominalism derives from his 
views about science. If, as he maintains, ‘science has always been at heart 
realistic, and must always be so’ (1.20, 1903), then nominalism is ‘anti-
 scientific in essence’ (2.166, 1902) and an obstacle to intellectual progress. 
Yet Peirce’s admiration of science does not account fully for his antagon-
ism towards nominalism. He says that ‘though the question of realism 
and nominalism has its roots in the technicalities of logic, its branches 
reach about our life’ (W2: 487, 1871). ‘Not only does all science hang 
upon the decision but so do Truth and Righteousness!’ (SS: 117–18, 1909). 
Nominalism, for him, is ‘the dreary outlook upon a world in which all 
that can be loved, or admired, or understood, is figment’ (SS: 118, 1909). 
It is a ‘disease’ (SS: 118, 1909), and the ‘remedy for it consists in allowing 
ideas of human life to play a greater part in one’s philosophy’ (5.121, 1903). 
Clearly, Peirce sees more at stake in the nominalism question than the 
proper understanding of the ontology of science. For him, nominalism 

3 Peirce grants that nominalism offers a simpler account of the world than realism does and thus is 
a view that ought to be tried first (4.1, 1898). He even concedes that efforts to defend nominalism, 
though failed, have ‘been most precious for the clear comprehension of logic and of metaphysics’ 
(4.1, 1898). Nevertheless, he says, ‘the average nominalist . . . reminds me of the blind spot on the 
retina, so wonderfully does he unconsciously smooth over his field of vision and omit facts that 
stare him in the face’ (4.1, 1898).

 

 



Nominalism as demonic doctrine 3

implies a worldview, one with disastrous consequences – and not just for 
intellectuals. As he says:
It is not modern philosophers only who are nominalists. The nominalistic 
Weltanschauung has become incorporated into what I will venture to call the 
very flesh and blood of the average modern mind. (5.61, 1903)

Given Peirce’s assessment of what is at stake in the nominalism debate 
and his conviction that the question is ‘as pressing today as it ever was’ 
(4.1, 1898), it is clear why he views the defeat of nominalism as ‘the most 
important consequence’ of pragmatism (8.258, 1904).

For all the significance he accords the matter, Peirce says surpris-
ingly  little about the connection between nominalism as a theory 
of laws and general concepts and nominalism as a ‘dreary outlook’ or 
‘Weltanschauung’. Nevertheless, what he does say gives a fairly clear indi-
cation of the worldview he wishes to combat:
The realistic philosophy of the last century has now lost all its popularity, except 
with the most conservative minds. And science as well as philosophy is nominalis-
tic. The doctrine of the correlation of forces, the discoveries of Helmholz, and the 
hypotheses of Liebig and of Darwin, have all that character of explaining famil-
iar phenomena apparently of a peculiar kind by extending the operation of simple 
mechanical principles, which belongs to nominalism. Or if the nominalistic char-
acter of these doctrines themselves cannot be detected, it will at least be admitted 
that they are observed to carry along with them those daughters of nominalism, – 
sensationalism, phenomenalism, individualism and materialism. (W2: 485–6, 1871)

He also hints at the moral and political implications of nominalism that 
he finds troubling when he writes:
The question of whether the genus homo has any existence except as individuals 
is the question of whether there is anything of any more dignity, worth, and 
importance than individual happiness, individual aspirations, and individual life. 
Whether men really have anything in common, so that the community is to be 
considered as an end in itself, and if so, what the relative value of the two factors 
is, is the most fundamental practical question in regard to every public institution 
the constitution of which we have it in our power to influence. (W2: 487, 1871)4

4 Describing the reception of Darwin, Peirce writes: ‘Mechanism was now known to be all, or very 
nearly so. All this time, utilitarianism – that improved substitute for the Gospel – was in its full-
est feather; and was a natural ally of an individualistic theory . . . [Darwin’s] hypothesis, while 
without dispute one of the most ingenious and pretty ever devised . . . did not appear, at first, at 
all near to being proved . . . but the extraordinarily favourable reception it met with was plainly 
owing, in large measure, to its ideas being those toward which the age was favorably disposed, 
especially, because of the encouragement it gave to the greed-philosophy’ (6.297, 1893).

 

 



Nominalism as demonic doctrine4

To explain what Peirce takes the nominalist worldview to be, it is not 
necessary to provide a comprehensive discussion of the doctrines alluded 
to in these passages. As he observes, nominalism is ‘a broad question and 
it is proper to look beyond the letter into the spirit of it’ (4.1, 1898). What 
follows, therefore, is an outline in the most general terms of the target on 
which Peirce trains his sights and of his motives for doing so. Its purpose 
is merely to provide sufficient background for the detailed exploration of 
Peirce’s thought to follow.

T HE E ssEnCE of nominA l ism5

Nominalists hold that reality comprises individuals.6 They deny there are 
laws operative in the world and that there are kinds of things in nature 
apart from thought. On their view, a complete theory of the world could 
be given by enumerating individuals and their particular traits without the 
use of laws or general concepts, even if, as they allow, exhaustive knowledge 
of the world in its particularity is beyond the capacity of finite minds.

According to nominalists, the individuals that make up reality  manifest 
themselves to knowers through experience – in perception and intro-
spection. On their view, immediate experience is a chaotic torrent of 
 independent data that is organized by the mind to form a coherent view of 
reality. Individuals given in experience are subsumed under general con-
cepts on the basis of their similarities, and when individuals of one kind 
are found alongside individuals of another kind repeatedly, the association 
is formulated as a law. However, nominalists insist that the laws and gen-
eral concepts used to order experience are neither given in experience nor 
objectively derivable from it. They point out that since any two things are 
both similar and different in limitless ways, talk of similarity is intelligible 

5 This section is based on Becker (1968), Boler (1963), Bowler (1984), Greene (1981), MacIntyre (1984), 
Unger (1975), Weiner (1949) and Young (1973, 1985) as well as Abbot (1885), Bain (1977), Boole (1958), 
Buckle (1871), De Morgan (1966), Fiske (1874), Kant (1988, 2007), Laplace (1951), Leibnia (1969), 
Locke (1975), Mill (1973), Ockham (1964), Quetelet (1848, 1969, 1981) and Spencer (1945). Relevant 
discussions by Peirce include: W1: 79–83, 1861; W1: 88–9, 1861; W1: 101–14, 1863; W2: 122–30, 
1867–8; W2: 144–54, 1868; W2: 211–42, 1868; W2: 302–7, 1869; W2: 310–45, 1869; W2: 462–90, 
1871; W3: 14–108, 1873; W3: 235–7, 1877; W3: 306–22, 1878; W4: 152–6, 1880; W4: 378–82, 1882; 
W5: 260–1, 1885; W5: 285–9, 1886; 3.613, 1911; 6.297, 1893; 6.492, c. 1896; 8.132–56, 1900; and 8.157–63, 
1901. Peirce would not, and need not, hold that everyone he calls a nominalist accepts all of the 
doctrines discussed in this section. He attaches the label to anyone at odds with what he deems to 
be the correct form of realism on the grounds that they aid the nominalist cause.

6 Peirce says, ‘[t]he heart of the dispute lies in this. The modern philosophers – one and all unless 
Schelling be an exception – recognize but one mode of being, the being of an individual thing or 
fact’ (1.21, 1903). Nominalism, for him, is ‘[t]he doctrine that nothing is general but names; more 
specifically, that common nouns, as man, horse, represent in their generality nothing in the real 
things, but are mere conveniences for speaking of many things at once, or at most necessities of 
human thought; individualism’ (EP 1: xxiv, nd).

   

 

 

 



The essence of nominalism 5

only for a given point of comparison. Since, they claim,  individual experi-
ences do not single out which among the myriad similarity relations must 
be chosen as relevant for purposes of classification, experience  cannot deter-
mine which among the numerous conflicting conceptual schemes that are 
internally consistent and empirically adequate correctly describes reality. 
Nominalists hold, then, that the choice of a conceptual scheme is deter-
mined by knowers’ interests rather than by objective features of the world.7 
For them, talk of truth and falsity is possible only within a framework 
of laws and general concepts, and any such framework is justified either 
because claims made using it can be reduced to claims about individuals 
or because it provides a useful tool for anticipating experience.8 Either way, 
for nominalists, laws and general concepts are artefacts of economizing 
minds to which nothing in reality literally corresponds.

Nominalists typically claim that the individual experiences that 
 provide the foundation of knowledge are private. As a result, they view 
epistemology as charged with the task of explaining how representations 
of reality can be known to be true when knowers can never get out-
side those representations to compare them with things as they are apart 
from thought. Some nominalists conclude that adequate justification of 
knowledge claims is impossible – they are agnostics or  sceptics about 
the world external to thought. Others argue that reality is exhausted by 
minds and their private representations – they are  idealists or solipsists.

The nominalists’ conception of knowledge informs their account of 
human faculties other than cognition. While they view the faculty of rea-
son as devoted to making sense of experience, they take the faculty of 
desire, or the will, to motivate cognition and determine the ends to which 
knowledge is put. For them, the capacity for human desire is limitless, 
while the resources available for attaining desirable ends are finite. Thus 
agents must prioritize their desires according to their intensity, their con-
tribution to the fulfilment of other desires and the cost in time and effort 
required to satisfy them. Nominalists insist, however, that nature and 
experience are free of values, and a variety of choices of ends is consistent 
with the same understanding of facts. Whereas the domain of reason is 
objective, the domain of desire is subjective. Assessments of the value of 

7 ‘[N]ominalists generally do not admit that there is any similarity in things apart from the mind; 
but they may admit that this exists, provided that they deny that it constitutes any unity among 
the things apart from the mind. They cannot admit the latter and remain consistent nominalists’ 
(6.377, 1902).

8 ‘Roughly speaking, the nominalists conceived the general element of cognition to be merely a 
convenience for understanding this and that fact and to amount to nothing except for cognition, 
while the realists, still more roughly speaking, looked upon the general, not only as the end and 
aim of knowledge, but also as the most important element of being’ (4.1, 1898).

 

 

 

 



Nominalism as demonic doctrine6

ends are rooted in associations of pleasure and pain with various experi-
ences, and these assessments cannot be justified by appeal to features of 
things that exist independently of reactions to them.

While nominalists consider reason and desire to be independent 
 faculties, they do not deny that they often work in concert. On their 
view, the failure to achieve desired ends is both the mechanism of, and 
main motivation for, learning. Moreover, they claim that reason  provides 
 reliable expectations about the future and thus helps agents reconcile their 
unbounded capacity for desire with the constraints imposed by nature. 
The resultant harmony (called ‘adaptation’) is, according to nominal-
ists, the only objective measure of individual well-being. Still, they insist 
that the contribution of reason to well-being is confined to determining 
the likelihood of fulfilling desires under various circumstances (through 
the prediction of the outcomes of actions), discovering the means by 
which desires might be fulfilled (through the control of events) and 
pointing to inconsistent desires (through the application of logic). Reason 
can ensure the conformity of beliefs to reality (problems of overcoming 
scepticism aside), but it cannot provide an objective assessment of the 
moral worth of ends. Desires, by contrast, are subjective expressions of 
 individuality with no real objects to which they might correspond. Value 
is not a  determinant of desire, rather objects are valuable only in so far as, 
and indeed because, they are desired by someone. To think otherwise, is, 
on their view, to reify subjective tastes as objective facts and take what 
one wishes to be the case to be evidence of what is.

Though nominalists view desires as non-cognitive, they do not view 
them as entirely inscrutable. They think reason can treat desires, indeed 
all mental contents, as phenomena to be explained like any other. That 
agents have the desires they do is a fact about them, and nominalists view 
it as part of reason’s job to link such facts to other facts in lawful ways in 
order to understand them. On their view, knowledge of preferences and 
beliefs, the laws by which these are formed and the laws of rational choice 
would suffice to predict and explain an agent’s actions. However, since 
these explanations are purely descriptive and are couched in terms of 
immutable, deterministic laws, they raise important questions for moral 
theory about how to account for the normative authority of moral judge-
ments and how to make sense of the notions that agents have free will 
and are responsible for what they do.

The conception of human beings as utility-maximizing agents forms 
the basis of nominalist social philosophy. Nominalists view communi-
ties as aggregates of autonomous, self-interested individuals. On their 
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account, the communal good is merely the sum of the welfare of the rele-
vant individuals. The primary social institution is the state,  inaugurated 
and empowered through the consent of the rational individuals it  governs. 
Its function is to mediate antagonism among citizens and  provide a stable 
arena for the pursuit of individual desires. The goal of the state is to ensure 
the maximum level of freedom (that is, the absence of the control of indi-
viduals by alien wills) consistent with personal security. Nominalists 
think it falls to the social sciences to discover laws of human behaviour 
on which to found institutions capable of regulating human interactions 
to the optimal benefit of each citizen.

Nominalists insist that, even when grounded on scientific principles, 
institutions remain creatures of convention. The limits of state authority are 
established through contracts secured among individuals with shared inter-
ests. The overlapping desires which make such agreements possible do not 
reflect a rational consensus on the collective good – there being no objective 
ends. Social groups, political and otherwise, are created and sustained by 
alliances among individuals who participate in them as a means to fulfill-
ing private desires. According to nominalists, then, human beings are social 
animals, if at all, only as a consequence of the contingent coincidence of 
individual desires and not by virtue of any inherent gregariousness.

T HE Ev il s  of nominA l ism

The account of nominalism I have given extends well beyond Peirce’s dis-
cussion of it. But the suggestion that he is concerned to refute this world-
view is not mere speculation. The views described had broad currency in 
his day, and my summary fits well with his characterizations of nomin-
alism as a systematic philosophy. More telling still is the fact that when 
Peirce’s objections to nominalism are considered together, they provide a 
comprehensive critique of this philosophy.

Peirce’s general complaint against nominalism is that it limits the scope 
and authority of reason and thereby yields far too much to scepticism in 
science, ethics and religion. He thinks nominalism restricts the kinds of 
questions that can be investigated and limits the kinds of answers to ques-
tions that can be offered and in so doing inhibits the progress of inquiry.9

Peirce objects, for example, that nominalists are incapable of provid-
ing a logical foundation for the quest for predictive laws in science. They 

9 Peirce thinks, ‘[i]t is one of the peculiarities of nominalism that it is continually supposing things 
to be absolutely inexplicable’ (1.170, c. 1897).
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hold that experience is a disconnected sequence of independent sensory 
elements and no accumulation of evidence of this kind can justify claims 
to know the future.10 For them, induction from past experience is rooted 
in habits of association rather than sound principles of inference. On this 
view, subjects engaging in counter-induction, though imprudent and 
prone to extinction, do not sin against logic.11

Peirce thinks the nominalist view that laws are either useful fictions 
or compendious descriptions of series of individual experiences also fails 
to explain why phenomena occur in patterns that can be formulated as 
laws.12 This question is viewed by nominalists as either beyond the limits 
of human knowledge, as nonsensical or as a matter of brute inexplicable 
fact. Peirce thinks that the most nominalists can say is that objects hap-
pen to be perceived by knowers as similar in certain respects and that cer-
tain expectations of future experience become engrained as habits given 
repeated predictive success. However, this is merely to restate the fact that 
there are lawful regularities in experience, not to account for it. Peirce 
thinks that in failing to explain the predictive success of science, nom-
inalism fails to provide rational grounds for the search for laws govern-
ing phenomena.13 As he sees it, nominalists rest content with saying that 
scientists search for laws because their minds are built to do so, and this 
search has, as a matter of fact, been fruitful in the past. However, he 
thinks that in denying that any deeper justification of the search for laws 
is possible, nominalists merely close off inquiry into the foundations of 
scientific inquiry.

10 Peirce claims that for Mill, for example, ‘facts are, in themselves, entirely disconnected, and that 
it is the mind alone which unites them. One stone dropping to the earth has no real connection 
with another stone dropping to earth. It is, surely, not difficult to see that this theory of uniform-
ities, far from helping to establish the validity of induction, would be, if consistently admitted, 
an insuperable objection to such validity. For if two facts, A and B, are entirely independent in 
their real nature, then the truth of B cannot follow, either necessarily or probably, from the truth 
of A’ (6.99, 1902).

11 ‘According to the nominalistic view . . . the only respect in which a system of ideas has more 
value than the sum of the values of the ideas of which it is composed is that it is compendious; 
while, according to the realistic view, this is more or less incorrect depending upon how far the 
realism be pushed’ (4.1, 1898).

12 He thinks the nominalist ‘ought to admit no general law as really operative . . . He ought to 
abstain from all prediction, however qualified by a confession of fallibility. But that position can 
practically not be maintained’ (5.210, 1903).

13 Peirce says, ‘a nominalist may admit that there is in the events themselves an agreement 
 consisting in the uniformity with which all stones dropped from the hand fall to the ground; 
but if he admits that there is anything at all, except the mere fact that they happen to do so, 
that should in any sense determine the different stones to fall every time they are dropped, he 
ceases to be a good nominalist and becomes a mediaeval realist’ (6.377, 1902). See 8.144–54, 
1900 and 6.273, c. 1893.
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On Peirce’s view, a further threat to the legitimacy of science arises 
from the nominalists’ approach to explaining thought and action. For 
them, understanding reasoning is a matter of uncovering the conditions 
in which, and the mechanisms by which, general laws and concepts come 
to be formed through the association of ideas. However, Peirce insists 
such explanations lack any normative force. He claims the laws of associ-
ation are indifferent to questions of validity – they apply equally to legit-
imate and illegitimate (i.e. fallacious) associations. As a result, appealing 
to these laws as a justification of the scientific method merely goes to 
show that human beings, as a matter of fact, develop general conceptions 
of the world and attach the epithet ‘true’ to the more reliable results. It 
does not show that they are right to do so.

In so far as nominalists take thought to be governed by determinis-
tic laws, Peirce thinks they are forced to deny the possibility of genuine 
deliberation. Inquirers are reduced from autonomous, wilful reasoners to 
arational computing machines. On such a view, he claims, errors must be 
seen as inevitable and beyond the control of knowers. If, in addition, rea-
soning is viewed as a physiological process, then, he claims, nominalism 
fails to account for cognition in its own terms. Thought is viewed as gov-
erned by mechanisms that do not countenance meanings as explanatory 
variables. Intellectual history is reduced to the interplay of physical forces, 
rather than a matter of the growth of ideas (W1: 88, 1861).

Peirce thinks the nominalist view of science is further flawed inasmuch 
as it cannot justify its reliance on psychology and biology as foundational 
in philosophy. As he sees it, nominalists defend their epistemological prin-
ciples by appeal to theories of the mind and experience that are justified 
by applying these same principles. As a result, he maintains, the principles 
of the nominalist theory of inquiry are presupposed in their own justifi-
cation, leaving nominalism an edifice that ‘floats on air’ (8.158, 1901).

Finally, Peirce insists that the nominalist account of knowledge leads to 
scepticism. He argues that if, as the nominalist maintains, private experi-
ences are the sole objects of immediate knowledge, then the claim that 
science yields truth about an extra-mental reality is baseless. The result, 
Peirce maintains, is to call the epistemic credentials of science into ques-
tion and undermine the adoption of truth as even a regulative ideal.14

For Peirce, the inadequacy of nominalism as an account of knowl-
edge is compounded by its threat to the idea of an objective moral order.  
14 Peirce calls Spencer’s concept of the ‘The Unknowable’ – a realm of being independent of, 

and inaccessible to, the world of experience – ‘a nominalistic heresy’ (6.492, c. 1896). See also 
W2: 239–40, 1868; W2: 462–3, 1871; 5.525, c. 1905; 5.553, 1906; 6.95, 1903; and 6.108, 1892.
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He thinks nominalists are committed to the view that the general  concepts 
involved in ethical claims are, like all general concepts, defined by social 
conventions that lack any objective basis. Moreover, he claims, nominal-
ists deny that there are final causes on which to base objective judgements 
about the value of ends. The uniformities they appeal to in making sense 
of experience are merely mechanical, not teleological. Given their view 
that science provides only knowledge of what is the case and no moral 
conclusions can be derived from purely descriptive claims, Peirce thinks 
nominalists must view questions about the worth of ends as outside the 
scope of rational inquiry (W1: 88, 1861). What is more, he thinks the nom-
inalist view that values are rooted in subjective feelings of pleasure and 
pain conditioned to value-free stimuli implies that even acts of charity 
and altruism are to be explained in terms of the drive to satisfy individual 
arational desires. This account of morality, he maintains, represents an 
unacceptable reduction of commitment and conscience to the pursuit of 
self-interest.15 Finally, Peirce objects to the nominalist’s explanation of the 
formation and persistence of values in terms of psychological laws. As in 
the case of beliefs, he thinks such explanations are normatively insignifi-
cant since the same principles are invoked to explain the saintly and the 
satanic. He also holds that in so far as nominalists’ explanations of values 
are deterministic, they undermine the idea that ethical judgements are 
the result of genuine deliberation. As a result, he thinks nominalism fails 
to provide an acceptable account of moral experience and agency.

Peirce’s objections to subjectivism in moral theory underlie his criti-
cism of nominalist social theory. For the nominalist, the laws that medi-
ate conflicts among individuals are conventional, and their authority 
is limited to those who consent to be bound by them. This consent is 
said to be rational only to the extent that it furthers each individual’s 
 private ends. As Peirce sees it, the nominalist’s denial of any overarching 
 universal good that can provide a cognitive foundation for the organiza-
tion and formation of communities and institutions is both immoral and 
unfounded (W2: 487, 1871).

The nominalist’s view that the worth of institutions is measured by 
their contribution to the fulfilment of individual desires implies that 
institutions devoted to the pursuit of knowledge are valuable only in so 
far as they provide means for pursuing individual self-interest. Peirce 
objects that such a view makes science the handmaiden of desire and lim-
its its focus to matters of social and individual concern. Nominalists fail 

15  See W2: 487, 1871 and W2: 336, 1869.
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to appreciate the intrinsic value of science as a pursuit of truth for its own 
sake (8.132–55, 1900 and RLT: 105–22, 1898).

Peirce also rejects nominalism because of its implications for natural 
theology. The suggestion that laws are the products of the human mind 
blocks appeal to the natural order as evidence of design. Furthermore, 
by casting doubt on the reality of laws and causal connections among 
natural events, nominalism undermines arguments for the existence of a 
First Cause. Appeals to divine causation (or miracles) as evidence for the 
existence of God are likewise precluded (W1: 104, 1863). The nominalist 
view that competition and struggle among God’s creatures in the pursuit 
of self-interest is an inevitable part of the natural order casts doubt on the 
benevolence of the Creator and breeds despair over the inescapable bru-
tality of the human condition. According to Peirce, nominalism wrongly 
construes science as anti-religious.

Finally, the scepticism endemic to nominalism regarding the 
 correspondence of human experience to an extra-mental reality relegates 
God to the domain of the unknowable. The concept of God is reduced to 
a mere human creation – the ultimate abstract concept – without empir-
ical justification as a representation of something real. By casting doubt 
on the very possibility of searching for, much less providing, evidence for 
rational belief in God, nominalism again blocks the road of inquiry.

su mm A Ry

Nominalism gives rise to a constellation of issues that exercised Peirce 
throughout his lifetime. Dissatisfaction with the sceptical and reductive 
tendencies of the nominalist account of science inspires Peirce’s efforts 
to establish that laws are operative in nature, to defend direct perceptual 
realism, to validate inductive inference and to establish continuity, over 
atomism, as an irreducible category. But Peirce’s motivation in defending 
these views extends beyond his interest in developing an adequate phil-
osophy of science. He is equally concerned with overthrowing the views 
that compel nominalists to banish questions of ethics and theology to the 
realm of the non-cognitive. Peirce’s technical work in logic and mathem-
atics is intimately connected to his efforts to establish a place for freedom, 
progress, love and humanity within the scientific conception of reality.16 
His tirades against nominalism are part of a much broader crusade for 

16 Peirce himself says ‘the moral applications of the [pragmatist] doctrine are positive and potent’ 
(4.423, 1905).
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social and intellectual change. To the extent that nominalism rules out 
the possibility of an adequate unification of the results of natural science 
with the moral insights of metaphysics and theology Peirce believes it to 
be in drastic need of reform. Yet, for him, the rejection of nominalism 
does not require the rejection of scientific philosophy – only the rejection 
of prevalent misconceptions of what scientific philosophy implies. As he 
sees it, his critique of nominalism removes the chief obstacles to incorp-
orating moral and religious insights within the worldview of  science 
 properly understood (5.39, 1903).

Recognition of the full range of implications of Peirce’s work is in 
 keeping with his aspiration to provide a systematic philosophy that 
resolves pressing conflicts of his time. It is also in keeping with his 
view that the problem of the authority of science is a special case of 
the  problem of normative authority. In supplying a rational foundation 
for scientific inquiry, Peirce seeks to provide the very thing he thinks 
 nominalism threatens: an ultimate, impartial and binding basis for the 
organization of human life.
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CH A PTER 2

Logic, philosophy and the special sciences

Peirce takes the core of the worldview outlined in Chapter 1 – the 
 worldview he calls ‘nominalism’ – to be the metaphysical theory that only 
individuals exist and laws and general kinds are ‘figments of the mind’ 
devised to make sense of experience (1.16, 1903). Since he believes that 
logic provides the only secure basis for metaphysics, he focuses his cri-
tique of nominalism on the logical foundations of its account of laws and 
general concepts.1 However, before examining the logical presuppositions 
of nominalism, he thinks it important to clarify the nature of logical 
inquiry itself. While he would not go so far as to claim that nominalism 
stands or falls on its account of the science of logic, he thinks nominal-
ists (and others) go astray as a result of their failure to understand the 
subject matter and methods of logical inquiry, as well as its relationship 
to inquiry in other sciences. In this chapter, then, I examine his criticism 
of the nominalist account of logical inquiry and explain the alternative 
he proposes. This discussion lays the groundwork for the examination of 
Peirce’s case against the nominalist theory of laws and general concepts in 
later chapters.

As Peirce defines it, logic is the science that deals with the principles 
of right reasoning (2.1, 1902). Reasoning, meanwhile, ‘is the process by 
which we attain a belief which we regard as the result of previous know-
ledge’ (EP 2: 11, 1895). Logicians, on Peirce’s view, seek to uncover the 
nature of concepts, the principles by which concepts combine in proposi-
tions and the principles by which propositions combine to yield warranted 
inferences. Since the point of reasoning is to advance the pursuit of truth, 
he thinks logic deals with all the forms of reasoning involved in rational 
inquiry (W3: 244, 1877). Thus he takes logic to encompass not only the 

1 ‘The only rational way [to do metaphysics] would be to settle first the principles of reasoning, 
and, that done, to base one’s metaphysics on those principles. Modern notions of metaphysics are 
not rationally entitled to any respect, because they have not been determined in that way’ (2.166, 
1902).
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sort of formal analysis of reasoning associated today with symbolic and 
mathematical logic, but also the analysis of the reasoning involved in 
 formulating hypotheses (i.e. the principles of abduction), deriving predic-
tions from them (i.e. the principles for deducing testable consequences 
of hypotheses) and evaluating their truth or falsehood (i.e. the principles 
of induction). Since his use of the term ‘logic’ is at odds with contem-
porary usage and is apt to confuse some readers, in what follows I speak 
of the science of inquiry where he speaks of the science of logic, use the 
term ‘theories of inquiry’ instead of ‘logical theories’ and call principles 
of reasoning involved in investigating questions of truth and falsehood 
‘principles of inquiry’ rather than ‘logical principles’.2

T HE nominA l isT v iEw of T HE sC iEnCE of inqu iRy

Peirce associates nominalism with the view that the science of inquiry is 
part of the science of the mind. While he does not pause to justify this 
understanding of nominalism, it is not too hard to see how he might have 
come to it. Consider, for example, the nominalist’s analysis of the follow-
ing inference:

P1  If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia.
P2  This coin is gold.
C  This coin dissolves in aqua regia.

This inference is typical of the sort used to determine the testable 
 consequences of scientific theories. Here the behaviour of an object – a 
coin – is predicted on the basis of what is assumed to be knowledge of 
its being gold and a law about the way gold things behave.3 Nominalists 
base their analysis of this inference on their theory of general concepts. 
On their view, the second premise, ‘This coin is gold’, merely says that 
the individual picked out by the term ‘This coin’ falls under the con-
cept ‘gold’. Nominalists hold that only the instances or tokens of general 

2 While some nominalists (e.g. Richard Whately) limit logic to the theory of deduction, others (e.g. 
John Stuart Mill) are sympathetic to Peirce’s approach. So far as Peirce’s critique of nominalism 
is concerned, not much turns on these differences. What matters is the theoretical disagreements 
between Peirce and his nominalist adversaries, not quibbles about the use of the word ‘logic’.

3 In symbolic logic, the conclusion of this inference is derived as follows: from the first premise, 
(x)(Gx→Dx) (where ‘G’ is ‘gold’ and ‘D’ is ‘dissolves in aqua regia’), it follows that (Ga→Da) 
(where a is the sample in question) by the rule of universal instantiation (UI). From (Ga→Da) 
and the second premise, Ga, Da is derived by modus ponens (MP). The applications of UI and 
MP capture the logical relation of general rules to cases subsumed under them. However, for 
Peirce, both UI and MP are themselves general rules under which cases are subsumed. Thus, for 
him, the triadic relation of rule-case-result is logically more basic than these principles.
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concepts are real and kinds or types exist in name only. Accordingly, 
they take the concept ‘gold’ to stand for individual objects (e.g. certain 
coins, dental fillings, mineral deposits, etc.) While they acknowledge that 
this concept is defined by general criteria – objects are called ‘gold’ on 
the basis of their atomic number, for example – they deny that there are 
general natures or essential properties in objects corresponding to these 
criteria. They observe that while atomic number is essential to the clas-
sification of substances according to the periodic table, it is irrelevant to 
the classification of substances used in, say, the Middle Ages and insist 
that nothing inherent in individual objects makes the scheme of the peri-
odic table correct and the medieval one incorrect. They agree that some 
systems of classification are better than others for certain purposes – even 
that the periodic table is superior to its predecessors for purposes of chem-
ical analysis – but deny that one conceptual scheme is any more faithful 
to the way things really are than any other. Given this, nominalists view 
general concepts as, in some sense, products of the mind.

The nominalist’s account of general concepts likewise guides their 
interpretation of the first premise of this inference – the claim that if 
something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia. While granting this 
premise is true, they deny that it represents a law operating in nature. 
All that this premise says, they claim, is that any individual falling under 
the concept ‘gold’ also falls under the concept ‘dissolves in aqua regia’. 
On their view, there is no nomological or causal necessity in the world 
that makes objects dissolve in aqua regia as a result of their being gold. 
Laws are formulated in propositions that express relations among kinds of 
things, but these relations, like the kinds themselves, are products of the 
mind.

According to nominalists, then, the validity of the inference being 
considered depends on relations among concepts – the conclusion that 
the individual indicated by ‘This coin’ falls under the concept ‘dissolves 
in aqua regia’ is valid given as assumptions that this same individual falls 
under the concept ‘gold’ and any individual object falling under the con-
cept ‘gold’ falls under the concept ‘dissolves in aqua regia’. Recognizing 
that substituting any other predicates for ‘gold’ and ‘dissolves in aqua 
regia’ in this inference produces a valid inference of the same form as 
this one, they admit as a principle of inquiry the so-called nota notae 
principle – the principle that what holds of a certain sort of object as a 
general rule, holds of each particular object of that sort (1.606, c. 1903). 
However, they insist, it is one thing to claim that individual objects are 
subject to this principle by virtue of their falling under concepts devised 
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by the mind, quite another to say that the principle describes a relation 
among states of affairs that form part of the order of things independ-
ent of thought. While they grant that classes, species, kinds or types are 
defined by general concepts, they deny that general concepts and their 
relations have counterparts in the world apart from thought. The nota 
notae principle (that what is true generally of a certain sort of object is 
true of each object of that sort) is thus, for nominalists, a law of thought, 
not of things. And since nominalists construe all principles of inquiry in 
a similar fashion, they view the science of inquiry as a branch of the sci-
ence of the mind.

Peirce does not dispute the nominalist’s claim that the theory of inquiry 
deals with thought in some sense. Inquiry, for him, is nothing if not a cog-
nitive endeavour. However, he believes nominalists typically misconstrue 
the nature of the science of inquiry – its subject matter, its method and its 
relationship to other sciences. While recognizing that nominalists formu-
late the view that the science of inquiry is part of the science of the mind 
in a variety of ways, he thinks that whatever view they defend succumbs 
to one of two fundamental mistakes: either it wrongly supposes that the 
science of inquiry is a natural science and thereby fails to  appreciate its 
unique subject matter, or it rests the science of inquiry on pure reason 
apart from experience and thus deprives it of a rigorous method. I discuss 
Peirce’s criticisms of each of these approaches in turn.

T HE sC iEnCE of inqu iRy A s  A  nAT uR A l sC iEnCE

Peirce resolutely opposes the view of nominalists who take the science 
of inquiry to be a natural science. He does not dispute their claim that 
inquiry is a legitimate subject for study in the natural sciences. Nor does 
he deny that inquiry can be studied as a natural phenomenon – in the 
way that photosynthesis or gravity is studied. What he finds wrongheaded 
is the nominalist’s suggestion that because inquirers are part of the nat-
ural world, the science of inquiry is a natural science (8.190, 1904). He 
thinks this view leads to the misguided conclusion that the science of 
inquiry is primarily concerned to uncover the principles by which inquir-
ers in the past have been led to theories that predict and control events, 
solve problems and so on. He also thinks it implies the erroneous view 
that principles of inquiry rest on facts about inquirers and their envir-
onment uncovered in psychology, biology or physiology. Such a view, 
he insists, flies in the face of fundamental differences between principles 
of inquiry – the principles of right reasoning involved in the pursuit of 
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truth – and principles discovered in the natural sciences – the laws of 
nature. More specifically:

(1) Peirce thinks the nominalist’s view that the science of inquiry is a 
 natural science implies that principles of inquiry are justified a pos-
teriori (NEM 4: 248, 1904 and W5: 235, 1885). This, he contends, is 
at odds with the fact that the principles of inquiry are warranted 
apart from any knowledge of nature. As he sees it, the nota notae 
 principle is true no matter what the laws of nature may be and what-
ever objects happen to fall under them, and so its justification is inde-
pendent of any claims about the natural world. For him, knowledge 
of this principle allows us to know that ‘This sample dissolves in aqua 
regia’ follows from ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, then 
it  dissolves in aqua regia’ without having to establish whether gold 
things exist or how they behave when placed in aqua regia. In short, 
Peirce rejects the nominalist’s assimilation of the science of inquiry 
to the natural sciences because it cannot account for the fact that 
 principles of inquiry are justified a priori.

(2) Peirce also objects that in taking the science of inquiry to be a  natural 
science the nominalist overlooks the fact that the principles of inquiry 
are formal whereas claims in the natural sciences are material. Peirce 
maintains that the principles of inquiry provide a framework of 
criteria for determining the truth or falsehood of claims about the 
world. He calls these framework principles ‘formal’ because he thinks 
they delimit a space of logically possible facts but do not decide 
which among these possibilities is actually (i.e. ‘materially’) the case 
(W1: 422, 1866). On his view, the nota notae principle ensures that 
facts in nature will have a certain structure without determining what 
these facts are. For him, this principle guarantees, for example, that 
‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ is true provided ‘This coin is gold’ 
and ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’ are true, 
but leaves open the question of whether any of these facts obtains. 
As he sees it, then, the science of inquiry cannot be a natural science 
as the nominalist supposes, for then the principles of inquiry would 
describe the actual world rather than merely delimit possibilities.4

(3) Peirce further objects that there is no good reason to think that pursu-
ing the science of inquiry as a natural science in the way the nominal-
ist suggests will yield the sort of universal principles that the theory  

4  See 3.168, 1880; NEM 4: 248, 1904; 8.239, 1904; and EP 2: 385, 1906.
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of inquiry requires. He insists that the science of inquiry aims to 
 provide principles for attaining truth that apply to all types of 
 inquirers, at all times, in all places, whatever the subject matter. (He 
thinks, for example, that there can be no exception to the nota notae 
principle and so no inquirer can ever rationally conclude that ‘This 
coin dissolves in aqua regia’ is false while ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If 
something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’ are true.) On the 
nominalist view that the science of inquiry is a natural science, the 
principles of inquiry are uncovered by investigating the methods that 
have led inquirers to successful theories in the past. However, Peirce 
observes that practices of inquiry shift dramatically over time, and in 
light of this it is far from obvious that the nominalist’s procedure of 
codifying past practice will lead him to principles that hold of inquiry 
universally. Moreover, even if the nominalist does find principles that 
apply in all and only cases of successful human inquiry, Peirce sees 
no reason why there could not be a species capable of knowledge to 
which these principles would not apply – a species with cognitive 
faculties very different from human beings, for example. For Peirce, 
then, the principles uncovered by nominalists who pursue the science 
of inquiry as a natural science may well prove to be only species- or 
culturally specific, rather than being universal.5

(4) Moreover, as Peirce understands it, the nominalist view that the 
science of inquiry is a natural science implies that the principles of 
inquiry are contingent. The nominalist likens principles of inquiry 
to natural laws, and while natural laws hold without exception in 
the actual world, they do not hold in all possible worlds. Thus, Peirce 
maintains, the nominalist is committed to allowing that, just as the 
acceleration due to gravity might have been different, the nota notae 
principle might not have been true had facts about inquirers or their 
environment been different. Peirce thinks this an absurd view. For 
him, there is no arrangement of facts in nature that would render 
‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ false while ‘This coin is gold’ and 
‘If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’ are true. As he 
sees it, the principles of inquiry are necessarily true – that is, they not 
only hold universally in this world but in any possible world in which 

5 ‘[A theory of inquiry] which is a natural history merely, has done no more than observe that 
certain conditions have been found attached to sound thought, but has no means of ascertain-
ing whether the attachment be accidental or essential . . . when I say that Existential Graphs [i.e. 
Peirce’s diagrammatic of symbolic logic] put before us moving pictures of thought, I mean of 
thought in its essence free from physiological and other accidents’ (4.8, 1906).
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there are truths to discover.6 Thus he thinks the nominalist is wrong 
to assimilate these principles to natural laws.

(5) Peirce raises the further point that in viewing the science of inquiry as 
a natural science the nominalist fails to recognize that the principles 
of inquiry are normative, not descriptive (2.7, 1902). As he sees it, the 
purpose of a theory of inquiry is to prescribe the procedures inquirers 
ought to follow in order to attain the truth, not to describe the pro-
cedures they actually follow.7 On the nominalist account, by contrast, 
the authority of the nota notae principle rests solely on the fact that it 
has been used in the past in the development of successful theories. 
Yet, Peirce notes, the mere fact that inquirers have relied on a prin-
ciple to good effect does not prove that they were rational to do so and 
ought to continue to rely on it in the future.8 Good theories some-
times arise from the application of flawed principles and there is no 
good reason to suppose that the principles that actually guide inquiry 
ought to guide it (8.190, 1904). To Peirce’s way of thinking, then, in 
approaching the science of inquiry as a natural science, the nominalist 
fails to provide an adequate normative foundation for inquiry.

   Peirce further argues that grounding principles of inquiry on 
 natural laws of thought defeats the purpose of a theory of inquiry. As 
he sees it, it makes no sense to ask whether inquirers ought to follow 
a natural law – what human beings are compelled to do by virtue of 
their constitution they cannot do otherwise, and so the question of 
whether they are right to do it is moot (2.165, 1902).9 The nominalist’s 
attempt to derive principles of inquiry from natural laws of thought 
undermines the aim of the theory of inquiry, which is to modify past 
methods in light of independently derived rational norms.10

6 The principles of inquiry are ‘so broad as to hold not only for the universe we know but for every 
world that [sic] poet could create’ (1.417, c. 1896). See also 4.10, 1906.

7 The science of inquiry ‘is not the science of how we do think; but, in such sense as it can be said 
to deal with thinking at all, it only determines how we ought to think . . . in order to think what 
is true’ (2.52, 1902). On the other hand, ‘external fact can only determine what is, not what ought 
to be’ (W5: 231, 1885). See also 5.39, 1903 and 8.239, 1904.

8 ‘Our whole [analysis of inquiry] consists in investigating whether or not to one portion of know-
ledge, expressed presumably in a very different form from that in which it was thought, we can, 
without serious danger of error, attach a certain addition. What the process of thinking may have 
been has nothing to do with this question . . . How we think, therefore, is utterly irrelevant to [the 
theory of inquiry]’ (2.55, 1902). See also NEM 4: 103, c. 1893, RLT: 124, 1898; and 2.54, 1902.

9 ‘[A]n involuntary act is not subject to control; an uncontrollable act is not deliberate nor subject 
to criticism in the sense of approval or blame. Any performance which cannot be called good or 
bad differs most essentially from reasoning’ (2.182, 1902).

10 Indeed ‘[a]ll the greatest steps in the progress of modern science have involved improvements in 
the art of reasoning’ (NEM 4: 102, c. 1893).
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(6) Finally, Peirce objects that in taking the science of inquiry to be a 
natural science, the nominalist fails to accord it its proper role as 
a foundation for metaphysics. According to Peirce, pursuing truth 
makes sense only on the assumption that reality can in principle be 
known through inquiry. However, he maintains, the principles of 
inquiry apply only if certain general conditions obtain. For the nota 
notae principle to apply, the world must be such that ‘This coin dis-
solves in aqua regia’ is true provided the coin in question is gold and 
all gold things dissolve in aqua regia. In light of this, Peirce believes 
certain conditions necessary to the pursuit of truth can be inferred 
from the fact that successful inquiry takes place. Since any rational 
theory of reality must acknowledge the presence of conditions that 
make inquiry possible (inquiry in metaphysics included), the princi-
ples of inquiry form the basis of metaphysics. That is, they give rise to 
a conception of reality that must hold in any world in which there is a 
truth to discover (W1: 490, 1866). Peirce objects, however, that if the 
nominalist is right in thinking principles of inquiry are natural laws, 
then these principles do not licence inferences to the nature of real-
ity as such. The natural laws governing human inquiry hold in only 
a very small corner of the universe and Peirce sees no good reason to 
suppose that these laws are representative of the principles governing 
reality at large. Nor does he think it reasonable to believe that the 
nature of reality must agree with the principles that a specific species 
of organism happens to use in thinking about it. Indeed, given the 
contingency of natural laws of human thought, he sees no reason to 
think they reveal anything at all about the essence of reality.

In short, Peirce thinks the view that the science of inquiry is a  natural 
science fails to recognize that, unlike laws of nature, the principles of 
rational inquiry are a priori, formal, universal, necessary, norms that 
licence metaphysical conclusions.

In addition to urging that nominalists who view the science of inquiry 
as a natural science wrongly characterize its subject matter, Peirce also 
argues that they render the justification of principles of inquiry viciously 
circular. He maintains that the sort of claims used by nominalists to jus-
tify principles of inquiry – claims about the nature of inquirers, their 
cognitive capacities and their environment – are justified by those same 
principles and thus do not offer independent reasons for accepting them. 
While Peirce does not explain this objection in detail, it is clear enough 
what his point is. He notes that there are controversies, even among 
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nominalists, about the form a theory of inquiry should take. For example, 
there is debate about whether rational inquiry is best understood at the 
level of social practices or individual psychology and, if the latter, whether 
the explanation should be couched in terms of behavioural dispositions, 
mental processes or physiological mechanisms. Peirce thinks that what-
ever approach the nominalist takes to the scientific study of inquiry will 
presume answers to questions about the scope and limits of first-person 
testimony, the legitimacy of appeals to mentalist concepts and hypoth-
eses in the explanation of thought and the relevance and importance of 
behavioural, biological and physiological data to the theory of inquiry. 
Answers to these questions, he thinks, presuppose principles for forming 
and testing scientific hypotheses (i.e. principles of abduction and induc-
tion, respectively).11 As a result, he thinks the nominalist who takes the 
science of inquiry to be a natural science is in the unhappy position of 
having to invoke principles of inquiry to justify claims about the nature 
of inquirers and their practices, while using these very claims about 
inquirers to justify the principles of inquiry. Hence, Peirce claims, on the 
 nominalist view that the science of inquiry is a natural science the truth 
of any theory of the principles of inquiry is assumed its own justifica-
tion.12 To avoid this circle, Peirce insists, the principles of inquiry must be 
justified  independently of findings in the natural sciences.13

The objections considered so far make clear that Peirce thinks any 
account of the science of inquiry must: (i) recognize that its subject  matter 
is ‘widely distinct’ (2.41, 1902) from the natural sciences – the natural 
 science of inquiry included (W1: 422, 1866) – and (ii) provide a method 
of establishing the principles of inquiry that is independent of findings 
justified by appeal to those principles – including findings in the  natural 
sciences. Peirce still needs to show that an a priori science of formal, uni-
versal, necessary, norms that license metaphysical conclusions is possible – 
how he does this will be discussed in due course. But before turning to his 
reasons for thinking it is, it is important to consider his criticism of the 

11 Peirce also holds that ‘psychological conceptions are not sufficiently matured to afford a safe 
foundation for any part of [the science of inquiry]’ (2.43, 1902). See 2.184, 1902.

12 ‘Psychology must depend in its beginnings upon [the theory of inquiry], in order to be 
 psychology and to avoid being largely [an analysis of inquiry]. If then [the theory of inquiry] 
is to depend on psychology in its turn, the two sciences, left without any support whatever, 
are liable to roll in one slough of error and confusion’ (2.51, 1902). ‘[I]t is indeed a vicious 
circle to make [the theory of inquiry] rest upon a theory of cognition’ (3.432, 1896). See also 
W1: 362, 1866; 8.144f., 1901; 2.210, 1903; 8.242, 1904; EP 2: 386, 1906; EP 2: 412, 1907; and 
NEM 3: 868–9, 1909.

13 See 5.157, 1903; 5.173, 1903; 8.326, 1906; and W1: 61, 1861.
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second sort of view of the science of inquiry nominalists promote – the 
sort of view according to which principles of inquiry are grounded by pure 
reason apart from any knowledge gained through experience.

T HE sC iEnCE of inqu iRy A s  A n A  PR ioR i  
sC iEnCE of T HE mind

Nominalists who ground principles of inquiry using reason alone align 
with Peirce against the view that the science of inquiry is a natural sci-
ence. They see the science of inquiry as uncovering principles that form 
part of the cognitive framework that inquirers use to render experience 
intelligible and take these principles to have all the traits that Peirce 
claims distinguish principles of inquiry from claims in the natural sci-
ences. Moreover, they claim that grounding the principles of inquiry in 
pure reason avoids the vicious circularity that Peirce cites as fatal to the 
view that the science of inquiry is a natural science.

With respect to the first point:

(1) These nominalists agree with Peirce that, unlike the natural sciences, the 
science of inquiry is an a priori science. In taking principles of inquiry 
to be justified by appeals to reason apart from experience, they imply 
that knowledge of the nota notae principle does not presuppose know-
ledge of the way things are in the world beyond thought. Moreover, 
they hold that knowledge of this principle allows inquirers to discern 
that ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ follows from ‘This coin is gold’ 
and ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’ without hav-
ing to know whether any of these a posteriori claims is true.

(2) Nominalists of this sort also agree with Peirce that the science of 
inquiry is a formal science rather than a material one – that it delimits 
possible states of affairs rather than describes what is the case. They 
hold that the principles of inquiry are laws governing rational thought 
and, as such, that they fix the limits of what is conceivable. At the same 
time they recognize that these principles do not determine the content 
of experience and thus do not decide the truth value of propositions 
about the actual world. For them, the nota notae principle guarantees 
that ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ is true provided ‘This coin is 
gold’ and ‘If something is gold, it dissolves in aqua regia’ are true, 
while leaving the truth values of these three material claims open.

(3) These nominalists likewise accept Peirce’s claim that the science of 
inquiry uncovers universal principles. They take the principles of 
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inquiry to define cognitive rationality for all inquirers. For them, the 
nota notae principle applies in inquiry at all times, in all places, what-
ever the subject matter, simply because it is a law of rational thought. 
Thus an inquirer can never rationally conclude that ‘This coin dis-
solves in aqua regia’ is false when ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something 
is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’ are true.

(4) With Peirce, these nominalists take the principles of inquiry to be 
necessary rather than contingent. As they see it, these principles define 
the nature of rational thought and thus must hold in any world where 
rational inquiry occurs. They agree, accordingly, that no arrangement 
of facts can justify violations of the nota notae principle, and thus it 
is impossible for ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ to be false, when 
‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua 
regia’ are true. For them, as for Peirce, the principles of inquiry hold 
in any world that includes rational inquirers.

(5) These nominalists also share Peirce’s view that the science of inquiry 
is a normative science. On their view, the principles of inquiry are 
norms in the sense that violating them precludes rational thought 
altogether. Inquirers, they claim, ought to abide by the nota notae 
principle (and infer ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ from ‘This coin 
is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’) 
whether they do so in practice or not, on pain of absurdity.

(6) Finally, these nominalists endorse Peirce’s view that the science of 
inquiry is the foundation of metaphysics. While they believe that 
principles of inquiry are imposed on reality by the mind, rather than 
grounded in features of the world independent of thought, they hold, 
nevertheless, that inquirers cannot conceive of a world in which the 
laws of thought do not apply. On their view, reality, in so far as it is 
intelligible to inquirers, cannot be such that there are exceptions to 
the nota notae principle. As a result, they accept Peirce’s claim that any 
 theory of reality must recognize that it is such that a coin dissolves in 
aqua regia provided it is gold and all gold things dissolve in aqua regia.

When it comes to defining the subject matter of the science of inquiry, 
then, Peirce has little, if any, grounds for complaint against nominalists 
who justify principles of inquiry by pure reason. Both he and they main-
tain that the science of inquiry is an a priori science of formal, universal, 
necessary, norms that license metaphysical conclusions.

Peirce would similarly concede that nominalists who justify principles 
of inquiry by appeal to pure reason avoid the circularity inherent in the 
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view that the science of inquiry is a natural science. These nominalists 
defend principles of inquiry by a priori reasoning, independently of any 
claims about nature justified by appeal to these principles. As a result, 
nominalists who take this view do not rest the principles of inquiry on 
claims that draw on those same principles for support. These nominal-
ists do assume the authority of reasoning in establishing the principles 
of rational inquiry on a priori grounds. But Peirce does not see this as 
viciously circular. To the contrary, he thinks justification, by definition, is 
a matter of advancing reasons to support conclusions. Thus to demand a 
justification for the principles of inquiry that does not involve reasoning 
is confused. While he does not think it incoherent to reject all forms of 
reasoning, inquirers who do so are impervious to argument and incapable 
of providing a reasoned defence of their view. As far as he is  concerned, to 
rely on reasoning to defend the principles of inquiry is merely to acknow-
ledge the banal fact that there are no rational grounds for theories – 
 theories of inquiry included – outside the scope of reason itself.14

Still, even though Peirce would acknowledge that nominalists who 
ground principles of inquiry on pure reason avoid the problems faced 
by those who consider the science of inquiry to be a natural science, he 
thinks their view is irredeemably flawed. More specifically, he argues that 
resting the principles of inquiry on appeals to pure reason – however the 
nominalist spells this out – is methodologically suspect.

Consider, for example, nominalists who appeal to intuition as grounds 
for adopting a theory of inquiry. They claim that principles of inquiry are 
self-evident, that one merely has to train the mind on its own processes 
to immediately apprehend the laws of rational thought. On their view, 
one just sees that what holds of objects of a certain sort as a general rule 
holds of each object of that sort and that no results obtained by applying 
principles of inquiry in the special sciences are required to back it up.

Peirce thinks nominalists who hold this view make an  important point – 
namely, that in the end the validity of a form of inference is immediately 
grasped. Anyone who sincerely questions whether ‘This coin  dissolves in 
aqua regia’ follows from ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, it dis-
solves in aqua regia’ will not, Peirce allows, be brought around by citing the 
nota notae principle. If one does not see the validity of the original infer-
ence, one will not see any reason to accept the  general  principle alleged 
to justify it. However, Peirce thinks nominalists who conclude from this 

14 For him, ‘[the science of inquiry], then, is a theory. The end of any theory is to furnish a rational 
account of its object’ (2.1, 1902).
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important insight that principles of inquiry are justified by intuition  render 
the  science of inquiry subjective. On their view, he maintains, there is no 
way to distinguish principles that are truly self-evident from those that 
only seem to be so and no way to adjudicate disputes among  inquirers who 
disagree about what principles are self-evident. Peirce thinks that identify-
ing which principles are grounded by intuition is far from straightforward 
given the unreliability of memories concerning the sources of our beliefs, 
confusions about our learning history engendered by dreams and the 
 tendency to take dogmatic convictions to be well-founded intuitive beliefs 
(1.631, 1898). His point is not merely that intuitive knowledge cannot be 
identified infallibly – though he thinks this is true and should give nomi-
nalists who claim certainty for intuitive judgements pause – nor is it merely 
that claims to intuitive knowledge are apt to be controversial. His point is 
rather that in the absence of some further legitimating ground, claims to 
intuitive knowledge offered in support of a theory of inquiry are no more 
credible than expressions of personal conviction are. Grounding principles 
of inquiry in intuition is thus tantamount to pursuing what Peirce calls 
‘the method of tenacity’ – the method of adopting a theory of inquiry on 
the assumption that ‘whatever I am clearly convinced of, is true’ (W2: 212, 
1868) and dismissing contrary views simply because they are at odds with 
what one deems self-evident (W3: 248–50, 1877).15 To ground a theory of 
inquiry on what an inquirer claims to be intuitive or self-evident is to erase 
the distinction between merely thinking a principle of inquiry is sound and 
knowing it is.16 Such a view, he thinks, ‘make[s] single  individuals absolute 
judges of truth’ and ‘is most pernicious’ (W2: 212, 1868).17

It is no use for the nominalist to defend the view that principles of 
inquiry are justified by intuition by adding the proviso that claims 
to intuitive knowledge must be endorsed by other rational inquirers. 
This revised view fares no better than what Peirce calls ‘the method of 
 authority’ – the method of grounding theories on standards prevalent 
in some community or other. As Peirce sees it, the problem with this 

15 Here I apply objections Peirce raises against what he calls the methods of tenacity, authority and 
a priorism to various methods recommended for the science of inquiry by nominalists. I trust no 
distortion of his views results from this change of context. See W3: 242–57, 1877.

16 ‘[T]he question of its [an argument’s] validity is purely one of fact . . . it is not in the least the 
question whether, when the premisses are accepted by the mind, we feel an impulse to accept the 
conclusion also’ (W3: 244, 1877). See also 5.88, 1903.

17 Peirce does not think the argument advanced here shows that there is no intuitive knowledge. 
He denies inquirers have a faculty of intuition only after arguing that it is a needless posit in 
epistemology. His criticism of the method of tenacity just canvassed does not rest on this latter 
claim, however. See W2: 193, 1868.
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view is that the criterion of shared intuition provides no basis for distin-
guishing well-founded agreement that a theory of inquiry is true from 
widespread prejudice. This view collapses the distinction between a 
community’s thinking a principle of inquiry is right and its being right. 
While Peirce agrees that a correct theory of inquiry should generate 
consensus among rational inquirers, he denies that consensus is what its 
rationality  consists in.

To address this last objection the nominalist might supplement the 
requirement that there be a consensus on intuitive principles of inquiry 
with the demand that any such consensus survive the test of critical debate. 
On this view – which Peirce dubs the ‘a priori method’ – inquirers adopt 
principles of inquiry on the grounds that they are ‘agreeable to reason’ 
(W3: 252, 1877). In other words, a principle is deemed adequate because it 
fits with other beliefs to form a coherent system on which there is a rea-
soned consensus.18 The problem with this method, Peirce claims, is that 
it fails to insulate the science of inquiry from the influence of ‘accidental 
and capricious element[s]’ (W3: 253, 1877). As cultural and intellectual cir-
cumstances evolve, core philosophical views shift. Principles deemed fun-
damental in one era are thought to be unreasonable in another, and there 
is nothing in the bare criterion of what is agreeable to reason to prefer one 
system of belief to another. Pursuing the a priori method, Peirce main-
tains, leaves the science of inquiry subject to the vagaries of intellectual 
fashion.19

There is one last method of justifying principles of inquiry by pure 
reason that the nominalist might exploit worth considering here. On this 
view, principles of inquiry are adopted on the grounds that their denial is 
inconceivable. The suggestion is that laws of thought set limits to what can 
be conceived, and whatever inquirers find inconceivable they are obliged 
to reject. For example, the nominalist might defend the nota notae prin-
ciple on the grounds that it is impossible to contemplate a case in which it 
does not hold (e.g. a case in which ‘This sample dissolves in aqua regia’ is 
false while ‘This sample is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves 
in aqua regia’ are both true and, likewise, for any inference arrived at by 
substituting different predicates for ‘gold’ and ‘dissolves in aqua regia’). 
Since the absurdity of denying a given principle is evident upon reflec-
tion, the nominalist might think the criterion of inconceivability provides 

18 See his criticism of Descartes and Kant in this connection at 5.382n1, 1893.
19 He does not deny that inquirers should accept what they find reasonable, only insists that they 

should accept it as a hypothesis in need of testing.
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an a priori test for principles of inquiry that is grounded in reason alone 
(2.29, 1902).

Peirce agrees with nominalists who take this last view that inasmuch as 
principles of inquiry are necessarily true their denial is inconceivable. For 
him, any world in which there is truth to discover is a world in which the 
principles of inquiry hold. However, he thinks inconceivability is a poor 
guide to truth. He observes that what is inconceivable in one age often 
proves conceivable in another (2.30, 1902 and 5.382n1, 1893). For example, 
the denial of Euclid’s fifth postulate and the law of excluded middle were 
for centuries each thought to be inconceivable, but the development of 
Riemannian geometry20 and many-valued logic (which Peirce pioneered) 
proved otherwise. Peirce thinks these, among many other examples, show 
that the inability of inquirers to conceive of the denial of a principle has 
no special epistemological significance and thus fails as a criterion of 
truth in the science of inquiry. On his view, inconceivability is one thing, 
necessary truth another and the mere inability of an inquirer to conceive 
that a principle is false affords no good reason for thinking the principle 
holds in all possible worlds.

Peirce would not be any happier were the nominalist to claim that what 
matters in justifying a principle of inquiry is not that it be  inconceivable 
under a particular set of circumstances but that it be inconceivable in 
principle. The suggestion is that the nota notae principle is justified 
because its falsehood is unintelligible in all circumstances. Faced with 
this view, Peirce would ask how the limits of what is intelligible in prin-
ciple are to be discerned. Unless there is some method of determining 
whether the falsehood of a principle of inquiry really is inconceivable in 
principle or whether, like Euclid’s fifth postulate, there is merely a long-
standing (mistaken) conviction that it is, this view offers no guidance to 
those seeking to uncover the principles of inquiry. Given that inquirers 
can no more anticipate future discoveries than Euclid could anticipate 
non-standard geometry, Peirce finds it is hard to imagine what method 
for identifying principles of inquiry the nominalist could offer. Thus the 
criterion of inconceivability in principle fares no better than the other a 
priori methods of justifying principles of inquiry considered above.

20 Euclid’s fifth postulate states that for any line AB and a point C that is not on AB, there is only 
one line through C that is in the same plane as AB and parallel to it (i.e. does not intersect AB). 
In Riemannian geometry there is no such line parallel to AB. If, for example, space is spherical 
and AB is a line of longitude extending from one pole to the other, the line of longitude through 
C will intersect AB at the poles.
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Peirce’s criticism of what he takes to be the dominant nominalist views 
of the science of inquiry point the way to the sort of view he thinks is 
required. On the one hand, he thinks nominalists who pursue the sci-
ence of inquiry as a natural science fail to appreciate its unique subject 
matter and end up justifying theories of inquiry in a circular manner. On 
the other hand, he thinks nominalists who take theories of inquiry to be 
grounded in pure reason apart from experience fail to provide an adequate 
method for testing theories of inquiry. As he sees it, the problems with 
both sorts of view can be rectified by applying the methods of reason-
ing used in mathematics to the science of inquiry. Justifying principles 
of inquiry in this way, he claims, (i) preserves the notion that the science 
of inquiry is an a priori, formal science of universal, necessary, normative 
principles that license inferences to the nature of reality, (ii) avoids the cir-
cularity of justifying principles of inquiry by appeal to claims that are jus-
tified by these same principles and (iii) allows for the sort of independent, 
repeatable, intersubjective testing that is the hallmark of rational inquiry. 
In what follows I explain his account of the science of inquiry and why he 
thinks it improves on the nominalist views discussed so far.

PE iRCE’s  ConCEP T ion of T HE sC iEnCE of inqu iRy

According to Peirce, theorems in mathematics are proven by perform-
ing various operations on symbolic constructions or ‘diagrams’ as he calls 
them (1.240, 1902). Consider, for example, how Euclid proves that the 
interior angles of a triangle add up to 180° (2.55, 1902). He first draws a 
representative triangle – labelled ABC in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1
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Next, he extends the base of this triangle (from C to D in the figure) 
and draws a line (CE in the figure) parallel to side AB. He then argues (by 
appeal to theorems established by the same sort of diagrammatic reason-
ing) that the three angles created by these new lines (i.e. angles x′, y′ and 
z in the figure) are equal to the interior angles of triangle ABC (i.e. angles 
x, y and z in the figure). And since angles x′, y′ and z form a straight line, 
they add up to two right angles, or 180º. From this construction he con-
cludes that this result holds of all triangles.

Peirce takes Euclid’s use of a diagram in his proof to be typical of math-
ematical reasoning. He claims that whether doing arithmetic (as in long 
division, say), solving equations in algebra or constructing geometrical 
proofs with a ruler and compass, mathematicians draw certain signs that 
represent information taken for granted in the statement of the problem 
they are out to solve, perform various operations on those signs and infer 
general conclusions from the results.

Peirce further holds that the sort of diagrammatic reasoning used in 
mathematics applies whenever conclusions are derived from premises 
assumed to be true. While drawing the conclusion that ‘This coin dis-
solves in aqua regia’ from ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, 
then it dissolves in aqua regia’ is not normally taken to be a case of math-
ematical reasoning, Peirce insists that the operations involved in this infer-
ence are no different from those involved in mathematics generally. This 
becomes clear, he thinks, when it is recognized that this inference can be 
represented in Boolean algebra – which uses operations on equations to 
draw conclusions from premises – or in the system of Venn or Euler dia-
grams – in which the validity of arguments is tested by constructing geo-
metrical figures.21 In Euler’s system, for example, the information given 
in the premises is represented in the following way: a circle representing 
the coin in question is drawn within a circle representing the class of gold 
things to illustrate the truth of the premise ‘This coin is gold’. A third 
circle – representing things that dissolve in aqua regia – is drawn in such 
a way that all gold things fall within it, thereby illustrating the truth of 
the premise that ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’. The 
resulting diagram is shown as Figure 2.2.

As Peirce sees it, this diagram, like the one in Euclid’s proof, reveals that 
there is no way to represent the premises as being true without representing 

21 Peirce’s system of symbolic logic – his so-called ‘existential graphs’ – involves rules for con-
structing and manipulating diagrams. I do not discuss its finer points but rather illustrate 
the philosophical ideas behind it using the simpler (though less powerful) technique of Euler 
diagrams.
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the conclusion as true. For him, deductive inference and mathematical 
reasoning involve the same sorts of diagrammatic procedures.22

Peirce thinks diagrammatic reasoning affords the science of inquiry 
an appropriate method. Starting from premises based on his  analysis 
of the concept of rational inquiry and certain mathematical results  
(e.g. the definition of continuity and probability theory) he uses diagram-
matic reasoning to derive the principles of inquiry and show that they 
are sufficient to lead inquirers to truth. The details of his argument are 
discussed in later chapters. Here the focus is on explaining why he thinks 
this approach to the theory of inquiry avoids the difficulties faced by the 
nominalist alternatives considered earlier and meets the constraints that 
he imposes on an adequate conception of the science of inquiry.

Things
soluble in
aqua regia  

Gold 
things

The coin in
question  

Figure 2.2

22 Peirce defines mathematics as the science of drawing necessary inferences. In claiming that 
the  science of inquiry is founded on mathematics, he means that principles of inquiry are to be 
justified by necessary reasoning with diagrams. While his definition of mathematics is far from 
obvious, he does not pause to defend it. He simply observes that it was developed by his father – 
perhaps the leading American mathematician in his day – and claims it is ‘now substantially 
approved by all competent persons’ (NEM 1: 256, 1889). See also 1.240, 1902; 4.232–3, 1902; 
NEM 4: 193–4, nd; NEM 4: 228–9, c. 1905–6; NEM 4: 265–83, c. 1895; and P: 130, 1903.
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T HE subjECT m AT TER of T HE sC iEnCE of inqu iRy

The first requirement Peirce has of any conception of the science of 
inquiry is that it correctly characterize the subject matter. He thinks his 
diagrammatic approach to the theory of inquiry meets this demand:

(1) On his view, the science of inquiry is an a priori science since 
 principles of inquiry justified by diagrammatic reasoning are known 
to hold independently of any knowledge of the way things are in the 
world. The reasoning exemplified in Euclid’s diagram and in Euler 
diagrams is a priori since it proceeds without drawing on knowledge 
of what obtains in nature. Accordingly, Peirce thinks that showing by 
diagrammatic reasoning that under certain conditions certain princi-
ples would lead inquirers to truth provides an a priori justification of 
the theory of inquiry (NEM 4: 248, 1904).

(2) Peirce also believes that his view allows that the science of inquiry 
is a formal science in his sense of the term – that it delimits possible 
states of affairs rather than determines what is the case. Euclid’s 
proof is formal since it relies on structural features of his diagram to 
reveal the general properties of a triangle and yet makes no (mate-
rial) claim about whether triangles actually exist. Reasoning with 
Euler diagrams is formal because it uses various arrangements of 
symbols to reveal the general form of the inference from ‘This coin 
is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, it dissolves in aqua regia’ to the 
conclusion that ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’, without assert-
ing that the premises are actually true. Likewise, Peirce thinks by 
relying on diagrammatic reasoning in the science of inquiry he can 
show that under the right conditions certain principles of inference 
(rightly employed) would lead inquirers to truth without implying 
that those conditions actually obtain or making claims about which 
among the conceivable ways the world might be is in fact the case. 
For him, the diagrammatic method of deriving principles of inquiry 
yields criteria for distinguishing truth from falsehood while leav-
ing all questions as to what is actually (i.e. materially) the case to 
be determined by the application of these principles in the  special 
sciences.23

23 ‘Pure mathematics differs from the positive sciences in not making any categorical assertions, 
but only saying what would be true in case certain hypotheses were true, and not undertaking 
to be in the least responsible for there being anything in nature corresponding to its hypotheses, 
whether exactly or approximately’ (P: 151, 1903). See also 1.247, 1902; 3.560, 1898; NEM 2: 8, c. 
1895; and P: 130, 1903.
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(3) Peirce thinks his diagrammatic approach to the science of inquiry 
allows for the derivation of principles that are universal. Euclid’s 
proof procedure holds of all triangles – as is clear from the fact that 
his reasoning is based on an arbitrary triangle. Similarly, the Euler 
diagram generalizes to all inferences of the same form – it remains 
valid no matter what terms are substituted for ‘This coin’, ‘gold’ and 
‘dissolves in aqua regia’. Peirce thinks that diagrammatic reasoning 
leads to the derivation of principles that hold in all cases of rational 
inquiry, so long as it is based on a concept of inquiry defined inde-
pendently of any considerations of time, place, subject matter or 
 species of inquirer.

(4) Peirce’s approach to the science of inquiry likewise allows that the 
principles of inquiry are necessarily true. Euclid’s diagrammatic proof 
shows that in any possible world in which there are triangles, their 
interior angles add up to 180°. Likewise the Euler diagram shows that 
in any world in which ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, 
then it dissolves in aqua regia’ are true it must be the case that ‘This 
coin dissolves in aqua regia’. Accordingly, Peirce claims, the principles 
of inquiry derived by diagrammatic reasoning are necessary – they 
hold in any possible world in which there are truths to be discovered 
through rational inquiry.

(5) The science of inquiry also remains a normative science on Peirce’s 
account. The constructions involved in Euclid’s proof and Euler dia-
grams imply conclusions that inquirers ought to accept whether or 
not they do accept them. These proofs are rational even if the proce-
dures they exploit do not match those that inquirers happen to use. 
Similarly, Peirce thinks diagrammatic reasoning shows that inquir-
ers should accept certain principles of inquiry in order to uncover 
the truth, even if they do not adhere to them at present. The theory 
of inquiry he develops thus prescribes how inquiry ought to be con-
ducted rather than describes how it is conducted.

(6) Finally, Peirce claims that a theory of inquiry derived by  diagrammatic 
reasoning provides a legitimate foundation for metaphysics – that 
the principles uncovered by this method license inferences about the 
nature of reality in so far as it can be known. As noted, Peirce thinks 
any consistent theory of reality must acknowledge the presence 
of conditions that make inquiry possible (inquiry into the nature of 
reality included). Since deriving the principles of inquiry by diagram-
matic reasoning shows that they hold in every world in which there 
is a truth to discover – whatever the vagaries of cognitive psychology 
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or biology and whatever facts or laws of nature obtain – he thinks 
it legitimate to conclude from these principles that certain features 
of reality hold so long as there are any facts at all. For him, features 
of reality presupposed by the application of principles of inquiry 
(rightly derived) form the core of a rational metaphysics.

In light of these six points (pending a defence of his theory of inquiry), 
Peirce thinks his conception of the science of inquiry as founded on 
diagrammatic reasoning meets his first requirement – that of recogniz-
ing that the science of inquiry is an a priori science of formal, universal, 
necessary, norms that ground metaphysical conclusions and, thus, is not 
to be included among the natural sciences.

A  non-CiRCul A R fou ndAT ion foR T HE  
sC iEnCE of inqu iRy

Peirce also believes that his conception of the science of inquiry meets 
his second requirement – the requirement that it provide a method of 
justifying the principles of inquiry that does not appeal to knowledge 
claims justified by these same principles. In relying on diagrammatic 
reasoning to justify his theory of inquiry, Peirce avoids the circular rea-
soning that nominalists engage in when justifying principles of inquiry 
by results in the natural sciences (results that, he claims, rely on prin-
ciples of inquiry for support.) As he sees it, derivations of the princi-
ples of inquiry by diagrammatic reasoning no more depend on claims 
about nature than Euclid’s proof and the proof involving the Euler 
diagram do.

However, it might be urged that even though Peirce does not rest 
his theory of inquiry on results in the natural sciences, his approach is 
no less circular than that of the nominalists who do. As Peirce himself 
 recognizes, diagrammatic reasoning is governed by certain principles of 
inference. This being the case, critics will insist, the diagrammatic rea-
soning underlying his principles of inquiry presupposes the truth of at 
least some of those principles and hence does not provide a non-circular 
justification of his theory of inquiry.

Peirce would be unmoved by this objection since it misidentifies the 
nature of the circularity that he is concerned to avoid. The circularity 
he objects to occurs when claims that are justified by explicit appeal to 
the principles of inquiry are cited as reasons for adopting these same 
 principles. As noted, he thinks nominalists who rest the theory of inquiry 
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on facts about inquirers and their environment cannot avoid this sort 
of circularity, because the claims they cite as evidence in the theory of 
inquiry are compelling only if one accepts certain principles of hypoth-
esis formation and theory confirmation. Peirce insists his approach does 
not give rise to this form of circular reasoning, because no such appeal to 
principles of inquiry is required when justifying a theory of inquiry by 
diagrammatic reasoning.

To see Peirce’s point, notice that in proving that the interior angles of 
a triangle add up to 180°, for example, Euclid makes no mention of the 
principles of inquiry. The construction of Euclid’s diagram leads inevit-
ably to his conclusion but that construction does not cite any underlying 
principles of reasoning as premises. In fact, Peirce claims that Euclid’s 
proof procedure is sound independent of any particular theory of inquiry 
and indeed is compelling to philosophers with competing accounts of the 
nature of mathematical inquiry. The same holds of the reasoning depicted 
in the Euler diagram. Peirce thinks observation of the diagram suffices to 
show that ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ must be true given as prem-
ises that ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, it dissolves in aqua 
regia’ and the diagram is constructed without invoking the nota notae 
principle, or indeed any other inference rule. As he sees it, then, dia-
grammatic reasoning can be used to establish a theory of inquiry without 
drawing on the principles of that same theory for support. On his view, 
the principles of inquiry do not occur as premises in their own justifica-
tion and thus the circularity involved in the nominalist’s appeal to nat-
ural science is avoided.

Critics will still be apt to object that even if Euclid’s proof and the 
Euler diagram are compelling in the absence of an explicit account of 
the reasoning involved, they remain legitimate only given the truth of 
certain principles. As a result, the diagrammatic reasoning Peirce uses 
to establish the principles of inquiry assumes – tacitly, if not explicitly – 
the truth of some such principles. If so, his approach to the science of 
inquiry does not avoid the sort of circular reasoning he thinks nominal-
ists engage in when justifying principles of inquiry by findings in the 
natural sciences.

For Peirce, however, this objection rests on a confusion between the 
drawing of deductive inferences – the carrying out of operations on dia-
grams to prove theorems in mathematics – and the theory of drawing 
deductive inferences – which the science of inquiry aims to provide. He 
observes that while theories of deduction in the science of inquiry are 
notoriously controversial – there being a myriad of conflicting accounts 
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of the fundamentals of deductive inference and competing formulations 
of its basic principles – particular instances of diagrammatic reasoning 
are far less open to controversy. As he sees it, conclusions established by 
diagrammatic reasoning (e.g. the conclusions in Euclid’s proof and the 
Euler diagram) are compelling and for a very good reason, namely, that 
the conclusions are shown to follow necessarily from the relevant prem-
ises. Peirce does not deny that mathematicians disagree about the cogency 
of proofs and that they make mistakes. His point, however, is that con-
troversies about diagrammatic reasoning are confined to the merits of the 
particular inferences involved. These controversies are settled by repeating 
the contested proofs (e.g. retracing the steps of Euclid’s construction or 
redrawing the relevant Euler diagram) to ensure that each step leading to 
the conclusion follows from the steps that come before it. What he thinks 
crucial to recognize is that no appeal to higher-order principles of reason-
ing is involved in this sort of checking.24 Having shown by construct-
ing the relevant diagram that the interior angles of a triangle add up to 
180º or that ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ follows from ‘This coin is 
gold’ and ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves in aqua regia’, he thinks 
no more secure justification of these conclusions is required or even pos-
sible.25 Given that the diagram in each case ‘simply states what is evident’ 
and ‘nobody does or can doubt it’, Peirce asks, ‘what could ‘reliance’ upon 
anything effect?’ (NEM 4: 209, nd).

It is important to note that Peirce does not simply disregard the 
 suggestion that there are principles of inference underlying Euclid’s 
proof and the use of Euler diagrams. What he denies is that appealing 
to a theory of these principles as justification renders these inferences 
any more secure than the diagrams themselves do. Suppose, for example, 
someone were to question whether ‘This coin dissolves in aqua regia’ fol-
lows from ‘This coin is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, then it dissolves 
in aqua regia’, even after being taken through the construction of the 
Euler diagram given earlier. Peirce would argue that these doubts cannot 

24 ‘[S]uppose that . . . one mathematician says that it is evident that a consequence follows from a 
hypothesis, while another mathematician says it evidently does not . . . [this dispute] would seem 
to give occasion for an appeal to logic . . . However, because this dispute relates merely to the 
consequence of a hypothesis, the mere careful study of the hypothesis, which is pure mathemat-
ics, resolves it; and after all, it turns out that there was no occasion for the intervention of a sci-
ence of reasoning’ (1.248, 1902). See also 4.242, 1902.

25 ‘There is nothing to prevent a man’s perceiving the force of certain special arguments, although 
he does not yet know that a certain general law of arguments holds good; for the general rule 
may hold good in some cases and not others. A man may reason well without understanding 
the principles of reasoning, just as he may play billiards well without understanding analytical 
mechanics’ (W2: 243, 1869).
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be answered by citing the nota notae principle as justification for the 
 inference. For him, such an appeal involves an argument of precisely the 
same form as the original inference, which the imagined critic challenges. 
That is, he thinks both the original inference and the proposed defence 
of it involve the application of a general rule to a case falling under that 
rule: in one case a generalization concerning gold things is applied to a 
particular gold coin and in the other case a generalization concerning 
the validity of a form of inference is applied to a particular inference of 
that form. Thus, any doubts about the validity of the  inference concern-
ing the gold coin apply equally to any defence of that inference appeal-
ing to the principle underlying it. The moral, as Peirce sees it, is that no 
theory of inquiry can be justified unless some arguments are accepted 
as legitimate pre-theoretically (4.242, 1902). The reason he relies on dia-
grammatic reasoning in providing a foundation for the theory of inquiry 
is that inferences of this sort are as compelling as any can be.

Peirce would concede, then, that on his method of justifying the prin-
ciples of rational inquiry the reasonableness of certain inferences must be 
granted. However, as noted earlier, he sees nothing problematic in this. 
For him, it is incoherent to seek rational grounds for theories – theories 
of inquiry included – that lie outside the scope of rational argument, and 
theories of inquiry – being controversial – still need a reasoned defence.

T HE sC iEnCE of inqu iRy A s  E x PER imEnTA l sC iEnCE

The final constraint Peirce puts on any acceptable account of the  science of 
inquiry is that it provide a rigorous method of testing theories of inquiry. 
Here again it might seem that he fails to meet this demand. On his view, it 
appears that conclusions arrived by diagrammatic reasoning are immediately 
apprehended – one is supposed to just see from the relevant diagrams that 
Euclid’s conclusion follows from his premises and that ‘This coin  dissolves 
in aqua regia’ follows from ‘This sample is gold’ and ‘If something is gold, 
then it dissolves in aqua regia’. If so, then it also seems that the  proposal to 
derive the principles of inquiry by diagrammatic reasoning is subject to the 
criticism that Peirce levels against the nominalist who grounds principles of 
inquiry on intuition – namely, that it fails to provide a way to distinguish 
between a conclusion’s seeming right and its being right.

As Peirce sees it, however, the difference between his appeal to 
 diagrammatic reasoning and the nominalist’s appeal to intuition as a jus-
tification for the principles of inquiry could not be starker. For one thing, 
the nominalist views the principles of inquiry as laws of thought that are 
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verified by introspection of private mental states and their  relations. On 
Peirce’s view, by contrast, the principles of inquiry are laws that gov-
ern all cognitive signs – of which thoughts are merely one species. Any 
features that enable private mental states to function as cognitive signs 
are exemplified equally by symbols that are written or spoken (W2: 56, 
1867).26 Thus, for Peirce, unlike for the nominalist, there is nothing 
essentially private about the objects studied in the science of inquiry, and 
introspection has no special foundational role in that science.27

Moreover, Peirce insists that while the introspective reports the 
 nominalist uses to justify the principles of inquiry are incapable of inde-
pendent, intersubjective verification, the conclusions of diagrammatic 
reasoning are subject to test by the experimental method. To see this, 
consider Euclid’s proof once again. Euclid investigates the nature of tri-
angles by providing an example in a diagram, and the diagram he gives is 
a public object – for Peirce, it consists of marks on a page interpreted as 
a representation of a triangle. Euclid then modifies this object in publicly 
observable ways (by adding lines CD and CE in Figure 2.1), gauges the 
effects of these modifications and concludes that any inquirer who repli-
cates his procedure would observe the same result.

According to Peirce, there is no relevant difference between Euclid’s 
procedure and that of a laboratory scientist (W5: 288, 1886 and 4.530, 
1906). In one version of his experimentum crucis, for example, Newton 
directs a beam of white light through a prism to produce a spectrum of 
colours. He then positions things so as to isolate a single band of light in 
this spectrum and send it through a second prism. He observes the effect 
produced by this configuration of things – namely, that the colour of the 
second beam is unaffected by the refraction of the second prism – and 
concludes that the nature of light is such that this result would recur in 
any case in which the same procedures are followed. In Newton’s case the 
aim is to uncover a natural law governing the behaviour of light, while 
in Euclid’s case the aim is to uncover a geometrical law governing tri-
angles, but in both cases, Peirce insists, inquiry advances by the same 
 experimental method of inquiry.

26 ‘I however would limit the term [sign] neither to that which is mediate nor to that which is men-
tal, but would use it in its broad, usual, and etymological sense for anything which is supposed 
to stand for another and which might express that other to a mind which truly could understand 
it’ (W1: 257, 1865). Signs, for him, are understood in abstraction from ‘all psychological or acci-
dental human elements’ (1.538, 1903). See also NEM 4: 20, 1902.

27 The science of inquiry ‘can be studied just as well in external as in internal representations, while 
by so doing we shall avoid all possible entanglement in the meshes of psychological controversy’ 
(W1: 308, 1865).
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It is important to emphasize that Peirce’s construal of diagrammatic 
reasoning as an experimental procedure is not just a case of stretching the 
term ‘experiment’ to cover the sorts of manipulations of symbols involved 
in mathematics or symbolic logic. As he sees it, recognizing the experi-
mental nature of diagrammatic reasoning is crucial to understanding 
the discovery of novel theorems in these fields. In Euclid’s proof, Peirce 
observes, the modifications to the diagram (i.e. the addition of lines CD 
and CE) are not arrived at by reflecting on the meaning of the terms 
of the problem. Nor are they deduced from the postulates and axioms 
of Euclidean geometry. Rather, Peirce claims, they are arrived at non-
deductively, by creative insight – by what he calls an ‘abduction’. For him, 
adding these lines to the initial diagram is akin to carrying out an experi-
mental trial guided by a hypothesis in the natural sciences (and precisely 
analogous to the way in which Newton’s experimentum crucis is guided by 
a hypothesis about the nature of light).

Given this analysis, it is clear why Peirce thinks his view of the sci-
ence of inquiry avoids the problems faced by nominalists who ground 
principles of inquiry on intuition. While he thinks the result of Euclid’s 
experiment is immediately observed (just as the result of Newton’s is), 
he does not claim that the result is warranted because it is evident upon 
inspection (in the way nominalists claim reports of introspection are). 
To the contrary, he claims that Euclid’s conclusion is warranted – just 
as Newton’s is – because it is an observed result corroborated whenever 
the appropriate experiment is replicated (NEM 4: 47–8, 1902). Even 
though Euclid’s proof is deductive (i.e. his theorem follows necessarily 
from prior theorems and axioms by legitimate inference rules) and a pri-
ori (i.e. warranted independently of any knowledge of the way the world 
is), Peirce insists it is still an experimental result.28 On his view, then, 
justifying principles of inquiry by diagrammatic reasoning involves the 
same sort of independent, intersubjective, experimental testing used in 
any other science. While the science of inquiry remains prior to, and 
independent of, the natural sciences, it poses no exception to the thesis 
that ‘all knowledge whatever comes from observation’ (1.238, 1902).29 In 
short, the science of inquiry is ‘an observational science, like any other 
positive science, notwithstanding its strong contrast to all the special sci-
ences’ (2.227, 1897).

28 See 3.560, 1898; NEM 4: 48, 1902; NEM 4: 221, nd; NEM 4: 238, nd; NEM 4: 275–6, c. 1895; 
NEM 4: 318–19, c. 1906; and P: 130, 1903.

29 See also W5: 380–1, 1886; NEM 4: 105, 1893; 1.417, c. 1896; 1.663, 1898; RLT: 117, 1898, 2.84, 1902; 
and 5.537, c. 1905.
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It might still be objected that Peirce’s view of diagrammatic  reasoning 
as an experimental procedure is hard to square with his claim that it pro-
vides a foundation for the science of inquiry that is ‘absolutely infallible’ 
aside from the possibility of ‘blunders’ resulting from lapses of attention 
or slips of the pen (NEM 4: 158, 1903). If diagrammatic reasoning pro-
ceeds by the same methods as physics or chemistry, it seems its conclu-
sions (including Euclid’s theorem and the result derived from the Euler 
diagram) should be subject to the same sorts of inductive uncertainties 
as results in the natural sciences are. And if this is the case, Peirce cannot 
maintain that diagrammatic reasoning provides any more secure a foun-
dation for the science of inquiry than findings in the natural sciences do.

As Peirce sees it, however, there are important differences between the 
objects investigated in diagrammatic reasoning and those investigated 
in the natural sciences, differences that render diagrammatic reasoning 
immune to certain sources of error prevalent in the natural sciences. As he 
observes, in the natural sciences inquirers use symbols to come to conclu-
sions about things in the world beyond symbols and there is no guaran-
tee that the conclusions they come to represent the way the world is, even 
when validly derived. In diagrammatic reasoning, however, Peirce claims 
that no such discrepancy between the way things are and the way they are 
represented to be can arise. The reason is that in diagrammatic reasoning 
the relations among elements of diagrams are the very object of study. A 
diagram represents certain relations by exemplifying or replicating them 
and so cannot possibly misrepresent them. Euclid’s diagram cannot fail to 
represent the nature of a triangle, because it is itself triangular – the spa-
tial relations among the elements of the diagram are the very geometrical 
relations under study. Similarly, the Euler diagram cannot present a dis-
torted picture of relations among classes, because the circles are drawn in 
such a way as to manifest these class relations. The area inscribed by one 
circle belongs to the class of points inscribed by another circle and so the 
Euler diagram instantiates the relations it is taken to represent. For Peirce, 
then, a diagram is guaranteed to be veridical: it ‘serves as a sign solely and 
 simply by exhibiting the quality it serves to signify . . . and is very perfect 
in respect to signification, bringing its interpreter face to face with the very 
character signified’ (4.544, 1906).30 Unlike reasoning in the natural sciences, 

30 On Peirce’s view, it is the instances of diagrams that appear on the page, not the diagrams 
themselves (which are universals). However, the instances are ‘icons’ and the ‘value of an icon 
consists in its exhibiting features of a state of things regarded as if it were purely imaginary’ 
(4.448, c. 1903).
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 diagrammatic reasoning can go wrong only through the failure to construct 
a diagram correctly or to note accurately the relations among its elements.

Peirce also thinks diagrammatic reasoning is less prone to error than 
inquiry in the natural sciences because the objects under study are con-
structed by inquirers, rather than found ready-made.31 Euclid’s diagram 
is deliberately designed to display the formal properties of a triangle, and 
a Euler diagram is explicitly constructed to show formal relations among 
classes of objects. The relevant features of these objects are thus known in 
advance of any experimentation on them. In the natural sciences, by con-
trast, the nature of the objects studied is not determined by inquirers and 
remains to be sorted out experimentally.32

Finally, Peirce thinks errors in diagrammatic reasoning are on the 
whole easier to detect than errors in the natural sciences. This is because 
experiments performed on diagrams do not require the technological 
apparatus used in physics and chemistry or the sort of extensive fieldwork 
required in biology or anthropology. Experiments on diagrams ‘can be 
multiplied ad libitum at no more cost than a summons before the imagin-
ation’ (4.531, 1906), and so inquirers engaging in diagrammatic reasoning 
can ‘glut [themselves] with experiments’ to guard against procedural slips, 
misperceptions and hasty generalizations (4.87, 1893). Natural scientists, 
by contrast, typically find it ‘most troublesome to obtain any [experi-
ments] that are satisfactory’ (4.87, 1893).33

ConClusion

Peirce thinks his proposal to rest the science of inquiry on diagrammatic 
reasoning incorporates the strengths of both of the nominalist views dis-
cussed earlier while avoiding their weaknesses. Like the nominalist who 

31 See NEM 2: 12, c. 1895 and NEM 4: 272, c. 1895.
32 Generalizing experimental results in mathematics can still go awry in precisely the same way it 

does in the natural sciences. Just as a physicist might draw a hasty conclusion about the behav-
iour of light from a sample of data that is not random or sufficiently large, so too a mathemati-
cian might draw a hasty conclusion from a diagram – even Euclid failed to recognize that his 
theorem does not generalize to curved space.

33 It is worth stressing that for Peirce the distinction in certainty between results of the science of 
inquiry, on the one hand, and of natural science, on the other, arises from differences in their 
subject matter, not the method by which they are pursued. Neither does Peirce claim to provide 
a foundation for scientific inquiry that is prior to science itself. For him, philosophy is ‘nothing 
more than a branch of science’ (1.663, 1898), and the science of inquiry is the science of science 
(RLT: 117, 1898 and 5.537, c. 1905). He thinks the demand for a justification of the principles of 
inquiry that is prior to, and independent of, results in natural science is tenable even after the 
dream of a first philosophy is given up.
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views the science of inquiry as a natural science, Peirce holds that all 
knowledge is of a single type and that there is no tribunal beyond rational 
inquiry that serves as its foundation. He also insists that inquiry in every 
branch of science has a common method – that all knowledge is sub-
ject to test by observation and experiment. Still, he claims that his view 
avoids the circular reasoning that arises when these nominalists invoke 
facts about inquirers uncovered by applying principles of inquiry as justi-
fication for those same principles. In addition, he claims that on his view 
(unlike the view held by this sort of nominalist), the fundamental dis-
tinctions between the a priori, formal, universal, necessary truths of the 
science of inquiry and the a posteriori, material, particular, contingent 
truths of the natural sciences are not overlooked or ignored.

Like the nominalist who grounds the principles of inquiry on pure 
 reason, Peirce thinks the science of inquiry is prior to and independent 
of the natural sciences. Yet he claims that his view (unlike that defended 
by this sort of nominalist) allows for independent, intersubjective experi-
mental testing of principles of inquiry and thus provides the theory of 
inquiry with a proper methodology.

Having explained Peirce’s approach to the science of inquiry, we turn 
in the next chapter to his criticism of the principles of inquiry on which, 
he claims, the nominalist view of laws and universals rests.
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CH A PTER 3

Continuity and the problem of universals

Peirce rests his critique of nominalist metaphysics on his theory of inquiry. 
He sees no hope of resolving the ontological question of whether the 
nominalist is right in thinking individuals exhaust reality in the absence 
of a clear method. While he recognizes that questions in the science of 
inquiry are no less difficult than those in metaphysics, he believes they are 
more tractable since they can be solved by means of diagrammatic rea-
soning – reasoning that, on his view, yields results that are evident to any 
attentive observer and, thus, provides as rigorous and neutral a ground as 
there can be in philosophy.

While nominalism is an ontological doctrine, Peirce thinks it implies 
a view of the meaning of general signs. He thinks that if nominalism is 
true and only individuals exist, then assertions that seem to imply the 
reality of laws and general kinds must be viewed as either translatable 
into claims about individuals or as useful fictions, that is, as concep-
tual tools that summarize or organize knowledge claims rather than 
represent features of reality. Either way, he thinks the nominalist is 
committed to the view that the cognitive content of a knowledge claim 
is exhausted by some set of claims about individuals and their particu-
lar traits.

Peirce objects that the nominalist’s construal of laws and  general 
concepts fails to provide an adequate understanding of the concept of 
continuity. He thinks this is important to point out, not only because 
continuity is ‘the leading conception of science’ (1.62, c. 1896)1 but also 
because he thinks continuity is ‘a special kind of generality, or conformity 

1 ‘[Continuity] is the leading idea of the differential calculus and of all the useful branches of 
mathematics; it plays a great part in all scientific thought, and the greater the more scientific 
that thought is; and it is the master key which adepts tell us unlocks the arcana of philosophy’ 
(1.164, c. 1905). In addition to its applications in calculus and geometry, Peirce thinks the notion 
of  continuity is fundamental to the theory of space and time, evolution, personal identity and 
cosmology. See 1.171, c. 1897.
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to one Idea’ (7.535n6, 1908).2 Indeed, on his view, every law or general 
 concept defines a continuum and thus the failure of nominalism to 
explain continuity signals its failure as an account of general concepts 
across the board.

I focus here on three aspects of Peirce’s view: the relevance of the 
 analysis of continuity to the nominalist account of general concepts and 
laws, the reasons why he thinks the nominalist account of continuity fails 
and the reasons he thinks the inability to explain continuity marks the 
failure of nominalism as a theory of meaning.

ConT inu iT y A nd T HE nominA l ism quEsT ion

Peirce frames his dispute with the nominalist over the analysis of the 
 concept of continuity as a disagreement in set theory, or the theory of 
multitude, as he calls it. He thinks that proceeding in this way has two 
main advantages. First, the theory of multitude is, for him, derivable 
from mathematics. Thus, his approach gives priority in the analysis of 
continuity to rigorous methods of mathematical reasoning rather than to 
 intuitive judgements, analysis of common usage or metaphysical specula-
tion.3 Second, on his approach the question of the nature of continuity – 
what the concept means – is separated from ontological controversies 
about whether or not continua are found in the world. As noted, he thinks 
mathematical reasoning is diagrammatic and diagrammatic reasoning 
deals with ‘what is and what is not logically possible, without making 
itself responsible for its actual occurrence’ (1.184, 1903). By approaching 
the analysis of continuity through the theory of multitude, then, Peirce is 
freed from having to engage questions about what the actual world is like. 
As we shall see, he thinks this helps expose philosophical blinders that 
are imposed when metaphysical doctrines are given pride of place in the 
theory of inquiry.

Phrased in terms of the theory of multitude, Peirce takes nominal-
ism to imply the doctrine that general concepts define ‘collections’ 
(NEM 3: 58, 1895). He does not explain this construal of nominalism, 
but it is easy to work out what he has in mind. The term ‘collection’ is 

2 See also 1.84, c. 1896; 1.337, c. 1875; 1.340, c. 1895; 3.643, 1902; 6.190, 1898; 7.536, nd; and 
RLT: 189, 1898.

3 ‘It is not the pure mathematical forms that we study in the doctrine of multitude. It is, on the 
contrary, a branch of [the science of inquiry] which, like all [such branches] is directly depend-
ent on mathematics’ (NEM 3: 367, 1903). See also NEM 3: 64, c. 1897; NEM 3: 350, 1903; NEM 
3: 360, 1903; NEM 3: 366–7, 1903; and NEM 3: 915, 1904.
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the basic notion in his theory of multitude. While conceding that he 
cannot define it adequately, he characterizes a collection as a ‘whole in 
the sense of that which is regarded as one thing made of many’ (NEM 
3: 334, 1903).4 A collection is ‘one thing’ since it can be individuated –  
the collection of dogs is an entity distinct from all other collections 
and also from the individual dogs it comprises. At the same time, a 
collection is ‘many’ since it has members. The ‘manyness’ of a col-
lection is what he calls its ‘multitude’: two collections have the same 
 multitude if and only if there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
their members.5

Peirce thinks it clear that the nominalist’s view that anything expressed 
by means of general concepts can be expressed as a set of claims about 
individuals is logically equivalent to the claim that every general con-
cept defines a collection. A collection, he maintains, is defined by criteria 
of membership – criteria which hold of each member of the collection 
but not of anything else.6 Thus, a collection comprises individuals that 
share properties, which means they fall under certain general concepts. 
On Peirce’s definition, a collection is also ‘made of ’ its members. That 
is, any characteristics a collection has, it has as a result of facts about its 
members – ‘whatever is true of the regiment’, for example, ‘is so by virtue 
of some state of facts about its officers and men’ (NEM 3: 901, 1904).7 To 
say a general concept defines a collection is, then, to say that any truths 
expressed by means of that concept can be expressed as a set of claims 
about the individual members of the collection it defines. This is precisely 
the theory of general concepts the nominalist defends.8 To undermine 
this theory, Peirce sets out to show that at least one general concept – the 
concept of continuity – cannot be understood as defining a collection.

4 For Peirce’s attempts to define a collection see 4.549, 1909; 6.381, 1901; NEM 3: 900–1, 1904; and 
NEM 3: 916–18, 1904.

5 The collection of provincial premiers in Canada and the collection of digits on my two hands 
have the same multitude since each premier can be paired with a unique digit and vice versa 
(hence, they correspond one-to-one). Peirce’s definition allows for collections with one member 
and even no members (4.172, 1897).

6 See 4.171, 1897; NEM 3: 465, 1899–1900; NEM 3: 336, 1903; NEM 3: 353, 1903; NEM 3: 901, 1904; 
and NEM 3: 1056, 1903.

7 Peirce calls collections ‘hypostatic abstractions’. They are abstractions because he thinks their 
properties are determined solely by those of their members. They are ‘hypostatic’ since they are 
conceived as entities distinct from their members (NEM 3: 116, nd).

8 ‘In the English logic of this century, generals appear as “class-names”; and a class is a multitude, 
or collection, of individual things, each having its distinct, independent, and prior existence’ 
(NEM 3: 59, 1895).
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T HE fA iluR E of T HE nominA l isT  
ACCou nT of ConT inu iT y

Continuity and infinity

Peirce objects that the nominalist cannot explain how knowledge of 
 continua can be inferred from knowledge of individuals. He claims that 
continuity connotes infinity – any continuous curve can be divided 
in half and each half can be divided in half ad infinitum. However,  
he says:
the nominalists tell us that we cannot reason about infinity, or that we cannot 
reason about it mathematically. Nothing can be more false . . . Their reasoning 
consists of performing certain processes which they have found worked well – 
without having insight into the conditions of their working well. This is not 
logical reasoning. It naturally fails when infinity is involved; because they reason 
about infinity as if it were finite. (1.164, c. 1905)

Since no one disputes that continuous curves are studied in algebra and 
calculus, Peirce’s accusation that the nominalist rules out mathematical 
reasoning about infinity seems far-fetched. Properly understood, how-
ever, it is not. As noted, Peirce takes the nominalist to be committed to 
the view that knowledge is confined to claims about individuals. Since, 
according to nominalism, each claim about an individual expresses a dis-
crete bit of information, any collection of these claims, however large, 
remains finite.9 On the nominalist view, then, drawing conclusions about 
infinite collections is a matter of extrapolating from the finite knowledge 
acquired to a given point, and any generalizations that cannot be justified 
by relations among finite data surpass the limits of legitimate inference. 
Hence, Peirce’s accusation that nominalists reason about infinite collec-
tions using principles that are valid for finite ones.

Against the nominalist view, Peirce argues that finite and infinite 
 collections are governed by distinct principles of inference (6.113, 1892). He 
observes, for example, that De Morgan’s syllogism of transposed quantity 

9 As Peirce is aware, nominalists do not reject the notion of infinity entirely, they merely deny it is 
a predicate. While conceiving a standard unit added to itself ten times yields a definite result – a 
collection of units that can be counted – conceiving of that unit added to itself an infinite num-
ber of times does not. Given this, the nominalist claims that ‘infinity’ does not name a definite 
quantity but rather expresses the idea of endless iteration, much as the ellipses ‘and so on’ and ‘et 
cetera’ do. To speak of infinite knowledge on this view is to conceive of the endless accumulation 
of claims about discrete individuals one by one, without limit. Peirce’s point is that on this view 
the stock of accumulated knowledge claims is always finite.
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is valid when applied to finite collections but not to infinite ones. He 
illustrates this point by the following unfortunate example:

P1 Every Hottentot kills one other Hottentot.
P2 No Hottentot is killed by more than one Hottentot.
C  Every Hottentot is killed by a Hottentot.10

According to the first premise of this argument, for each Hottentot there 
is another whom he kills. According to the second one, each Hottentot 
victim has a unique Hottentot killer. Taken together the premises imply 
that the relation ‘x kills y’ yields a one-to-one correspondence whose range 
(the class from which values of x are drawn) and domain (the class from 
which values of y are drawn) are both the class of Hottentots. As Peirce 
notes, however, the conclusion of this inference follows from these prem-
ises only if the collection of Hottentots is finite. In the event that there are 
infinitely many Hottentots, it remains possible for the premises to be true 
while the conclusion is false.11

Having established that there is a form of inference valid for finite col-
lections but not for infinite ones, Peirce concludes that reasoning about 
infinite collections cannot be subsumed under principles for reasoning 
about finite ones. While such reasoning is illegitimate, according to the 
nominalist, inasmuch as it goes beyond what can legitimately be inferred 
from (finite) knowledge of individuals, Peirce maintains, to the contrary, 
that valid conclusions about infinite collections can be derived by infer-
ences of the following form – which he calls ‘Fermatian inference’ (NEM 
3: 49, 1895) – better known as mathematical induction:12

P1 P belongs to 0.
P2 If P belongs to any number, n, then P belongs to n + 1.
C  Every number is P.

10 See W4: 580, 1900; 6.114f., 1892; 7.660, 1903; NEM 3: 772, 1900; and NEM 3: 338, 1903.
11 To see this, imagine what would follow were the premises of the argument true and the conclu-

sion false. Let H1 be an arbitrary Hottentot. By premise 1, H1 must kill a Hottentot. If H1 kills 
himself, the conclusion of the argument would be true, not false. Hence, ex hypothesis, there 
must be another Hottentot, H2, who is H1’s victim. According to premise 1, H2 must kill a 
Hottentot and, according to premise 2, H2 cannot commit suicide. The falsity of the conclu-
sion precludes H1 from being H2’s victim and so H2 must kill another Hottentot, H3. H3 must 
have a victim, H4, and so on. The only way for the premises to be true while the conclusion is 
false is if Hottentots can be added as victims ad infinitum. Otherwise the truth of the premises 
demands that H1 is killed. Thus, the syllogism of transposed quantity is not valid when the set of 
Hottentots is infinite. Peirce takes the applicability of the syllogism of transposed quantity to be 
‘the best possible definition of [a finite collection]’ (NEM 3: 49, 1895). See also W4: 580, 1900 and 
NEM 3: 772, 1900.

12 Peirce prefers the term ‘Fermatian inference’ to ‘mathematical induction’ since he thinks that, 
like all mathematical reasoning, it is deductive, not inductive.
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As Peirce notes, Fermatian inference is valid for any collection whose 
members are in one-to-one correspondence with the natural numbers.13 
(In fact, he defines a countably infinite, or ‘denumerable’, collection 
as one for which this form of inference holds (NEM 3: 772, 1900).) 
However, Fermatian inference does not apply to finite collections. By 
definition, a finite collection has some member (n) for which there is 
no successor (n + 1) (NEM 3: 744, nd). For Peirce, then, the example of 
Fermatian inference shows that the nominalist is wrong to think that 
the only valid principles for reasoning about infinity are those that apply 
to finite collections.

Peirce thinks the point of the objection just canvassed is nicely 
 illustrated in the paradox of Achilles and the Tortoise. As he sees it, 
nominalism entails that Achilles cannot outrun a tortoise that has been 
given a modest head start. The reason is that by the time Achilles reaches 
the tortoise’s starting point, the tortoise will have gone some distance 
beyond it. Once Achilles makes up that additional ground, the tortoise 
will have advanced again. Each time Achilles arrives at a point attained 
by the tortoise, the tortoise will have moved on. The nominalist insists 
that reality comprises discrete individuals and so is committed to the 
view that what Achilles cannot accomplish in a series of discrete steps, 
he cannot accomplish at all. Since he cannot complete an infinite series 
of discrete steps in a finite period and since there are infinitely many 
points lying between him and the tortoise, he is unable, according to the 
 nominalist, to pass the tortoise.

Peirce agrees with the nominalist that Achilles cannot complete an 
infinite series of steps in a finite period, but he denies this is required 
to pass the tortoise. Although the distance between Achilles and the 
tortoise is infinitely divisible (i.e. an infinite number of points can be 
located between them), Peirce argues that the nominalist is wrong to 
conclude that Achilles’ journey comprises an infinite series of indi-
vidual steps (NEM 3: 339, 1903). The nominalist’s mistake is to insist 
that each point the tortoise passes through represents a distinct step 
in Achilles’ journey. This error Peirce traces to the nominalist’s claim 
that the points that can be located between Achilles and the tortoise 
constitute the individual building blocks of space. For Peirce, the fact 
that Achilles is victorious shows that he does not stop at each point 
lying between him and the tortoise and this implies, in turn, that 

13 For Peirce’s proofs of the validity of Fermatian inference see 3.265, 1881; 3.562, 1898; and 4.165, c. 
1897.
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not everything that he achieves can be reduced to a series of discrete 
steps.14

To Peirce’s way of thinking, what holds for the case of Achilles and the 
tortoise holds for all reasoning about infinite collections. While granting 
the nominalist’s point that one cannot come to a conclusion about an 
infinite collection by exhaustively enumerating its members one by one, 
he denies the nominalist’s conclusion that valid reasoning about infinite 
collections is impossible. He concludes instead that reasoning about infin-
ite collections cannot be reduced to a series of discrete steps. Contrary to 
what the nominalist contends, not all valid conclusions are from generali-
zations of individual bits of information collected one at a time.15

ConT inuA v ER sus Coll ECT ions

The failure to distinguish the logic of finite and infinite collections poses 
a serious problem for the nominalist’s claim that propositions whose truth 
is not derivable from claims about individuals accumulated one by one 
transcend the limits of reason. However, the nominalist will be quick to 
point out that undermining this epistemological claim does not by itself 
refute the view that the content of knowledge claims involving general 
concepts can be paraphrased by collections of claims about individuals. 
The conclusion of a Fermatian inference affirms that some quality holds 
of each member of an infinite collection. By viewing that conclusion as 
logically equivalent to a conjunction of singular statements (albeit an 
infinite one), the nominalist can grant the validity of Fermatian infer-
ence while maintaining that general concepts name collections of indi-
viduals and, moreover, that these concepts occur in science only because 
there are (infinitely) more individuals in the world than finite minds can 
comprehend.

14 To hammer the point home, suppose the tortoise has a head start of one ninth of a kilometre – a 
distance that may be expressed as an endless decimal 0.1111 . . . There is an infinite set of decimals 
less than this (namely, .1, .11, .111, etc.), each of which can be marked along the 1/9 km path sep-
arating Achilles and the tortoise at the start of their race. As Peirce sees it, the nominalist takes 
each point on the path corresponding to a decimal as a step in Achilles’ journey and concludes 
that he cannot pass the tortoise since he can never complete all the necessary steps. On Peirce’s 
view, we should say that if Achilles runs at a speed of 1 km per hour, he will pass all of the points 
separating him from the Tortoise in 1/9 of an hour. In accomplishing this feat, Peirce thinks it 
obvious that Achilles does not take a step at each point, as the nominalist insists he must. See 
NEM 3: 341–2, 1903.

15 There remain important epistemological questions about the legitimacy of claims to know infin-
ite sets – for example, can claims of the form ‘Every n is such that if it is P, then n + 1 is P ’ be 
established empirically? Such questions are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Peirce’s response to this defence of nominalism is based on his  technical 
analysis of the concept of continuity. The upshot of his discussion is that 
a continuum is not a collection. He argues that no matter how many 
individuals are amassed and no matter how they are related, they cannot 
form a continuous series. From this he concludes that knowledge about 
a continuum cannot be reduced to a collection of truths about the indi-
viduals it comprises. Thus, he thinks the nominalist’s contention that all 
general concepts name collections must be given up.

In analysing the concept of continuity, Peirce is guided by the notion 
that if a continuum were a kind of collection, it would in some sense be 
a maximal one.16 By definition, a continuum has no holes or gaps. On 
a continuous line, for example, there are no unoccupied places for add-
itional points to fill. To show the nominalist cannot analyse continuity in 
terms of a collection, he argues that there is no collection big enough to 
encompass the totality of points marked out by a continuous line.17

Peirce first considers the collection of points on a line corresponding to 
the integers (i.e. . . . −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, . . . ). These points are generated by estab-
lishing an origin and successively adding and subtracting a fixed unit of 
distance. Since each integer has a predecessor and successor, the collection 
extends infinitely in both directions. Despite being infinite, not all points 
that can be located on the line are members of this collection – the points 
corresponding to rational numbers are excluded from it.18 Since the col-
lection of points corresponding to the integers does not include those 
corresponding to rational numbers, Peirce claims it does not constitute a 
continuum. For him, continuity cannot be achieved by laying down fixed 
units one next to the other, even if this is done in infinite succession.

Can continuity be defined in terms of the collection of points cor-
responding to the rational numbers (which includes those correspond-
ing to integers)? Peirce thought so for a time and it is worth noting why. 
First, unlike the integers, rational numbers do not have immediate pred-
ecessors and successors. For any rational number, x, greater than 1, there 
is a rational number between 1 and x at a point corresponding to their 

16 In what follows I ignore the changes in Peirce’s views about continuity and focus on his most 
mature definition. Late in life he sought to improve on the analysis of continuity I discuss here 
by approaching the subject through topical geometry. I ignore these efforts since they did not 
yield definitive results.

17 As Peirce recognizes, only lines need be considered given Cantor’s proof that there are no more 
points on a continuous plane or continuous cube than on a continuous line (6.118, 1898).

18 The rational numbers comprise fractions whose numerator and denominator are natural num-
bers. They comprise decimal numbers that terminate (e.g. ¾ = 0.75) and non-terminating, repeat-
ing decimals (e.g. 3/11 = 0.27272727 . . . ).
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arithmetic mean: (1 + x)/2. No matter how small x is, a point between 
x and 1 can always be found. Hence, there is no rational number that 
is ‘next greatest’ after 1. The same goes for values of x less than 1, and 
so there is no rational number that immediately precedes 1 either. This 
means that there is no basic unit that can be added or subtracted in suc-
cession to generate the collection of points between any two rational 
numbers (never mind the entire series). Passing along the rational number 
line seems to involve a ‘passage from one [point] . . . to another by insens-
ible degrees’ (2.646, 1878), which seems to suggest the line is continuous. 
Moreover, the rational numbers form a ‘dense’ series, that is, between any 
two rationals there is a third. Hence, any gap between two rational points 
is occupied by a rational point, which also seems to suggest that there 
are no unoccupied places between rational points and, therefore, that the 
rational number line is continuous. Finally, since every interval between 
members of a dense series is also dense, the collection of rational num-
bers fits the definition of continuity, due to Kant, as a series every part of 
which has parts of the same kind.

Despite its initial plausibility, however, Peirce in the end rejects the idea 
that continuity can be defined in terms of density on the grounds that 
the rational points do not exhaust the points on a continuous line. As he 
observes, the point at a distance from the origin equal to the square root 
of 2 does not correspond to a rational number, and yet any continuous 
line passing through points 1 and 2 passes through it. Moreover, it can be 
proven that while the collection of rational numbers is denumerable, the 
collection of real numbers (i.e. the collection of rational and irrational 
numbers) is non-denumerable, or ‘abnumerable’, to use Peirce’s term.19 
From this theorem Peirce thinks it follows that there are places between 
the rational points on a number line that the irrational points occupy. 
Hence, he concludes that density does not suffice for continuity.

It is reasonable to think that by filling the gaps between the rational 
points with the irrational points continuity can be achieved at last. 
The resulting collection – comprising the points corresponding to real 
 numbers – includes points corresponding to all the numbers there are. 

19 Unlike the integers, the rational numbers cannot be counted in order of magnitude, since there 
are infinitely many fractions between any two of them. Nonetheless, there is an ordering of 
rationals that allows them to be placed in one-to-one correspondence with the natural num-
bers. The method, due to Cantor, is known as diagonalization. Cantor also proved that given 
any ordering of real numbers such that they are in one-to-one correspondence with the natural 
numbers there is a way to generate a real number that does not occur in that ordering. Hence, he 
showed that the multitude of the real numbers exceeds that of the natural numbers. For Peirce’s 
proof of this theorem – discovered independently of Cantor – see 3.548, 1897.
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That is, the points corresponding to all terminating and  repeating  decimals  
(i.e. the rationals) as well as all non-terminating and non- repeating  decimals 
(i.e. the irrationals). Since the difference in distance from the origin of any 
two points at distinct coordinates must show up at some decimal place or 
other, it seems that there is a real number  corresponding to every point on 
a continuous line and conversely. If so, the points corresponding to the real 
numbers form a continuum in Peirce’s sense of the term.20

Before examining this suggestion, it is important to note that if the 
real numbers are continuous, then Peirce thinks it follows that continu-
ity can be defined in terms of a collection, in accordance with the nom-
inalist theory of general concepts (NEM 3: 124, 1904). He thinks this is 
clear from the following diagrammatic experiment. Consider a division 
of the real-number line into two parts – a left-hand segment, L, and a 
right-hand segment, R – such that every member of L is less than every 
member of R. (Such a division of real numbers is called a ‘Dedekind cut’.) 
According to what is known as the ‘Dedekind cut theorem’, for any cut in 
the real-number line, either segment L has a greatest member or segment 
R has a least member. The point at which the cut is made, P, must either 
be a member of L or a member of R, it cannot be both. In light of this, 
Peirce imagines the following two cuts: a cut C1, in which L1 contains P as 
a terminal point (and R1 contains all values greater than P but has no least 
member); and a cut C2 in which R2 contains P as a terminal point (and L2 
contains all values less than P but has no greatest member). L2, he claims, 
is the line segment that results when P is removed from L1 and added to 
R1. Peirce thinks it is absurd to say that removing P from L1 leaves a line 
with no endpoint, since L2 does not extend endlessly in both directions. 
Yet he also thinks that to suppose that removing P from L1 leaves a line 
with a new endpoint – an endpoint at some quantity less than P – entails 
that there must have been some point in L1 immediately next to P all 
along. But, for him, this is tantamount to saying that the real-number 
continuum comprises a collection of (consecutively ordered) individuals, 
each distinct from the others, and that removal of one of them (i.e. P) 
leaves the others unaffected.21 On such a view, ‘the points stand discrete 

20 That the set of real numbers defines all the points on a continuous line is commonly referred to 
as Cantor’s thesis.

21 ‘[Cantor] writes as if the points of an unlimited simple line could be placed in one-to-one 
 correspondence in their order with the aggregate of all assignable real quantities in their order 
of magnitude. Such an aggregate consists of ultimate parts absolutely distinct from one another, 
which are the single exact quantities. Accordingly we find Cantor occasionally supposing that 
a point or points are removed from the line, leaving it without those points, and therefore no 
longer continuous, nor perfectly a line. He thereby treats a line as if it were composed of points, 
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and separate; and the line might be torn apart at any number of places 
without disturbing the relations of the points to one another. Each point 
has, on that view, its own independent existence, and there can be no 
merging of one into another’ (5.204, 1903). In other words, if continuity 
can be defined in terms of the real-number line, then it reduces to a col-
lection of individual points and poses no problem for the nominalist view 
of general concepts.

Peirce argues, however, that the collection of real-number points – 
often termed ‘the real-number continuum’ – has only ‘pseudo-continuity’ 
(NEM 3: 124, 1904 and 7.653, 1903). In other words, he claims that there 
are points on a continuous line that even the real-number line does not 
include.

To show this, Peirce observes first that the only points on the real-
number line capable of exact measurement are those at rational dis-
tances from the origin. Measurement, he observes, involves precise ratios 
between the intervals being measured and a standard unit of measure. 
These ratios are expressed as rational fractions.22 While points on the 
real-number line corresponding to irrational quantities defy precise meas-
urement (since their distance from the origin cannot be expressed as a 
rational fraction), they can be defined as limits of sequences of rational 
numbers. For example, the square root of 2 is the limit of the endless 
sequence of rational fractions {1, 1 + 4/10, 1 + 41/100, 1 + 414/1000 . . . 
}. As Peirce notes, each element in this sequence can be calculated but 
the sequence of these calculations cannot be completed – there being no 
end to the decimal places in the square root of 2 and the decimals do 
not repeat (NEM 2: 525, 1902 and NEM 2: 483, 1904). Nevertheless, the 
value on which this sequence converges can be approximated to any given 
degree of accuracy. That is, for any quantity, δ, no matter how small, 
the limit of the sequence can be calculated to within ± δ by calculating 
the square root of 2 to sufficiently many decimal places (NEM 3: 743, 
nd). Thus this series converges on the value of the square root of 2. Since 
every irrational number is defined by such a sequence and every rational 
number is the limit of the sequence that has itself as the only member,23 
Peirce claims that the real numbers are defined as convergent sequences of 
rational numbers.

as its ultimate parts, though he would, no doubt, grant that those points only constitute the mat-
ter of the line, whose form consists in their order’ (NEM 3: 464, 1899).

22 For example, to say that a board measures 6 feet is to say that its length stands to that of a 1-inch 
ruler in the ratio of 1:72.

23 For example, the rational number 4/5 is the limit of the sequence {4/5}.
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Peirce thinks this definition of the real numbers has important 
 implications for the view that the real numbers are continuous. To say 
that the real numbers form a continuum is to say that they are in one-
to-one correspondence with the points on a continuous line. Given that 
the real numbers are defined as collections of rational numbers (more 
 precisely, as convergent sequences of rationals), Peirce thinks the multi-
tude of real numbers can be no greater than the multitude of what is 
called the ‘power set’ of rational numbers – the collection composed 
of all possible collections of rational numbers.24 In other words, there 
cannot be more real numbers than there are collections of rational 
numbers. So if the real-number line is continuous, then because a con-
tinuous line has no room for the addition of further points, it follows 
that there cannot be a line comprising a collection of points greater in 
multitude than the power set of the rational numbers. The collection of 
points corresponding to real numbers has to be all the points on the line 
that there are.

As Peirce sees it, however, it is possible to conceive of a line with points 
that outstrip the power set of rational numbers. That is, the power set of 
rational numbers is not big enough to capture all the points on a con-
tinuous line. To show this, he notes, first of all, that the collection of real 
numbers has a power set – the set of all collections that can be formed 
from the rational and irrational numbers. Moreover, according to what 
is known as Cantor’s theorem, the power set of any collection is greater 
in multitude than the collection itself.25 Since, then, collections greater in 
multitude than the power set of rational numbers are conceivable, Peirce 
sees no reason why the points on a line cannot exceed those correspond-
ing to real numbers.

According to Peirce there is only one reason a nominalist might offer 
to rule out the possibility of a collection of points greater than the real 
numbers. The reason is that it can be proven that for any Dedekind cut 
that is not made at a rational point, there is a unique irrational  quantity 
corresponding to the cut point. In other words, it can be shown that 
every cut in a continuous line corresponds to a unique real number  

24 In fact, Peirce thinks the multitude of the power set of the rational numbers cannot exceed 2 1א, 
or 2א. See NEM 3: 744, nd.

25 The power set of C is the collection of all possible subsets of C, including the empty set and the 
set itself. For any collection C of multitude n, the power set has multitude 2n. Since for all n, 
whether finite or infinite, 2n > n, the multitude of the power set of C exceeds the multitude of C 
itself (NEM 3: 51, 1895). Peirce arrived at this result independently of Cantor. See RLT: 158, 1878; 
3.548, 1897; 3.566, 1900; NEM 2: 486, 1904; NEM 3: 768–9, 1900; and NEM 3: 467–8, 1899.
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(and conversely). From this the nominalist will conclude that the  collection 
of points at real numbers exhaust the points on a line and therefore are 
truly continuous. After all, any two distinct points will be located at two 
distinct distances from the origin, and since the real numbers contain all 
the numbers there are, the real numbers must correspond to all the points 
on the line.

Peirce is not persuaded by this argument, however. He concedes 
to the nominalist that all Dedekind cuts occur at real-number points 
(and vice versa). However, he notes that these cuts are defined as quan-
tities, that is, in terms of the relations of >, < and =. While he is willing 
to grant that there are no definable quantities on a line beyond those 
corresponding to real numbers, he insists it does not follow from this 
that the real numbers are continuous unless it can be shown that the 
points corresponding to quantities are all the points on the line that 
there are.

It might seem that to meet Peirce’s objection, the nominalist need only 
repeat that the difference in distance from the origin of any two points 
must be expressible by quantities that differ at some decimal place. In 
other words, if points x and y are the same distance from the origin, then 
they are in the same place and not distinct points at all. If, on the other 
hand, they are not in the same place, then the difference in their  distance 
from the origin must be expressible by some quantity or other. The idea 
that there could be distinct points separated by a distance that cannot be 
expressed by any quantity – that there are so-called infinitesimal points – 
is contradictory. In light of this, the nominalist will urge, the collection 
of points corresponding to real numbers is the maximum collection 
conceivable and thus forms a continuum. If this is so, then Peirce must 
 concede that continuity can be understood to be a collection of individu-
als after all.

Against the nominalist, Peirce argues that however counterintuitive it 
may be, the notion of an infinitesimal is coherent. After all, the power set 
of the real numbers – the set of all collections that can be formed from 
the real numbers – is intelligible. Yet this set must, by Cantor’s theorem, 
have a multitude in excess of the real numbers (NEM 3: 746, nd). So the 
suggestion that there might be a collection of points larger than the points 
corresponding to real numbers cannot be dismissed. To confirm that a 
collection of points corresponding to the power set of the real is conceiv-
able, Peirce devises the following diagrammatic experiment. Drawing on 
a theorem due to Dedekind, he notes that the essential properties of any 
system of quantity – the real numbers included – are preserved so long 
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as the serial order of these quantities is preserved (NEM 2: 531 and 535, 
1904).26 In light of this, he considers a time line whose origin is fixed at a 
point t0. On this line the intervals of time corresponding to real numbers 
are represented by points drawn at appropriate distances from the origin. 
Next he takes all the quantities on the line greater than, or equal to, π 
and shifts them to points that represent times exactly one year later than 
those they previously marked, while leaving all points at quantities less 
than π where they were. Since the order of points is undisturbed in this 
transformation, Peirce maintains (following Dedekind) that the system 
of real quantities is preserved. Yet between π and the endless sequence of 
quantities less than π (which has π as a limit) there is a gap in which fur-
ther instants can be placed. He writes:
I can place as many instants as a year affords me room for between an endless 
series and its limit, which proves at once that there may be instants which those 
quantities [i.e. the real numbers] do not distinguish. (NEM 2: 525, 1904)

Peirce takes this to show that the line defined by the collection of real 
numbers leaves room for the addition of further points and, therefore, 
that the nominalist’s analysis of continuity in terms of the real numbers 
fails – it defines only a pseudo-continuum.

Even if the nominalist has failed thus far to define continuity as a kind 
of collection, Peirce has not shown that such a definition is impossible. To 
explore this possibility further, he examines what it would take to rectify 
the defects common to all the accounts of continuity examined so far. 
For each collection of points examined to this point, Peirce managed to 
construct a collection of points of even greater multitude. But what if 
there were a collection of points than which there is no greater – a collec-
tion sufficient to accommodate collections of all conceivable multitudes. 
By conjoining this idea with Kant’s notion that the parts of a continuum 
must be isomorphic to the whole, Peirce arrives at the notion of a ‘true 
continuum’ – a line between any two points of which there is room for 
any multitude of points whatsoever.27

26 Peirce thinks Dedekind ‘proves, what was obvious enough, that it is the ordinal numbers that are 
the pure mathematical integers; since from the concept of next after, which they embody, all the 
properties of whole numbers logically follow. Consequently, whole numbers can express nothing 
but ordinal succession’ (NEM 3: 533, 1904). The basic point is that rationals are fractions of the 
form p/q where p and q are integers (and q > 0). The reals are defined in terms of rationals, hence 
all numbers can be generated from the integers. Since the integers are definable in terms of ordi-
nals, all quantities can be generated from the ordinals. See Dedekind (1948: 4).

27 Peirce does not discuss the idea of forming a collection consisting of all collections. However, on 
his view the notion is self-contradictory since any such collection would have to include itself as 
a member, yet, by definition, a collection must be distinct from each of its members.
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To construct a true continuum, Peirce offers yet another diagrammatic 
experiment. He imagines a collection of individuals other than real num-
bers but with the same multitude as the collection of real numbers. Next, 
he imagines a whole series of such collections in one-to-one correspond-
ence with the real numbers. The result, he claims, is a collection between 
any two members of which there are abnumerable points.28 By following 
this procedure using collections of arbitrary multitudes (and even with 
collections of collections of every multitude (RLT: 158–9, 1898)), Peirce 
thinks it is possible to construct a line between any two points of which 
there is room for any multitude of points. Such a line, he claims, is a true 
continuum.

However, Peirce argues that while the definition of a true continuum 
is coherent, the suggestion that it comprises a collection of points (as the 
nominalist holds it must) proves contradictory (NEM 3: 58, 1895). He 
notes that if C is a true continuum comprising a collection of points, then 
it is possible to form its power set. Since the power set of C is greater in 
multitude than C, C is not large enough to accommodate it. But then C 
is not a collection between any two points of which there is room for any 
conceivable multitude and so not a true continuum after all.

Peirce sees no problem with his method for constructing a true con-
tinuum and concludes that the contradiction only arises if the true 
continuum is viewed as a collection of points. On his definition, a true 
continuum has to have room for collections of points of all multitudes. 
But, he claims, this is impossible if it is a collection, since any  collection 
is exceeded by its power set. Since there is no maximum multitude, there 
cannot be a collection so large as to accommodate collections of all pos-
sible multitudes (3.567, 1900). Thus, Peirce concludes, the nominalist’s 
attempt to define continuity as a kind of collection is doomed to fail.

At this point, the nominalist might be inclined to dig in his heels. 
The onus is on Peirce to show that the notion of a true continuum can 
be thought through. Yet it is far from clear how Peirce can say that a 
true continuum comprises all possible collections of points while deny-
ing that it is itself a collection. Nor is the notion that there are unquan-
tifiable (infinitesimal) distances between distinct points along a line 
obviously intelligible.

To answer these concerns, Peirce proceeds to trace the implications of 
denying that a true continuum is a collection. On his definition, every 

28 To be precise, the result is an abnumerable collection of 1א elements between which there are 
abnumerable points.
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collection has a multitude – that is, it has members that can be placed in 
one-to-one correspondence with members of other collections. The mem-
bers of collections, he says, are ‘independent of one another, so that any 
one is present whether the others are present or not, and any one might be 
removed without affecting the others’ (NEM 3: 121, nd). For him, to deny 
that a continuum is a collection is to deny that its elements are independ-
ent in this sense. As he puts it:
[I]n whatever sense those [elements] are contained in [the true continuum] 
they must be welded together, so as to lose their distinctness. For otherwise they 
would be a collection whose multitude would be exceeded by another possible 
 multitude of [parts] and thus there would not be room in [the whole] for any 
multitude . . . whatsoever. (NEM 2: 487, 1904)29

The nominalist (among others) will object that if the elements of a true 
continuum ‘melt into one another and lose their distinct identities’ 
(RLT: 159, 1898), then they do not form a plurality at all. How, after all, 
can a continuous series be said to have many elements unless they are 
somehow individuated and distinct?

Peirce’s answer to this objection is that the elements of continua, 
though distinguishable, are not discrete. On his view, each member of a 
collection has an identity that distinguishes it from every other.30 In other 
words, he thinks that being a member, M, of a collection precludes being 
something that is not-M and conversely – for him, members of collections 
obey the principle of contradiction. Moreover, he maintains that to say 
that something belongs to a collection is to say it is identical to some indi-
vidual member or other. It must either be a given member, M, or some 
other member that is not-M, there is no third option – members of collec-
tions, he claims, are also governed by the principle of excluded middle.

For Peirce, then, to deny that a true continuum is a collection is to 
deny that its elements are governed by the principles of contradiction and 
excluded middle (NEM 3: 747, nd). From this he thinks it follows that the 

29 ‘Cantor, in effect, defines the continuity of a line as consisting in that line’s containing all its 
points . . . the phrase seems to imply that the line contains as many points as it could contain. 
Now we have seen in the last section that there is no maximum grade of multitude. If, therefore, 
a line contains all the points there could be, these points must cease to form a multitude’ (NEM 
3: 58, 1895). See also 3.568, 1900.

30 ‘What is meant by a collection? I answer, it is a whole of ultimate parts which are discrete objects. 
What, then, is meant by discrete objects? I answer, objects which, whether it be in human power 
to distinguish them, are supposed to be in themselves of such a nature as to be susceptible of 
being so described that every one is distinguished from every other. In other words, by discrete 
objects are meant individuals of a system of definite individuals – Definite each in its own nature 
although we may not be able to define them singly’ (NEM 3: 390, 1903).
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constituents of a continuous line are not actual entities at all but rather 
unactualized possibilities (NEM 3: 527–8, 1904) or ‘mere potentialities’ 
(3.548, 1897). As he explains:
If there is room on a line for any multitude of points, however great, a genuine 
continuity implies, then, the aggregate of points on a line is too great to form a 
collection: the points lose their identity; or rather, they never had any numerical 
identity, for the reason that they are only possibilities, and therefore are essen-
tially general. They only become individual when they are separately marked; 
and however many be separately marked, there is room to mark more in any 
multitude. (7.209, c. 1901)

On Peirce’s view, marking a point P on a continuous line does not merely 
attach a name to an existing entity. Rather, he claims that the mark  creates 
a discrete point where none existed before (RLT: 159, 1898). The identity 
of the point is constituted by the discontinuity in the line  introduced by 
the addition of the mark (3.567, 1900). In other words, it is only given the 
mark that P is distinguished from the rest of the line (i.e. from not-P) 
as the principle of contradiction requires and only given the mark that 
the elements of the line can be said to be either P or not-P in  accordance 
with the principle of excluded middle. Prior to being  individuated,  
he insists, there is no actual point P, only the possibility of marking it. 
These  possibilities are the constituents of a true continuum.

Peirce’s answer to the nominalist’s question of how a true continuum 
can comprise a collection of points without itself being a collection can 
now be made clear. As he sees it, only actual points – points that have 
been individuated – form collections with multitude. The constitu-
ents of a continuum are not actual individuals – they are not discrete, 
they  cannot enter into one-to-one correspondence with members of 
other collections and thus do not form a collection with multitude.31 
Nevertheless, for any collection of discrete points marked on a continu-
ous line there remain further possible points yet to be marked. Since ‘no 
collection of points placed on a truly continuous line can fill the line so 
as to leave no room for others’ (6.170, 1902), he insists a true continuum 
has room to accommodate collections of (actual) points of all conceiv-
able multitudes.

What, then, of the nominalist’s qualms over the intelligibility of the 
notion of infinitesimal points? How are we to understand Peirce’s sugges-
tion that a continuous line has constituents that are at once different and 
yet at no quantifiable distance apart? Peirce’s answer here is best explained 

31  See 6.168, 1889; 4.221, 1897; 6.182, c. 1911; and NEM 3: 512, 1904.
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through the example discussed earlier in connection with the definition 
of continuity in terms of the real numbers.32 Suppose a Dedekind cut is 
made in a line at P with the cut point included in the left-hand segment 
L1. Next suppose that P is removed from L1 leaving a line segment, call it  
L2, with an extremity P2. Peirce maintains that if, as the nominalist 
 contends, the point at the extremity of L2 is different from P, its identity 
is unaffected by P ’s removal and thus is independent of P. The line, he 
says, ‘consist[s] of particles next to one another, and so [is] not . . . con-
tinuous’ (NEM 3: 747, nd). In this case, he urges ‘[e]ach point has . . . its 
own independent existence’ and ‘there can be no merging one to another’ 
(5.204, 1905). After all, ‘[b]reaking grains of sand more and more will only 
make the sand more broken, it will not weld the grains into unbroken 
continuity’ (6.168, 1889).

Peirce thinks the problem faced by the nominalist view can be 
avoided by denying the distinctness of P and the extremity of L2. On 
his view ‘it is the same particle which remains after being thrown off’ 
and ‘points and particles have no distinct identity’ (NEM 3: 748, nd). In 
other words, when P is removed from L1, a discrete point (call it P1) is 
actualized. The extremity of L2 – P2 – is likewise brought into being. In 
claiming that one and the same point remains and is thrown off, Peirce 
is suggesting that P breaks in two (NEM 3: 99, c. 1897; NEM 3: 799, 
1897; 4.219, 1897; and RLT: 159, 1898). Prior to being individuated, P1 
and P2 are not distinct and were they to be reunited after being indi-
viduated they would become welded into a continuum and lose their 
independent identities (1.500, c. 1896). As unactualized possibilities, P1 
and P2 are identical – they have no discernible differences. A fortiori 
their locations are indistinguishable and they are in the same place. 
Nevertheless, P1 and P2 are potentially different, as evidenced by the fact 
that when the cut is made they come into being as distinct points. So 
P1 and P2 are not altogether identical, they are potentially different even 
when there is no actual difference between them. Like ‘two ideal rain-
drops’, he says, they are ‘distinct but not different’ (4.311, 1902), neither 
entirely the same, nor wholly disparate (7.656, 1903). For Peirce, this 
shows that Leibniz’s principle that indiscernibles are identical in every 
respect is ‘all nonsense’ (4.311, 1902).

Notice also that, for Peirce, the constituents of P, considered as 
 potential rather than actual, are not bound by the principles of non-
 contradiction and excluded middle. When P is actualized it is not the 

32  Here I draw on Parker (1998: 90–1).
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case that it is either P1 or not-P1 (i.e. P2), and in this sense it is not gov-
erned by the  principle of contradiction. Nor is P governed by the law of 
excluded  middle since to identify P is not to identify it as either P1 or P2. 
The question of whether the label identifying P marks point P1 or not-P1 
is, for Peirce, indeterminate.

Having satisfied himself that true continuity cannot be defined as a 
collection of individuals, Peirce concludes that the nominalist account of 
general concepts fails. Claims about true continua cannot be expressed 
as collections of claims about individuals. Since the notion of continuity 
involves generality, it provides an important counter-example to the nom-
inalist theory that all general concepts define collections.

nominA l ism A s  A  T HEoRy of gEnER A l ConCEP Ts

Peirce thinks the failure of nominalism as an account of true  continuity 
entails its failure as an analysis of general concepts altogether. This is 
because he thinks careful comparison of the properties of general  concepts 
and true continua reveals that ‘[e]very General is a continuum vaguely 
defined’ (NEM 3: 925, 1902).

Peirce observes that just as a true continuum is defined by a description 
that delimits a space of possible elements, so a general concept is defined 
by a characteristic that delimits a space of possible objects.33 The concept 
‘dog’, for example, connotes characteristics that typify not only actual 
dogs but all possible dogs. Peirce views the characteristics that define the 
concept ‘dog’ as delimiting possible facts ‘because if a character is not 
actually true of a given thing, that is not sufficient to prevent its being 
a character’ (7.280, nd). What he means by this is that a concept like 
‘unicorn’, for example, does not cease to be meaningful merely because 
it does not apply to an actual object. To grasp the concept ‘unicorn’ is 
to conceive certain characteristics, whether they are instantiated or not, 
and these characteristics define objects that are ‘logically possible’ (NEM 
3: 353, 1903 and NEM 3: 1055, c. 1903).

Peirce further observes that, like the elements of a true continuum, the 
possible objects defined by a general concept cannot be exhaustively enu-
merated. For any list of actual dogs, further logically possible dogs can be 
conceived. Indeed, as he sees it, the totality of objects to which the term 

33 ‘[T]he continuum is all that is possible, in whatever dimension it be continuous. But the general 
or universal of ordinary logic also comprises whatever of a certain description is possible. And 
thus the continuum is that which the Logic of Relatives shows the true universal to be’ (RLT: 160, 
1898).
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‘dog’ conceivably applies exceeds any conceivable multitude (5.103, 1902) 
and thus exceeds any collection of individuals (NEM 3: 776, 1900).

Peirce also maintains that the possible objects picked out by a general 
concept, like the elements of a true continuum, lack individual identity 
(NEM 3: 351, 1903). In other words, the possibilities defined by a general 
concept are not governed by the principles of contradiction and excluded 
middle. As he sees it, the definition of the concept of a dog leaves open 
the possibility of a dog’s being an Australian shepherd and the possibility 
of its not being an Australian shepherd – thus, the possibility of being P 
does not contradict the possibility of ~P.34 Similarly, since being a dog in 
general neither implies being brindled or not being brindled, being a dog 
is indeterminate with respect to colour (1.435, c. 1896).35 Thus, the possibil-
ities defined by the concept ‘dog’ are not governed by the law of excluded 
middle either. Since Peirce defines an individual as an entity governed by 
these two logical laws, it follows, for him, that general concepts do not 
define collections of individuals.

Finally, Peirce argues, the totality of possibilities defined by a general 
concept has parts that are isomorphic to the whole, just as the parts of a 
true continuum are. The class of possible dogs is divisible into sub-classes 
(e.g. brindled and not-brindled, shepherds and non-shepherds, etc.). Each 
division yields a general concept that defines a totality of possible objects 
that is likewise divisible (e.g. into Australian shepherds and non-Austra-
lian shepherds, lethargic shepherds and non-lethargic shepherds, etc.). As 
with a true continuum, the elements defined by a general concept com-
prise parts (i.e. sub-concepts) that are also continuous (i.e. are also gen-
eral) and not composed of collections of individuals that are absolutely 
self-identical and distinct from one another (1.499, c. 1896).

In light of these considerations, Peirce thinks that ‘true generality 
is . . . nothing but a rudimentary form of continuity’ (6.172, 1902), and 
since continuity cannot be accounted for on nominalist principles, he 
concludes that nominalism fails altogether as an analysis of general 
concepts.

34 ‘We certainly have the notion of objective possibility, whether there be any such a thing or not. It 
may be defined as that mode of being which is not subject to the principle of contradiction since 
if it be merely possible that A is B, it is possible that A is not B . . . Possibility is that mode of being 
in which something is held in reserve, so that actuality is not attained’ (NEM 3: 762, nd). Also 
see 5.505, c. 1905; NEM 3: 813, 1905; and NEM 3: 913, 1904.

35 ‘The general term, in so far as it is, and in those respects in which it is, general, is not subject to 
the principle of excluded middle. That “Men are wise” and that “men are foolish” (“men” being 
taken generally) may be alike false’ (NEM 3: 813, 1903). See 2.339, c. 1895; 5.505, c. 1905; NEM 
3: 813, 1905; and NEM 3: 913, 1904.
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ConClusion

Let us now take stock of the implications of Peirce’s analysis of continuity 
for his case against nominalism. In the first place, he sees his account of 
continuity as a vindication of his philosophical method. He claims that 
the nominalist’s metaphysical conviction that only individuals exist leads 
them to the view that general concepts define collections. This view in 
turn forces them to hold that claims about continuous series must reduce 
to claims about individuals, whether or not this reduction can actually 
be carried out. Given nominalism as a metaphysical starting point, Peirce 
thinks, no other definition of continuity is conceivable.

By starting from the theory of multitude, however, Peirce frees his 
 analysis of continuity from any constraints that might be imposed by 
a theory of the nature of reality – the nominalist’s especially. For him, 
the theory of multitude is derivable from mathematics and, as such, 
deals with what is possible without regard for what is in fact the case. 
Proceeding in this way, Peirce arrives at a definition of continuity that 
is not only at odds with that of the nominalist but one that nominalist 
principles – which are rooted in metaphysics – preclude us from even 
considering. Thus, Peirce’s approach to the study of continuity shows how 
exploring possibilities mathematically – in this case through experiments 
on diagrams involving continuous lines – can lead to discoveries to which 
inquirers would otherwise be blinded. For him, the analysis of continuity 
is a perfect example of how the method of diagrammatic reasoning helps 
unblock the road of philosophical inquiry.

Moreover, Peirce also thinks he has refuted the nominalist’s theory of 
general concepts. He has undermined any form of nominalism that entails 
that the only valid principles of reasoning are those that involve concepts 
that denote finite collections. He has also overturned the nominalist’s 
claim that concepts are intelligible if and only if they define collections. 
As he sees it, general concepts define true continua, and while the prop-
erties of true continua are not reducible to properties of the individuals 
they comprise, they are, contrary to what the nominalist supposes, still 
intelligible.

However, while Peirce thinks his analysis of continuity dispatches 
the nominalist account of general concepts, he knows it does not settle 
the ontological question of whether continua are part of the furniture 
of the universe. For him, the analysis of continuity is a result derived 
by diagrammatic reasoning, and diagrammatic reasoning reveals only 
what is possible or conceivable, not what is in fact the case. If general 
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concepts represent objective features of the world, then there are true 
continuities to be discovered, but Peirce has not shown that positing 
true continuity is necessary to a complete understanding of reality. In 
light of his discussion, ‘the question of nominalism and realism has 
taken this shape. Are any continua real?’ (RLT: 160, 1898), but this 
question remains to be answered

For his part, the nominalist will feel that a strong case can be made for 
denying the reality of continuity. On his view, individuals are the only 
objects of experience and hence the only things known to exist. Given 
this fact, the nominalist will argue, the only testable consequences of 
a theory – that is, the only consequences pertinent to deciding a the-
ory’s truth or falsehood – involve claims about individuals. He will urge 
against Peirce that what cannot be derived from actual experience  cannot 
be known at all, and if, as Peirce acknowledges, knowledge of individuals 
never adds up to knowledge of a continuum, then continua are unknow-
able. For the nominalist, then, the hypothesis that continua are real 
proves unverifiable, and in light of this we should at least be agnostic on 
its truth.

Moreover, the nominalist may add, if individuals are the only objects 
of knowledge, then Peirce’s concept of a true continuum has no appli-
cation (outside mathematics, perhaps). For the nominalist, then, Peirce’s 
posit of real continuity is precluded by Ockham’s razor.

The argument against the reality of true continua just canvassed rests 
on the nominalist’s account of the testable consequences of theories and 
the limits of empirical knowledge. Peirce has deep disagreements with 
the nominalist over both of these issues. The next two chapters explore 
Peirce’s theory of cognitive content, while the chapters that follow them 
examine his theory of knowledge.
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CH A PTER 4

Continuity and meaning:  
Peirce’s pragmatic maxim

So far I have explained why Peirce thinks nominalists cannot give an 
adequate account of the meaning of general concepts. The reason is 
that general concepts define continua and nominalism cannot explain 
 continuity. However, I also noted that the nominalist can concede Peirce’s 
argument and still deny that general concepts represent features of the 
world. He can argue that if Peirce is right that knowledge of  individuals 
can never add up to knowledge of a continuum, then because  experience 
is the only source of knowledge and individuals are the only objects 
known through experience, the hypothesis of real continuity is unveri-
fiable and we should at least be agnostic about it, if not reject it outright. 
Moreover, since no collection of individuals is truly continuous, then, 
the nominalist will urge, the concept of continuity has no application in 
the actual world. Thus, positing real continua as objects represented by 
 general  concepts violates Ockham’s razor.1

This defence of nominalism hinges on the contention that the  testable 
content of theories is limited to claims about individuals. Should the nom-
inalist defend this view by appeal either to the metaphysical doctrine that 
only individuals exist or the psychological doctrine that individuals are 
the only objects of experience, Peirce will remain unimpressed. As he sees 
it, the conditions of theory testing are to be investigated in the science of 
inquiry, and questions in the science of inquiry – questions about the test-
able content of theories included – must be settled independently of facts 
about the actual world.

However, the nominalist may object that Peirce’s insistence on the 
 priority of the science of inquiry over inquiry in the special sciences is self-
serving, since it is tantamount to dismissing any scientific findings that 
the nominalist might offer to support his view of the testable content of 

1 The nominalist might still acknowledge the notion of a true continuum as a useful fiction or, 
alternatively, argue that the real-number continuum suffices for purposes of inquiry in the actual 
world.
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theories. For Peirce, though, insisting on the priority of the science of 
inquiry over metaphysics and psychology is a neutral point of methodology. 
On his view, any metaphysical or psychological doctrines the nomin alist 
cites in support of his theory of testable content must be justified and the 
relevant standards of justification must be drawn from the nominalist’s 
view of theory testing. Since the scientific results the nominalist appeals 
to are no stronger than the principles of inquiry assumed in establishing 
them, Peirce thinks it appropriate to focus his debate with the nominalist 
on the question of the legitimacy of these principles. On the other hand, 
the science of inquiry is, for Peirce, a formal science – it delimits conceiv-
able possibilities without determining what is the case – and so framing the 
debate as a question about the nature of inquiry ensures that his discussion 
does not beg the question of whether the nominalist’s psychological and 
metaphysical views are true. Thus, any fears that his approach precludes 
the nominalist’s view of reality are, to his way of thinking, baseless.

However, even when taken apart from any metaphysical or  psychological 
underpinnings, the nominalist’s argument against the reality of continuity 
poses an important objection to Peirce. A true  continuum, as Peirce defines 
it, comprises a set of possibilities that surpasses any collection of individu-
als. A continuous line contains possibilities for marking points that out-
strip any collection of actual points, and the general concept ‘dog’ defines 
a continuum of possible objects that surpasses any collection of actual (i.e. 
individual) dogs. If the nominalist is right in  thinking that the testable 
content of theories is limited to claims about actual individuals, then given 
Peirce’s view that no knowledge of individuals amounts to knowledge of a 
continuum, it would seem to follow that the  hypothesis that continua are 
real transcends the limits of verifiability and is superfluous.

To meet this objection Peirce needs to show, contrary to what the 
 nominalist holds, that the testable consequences of theories are not 
restricted to claims about individuals and that the reality of continuity is 
 verifiable. At first glance, however, his analysis of continuity seems to sup-
port the nominalist’s view. For Peirce, as noted, a continuous line com-
prises indefinite possibilities but no actual points. Marking a point on 
a line  creates a point where none existed before. The created point is an 
individual by Peirce’s definition since it is governed by the laws of contra-
diction and excluded middle. Labelling a point P distinguishes it from 
all other points (i.e. no point is both P and not-P), and any given point 
is either identical to P or different from it (i.e. is either P or not-P, there 
is no third option). Thus, Peirce is committed to the view that all actual 
points are individuals.
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This point is especially significant in light of Peirce’s claim that  general 
concepts define continua. As noted in Chapter 3, he thinks the concept 
‘dog’ allows for both the possibility of being an Australian shepherd and 
the possibility of not being an Australian shepherd and concludes from 
this that the possibilities defined by general concepts are not governed 
by the law of contradiction. Moreover, he claims that it is neither true 
that a dog in general is an Australian shepherd nor that it is a non-Aus-
tralian shepherd and concludes from this that the possibilities defined by 
the concept are not governed by the law of excluded middle. However, 
Peirce does think that actual dogs – like actual points on a line – are 
governed by both of these laws. That is, he grants that no actual dog is 
both a (pure-bred) shepherd and a non-shepherd – as the laws of contra-
diction require – and each actual dog is either a shepherd or it is not – as 
demanded by the law of excluded middle. From this it follows that any 
actual object must be an individual in Peirce’s sense of the term. Thus, he 
seems forced to accept the nominalist’s view that the truth or falsehood 
of any theory about the actual world depends solely on its implications 
about individuals and, this being the case, that the hypothesis of real con-
tinuity is unverifiable and superfluous.

Peirce disputes the argument just summarized, not merely because he 
thinks there are claims involving continua that can be verified but because 
he thinks every truth claim affirms the reality of a continuum. On his view, 
the notion of continuity is essential to understanding the testable content of 
any cognitive claim – including claims that purport to represent  individuals. 
I explain his position by first discussing his theory of cognitive content and 
then examining its importance for his case against nominalism.

PE iRCE’s  PR Agm AT iC m A x im

The core of Peirce’s theory of cognitive content is his so-called ‘pragmatic 
maxim’. For him, the maxim is a principle of inquiry (P: 189, 1903) – it is ‘no 
doctrine of metaphysics, no attempt to determine any truth of things’ but 
merely ‘a method of ascertaining the meaning of hard words and of abstract 
concepts’ (5.464, 1906). As he understands it, the maxim is not intended to 
give the meaning of all concepts, only ‘intellectual concepts’, those ‘upon the 
structure of which, arguments concerning objective fact may hinge’ (5.467, 
c. 1906).2 For him, the maxim is a theory of the meaning of those signs that 
are essential to the pursuit of truth by means of inquiry.

2  See also W1: 322, 1865; 2.291, c. 1893; 5.402, 1906; and 5.8, c. 1905.
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The pragmatic maxim states that to determine the meaning of a cogni-
tive sign we must:
[c]onsider what effects, which might conceivably have practical bearings, we 
conceive the object of our conception to have. Then, our conception of these 
effects is the whole of our conception of the object. (W3: 266, 1878)

This maxim is intended as a criterion of meaningfulness for cognitive 
signs. For Peirce, the limits of conceivability expressed in the maxim are 
not determined by facts of psychology. Rather they are fixed by the con-
ditions that are necessary for something to function as a sign that conveys 
truth or falsehood, and these conditions are established independently of 
facts about human thought processes or their mechanisms.3

According to Peirce’s pragmatic maxim, the meaning of the concept 
‘hard’, for example, is expressed in statements that describe the effect an 
object’s being hard has on an inquirer’s tendencies to act towards it.4 On 
this view, to conceive of an object as hard is to conceive certain opera-
tions being performed on it (e.g. attempting to scratch it with a knife) 
under appropriate conditions (e.g. applying sufficient pressure and with-
out an intervening medium) with certain characteristic effects (e.g. the 
object remaining unmarked).5 The meaning of the concept ‘hard’ dif-
fers from that of other concepts only by virtue of the distinctness of the 
 consequences of the operations on objects it implies.

Peirce takes this analysis to give the cognitive content of the concept 
‘hard’ since it specifies a method for determining whether the concept cor-
rectly applies, that is, whether something is truly hard. As he sees it, being 
scratch-resistant is not merely a constant accompaniment of hardness (as, 
say, ‘being round’ is an accompaniment of ‘being an orange’) nor is it a 
property caused by an object’s hardness (in the way ‘being warm’ is an 
effect of ‘being on fire’). He regards scratch-resistance as a criterion for 
the  application of the term ‘hard’ and, in fact, constitutive of hardness. 
To say that this criterion enters into the definition of the word ‘hard’ is to 
say it is essential for being hard. On his theory of meaning, then, there is 

3 Peirce is adamant that concepts are not explicated by ‘percepts, images, schemata or by anything 
but concepts’ (5.402, 1906).

4 Likewise, ‘to say that I believe prussic acid is poison is to say that when the idea of drinking it 
occurs to me, the idea of it as a poison with all the other ideas which follow in the train of this 
will arise in my mind. Among these ideas, or objects present to me, is the sense of refusing to 
drink it. This, if I am in a normal condition, will be followed by an action of the nerves when 
needed which will remove the cup from my lips’ (W3: 107, 1873).

5 Here Peirce uses ‘the word “hard” in its strict mineralogical sense’ to mean that which ‘would 
resist a knife-edge’ (5.467, 1906). He sets aside any complications that arise from treating hard-
ness as a matter of degree (2.646, 1878).
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no important distinction between conceiving of the hardness of an object 
and conceiving of the manifestation of hardness in the behaviour of the 
object.6

Peirce’s analysis of the concept of ‘force’ in Newtonian mechanics 
illustrates the significance of this point. Consider a system consisting of 
three bodies, the earth, the sun and the moon. According to the law of 
universal gravitation, the force exerted by the moon on the earth (Fme) 
is proportional to the product of their masses (mm and me, respectively) 
divided by the square of the distance (d) between them. Likewise for the 
force exerted by the sun on the earth (Fse). In other words:

mmme

d2
me d2

se

msmeand    Fme= G GFse =

(where G is the gravitational constant). According to Newton’s second 
law of motion, force equals mass times acceleration (F = ma). Thus:

= =mmme

d2
me d2

se

msmemea1 mea2andG G

(where a1 is the acceleration of the earth in the direction of the moon and 
a2 is the acceleration of the earth in the direction of the sun). Dividing 
both sides of each equation by me yields the acceleration on the earth due 
to moon and sun respectively:

a1 and= =
mm

d2
me

ms

d2
se

a2 GG .

Each acceleration can be represented as a vector (i.e. a line with a 
 magnitude and direction) and the vectors can be added together using 
the parallelogram of forces. The sum, or ‘resultant’, represents the accel-
eration of the earth produced by the two component accelerations 
(W3: 205, 1876). According to Peirce’s maxim, to say there are forces 
exerted on the earth by the moon and the sun is just to say that the 
earth behaves in ways that can be calculated using Newton’s laws.7 ‘[I]f 
6 Peirce says the pragmatic maxim is a special case of the principle that ‘Ye may know them by 

their fruits’ (5.402n, 1893). However, he does not distinguish the nature of the object known 
and its ‘fruits’. Determining whether ‘This diamond is hard’ is true is a matter of determining 
whether the diamond in question manifests the behaviour that characterizes hard objects.

7 ‘[T]he grand fact which . . . [force] embodies . . . is that if the actual changes of motion which the 
different particles of bodies experience are each resolved in its appropriate way, each component 
acceleration is precisely such as is prescribed by a certain law of Nature . . . This is the only fact 
which the idea of force represents, and whoever will take the trouble clearly to apprehend what 
this fact is, perfectly comprehends what force is’ (W3: 270, 1878).
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we know what the effects of force are, we are acquainted with every fact 
which is implied in saying that a force exists, and there is nothing more 
to know’ (W3: 270, 1878).8

If, contrary to the pragmatic maxim, the concept of ‘force’ is thought 
to have meaning apart from its characteristic effects and taken to denote 
some sort of entity or power that causes bodies to move in ways calculable by 
Newton’s laws, then the nature of force is mysterious – it is unclear what sort 
of entity a force is, how it acts on bodies (e.g. whether it acts at a distance 
and by what mechanism it operates) and so on. Peirce thinks these questions 
are bewildering, not because the nature of force is inscrutable, but rather 
because the concept ‘force’ lacks any clear criteria of application once it is 
divorced from any understanding of the behaviour of the objects to which 
it is applied. For example, to test the claim that forces act at a distance, one 
might set out to examine cases in which forces operate to see whether there 
always is action at a distance. But in the absence of a criterion for identifying 
instances of force (independently of the behaviour of objects) it is not clear 
what cases are to be examined. Peirce would urge in this example that the 
word ‘force’ conveys nothing, and so the claim that forces act at a distance 
is meaningless. The objection is not that on this construal of the term the 
question of whether forces act at a distance ends up a matter for speculation 
but rather that the word ‘force’ loses its cognitive content once abstracted 
from the conditions that occasion its introduction into theory and deter-
mine its application and thus that the question lacks sense:9

Thus, we find physicists, the exactest of thinkers, holding in regard to those 
things which they have studied most exactly, that their existence depends upon 
their manifestations or rather on their manifestability. (W3: 59, 1873)10

8 While mastery of the concept of force requires mastery of the concepts of acceleration, mass and 
distance, Peirce would insist these latter concepts are defined in accordance with the pragmatic 
maxim. Acceleration is the change in velocity (i.e. speed in a direction) over time, mass is the 
amount of matter in an object measured, for example, by comparing objects with standard units 
using a balance and distance is the spatial separation of two objects measured using a standard 
unit of length.

9 ‘Whether we ought to say that a force is an acceleration, or that it causes an acceleration, is a mere 
question of propriety of language, which has no more to do with our real meaning than the dif-
ference between the French idiom “Il fait froid” and its English equivalent “It is cold”’ (W3: 270, 
1878). ‘As for questions which have no conceivable practical bearings, as the question whether 
force is an entity, they mean nothing, and may be answered as we like, without error’ (W5: 227, 
1885).

10 Peirce thinks that claiming sacramental wine is literally the blood of Christ is also meaningless. 
For him, the concepts ‘wine’ and ‘blood’ apply to objects by virtue of their behaviour. The claim 
that something is blood even though it fails to behave in ways that determine the application of 
the term ‘blood’ is either patently false (and not what the theologian intends) or without con-
tent, given the absence of a criterion for determining how the word ‘blood’ is being applied. See 
W3: 265–6, 1878.
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Peirce makes it clear that the criteria that determine the application of 
concepts are couched in terms of the behaviour that objects tend to mani-
fest, rather than behaviour they actually exhibit. For him, the claim ‘This 
diamond is hard’ does not imply that the diamond in question has ever 
resisted scratching by a knife or that it ever will. If it did, it would be 
meaningless to ask whether a diamond at the bottom of the sea that is 
never scratched by a knife is hard. We could not say the diamond is hard, 
since it never exhibits the behaviour of a hard thing, nor could we deny 
that it is hard since it never fails the test for hardness and, thus, never 
exhibits behaviour at odds with hardness. Such a view implies the absurd 
claim that whether ‘This diamond is hard’ has a truth value depends on 
whether the diamond in question happens to be scratched with a knife 
and that the scratching makes the diamond hard, rather than merely 
revealing its hardness (5.453, 1905).11

On Peirce’s view, then, to conceive of a diamond as hard is to conceive 
of it as scratch-resistant, but this conception remains meaningful even if 
the diamond is never put to the test. To claim a diamond is hard is to say 
it has a disposition to resist scratches, and a diamond can be disposed to 
resist scratches without ever actually resisting them (5.457, 1905). In short, 
while the pragmatic maxim says ‘[t]he whole meaning of an intellectual 
predicate is that certain kinds of events would happen, once in so often, 
in the course of experience, under certain kinds of existential conditions’ 
(5.468, c. 1906), it allows that the relevant ‘existential conditions’ may be 
contrary to fact.

Peirce refers to the behavioural tendencies of objects that determine the 
meaning of concepts as ‘habits’ or ‘laws’. He uses these terms interchange-
ably because he thinks attributions of habits take the same form as claims 
that subsume objects under laws. As he sees it, to conceive of someone as a 
habitual gossip is to conceive of him or her as disposed to spread rumours 
and information about others at every available opportunity. Similarly, to 
conceive of an object as governed by the law of inertia is to conceive of 
it as disposed to retain momentum unless acted upon by another force. 
In both cases, an object is said to have a disposition to behave in cer-
tain characteristic ways given appropriate circumstances (often contrary 
to fact). Understanding what it means to say an object is hard, under-
standing the laws characteristic of hard things and understanding the 

11 Peirce embraced this view for a time but came to see it as too ‘nominalistic’ (W3: 266–77, 1873 
and 5.457, 1905), presumably because it makes the hardness of an object dependent on what 
inquirers do.
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behavioural tendencies or habits of hard objects are, for Peirce, one and 
the same (5.538, c. 1902).12

It might seem that Peirce’s original formulation of the pragmatic 
maxim – which stresses that concepts are to be defined in terms of the 
‘conceivable practical bearings’ of their application – is at odds with the 
formulation which emphasizes that meaning is determined by the habit-
ual behaviour of the objects to which they apply.13 After all, one can con-
ceive of a diamond manifesting the behaviour of hard objects without 
that behaviour having any ‘conceivable practical bearing’ on the con-
duct of an inquirer. However, as Peirce sees it, there is no discrepancy 
among his various formulations of the maxim. Conceiving of a diamond 
as hard involves conceiving of it as behaving in ways that would be pro-
duced were an inquirer to engineer the appropriate conditions. Thus, he 
thinks any analysis of ‘hardness’ in terms of the behavioural dispositions 
of objects can be paraphrased in statements describing the effects of prac-
tical operations that would reveal the behavioural dispositions of objects. 
Peirce prefers the formulation of the maxim according to which concepts 
are defined by the effects on the conduct of inquirers that their applica-
tion implies since he thinks this articulates the notion of meaning pre-
supposed in experimental inquiry. For him, experiments are deliberate 
acts undertaken with the expectation of certain results, and the reliabil-
ity of those expectations is determined by the reactions of objects to the 
experimental operations performed on them. Thus, he says, ‘if one can 
define accurately all the conceivable experimental phenomena which the 
affirmation or denial of a concept could imply, one will have therein a 
complete definition of the concept, and there is absolutely nothing more in 
it’ (5.412, 1905).

According to Peirce, a statement of the experimental content of a con-
cept comprises a set of conditionals whose antecedents describe actions 
to be undertaken with respect to an object and whose consequents 
describe the anticipated behaviour of the object (5.453, 1905). These con-
ditionals take the form: ‘If act A were performed under conditions C,  

12 ‘[Pragmatism asserts], that the total meaning of the predication of an intellectual concept is con-
tained in an affirmation that, under all conceivable circumstances of a given kind . . . the subject 
of the predication would behave in a certain general way’ (5.467, c. 1906).

13 Pragmatism is ‘the maxim that the entire meaning and significance of any conception lies in 
its conceivably practical bearings, – not certainly altogether in consequences that would influ-
ence our conduct so far as we can foresee our future circumstances but which in conceivable 
circumstances would go to determine how we should deliberately act, and how we should act in a 
practical way and not merely act as affirming or denying the conception to be cleared up’ (P: 150, 
1903). See also W3: 107 and 108, 1873; 5.413, 1906; 5.438, 1905; 6.490, 1908; and P: 110, 1903.
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result R would occur’14 and provide practical rules for determining 
by means of experiment whether a concept applies to a given object. 
Knowing the meaning of a concept is a matter of knowing how events 
may be predicted and controlled in cases in which the concept applies. 
An inquirer armed with this knowledge is disposed to anticipate the 
behaviour of objects under the appropriate conditions and to pro-
duce that behaviour when it is desired. To determine the meaning of a 
concept:
we have, therefore, simply to determine what habits it produces, for what a thing 
means is simply what habits it involves. Now, the identity of a habit depends on 
how it might lead us to act, not merely under such circumstances as are likely to 
arise, but under such as might possibly occur, no matter how improbable they 
may be. What the habit is depends on when and how it causes us to act. As for 
when, every stimulus to action is derived from perception; as for the how, every 
purpose of action is to produce some sensible result. Thus, we come down to 
what is tangible and conceivably practical, as the root of every real distinction 
of thought, no matter how subtile [sic] it may be and there is no distinction of 
meaning so fine as to consist in anything but a possible difference of practice. 
(W3: 265, 1878)

For Peirce, then, the ‘sensible results’ produced in experiments are ‘prac-
tical’ because they are effected by the actions of an inquirer. These results 
either meet inquirers’ expectations and reinforce the habit of using certain 
procedures to predict and control objects or they frustrate these expecta-
tions and force inquirers to reconsider this habit. According to the prag-
matic maxim, then, all differences in cognitive meaning are traceable to 
practical differences, and any concept whose application lacks conceivable 
effects on behaviour is meaningless.

PE iRCE’s  CR iT iquE of T HE nominA l isT  
T HEoRy of mE A ning

Peirce thinks the pragmatic maxim undermines the nominalist’s account 
of cognitive content. The maxim states that the meaning of a concept is 
given by the conceivable experimental consequences of its application to 
an object. The conditionals that specify these consequences imply law-
ful relations between the acts involved in carrying out experiments and 
the results they produce. Moreover, these laws govern a continuum of 

14 More precisely, Peirce would say they have the form: ‘If act A is performed under conditions C, 
result R would occur in p% of cases.’ For ease of exposition, I postpone discussion of Peirce’s ana-
lysis of probabilistic claims.
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possible cases. Since, for Peirce, continuity cannot be reduced to a col-
lection of individuals, the content of these laws exceeds any collection 
of claims about individuals. Thus, he thinks the nominalist is wrong to 
think cognitive content can be reduced to claims about individuals. Each 
step in this argument merits further discussion.

According to the pragmatic maxim, the application of a concept to an 
object implies the reality of a law. As noted, the meaning of a concept is 
given by a set of conditionals of the form: ‘If act A were performed under 
conditions C, then result R would occur’ (e.g. if a scratch test were per-
formed with sufficient pressure, this diamond would remain unmarked). 
On his analysis, these conditionals do not merely affirm that an event of 
type R occurs whenever an act of type A is performed under conditions of 
type C. Rather they claim that an event of type R is produced by an act 
of type A when undertaken in conditions of type C. In other words, the 
claim is not that events of type A and C occur coincidentally with events 
of type R or that these types of events are constantly conjoined. It is rather 
that there could not be an occurrence of events of types A and C that does 
not result in an event of type R. This implies that there is a disposition or 
habit operative in the order of things that precludes the possibility of an 
event of type A occurring under conditions of type C without an event of 
type R also occurring. Since these dispositional claims imply the truth of 
counterfactuals (i.e. claims about what would result were events of type 
A and C to occur in circumstances where they do not) and, moreover, 
purport to explain how certain events of type R are brought about, Peirce 
takes them to imply that there are laws operative in the world.

Peirce insists, moreover, that the reality of a law implies the reality of 
a true continuum. Since the conditionals that give the meaning of a con-
cept imply the truth of counterfactuals, their testable consequences extend 
beyond actual events to include possibilities. (As noted, to say a diamond 
is hard is to commit oneself not only to claims about what does happen 
when the diamond is scratched but also to claims about what would have 
happened were it scratched in circumstances in which it was not.)15 Put 
otherwise, Peirce insists that the conditionals that explicate a concept – 
conditionals of the form ‘If act A were performed under conditions C, 
result R would occur’ – imply that there is a potential for producing an 
event of type R by engineering the right conditions (C) and performing 
the right sort of action (A). However, he insists that this potential obtains 
15 ‘Thus every understanding of experience, of the like of which all our useful knowledge is com-

posed, relates to an endless series of possibilities. Whatever is endless is composed, then, of what 
partakes more or less of the nature of possibility, or idea’ (NEM 3: 339, 1903).
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even where it is not actualized – this is just what it means to say that an 
event of type R is disposed to occur when acts of type A are performed 
under conditions of type C. As he explains:
Intellectual concepts . . . essentially carry some implication concerning the 
 general behaviour either of some conscious being or of some inanimate object, 
and so convey more, not merely than any feeling, but more, too, than any exist-
ential fact, namely, the ‘would-acts’, ‘would-dos’ of habitual behaviour; and no 
agglomeration of actual happenings can ever fill up the meaning of a would 
be. But [Pragmatism asserts], that the total meaning of the predication of an 
intellectual concept is contained in an affirmation that, under all conceivable 
 circumstances of a given kind . . . the subject of the predication would behave in 
a general way – that is, it would be true under given experiential circumstances. 
(5.467, c. 1905)

In this passage Peirce recognizes that an actual test result (e.g. the result of 
scratching a diamond with a knife) is an individual event or ‘happening’. 
Given his definition of an individual, this result (call it Ri) is governed by 
the laws of contradiction (since it is distinct from anything that is not Ri) 
and excluded middle (since each thing is either identical to Ri or it is not). 
The totality of actual (i.e. individual) test results obtained to a given point 
in time forms a collection and as a collection it has a multitude (i.e. its 
members bear a one-to-one relation with members of other collections). 
For Peirce, however, the totality of testable consequences implied by con-
ditionals of the form ‘If act A were performed under conditions C, result R 
would occur’ is inexhaustible. For any collection of actual test results, no 
matter how multitudinous, further tests are conceivable. In other words, 
the totality of possible cases governed by these conditionals has room to 
accommodate collections of results of any conceivable multitude and thus 
forms a true continuum.16 Moreover, since Peirce holds that what is true 
of a continuum cannot be reduced to a collection of claims about individ-
uals, the continuum of conceivable testable consequences implied by the 
application of a concept exceeds any collection of individual (i.e. actual) 
test results. Thus, Peirce concludes, the nominalist is wrong to suppose 
that the meaning of a concept can be reduced to a collection of claims 
about individuals.

It is at this point that the nominalist will press the objection raised 
earlier that any consequences of a theory that extend beyond claims about 
individuals are unverifiable and add nothing to the theory’s cognitive 

16 To qualify as a true continuum it must also be the case that each part of the totality of possible 
tests results is isomorphic to the whole (i.e. must itself define a continuum of possible cases). 
That this condition is met is made clear below.
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content. The nominalist will note that on Peirce’s view to say a concept 
applies to an object means that there are dispositions for a certain kind 
of event (R) to occur given a certain kind of action (A) under appropri-
ate conditions (C). Moreover, a disposition is only ever manifested when 
actualized – that is, when an event of type R is produced by an act of type 
A under conditions of type C.17 From this it follows that the truth of the 
conditionals that Peirce claims give the meaning of a concept is in evi-
dence only when the appropriate conditions (C) actually obtain and the 
required action (A) is actually performed. Since Peirce holds that what is 
actual (as opposed to merely possible) is individual (i.e. is governed by the 
laws of contradiction and excluded middle), the nominalist will insist that 
he must grant that the truth of any claim about the actual world is deter-
mined exclusively by its implications about individual events or objects. 
Moreover, the nominalist will argue that inasmuch as actual (i.e. individ-
ual) experimental trials provide the only evidence for a truth claim and 
no collection of these trials can exhaust the cases covered by such a claim, 
Peirce must also concede that any consequences of knowledge claims that 
extend beyond claims about individual events are unverifiable.

For Peirce, however, this objection by the nominalist is a non sequi-
tur. He agrees that individual experimental trials are the only source of 
 evidence for a truth claim and no collection of individual experimen-
tal trials exhausts the continuum of possible cases covered by a dispo-
sitional claim. However, he thinks that the nominalist’s conclusion that 
dispos itional claims are unverifiable follows only given the assumption 
that there can be no legitimate inferences from data about actual, individ-
ual events to the continuum of possible cases implied by a dispositional 
claim. Peirce thinks this assumption is false. That is, he believes that it 
is possible to draw legitimate conclusions about all the possible (i.e. con-
ceivable) scratch tests on a diamond based on individual test results. He 
also thinks there are legitimate inferences from claims about individual 
 diamonds to the nature of all possible diamonds. Precisely how such infer-
ences are justified is an important question in the theory of induction, 
one that Peirce is very concerned to answer, as we shall see in Chapter 
7. But so far as the present objection is concerned, it suffices to note that 
there is nothing in Peirce’s view of continuity per se that forces him to 
deny that these inferences are possible. Against the nominalist, he can 
consistently argue that the application of concepts to objects is verifiable,  

17 ‘[H]ow otherwise can a habit be described than by a description of the kind of action to which it 
gives rise, with the specification of the conditions and of the motive?’ (5.491, 1903).
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even though individual experimental trials are the sole test of truth and 
no collection of  individual test results exhausts the consequences implied 
by the  application of the concept.

Even granting that Peirce’s reply is consistent, however, the  nominalist 
might still urge that the notion of continuity is dispensable when it comes 
to understanding the way things are. If what is actual is individual, 
then any claims that are not reducible to claims about individuals are 
superfluous.

Peirce, however, rejects this contention since it fails to recognize 
that claims about individual objects are equally governed by the prag-
matic maxim and thus affirm the reality of laws that cover a continuum 
of  possible cases. ‘This diamond is hard’ is a singular proposition. Yet, 
according to Peirce, it affirms that an individual object has a disposition to 
resist marking when scratched with a knife under suitable conditions. The 
truth of this claim does not only depend on how the diamond responds 
to actual scratch tests but on how it would respond over the totality of 
possible tests. As Peirce explains to an imagined critic:
[I]n representing the pragmaticist as making rational meaning to consist in an 
experiment (which you speak of as an event in the past), you strikingly fail to 
catch his attitude of mind. Indeed, it is not the experiment, but in experimen-
tal phenomena, that rational meaning is said to consist. When an experimental-
ist speaks of a phenomenon, such as ‘Hall’s phenomenon’ . . . he does not mean 
any particular event that did happen to somebody in the dead past, but what 
surely must happen to everybody in the living future who shall fulfill certain 
conditions. The phenomenon consists in the fact that when an experimental-
ist shall come to act according to a certain scheme that he has in mind, then 
will something else happen, and shatter the doubts of sceptics, like the celestial 
fire upon the altar of Elijah. And do not overlook the fact that the pragmaticist 
maxim says nothing of single experiments or of single experimental phenomena 
(for what is conditionally true in futuro can hardly be singular), but only speaks 
of general kinds of experimental phenomena. (5.425, 1905)

On Peirce’s theory of meaning, then, ‘This diamond is hard’ is a claim 
about repeatable test results. Even though the proposition is about an 
individual diamond, it affirms a law governing the behaviour of the dia-
mond in a continuum of possible experimental trials. Thus, the conceiv-
able practical consequences of the claim outstrip any collection of claims 
about individual (i.e. actual) experimental trials.

It should also be noted that claims describing individual experiments 
are also governed by the pragmatic maxim. The claim ‘This diamond was 
scratched with a knife on 16 August 1969 at 3:45 p.m. EDT’ describes a 
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unique test, but it asserts that were the experiments required to verify that 
a scratch test was performed on the relevant diamond at this time to be 
performed, certain definite practical effects would result. So, even claims 
about the individual results that provide the evidence for ‘This diamond 
is hard’ are dispositional claims. On Peirce’s view, every application of a 
concept to an object expresses a law or habit and there is nothing to the 
meaning of a concept other than what is implied by its application.18

As Peirce sees it, if the pragmatic maxim is true, then the  nominalist’s 
proposal to dispense with the notion of continuity in favour of claims 
that describe individuals is absurd. The maxim implies that continu-
ity is presupposed in the analysis of all concepts, and even claims that 
describe individuals – claims that nominalists take to be the basis of 
all meaning – affirm the reality of laws that govern a continuum of 
possible cases. To dispense with the notion of continuity in the way 
the nominalist suggests would be to dispense with meaningful concepts 
altogether. In a world such as the nominalist conceives – a world devoid 
of laws, habits and dispositions – the conditions for the application of 
concepts would never be fulfilled. For Peirce, then, the reality of con-
tinuity is a necessary  condition of the truth or falsehood of cognitive 
claims.

The case against nominalism just canvassed presupposes the pragmatic 
maxim, it does not establish it. Unless Peirce has independent grounds 
for thinking the maxim is true, the nominalist can dismiss his criticism 
as question-begging. To block this reply by the nominalist Peirce argues 
that the pragmatic maxim is a principle of inquiry and, as such, binding 
on all rational inquirers, the nominalist included. His case for this claim 
is discussed in the next chapter.

18 On Peirce’s view, cognitive claims form the same sort of hierarchy as points on a truly continuous 
line. For him, every segment of a continuous line is itself continuous. Although a point marked 
on a line is an individual (i.e. obeys the laws of contradiction and excluded middle) it is analys-
able into further possible points each of which in turn comprises a continuum of possibilities. 
Similarly, Peirce maintains that the application of a concept implies the reality of a law which 
governs a continuum of possible tests. Each actual test is an individual event (i.e. is governed by 
the laws of contradiction and excluded middle) and its significance as evidence lies in the fact 
that it is the result of an act performed under appropriate circumstances – it is an instance of a 
law or habit. However, the description of an individual test result also implies the reality of a law 
that implies a further continuum of possible tests.
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CH A PTER 5

Logical foundations of Peirce’s  
pragmatic maxim

In the previous chapter I explained why Peirce thinks his pragmatic 
maxim contradicts the nominalist theory of cognitive content. According 
to the maxim, I noted, the meaning of a cognitive sign is explicated by 
conditionals that imply lawful relations between certain actions and their 
consequences and the content of these conditionals cannot be reduced 
to claims about individuals, as the nominalist theory requires. However, 
I did not give Peirce’s reasons for thinking that the pragmatic maxim is 
true. In the absence of a compelling argument for the maxim, he would 
admit that appealing to it as grounds for rejecting the nominalist theory 
of meaning is question-begging.

Despite the importance of the pragmatic maxim for Peirce’s critique of 
nominalism, it remains unclear how it is to be established. In his best-
known defence of it, in ‘How to Make Our Ideas Clear’, he draws on a 
conception of inquiry developed in light of discoveries in the behavioural 
sciences.1 On the view he sketches, cognition is a biological process aimed 
at acquiring reliable ways of acting in the world. Stimuli that confound an 
organism’s habitual responses yield hesitant or ‘doubtful’ reactions. The 
search for a course of action appropriate to an uncertain situation – what 
Peirce calls ‘inquiry’ – terminates in behaviour that is adequate to the 
 circumstances and, as a result, more likely to be repeated given similar con-
ditions in the future. This account of inquiry, conjoined with Alexander 
Bain’s theory that beliefs are habits of action, implies Peirce’s view that 
the significance of a belief is to be analysed in terms of the behavioural 
dispositions it instils, and differences in the cognitive content of beliefs are 
traceable to differences in the practical consequences they imply.2

1 This paper contains the first published defence of the pragmatic maxim (W3: 257–76, 1878). 
Versions of the argument also appear in drafts of a logic book from this period (W3: 14–107, 
1872–3).

2 Peirce says ‘pragmatism is scarce more than a corollary’ to ‘Bain’s definition of belief ’ (5.12, c. 1906). 
He also reveals that ‘[t]he argument upon which I rested the maxim in my original paper was that 
belief consists mainly in being deliberately prepared to adopt the formula believed in as the guide 
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While this argument is generally viewed as the canonical defence of 
the pragmatic maxim, Peirce himself finds it inadequate. He writes:
[H]ow do we know that belief is nothing but the deliberate preparedness to act 
according to the formula believed? My original article carried this back to a 
 psychological principle. The conception of truth, according to me, was devel-
oped out of an original impulse to act consistently, to have a definite intention. 
But in the first place, this was not very clearly made out, and in the second 
place, I do not think it satisfactory to reduce such fundamental things to facts of 
 psychology . . . all attempts to ground the fundamentals of logic on psychology 
are seen to be essentially shallow. (5.28, 1903)

In calling his psychological defence of the pragmatic maxim in ‘How to 
Make Our Ideas Clear’ shallow, Peirce considerably understates the case. 
In the first place, he views the maxim as a principle of inquiry, and his 
philosophical scruples ‘absolutely debar [him] from making the least use 
of psychology in [the science of inquiry]’ (5.157, 1903). For him, as I have 
stressed, justifying a principle of inquiry by appeal to psychology (or any 
other natural science) is viciously circular.

Secondly, the argument of ‘How to Make Our Ideas Clear’ fails to 
show that the pragmatic maxim satisfies the criteria that Peirce takes to 
define principles of inquiry:

(1) The argument does not provide an a priori justification for the 
maxim since it relies on a posteriori discoveries in the behavioural 
sciences.

(2) The argument fails to establish that the maxim is a formal principle. 
At best, it shows that the maxim characterizes the process by which 
certain organisms form beliefs. But even if this is true, it is a material 
claim (i.e. a claim about the actual world) (W1: 422, 1866) and gives 
us no reason for thinking – as Peirce demands – that the maxim is a 
formal criterion of meaning (i.e. a criterion that defines the limits of 
logically possible facts).3

(3) There is nothing in the argument to show that the maxim is 
 universal – that it applies to all inquirers whatever their biological 
and  psychological make-up.

(4) Nor does the argument show that the maxim is necessary – that it 
holds in all possible worlds in which there is truth to be discovered – 
rather than contingent on facts about organisms in this world.

to action. If this be in truth the nature of belief, then undoubtedly the proposition believed in can 
itself be nothing but a maxim of conduct. That I believe is quite evident’ (5.28, 1903).

3 See 3.168, 1880; NEM 4: 248, nd; 8.239, 1904; and EP 2: 385, 1906.
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(5) The argument does not establish the normative force of the maxim. It 
shows, at most, that its truth is presupposed in the way inquirers fix 
their beliefs, not that inquirers ought to presuppose it.

(6) Finally, the argument fails to establish the maxim as a suitable basis 
for metaphysical theorizing since, as noted in Chapter 2, there is no 
good reason to suppose that the nature of reality must accord with 
the principles that specific kinds of organism happen to use in form-
ing beliefs about it.

In short, the defence of the pragmatic maxim given in ‘How to Make 
Our Ideas Clear’ fails by Peirce’s own philosophical standards.

One way to rectify the shortcomings of the case for the maxim made in 
‘How to Make Our Ideas Clear’ is to reformulate it so that it depends on 
a conceptual analysis of the terms ‘belief ’, ‘doubt’, ‘habit’ and ‘inquiry’.4 
Put this way, the maxim would not be defended by appeal to findings in 
the special sciences. It would rest, instead, on definitions of concepts cen-
tral to the theory of inquiry, definitions that Peirce might plausibly argue 
are a priori, formal, universal, necessary, normative (i.e. rational to accept 
whether inquirers adopt them or not) and foundational for metaphys-
ics (inasmuch as they imply a general conception of reality).5 However, 
while Peirce would view this line of defence as a step in the right dir-
ection, he would think it incomplete inasmuch as it leaves the defini-
tions from which the pragmatic maxim is derived unaccounted for. As 
he recognizes, the nominalist is no more inclined to accept the account 
of ‘belief ’, ‘doubt’ and ‘inquiry’ Peirce offers than to accept the maxim 
itself. Nor would the nominalist be impressed by the fact that Peirce’s 
analysis of these concepts is precisely what the pragmatic maxim would 
lead us to accept. All this shows, the nominalist would protest, is that 
Peirce’s accounts of inquiry and meaning are consistent, not that they are 
right. What Peirce needs to provide are compelling reasons for thinking 
the maxim is a bona fide principle of inquiry and, hence, a principle the 
nominalist cannot reasonably resist (EP 2: 403, 1909).

Unfortunately, Peirce never provides an alternative to his defence of 
the pragmatic maxim in ‘How to Make Our Ideas Clear’. Whenever he 
announces publicly that he can prove the maxim, he says the proof is too 

4 This strategy is suggested by Peirce’s claim that in characterizing ‘the essence of investigation 
in general . . . we have, broadly speaking, nothing to do with the nature of the human mind’ 
(W3: 35, 1872) and ‘[t]he question of the nature of belief ’ is ‘the question of what the true logical 
analysis of the act of judgement is’ (5.29, 1903). See also NEM 4: 20, 1902.

5 Without belabouring the details, the idea is to argue that given a proper analysis of inquiry cer-
tain general conditions must obtain in the world if inquiry is to be possible.
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complex to present in a single paper or short series of lectures.6 While 
this claim is plausible, especially if, as he says, his proof draws on the 
foundations of mathematics, his doctrine of categories, the principles of 
normative science and logic, there is also evidence to suggest that a com-
plete proof of the maxim eluded him.7 I will not speculate as to how far 
he got in developing a proof of the pragmatic maxim, but I cannot ignore 
the question of why he thinks it is justified, given its importance to his 
case against the nominalist’s theory of cognitive content. In the remain-
der of this chapter, then, I reconstruct an argument for the pragmatic 
maxim, one that, while falling short of a rigorous proof, explains why 
Peirce believes the maxim is a principle of inquiry that is binding on his 
nominalist opponents.

GRou ndinG T HE m A x im in T HE T HEoRy of s y mbol s

My reconstruction of Peirce’s defence of the pragmatic maxim is based 
on his theory of cognitive signs or ‘symbols’. I take this tack because, as 
Peirce says time and again, his theory of meaning is part of his theory 
of inquiry, and his theory of inquiry is rooted in a non-psychological 
account of symbols.8 Rather than show that symbols are governed by the 
pragmatic maxim because of the way inquirers are psychologically fit-
ted to understand them, as Peirce seems to in ‘How to Make Our Ideas 
Clear’, my reconstruction shows why, according to his theory of symbols, 
inquirers are bound by the maxim whatever their psychological make-up 
may be – why, that is, ‘one simply can’t form any conception that is other 
than pragmatistic’ (8.254, 1902).9

The argument for the maxim I give starts from Peirce’s claim – for 
him, a truism – that every symbol has three essential elements. It repre-
sents something – its ‘object’. It represents its object as being some way or 
other – as having some ‘characteristics’. And it conveys this information 

6 See EP 2: 371–97, 1906 and EP 2: 398–433, 1907.
7 See Robin (1997).
8 ‘Every thought, or cognitive representation, is of the nature of a sign . . . It is by a patient exam-

ination of the various modes (some of them quite disparate) of interpretations of signs, and of 
the connections between these . . . that the pragmatist has at length, to his great astonishment, 
emerged from the disheartening labyrinth with this simple maxim in his hand’ (8.191, c. 1904). 
For Peirce, ‘the problem of what the “meaning” of an intellectual concept is can only be solved by 
the study of the interpretants, or proper significate effects, of signs’ (5.475, 1906).

9 The impossibility of violating the pragmatic maxim is something that Peirce thinks ‘those who 
think themselves pragmatists, like Mr. Schiller, miss’ (8.254, 1902). For them, the pragmatic 
maxim is merely ‘a handy tool to serve so far as it may be found serviceable’ (8.191, 1904). See also 
W3: 83, 1873.
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about its object by being interpreted – it gives rise to interpreting symbols 
that he calls ‘interpretants’.10 The strategy of the argument I give is to 
derive the maxim from Peirce’s account of how these three elements con-
spire to determine the meaning of a symbol. I first review the main steps 
in the argument and then discuss the reasoning underlying them.

The first step in my account of Peirce’s defence of the maxim is to 
argue that the meaning of a term is given by a cognitive habit. A term, 
as he defines it, is the element of a symbol that signifies the characteris-
tics  predicated of an object. On his analysis, the significance of a term 
is expressed by a general rule that ties the term to the characteristics 
of objects that determine its application – the significance of the term 
‘horse’, for example, is given by the rule that ‘If something is a horse, then 
it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ To grasp the meaning of a 
term, then, is to be disposed to draw certain conclusions about the objects 
that fall under it. (In the case of ‘horse’, it is to have the disposition to 
infer from the fact that an object is a horse – Secretariat, say – that he is 
an odd-toed, ungulate mammal, etc.) Any differences in meaning among 
terms are thus due to differences in the habits of inference they express.

Peirce next argues, on my interpretation, that the habits expressed by 
terms have meaning only in so far as they are applicable to objects. On 
his view, to predicate the term ‘horse’ of Secretariat is to subsume him 
under the habit signified by this term (i.e. the habit given by rule that 
‘If something is a horse, then it is an odd-toed, ungulate mammal, etc.’). 
Since there is nothing to the habit associated with the term ‘horse’ but the 
tendency to draw certain conclusions in cases falling under it, he thinks 
there is nothing to the significance of a term beyond what is implied in 
predicating it of this or that object (e.g. Secretariat, Northern Dancer, 
Affirmed, etc.).

The third step of Peirce’s argument, as I reconstruct it, is to show that 
in order to predicate a term of its object – and thus make a truth claim – a 
symbol must have what he calls an ‘index’. On his view, a symbol cannot 
indicate the object it denotes by describing its characteristics since there is 
no set of terms specific enough to determine whether a symbol is intended 
to denote Secretariat or some other object. In order to fix its denotation, 
Peirce claims, a symbol must include a sign that indicates its object without 

10 ‘To assert a predicate of certain subjects (taking these all in the sense of forms of words) means, – 
intends, – only to create a belief that the real things denoted by those subjects possess the real 
character or relation signified by that predicate’ (EP 2: 427, 1907). For Peirce, ‘[a] sign . . . is some-
thing which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity’ (2.228, c. 1897). See 
also 2.252, c. 1903; 2.293–5, 1893; 4.572, 1906; and 5.429, 1905.
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predicating any terms of it. Indices (e.g. pointing fingers, pronouns and 
proper names) are precisely the sort of sign required. Taken in conjunction 
with his analysis of terms, this view of denotation implies that a symbol 
(e.g. ‘Secretariat is a horse’) asserts that the object singled out by its index 
(i.e. Secretariat) is governed by the habit signified by its term (i.e. ‘If some-
thing is a horse, then it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.’).

While the argument to this point shows that the meaning of a  symbol 
is to be explained in terms of certain habits under which its object is 
 subsumed, it does not establish that these habits involve experimental pro-
cedures – that they specify empirical consequences of actions performed 
by inquirers under specific conditions – as the pragmatic maxim requires. 
The next step towards this conclusion, I claim, is to argue that the mean-
ing of a symbol is to be explained in terms of the empirical predictions it 
implies. On Peirce’s view, the nature of an index is such that an inquirer 
can denote an object only if it is capable of being experienced. Having 
established that to predicate a term of an object is to represent it as fall-
ing under certain habits, he thinks it follows from his account of indices 
that every symbol (e.g. ‘Secretariat is a horse’) asserts that some object 
of experience (i.e. Secretariat) is disposed to manifest certain empirical 
 characteristics (i.e. the characteristics of being odd-toed, ungulate, mam-
malian, etc.). This shows, he thinks, that the meaning of a symbol is given 
by the empirical consequences it implies.

To establish that the empirical consequences implied by a symbol are 
practical effects, as the pragmatic maxim claims, Peirce argues, in the 
fifth step of my reconstruction, that they pertain to the consequences of 
actions performed by an inquirer. As he sees it, in asserting ‘Secretariat is 
a horse’, an inquirer actively individuates Secretariat as the relevant object 
of experience and responds to him as a case falling under the habit associ-
ated with the term ‘horse’. Since the empirical predictions implied by this 
symbol are realized only given the actions involved in fixing Secretariat 
as its denotation, Peirce views them as predictions of practical effects. For 
him, then, every symbol asserts that if the actions involved in denoting –  
and thus experiencing – its object were to be performed, certain  further 
experiences would result. To derive the pragmatic maxim from this claim, 
all that remains to be shown is that the practical effects implied by a 
 symbol are experimental phenomena – that is, that they are the same for 
any inquirer who acts in the requisite way.

In the sixth and final step of my reconstruction of Peirce’s defence of 
the pragmatic maxim he shows that the practical consequences implied 
by a symbol are not unique to the inquirer who asserts it but, rather, 
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are  capable of being replicated and scrutinized by any number of other 
inquirers. For the symbol ‘Secretariat is a horse’ to be interpretable, on 
his view, its object must be capable of being experienced by speaker and 
interpreter alike. Moreover, the effects of acts required to individuate 
Secretariat must be of a sort that can be intersubjectively verified. In 
other words, to claim ‘Secretariat is a horse’ is to say that if the actions 
that single out Secretariat as an object of experience were undertaken – 
no matter by whom – then experiences associated with his being odd-
toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc. would result. For Peirce, then, the 
meaning of a symbol is given – as the pragmatic maxim says – by a con-
ditional of the form: ‘If act A were performed under conditions C, result 
R would occur.’

Having sketched this argument for the pragmatic maxim, I explain in 
detail why Peirce finds each of them compelling.

Step 1: terms signify inferential habits

Peirce holds that the meaning of a term is given by a habit of inference 
with which it is associated. In urging this view, he assumes that every 
term connotes, or, as he prefers, ‘signifies’, certain characteristics that 
may be predicated of objects in symbols.11 Thus, as noted, he thinks the 
term ‘horse’ signifies the characteristics of being an odd-toed, ungulate 
mammal of the genus ‘equus’. The reason he thinks these characteristics 
explain the significance of the term ‘horse’ is that they are the traits in 
virtue of which ‘horse’ applies to an object, the traits an object exempli-
fies by virtue of falling under the term.12

Peirce does not think his claim that every term connotes charac-
teristics that determine its application is contradicted by the fact that 
terms are often used without benefit of explicit definitions (e.g. my use 
of the word ‘wildebeest’) or general criteria of use (e.g. so-called ‘family 
resemblance’ terms like ‘game’). He acknowledges that there is a sense 
in which we understand a term so long as we can recognize the cases 
to which it correctly applies – he considers this level of comprehension 

11 ‘Every symbol predicates some quality of an object. The predicative element of a sign is called a 
term’ (Baldwin (1960), ii: 326). Peirce’s preference for the term ‘signification’ over ‘connotation’ 
reflects his ethical imperative to respect established terminology wherever it is defensible (2.317n, 
c. 1902).

12 Since the significance of a term is explicated using other terms, Peirce claims ‘the intellectual 
value of all ideas [i.e. all terms] lies evidently in their relations to one another . . . and not in 
themselves’ (W3: 107, 1873).
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to be the ‘first grade of clarity’ in the analysis of terms (W3: 258, 1878). 
Nevertheless, he insists there remains a sense in which we do not fully 
understand the meaning of a term – what is being said of an object in 
calling it a ‘wildebeest’ or ‘game’ – if we are unable to specify the char-
acteristics that qualify an object for inclusion under it. To identify the 
relevant characteristics is to give the term’s significance and thereby 
attain what he calls the second grade of clarity for the analysis of terms 
(W3: 258, 1878).

Having determined that every term signifies a set of characteristics, 
Peirce thinks it easy to show that the significance of a term is given by 
an inferential habit. For him, the claim that the term ‘horse’ signifies 
an odd-toed, ungulate mammal, etc. is equivalent to the claim that: ‘If 
something is a horse, then it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ This 
conditional is a general rule or ‘leading principle’ that underwrites infer-
ences concerning objects falling under the term ‘horse’.13 For example, 
from the conditional ‘If something is a horse, then it is odd-toed, ungu-
late, mammalian, etc.’ and the claim that ‘Secretariat is a horse’ it may 
be inferred that Secretariat is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc. In 
this inference the content of the conclusion is determined solely by the 
content of the premises. Since, moreover, the premises merely state what 
the term ‘horse’ signifies and that it applies to a specific object (viz. 
Secretariat), Peirce holds that the conclusion makes explicit – or expli-
cates – content implicit in asserting that Secretariat is a horse. For him, 
the difference in content between ‘Secretariat is a horse’ and ‘Secretariat 
is a duck’ is due to the different consequences that follow logically if 
Secretariat falls under the term ‘horse’ as opposed to the term ‘duck’. If 
two terms imply the same conclusions when applied to an object – as, 
for example, ‘horse’ and ‘cheval’ do – then, he claims, they are cogni-
tively equivalent. Meanwhile, a term whose application implies nothing 
about an object has no significance at all. Since mastering the leading 
principle signified by a term is a matter of acquiring a disposition to 
draw certain inferences in the cases where the term applies, he thinks 
the significance of a term is given by the habit of inference associated 
with it.

13 As he explains: ‘the peculiarity of the hypothetical proposition is that it goes out beyond the 
actual state of things and declares what would happen were things other than they are or may be. 
The utility of this is that it puts us in possession of a rule, say that “if A is true, B is true”, such 
that should we hereafter learn something of which we are now ignorant, namely that A is true, 
then, by virtue of this rule, we shall find that we know something else, namely, that B is true’ 
(W5: 169, 1885).
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Step 2: habits signified by terms have meaning  
only in application to objects

In the second step of the argument for the pragmatic maxim I have 
sketched, Peirce claims the habit associated with a term has no content 
apart from its application in this or that particular case. As he sees it, 
the rule signified by the term ‘horse’ – the rule that ‘If something is a 
horse, then it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ – contains the 
terms ‘horse’, ‘odd-toed’, ‘ungulate’, ‘mammal’, etc. These terms are to be 
understood as propositional functions. That is, they have the form ‘__ is 
a horse’, ‘__ is odd-toed’, ‘__ is ungulate’ and ‘__ is a mammal’, where the 
blanks in these expressions are construed as place-holders (or variables) for 
which various signs indicating objects may be substituted to yield propos-
itions (e.g. ‘Secretariat is a horse’, ‘Northern Dancer is a horse’, etc.).14 On 
this analysis, there is a fundamental distinction between terms that predi-
cate characteristics of objects and signs that pick out objects to which 
these terms apply.

As Peirce sees it, ‘__ is a horse’ is a single term, distinguishable from 
other terms such as ‘__ is a duck’ and ‘__ is a wildebeest’. However, 
he insists that its significance as a predicate lies in its being universal, 
rather than being singular.15 For him, the fact that the variable in the 
propositional function ‘__ is a horse’ can take many values shows that it 
 signifies characteristics that might conceivably be shared by many dif-
ferent objects, rather than names an individual object (e.g. the Platonic 
Form of Horseness).

Once we recognize that terms are universals that function as predicates, 
he thinks we will realize that it makes no more sense to view the propos-
itional function ‘__ is a horse’ as meaningful apart from its conceivable 
objects (i.e. the conceivable values of the variable) than it does to view 
any other function (e.g. F(x, y) = x + y) as meaningful independently of its 
conceivable arguments (i.e. the possible values of x and y). Even though 
there is a distinction to be drawn between the characteristics signified by 

14 For Peirce, a term expresses what remains of the content of a declarative sentence when its  logical 
subjects are removed. A term can have more than one argument place, as in ‘__ is the spouse 
of __’, ‘__ gives __ to __’ and ‘__ sells __ to __ at price __’. Meanwhile complete sentences, such 
as ‘Charles is the son of Benjamin’, count as terms when construed as signs with meaning apart 
from any assertion of fact. A term is an n-place predicate, and complete sentences, viewed as 
0-place predicates, are terms (2.272, 1903). See also 2.95, 1902; 2.342, c. 1895; 2.379, 1901; 3.420f., 
1892; and 3.440, 1896. Peirce includes ‘is’ as part of the predicate. For his reasoning see 2.319, c. 
1902; 2.328, c. 1902; and 3.459, 1897.

15 Here I draw on Boler (2004).
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a term and the objects the term applies to – just as there is a  distinction 
between a mathematical function and the values the function takes as 
arguments – Peirce insists that there is nothing more to determining the 
meaning of a function (whether propositional or mathematical) than 
determining what it implies for the various objects that fall under it. On 
his view, then, the inferential habits signified by terms have no content 
apart from their application to objects, and a term that lacks any con-
ceivable application is not really a term at all, since it does not predicate 
characteristics of anything.16

It is important to stress that while Peirce maintains that the habit 
 signified by ‘__ is a horse’ has content only as predicated of objects, he does 
not think it can be expressed as a conjunction of claims  concerning the 
cases in which it conceivably applies. In other words, he rejects the sug-
gestion that the general rule ‘If something is a horse, then it is odd-toed, 
ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ is equivalent to the conjunction of the con-
clusions it implies when conjoined with the claims ‘Secretariat is a horse’, 
‘Northern Dancer is a horse’, ‘Seattle Slew is a horse’, etc., for all con-
ceivable horses. For reasons given in Chapter 3 and 4, he denies that the 
significance of a term can be given by a collection of  propositions about 
individual objects. The term ‘__ is a horse’ defines a true  continuum, which 
means that if we represent the totality of conceivable horses by a line and 
individual horses as points on this line, then between any two points (i.e. 
any two individual horses) there is room for a collection of points of any 
conceivable multitude. From this he concludes that the cases covered by 
the term ‘__ is a horse’ are adnumerable. That is, they outstrip any conceiv-
able collection of individuals – even a denumerable (or countably infin-
ite) one.17 Thus, no collection of propositions about individuals, no matter 
how multitudinous, is equivalent to the general rule or habit signified by 
a term. Put otherwise, Peirce thinks that  mastering the content of ‘__ is 
a horse’ requires knowledge of what its application implies in any con-
ceivable case, but since no collection of claims about individual objects 
exhausts the conceivable cases, this knowledge cannot be expressed by a 
collection of propositions. Given this, he insists that knowledge of ‘__ is a 

16 As Peirce says: ‘that which is general has its being in the instances which it will determine’ 
(2.249, c. 1903). See also 2.292–3, c. 1902. It is in virtue of this view that he concedes to the 
nominalist that terms are abstractions from their instances (5.447n1, 1905 and EP 2: 394, 1906). 
However, he thinks granting this point leaves open the question of whether these abstractions 
represent objective features of reality.

17 ‘A hypothetical [i.e. conditional] proposition, generally, is not confined to stating what actually 
happens, but states what is invariably true throughout a universe of possibility’ (W5: 166, 1885). 
See 1.434, c. 1896; 5.505, c. 1905; NEM 3: 812–13, 1905; and NEM 3: 913, 1904.
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horse’ can be understood only as a disposition –  specifically, a disposition 
to draw appropriate conclusions about any object that might conceivably 
fall under it. Hence, for him, the notion of habit is ineliminable in the 
analysis of the  significance of terms.18

Step 3: predicating a term of an object requires an index

So far I have explained why Peirce thinks the significance of a term is 
given by the habit it expresses and the significance of this habit is given by 
what it implies in application to an object. The next step in my account is 
to explain why he thinks that applying a term to an object requires that a 
symbol contain an index.

On Peirce’s definition every symbol represents an object. But, he argues, 
which object a symbol denotes is not determined by the terms it contains. 
Terms are general – they may be predicated of many possible objects and 
do not by themselves single out which among these possibilities a given 
symbol is intended to denote (EP 2: 393, 1906). Peirce is aware that the 
range of objects to which the term ‘__ is a horse’ conceivably applies can 
be narrowed by distinguishing between horses that are thoroughbreds and 
those that are non-thoroughbreds. And he recognizes that the range of 
objects to which the term ‘__ is a thoroughbred’ conceivably applies can be 
rendered even narrower by distinguishing between thoroughbreds that are 
Darley Arabians and those that are not. Nevertheless, he denies that this 
series of increasingly narrow concepts culminates in a term so specific as to 
pick out an individual object. As he sees it, every term defines a continuum 
of possible objects and any part of a continuum remains continuous. Thus, 
for him, no term – or set of conjoined terms – can indicate precisely which 
object a symbol denotes (W5: 164 and 169, 1885).

In rejecting the view that terms fix the denotation of symbols, Peirce 
is not overlooking the cases in which objects are singled out by definite 
descriptions – descriptions involving terms that are uniquely satisfied (EP 
2: 393, 1906). He would agree, for example, that the proposition ‘The 1973 
Triple Crown winner is chestnut’ denotes Secretariat. What he thinks 
important to note in such instances is that the term ‘__ is the 1973 Triple 
Crown winner’ picks out Secretariat only on the understanding that it is 
being applied in the actual world. There are countless possible worlds in 

18 For Peirce, ‘all conclusions of reasoning partake of the general nature of expectations of the 
future’ (2.145, 1902) and ‘every expectation is a matter of inference . . . the inferential process 
involves the formation of a habit . . . every habit has, or is, a general law’ (2.148, 1902).
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which Secretariat does not fall under this term – the possible worlds in 
which rival Sham wins the Triple Crown that year, for example – and the 
term does not specify which world is the intended universe of discourse. 
Thus, for him, definite descriptions pose no challenge to the claim that 
the object of a symbol cannot be singled out by terms.19

Given that the denotation of a symbol is not fixed by its terms, Peirce 
thinks a symbol must indicate its object in a way that does not involve 
predicating characteristics of it. On his view, indices are precisely the sort 
of sign required to do this.20 To see this, suppose someone claims ‘This is a 
horse’ while pointing at Secretariat. For Peirce, the use of the demonstra-
tive pronoun ‘this’ in conjunction with the pointing gesture is an index.21 
It serves to identify Secretariat as the object of the symbol (and in the pro-
cess makes clear the universe of discourse is the actual world (W5: 379–80, 
1896)), but it does so without describing Secretariat or predicating any 
terms of him (W5: 224, 1885).

On Peirce’s view, indices differ from terms in being ‘anti-general’ (2.146, 
1902). Rather than signifying a universal, an index represents an individ-
ual in Peirce’s sense of the term (noted in Chapter 3), that is, it picks out 
an object governed by the laws of non-contradiction (since nothing in the 
universe of discourse is both Secretariat and not Secretariat) and excluded 
middle (since each object in the universe of discourse is either identical 
to Secretariat or it is not).22 This is not to suggest that Peirce fails to rec-
ognize that the use of indices is governed by general rules or habits. He 
knows that to function as an index a pointing finger must be intended to 
indicate an object lying roughly in a line extending from wrist to finger-
tip, and the word ‘this’ must be taken to ‘[indicate] a thing or person pre-
sent or near (actually in space or time, or ideally in thought’.23 The point 
he is concerned to stress is that the gesture and pronoun do not indicate 

19 ‘The universe which is the real subject of discourse, can only be pointed out – never described’ 
(W5: 111, 1884). ‘Any mere description would leave it uncertain whether [the relevant objects] 
were not mere characters in a ballad’ (2.295, c. 1893). See also 2.337, c. 1895; 3.363, 1885; 3.434, 1896; 
8.368n23, nd; and W5: 380, 1886.

20 Peirce says that ‘without indices it is impossible to designate what one is talking about’ (2.295, c. 
1902) and ‘one index, at least, must form a part of every assertion’ (2.337, c. 1895).

21 Peirce recognizes that the same gesture and utterance used to indicate Secretariat might be used 
to indicate his head, his colour or his shape – any of which might be an object of a symbol. In the 
example under discussion, he would say the index includes the utterance, the pointing gesture 
and also any collateral cues or information required to fix the denotation of the symbol precisely 
(EP 2: 493f., 1909). For ease of explanation, I assume this collateral information when speaking 
of the pointing finger and pronoun as an index. See also 5.153, 1903.

22 For Peirce, an index is a sign of individuation, and individuation is ‘the determination or con-
traction of a general nature to an individual mode of existence’ (EP 2: 523n9, c. 1889).

23 OED (2009).
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any particular object when defined in this general way. In the example 
under discussion, he insists, the pronoun ‘this’ denotes Secretariat because 
it is used at a particular time and place, in conjunction with a particular 
gesture, in the presence of a particular object. And rather than identify 
Secretariat by means of general characteristics – ones that other objects 
might share – the index represents what Peirce calls his ‘hecceity’ – the 
unique ‘thisness’ that makes Secretariat the object he is in contradistinc-
tion to all the things he is not.24

Since every symbol predicates a term of some individual object or 
other, Peirce thinks every symbol requires an index to fix its denotation. 
His account of how indices work underlies the remaining steps in his 
argument for the pragmatic maxim.

Step 4: the meaning of a symbol is given by its empirical implications

In the fourth step of the argument for the pragmatic maxim I have given, 
Peirce concludes from the fact that the denotation of a symbol is fixed 
by an index that the meaning of a symbol is given by the empirical con-
sequences it implies. On his view, what distinguishes indices as a kind 
of sign is that their capacity to represent objects is produced by the very 
objects they represent.25 My footprint represents my foot – as opposed 
to some other object of the same size and shape – because it is my foot 
that caused it. This causal connection is what qualifies my footprint as 
an index. Similarly, a weathervane is an index of the wind direction at 
a particular time and place because its orientation is caused by the wind 
it represents. To say a symbol’s denotation is fixed by an index, then, is 
to say that the symbol is causally (or as Peirce often says ‘dynamically’) 
determined by its object (2.305, 1902).

As Peirce is the first to observe, however, symbols do not bear traces of 
their objects in the way that footprints and weathervanes do (2.297–302, 

24 ‘By a hecceity, I mean, some element of existence which, not merely by the likeness between its 
different apparitions, but by an inward force of identity, manifesting itself in the continuity of 
its apparition throughout time and in space, is distinct from everything else, and is thus fit (as it 
can in no other way be) to receive a proper name or to be indicated as this or that. Contrast this 
with the signification of the verb, which is sometimes in my thought, sometimes in yours, and 
which has no other identity than the agreement between its several manifestations. That is what 
we call an abstraction or idea’ (3.460, 1897). See also 3.434, 1896; W5: 389, 1886; 2.341, c. 1895; 
1.405, 1885; 2.146, 1902; and 8.266, 1903.

25 ‘An Index is a sign which refers to the Object that it denotes by virtue of being really affected by 
that Object . . . it is not the mere resemblance to its Object . . . which makes it a sign, but it is the 
actual modification of it by the Object’ (2.248, 1903). See also 2.286–7, 1895; W5: 163, 1885; NEM 
4: 256, nd; and NEM 4: 242, nd.
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c. 1894). He thinks the proposition ‘This is a horse’ is expressed in purely 
conventional signs, signs that do not manifest symptoms produced by its 
object – Secretariat, in the example we have been considering. Unlike a 
footprint – which is a vestige, whether construed as such or not – a sym-
bol is an index of an object only by virtue of being interpreted as one.26 
Still, Peirce insists that to be a truth claim a symbol must contain an 
index and thus be causally determined by its object. Considered apart 
from any connection to an object, he notes, a pointing finger is an empty 
gesture and the demonstrative pronoun ‘this’ a word indicating noth-
ing in particular (5.153, 1903). The connection between a symbol and its 
object must be causal – hence indexical – because the symbol’s claim to 
truth implies that it owes its content to the way its object actually is. On 
Peirce’s view, to assert ‘This is a horse’ in the circumstances being imag-
ined is to imply that ‘__ is a horse’ is predicated of the object denoted by 
‘This’ (viz. Secretariat) in virtue of the fact that it has the characteristics 
signified by this term (i.e. is actually a horse). It is because of this causal 
determination that a symbol denotes – and thus says something about – 
its object.27

From the fact that symbols denote their objects as a result of being 
causally determined by them, Peirce concludes that symbols can only 
represent objects capable of being experienced by an inquirer. As he 
explains:
[A] proposition is a sign separately indicating what it is a sign of; and analysis 
shows that this amounts to saying that it represents that an image is similar 
to something to which actual experience forces the attention. Consequently 
a proposition cannot predicate a character not capable of sensuous presenta-
tion; nor can it refer to anything with which experience does not connect us. 
(7.203, 1901)

As explained in step 2, Peirce thinks terms have no significance apart 
from their conceivable applications to objects, and, in step 3, he thinks 

26 A symbol is ‘a sign which becomes such by virtue of the fact that it is interpreted as such’ (NEM 
4: 254, nd). ‘An inscription that nobody ever had interpreted or ever would interpret would be 
but a fanciful scrawl, an index that some being had been there, but not at all conveying or apt 
to convey its meaning’ (NEM 4: 256, nd). Peirce thinks pointing fingers and demonstrative pro-
nouns are symbols, too. They represent objects indexically but only because they are taken to 
indicate something (2.299, c. 1894 and 5.73–6, 1903).

27 ‘There must be an action of the object upon the sign to render the latter true. Without that, the 
object is not the [sign’s] object’ (EP 2: 380, 1906). A proposition ‘purports to be in a real relation 
to the fact, to be really determined by it; thus a proposition can only be formed of the conjunc-
tion of a name and an index’ (W5: 245, 1885). See also 2.253, c. 1903; 2.262, 1903; 2.284, c. 1902; 
2.305, c. 1902; 4.56, c. 1893; and W5: 163, 1885.
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that the objects of which terms are predicated in symbols are singled out 
by indices. Since, on his view, the indexical relation between a symbol 
and its object is causal, it follows that inquirers can only denote objects 
by which they are causally affected – that is, objects that fall within the 
scope of their experience. For him, then, ‘a proposition which has no rela-
tion whatever to experience’ fails to denote anything. It is a proposition 
without an object and as such is ‘devoid of all meaning’ (7.566, c. 1892).

As a truth claim, a symbol does not merely indicate an object  confronted 
in experience, it also predicates a term of it. Since, for Peirce, terms  signify 
general rules or habits (see step 1), every symbol asserts that some object 
of experience is governed by the habits signified by its  predicate term. 
In the above example, the proposition ‘This is a horse’ asserts that the 
object it denotes – Secretariat – falls under the rule that ‘If something is 
a horse, then it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ It thus implies 
that the object to which it is indexically connected in experience would, 
under appropriate conditions, manifest the characteristics of being odd-
toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc. On this view, ‘the entire meaning of a 
hypothesis [in this case a proposition] lies in its conditional experiential 
predictions’ (7.203, c. 1901).

Step 5: the empirical implications of a symbol  
pertain to practical consequences

According to the pragmatic maxim, the experiential consequences of a 
symbol are practical consequences, consequences of actions performed by 
an inquirer. Peirce’s case for this claim – the fifth step in my reconstruc-
tion – rests on his view that the cognitive experience through which the 
denotation of a symbol is fixed is not passive but rather involves an active 
response by an inquirer. For him, cognitive experience is not something 
an inquirer merely undergoes but something an inquirer does – it has, he 
claims, an ineliminable volitional element. He writes:
You may quarrel with the word volition if you like; I wish I had a more general 
one at my hand. But what I mean is that that strong, clear, and voluntary con-
sciousness in which we act upon our muscles is nothing more than the most 
marked variety of a kind of consciousness which enters into many other phe-
nomena of our life, a consciousness of duality or dual consciousness . . . What 
I call volition . . . does not involve the sense of time (i.e. not of a continuum) 
but it does involve the sense of action and reaction, resistance, externality, 
otherness, pair-edness. It is the sense that something has hit me or that I am 
 hitting something; it might be called the sense of collision or clash . . . this direct 
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consciousness of hitting and of getting hit enters into all cognition and serves to 
make it mean something real. (W5: 225, 1885)28

Peirce believes that the indexical relation between a symbol and its object 
(argued for in step 3) is of the same form as the relation involved in exert-
ing oneself. In defending this view he is not questioning the distinc-
tion between transforming the world through action and knowing it by 
means of inquiry. (For one thing, he thinks the former is a matter of 
striving to make the world conform to certain beliefs, the latter a matter 
of striving to make beliefs conform to the world.) Rather, his claim is that 
in both deliberate action and cognitive experience there are two essen-
tial elements: an active or dynamic element operating in opposition to 
something and an equally dynamic element that resists it (1.335, c. 1905). 
In the case of a voluntary act, the agent is active and the world react-
ive. In the case of cognitive experience, the object of knowledge is active 
and the inquirer’s cognitive response is reactive. However, even in this 
latter case Peirce maintains that an inquirer’s cognitive response involves 
agency or volition.29

To explore the nature of the indexical relation that holds between 
symbols and their objects, Peirce considers the example of pressing one’s 
shoulder against a door. Just as the shoulder exerts effort against the door, 
he thinks the door presses back and resists the force exerted against it, 
even if the door ultimately gives way (1.320, c. 1910). Although the force of 
the shoulder is different from the door’s resistance, he claims that neither 
the active nor the reactive term in this relation can exist or be understood 
apart from the other. The resistance of the door is necessary for the exer-
tion of force by the shoulder (i.e. exertion is always against something), 
and the exertion of force by the shoulder is necessary for the door’s resist-
ance (i.e. resistance is always to something). In Peirce’s terms, this relation 
between the shoulder and the door is irreducibly ‘dual’ or ‘dyadic’ (1.326f., 
c. 1894) – that is, it cannot be accounted for in terms of the properties that 

28 Volition, for Peirce, ‘has an outward and an inward variety, corresponding to Kant’s outer 
and inner sense, to will and self-control, to nerve action and inhibition . . . The capital error of 
Hegel . . . is that he almost altogether ignores the Outward Clash’ (W5: 225, 1885).

29 Peirce says that the ‘consciousness of exerting a force and the consciousness of suffering the effect 
of a force are one and inseparable. Suppose I try to exercise my strength in lifting a huge dumb-
bell. If I strive to lift it, I feel that it is drawing my arm down. If I suffer no consciousness of hav-
ing my arm pulled down, I can have no consciousness of exerting force in lifting the dumb-bell. 
To be conscious of exerting force and to be conscious [of] having force used upon me are the 
same consciousness. Hence, the compulsive element of sensation must be classed along with the 
consciousness of willing’ (7.543, c. 1900). ‘In the immediate present, volition and experience are 
indistinguishable’ (8.78, c. 1891). See also 1.324, c. 1903; 5.45–6, 1903; 7.531, nd; W5: 305 and 307, 
1886; and EP 2: 268, 1903.
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inhere in these objects taken  separately or  independently of one another. 
Explaining the dynamical properties of the shoulder as something active 
involves essential reference to the dynamical properties of the door as 
something that resists, and vice versa.30

Peirce thinks the same sort of dyadic relation that exists when a shoul-
der presses against a door holds between an index and its object. For 
example, explaining what a weathervane signifies necessarily involves 
reference to the action of the wind that determines its direction. Absent 
its dynamical connection to the wind, the direction in which a weather-
vane points lacks any significance. By the same token, considered apart 
from its effect on the behaviour of the weathervane, a blowing wind says 
nothing: it has no inherent content and does not represent its own dir-
ection. For Peirce, then, the indexical relation between the weathervane 
and the wind is dyadic – the significance of the weathervane’s behaviour 
is dependent on its relation to the relevant dynamical properties of the 
wind, and the significance of the relevant dynamical properties of the 
wind depends on its relation to the weathervane’s behaviour. The relation 
between the weathervane and its object cannot be accounted for in terms 
of the properties inherent in each taken separately.

On Peirce’s view, the indexical relation between a symbol and its object 
is like that of the weathervane and the wind. The properties that render 
a symbol meaningful as a truth claim cannot be accounted for without 
appeal to the significant properties of its object and vice versa. In the 
example under discussion, the symbol ‘This is a horse’ is intended to 
express something about Secretariat. Inasmuch as it lays claim to truth, 
its content cannot be understood apart from its indexical (i.e. dynami-
cal) relation to Secretariat – the object it denotes. Conversely, Secretariat’s 
cognitive significance – his significance for purposes of inquiry – is insep-
arable from the way he is represented in the symbols to which he is index-
ically (i.e. dynamically) connected. Secretariat’s cognitive significance is 
determined by his contribution to the making of reliable predictions – it 
consists in the fact that his being a horse is connected to his being odd-
toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc. in such a way that the former state is a 
predictor of the latter ones (EP 2: 5, c. 1894). As Peirce sees it, however, 

30 As he explains, ‘when we exert ourselves against outer resistance; except for that resistance we 
should not have anything upon which to exercise strength. This sense of acting and being acted 
upon, which is our sense of the reality of things, – both of outward things and of ourselves, – 
may be called the sense of Reaction. It does not reside in any one Feeling; it comes upon the 
breaking of one feeling by another feeling. It essentially involves two things acting upon one 
another’ (EP 2: 4–5, c. 1894).
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there is no way to understand the relation among states of affairs that 
makes predictions possible apart from the inferential relation that holds 
between the symbols ‘This is a horse’ and ‘This is odd-toed, ungulate, 
mammalian, etc.’ – the relation characterized by the inferential habit, ‘If 
something is a horse, then it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ As a 
result, Secretariat’s cognitive significance cannot be understood as inher-
ent in him apart from his connection to symbols. Peirce does not hold 
that in representing Secretariat to be a horse the symbol ‘This is a horse’ 
causes him to be one, any more than he thinks that in representing wind 
direction a weathervane causes air currents to blow a certain way. His 
point is rather that the cognitive significance of a symbol and its object 
are interdependent. In other words, it makes no more sense to conceive 
of Secretariat as having cognitive significance apart from the way he is 
represented in symbols, than it does to conceive of symbols as inherently 
cognitive apart from the objects they denote. A symbol and its object are 
interdependent, then, since each is a necessary condition of the cognitive 
significance of the other. Paraphrasing Kant (drawing on the theory of 
symbols instead of a theory of human cognitive functions), we might say 
that, for Peirce, symbols without objects are cognitively empty (since they 
do not represent anything), and objects without symbols are cognitively 
blind (since they predict, and thus convey, nothing).

From the fact that the indexical relation between a symbol and its object 
is dyadic Peirce comes to the conclusion that cognitive experience involves 
the volition or agency of an inquirer. As noted in step 4, he thinks the 
indexical connection between Secretariat and the inquirer’s assertion that 
‘This is a horse’ is causal or dynamic. Secretariat acts on the inquirer in 
such a way as to fix the denotation of the symbol, and since indexical rela-
tions are dyadic, this action by Secretariat implies a reaction that renders 
Secretariat cognitively significant. The inquirer’s reaction, on his account, 
involves individuating Secretariat – that is, actively discriminating him as 
an individual distinct from all other things and, moreover, identifying him 
as a case falling under the habit associated with the term ‘__ is a horse’ (i.e. 
the habit expressed in the general rule that ‘If something is a horse, then 
it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.’). Peirce claims that it is only 
given the active (i.e. dynamical) response of an inquirer to the causal (i.e. 
experiential) effects of Secretariat that Secretariat is fixed as the denotation 
of a symbol, and it is only as the denotation of a symbol that Secretariat’s 
presence in experience licenses certain predictions. Inasmuch as the activ-
ity of an inquirer is necessary for Secretariat to be an object of cognitive 
significance, cognitive experience has a volitional element.
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In step 4, it was argued that the symbol ‘This is a horse’ implies 
that the object to which it is indexically connected in experience (i.e. 
Secretariat) would, under appropriate conditions, manifest the char-
acteristics of being odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc. Step 5 shows 
that fixing the indexical connection between this symbol and its object 
involves the activity of the inquirer who asserts it. Since the empirical 
implications of ‘This is a horse’ are consequent on the actions involved 
in individuating Secretariat and subsuming him under the habit associ-
ated with the term ‘__ is a horse’, Peirce considers them to be practical 
effects. For him, then, every symbol asserts that if the actions required 
to denote, and thus experience, its object were to be performed, certain 
further experiences would result.

Step 6: the practical effects of a symbol are experimental phenomena

The final step in the argument for Peirce’s pragmatic maxim I have pre-
sented is to show that the practical effects that give a symbol its mean-
ing are experimental phenomena. That is, these effects are replicable and 
publicly verifiable, not confined to the experience of a single inquirer 
(5.425, 1905). For Peirce, this claim follows from the fact that symbols are 
interpretable.

That the conditions of interpretation are determinants of cognitive 
meaning is, for Peirce, an obvious consequence of the definition of a sym-
bol. As he sees it, a symbol is by nature an intermediary, its purpose being 
to transmit information derived from the object it denotes (EP 2: 492, 
1909). As noted in step 3, however, something is a symbol only by virtue 
of being interpreted as one. Thus the conditions that enable a symbol to 
be interpreted contribute to its meaning – something incapable of inter-
pretation cannot convey information and thus is not a symbol.

To interpret a symbol, on Peirce’s view, an interpreter must grasp which 
object the symbol denotes and what it says about it. Understanding ‘This 
is a horse’ involves recognizing that Secretariat is the intended object and 
that to say something is a horse is to say it is odd-toed, ungulate, mamma-
lian, etc. The information conveyed by a symbol is expressed in a further 
symbol, called an ‘interpretant’ (5.569, 1901).31 (In the case under discussion, 
the interpretant is ‘Secretariat is an odd-toed, ungulate mammal, etc.’)  

31 As he says: ‘a symbol addresses somebody, that is, creates in the mind of that person an equiva-
lent sign, or perhaps a more developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of 
the first sign’ (2.228, c. 1897).
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Since ‘the whole purpose of a sign is that it shall be interpreted in another 
sign’ (8.191, c. 1904), a symbol would ‘lose the character which renders 
it a sign if there were no interpretant’ (2.304, 1901). Understanding how 
 symbols determine interpretants is, thus, crucial to accounting for their 
meaning.

Peirce thinks the denotation of the interpretant ‘Secretariat is odd-toed, 
ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ is determined by the denotation of the sym-
bol it interprets (viz. ‘This is a horse’). And the denotation of the symbol 
it interprets is fixed by its index – the pointing finger and demonstrative 
pronoun. Rather than identify Secretariat by his characteristics (i.e. by 
predicating terms of him), Peirce says this index operates on the inter-
preter like a thunder clap or doorbell does. That is, he thinks the index 
forcibly directs the attention of the interpreter to the appropriate object 
(W5: 243, 1885). In the process, Secretariat becomes the object of the inter-
preter’s cognition – more precisely, he becomes the object denoted by the 
interpreter’s interpretant.32

As Peirce sees it, the fact that Secretariat is denoted by both the symbol 
‘This is a horse’ and its interpretant implies that he is capable (at least in 
principle) of being experienced by more than one inquirer. Moreover, as 
explained in step 4, indexical relations between symbols and their objects 
are causal and obtain only where an object falls within an inquirer’s experi-
ence. In order for Secretariat to be denoted by both the symbol ‘This is a 
horse’ and its interpretant, then, he must be causally connected to both 
the inquirer who asserts the symbol and the interpreter. For Peirce, this is 
just to say that Secretariat is an object of shared cognitive experience. On 
his view, then, every symbol denotes a public object.33

For Peirce, if a symbol and its interpretant share an object, then the 
procedures that fix the denotation of a symbol must be replicable. As 
noted in step 5, he thinks that to fix the denotation of the assertion ‘This 
is a horse’ an inquirer must actively discriminate Secretariat as a distinct 
object of experience. In drawing attention to Secretariat as an object of 
cognition, the pointing finger and demonstrative pronoun prompt a simi-
lar act of individuation on the part of the interpreter. In other words, the 
index compels the interpreter to actively single out Secretariat as a  distinct 
individual within experience as a means of fixing him as the denotation 
of the interpretant. This means that the action by which an inquirer fixes 

32 The symbol’s index ‘has to bring the hearer to share the experience of the speaker by showing 
what he is talking about’ (4.56, 1893).

33 Thus ‘showing or pointing out [an object] consists in putting the interpretant into a physical [i.e. 
dynamical] connection with the thing signified’ (W5: 111, 1884).
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Secretariat as the denotation of ‘This is a horse’ – and thus as a distinct 
object of experience – is of a sort that an interpreter is directed by the 
index to perform. On Peirce’s view, then, every object of a symbol is sin-
gled out in experience by means of procedures that can be repeated by 
more than one inquirer.

So much for interpreting the denotation of a symbol. To fully 
 understand a symbol, however, an interpreter must not only act so 
as to experience its object but also grasp what the symbol says of it. 
Knowing what ‘This is a horse’ asserts about Secretariat requires that an 
interpreter know what it means to predicate ‘__ is a horse’ of an object. 
According to steps 1 and 2, this knowledge consists in an interpreter’s 
being disposed to respond to an object falling under ‘__ is a horse’ as a 
case governed by the inferential habit expressed by the leading  principle 
that ‘If something is a horse, then it is odd-toed, ungulate, mamma-
lian, etc.’ By applying this habit to the relevant case, the interpreter 
comes to understand that ‘This is a horse’ means that ‘Secretariat is 
an odd-toed, ungulate mammal, etc.’ In light of this analysis, Peirce 
argues that because a symbol and its interpretant denote the same 
object of experience and subsume it under the same inferential habit, 
they imply the same consequences and, thus, are equivalent in mean-
ing. Having already established that the application of the symbol to its 
object involves the performance of certain general procedures and that 
these procedures result in experience of a common object, he concludes 
that the empirical consequences implied by a symbol are experimental 
phenomena – they are effects that follow on the performance of replic-
able procedures that single out an object of shared experience. Thus, the 
practical effects predicated of an object by a symbol are intersubjective 
and open to public scrutiny.

Fully explicated in accordance with Peirce’s theory of symbols, ‘This 
is a horse’ asserts that if an act of the sort required to single out – and 
thus confront in experience – the relevant object (viz. Secretariat) were 
to be carried out under appropriate conditions by an inquirer – no 
 matter who it is – then experiences of the sort implied by the predicate  
‘__ is a horse’ (viz. the experiences associated with Secretariat’s being 
odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc.) would be produced. Peirce’s prag-
matic maxim is simply a general statement of this analysis. It affirms 
that every symbol claims that if certain procedures leading to an experi-
ence of the object denoted by the symbol’s index were to be performed 
by any inquirer under appropriate conditions, certain public practical 
effects would result.
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T HE GEnER A l iT y of PE iRCE’s  PR AGm AT iC  
A nA lys is  of s y mbol s

In explaining my reconstruction of Peirce’s defence of the pragmatic 
maxim I relied on one, relatively simple, example – the example of point-
ing to Secretariat and asserting ‘This is a horse.’ However, as Peirce is well 
aware, symbols also operate in cases where inquirers and their interpreters 
do not have the sort of direct experiential connection to objects imagined 
in this example. Indeed, he says ‘[i]t is plain that in the directness of their 
denotation, symbols vary through all degrees’ (EP 2: 321, 1904). Still, he 
thinks the determinants of meaning present in cases involving ostension 
operate in all cases of symbol use. To show that nothing in the argument I 
have given turns on the choice of example – and to further clarify Peirce’s 
understanding of the maxim – it is worth explaining how he thinks the 
maxim applies in other sorts of cases.

Where an object is distant in space and time (as opposed to being at 
hand), Peirce thinks an inquirer fixes the denotation of a symbol by sup-
plying ‘more or less detailed directions for what the hearer is to do in 
order to place himself in direct experiential or other connection with the 
thing meant’ (EP 2: 15, 1895). Someone in 2010 cannot fix the denotation 
of ‘Secretariat is a horse’ by pointing, Secretariat having been killed in 
1989. Still, Peirce claims, an inquirer can direct an interpreter to single 
out the object of this symbol by explaining ‘how to proceed from where 
he is in order to find [it]’ (EP 2: 7, 1894). Secretariat might be identified 
by noting his activity and location at various times – as having won the 
Belmont Stakes on 9 June 1973, for instance. Peirce recognizes that this 
identifying description does not provide an interpreter with a direct expe-
rience of Secretariat. And inasmuch as it is couched in general terms, he 
does not think it sufficient on its own to indicate the relevant universe 
of discourse for interpreting the symbol. Still, he insists that when taken 
with appropriate collateral cues, the description singles out Secretariat by 
locating him with respect to times and places in the actual world that do 
fall within the direct experience of an interpreter – times and places the 
interpreter individuates through the use of indices like ‘here’ and ‘now’. 
Taken in its full context, Peirce claims, this method of indirect indication 
picks out Secretariat as a distinct individual in the relevant universe of 
discourse (i.e. the actual world). It thus fulfils the function of an index by 
fixing the denotation of ‘Secretariat is a horse’ for inquirers who have no 
direct experience of Secretariat. As he sees it, the meaning of ‘Secretariat 
is a horse’ is explained by the practical effects it implies, since a complete 
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analysis of it includes a specification of the actions required for inquirers 
to individuate its object and the experiences that would result were these 
actions to be performed.

Peirce offers a similar account of propositions with objects that cannot 
be perceived by the human senses. While electrons are too small to point 
to, he thinks they can be singled out by specifying procedures for experi-
encing phenomena associated with them. The denotation of the propos-
ition, ‘There are electrons in this Crooke’s tube’, for example, is fixed by 
giving the experimental operations that would lead an inquirer to have 
direct experience of phenomena that manifest the presence of electrons 
in the tube in question.34 On this analysis, the proposition asserts that 
the performance of certain operations on the tube (e.g. applying high 
voltage between its anode and cathode) under the right circumstances 
(e.g. the tube must be sealed and partially evacuated) would yield certain 
definite experiential effects (viz. the production of streams of electrons, 
called ‘cathode rays’, appearing to the naked eye as florescent light). Thus, 
he claims, the meaning of a proposition involving an object that is not 
detectable by the human senses is to be explained in terms of the prac-
tical, experiential consequences it implies.

Peirce also extends his theory of meaning to symbols that denote math-
ematical and even fictional objects. As noted in Chapter 2, he takes a 
claim like ‘The interior angles of a Euclidean triangle add up to 180°’ to 
imply that if a diagram with certain structural properties is constructed 
and certain further modifications are performed on it (e.g. the modifica-
tions given in Euclid’s proof of this theorem), the interior angles will be 
shown to be equivalent to two right angles and thus add up to 180º. For 
him, even claims about abstract objects are explicated in terms of their 
practical, experimental consequences.

In the case of fictional objects, Peirce claims symbols represent non-
actual possible worlds. As he sees it, ‘Black Beauty is a horse’ denotes 
an individual in the world created by Anna Sewell in her famous novel 
of 1877. While Peirce acknowledges that it is odd to speak of a fictional 
character as an object of experience and odder still to view it as dynam-
ically connected to a symbol, he thinks this is only because we are apt to 
confuse the indexical relation of denotation with the relation of physical 
causation in the actual world (EP 2: 493 and 497n, 1909). Even though 
he does not exist in the actual world, Black Beauty remains an object 
denoted by symbols that predicate terms of him. To understand the 

34  A Crooke’s tube is a partially evacuated glass tube with an electrode at either end.
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symbol ‘Black Beauty is a horse’ an interpreter’s thought must be directed 
to the  appropriate object – a certain horse – in the relevant universe of 
discourse – the  fictional world created by Sewell. Although he is not an 
object in the actual world, Peirce claims that Black Beauty is causally 
connected to both this symbol and its interpretants in the sense that their 
content is dependent on the way he really is in that world. Having been 
created by Sewell as a horse, he says, ‘it becomes a real fact that so [she] 
has imagined [him], which fact [even Sewell herself] cannot destroy by 
pretending of thinking that [she] imagined [him] otherwise’ (5.152, 1903). 
Thus, for Peirce, the claim ‘Black Beauty is a horse’ asserts that if one were 
to act so as to individuate the relevant object in the possible world Sewell 
created, certain further things would be found to obtain. Its meaning is 
thus explained in terms of the pragmatic maxim.

Finally, Peirce applies his analysis of meaning to propositions involving 
quantifiers and probabilities – what he calls ‘selectives’. As he sees it, in 
the proposition ‘Some horse is the 1973 Triple Crown winner’ the denoted 
object is not specified but only alluded to by means of a ‘precept prescrib-
ing the conditions under which an index is to be had’ (EP 2: 168, 1903). 
To assert this proposition is to claim that a certain unidentified object, x,  
could be found and forced on the attention of an inquirer, in other words, 
one could find an index that directly indicates an object such that it would 
fall under the term ‘__ is the 1973 Triple Crown winner’. For Peirce, the 
variable x is an index, and the claim is that if the value of x were appro-
priately selected, then certain definite experiential results associated with 
being the 1973 Triple Crown winner would be produced (EP 2: 16, 1885). 
Similarly, in the case of ‘All horses are less than 500 kilos’ – construed 
as a generalization about horses in the actual world – the claim is that 
any object in the universe of discourse is such that if it is a horse, then 
it weighs less than 500 kilos (or, alternatively, any object one might sin-
gle out would either not be a horse or weigh less than 500 kilos). It too 
is a claim about the practical effects of certain actions. For probabilistic 
claims, the relevant acts of individuation involve random sampling. To 
say, for example, that the odds of a mare giving birth to healthy twins 
is 1 in 10,000 is to say that were certain procedures of random sampling 
among pregnant mares to be performed, the ratio of healthy twin births 
to the total number of births in these samples would be 1:10,000 (within 
calculable limits of error). According to the pragmatic maxim, then, 
probabilistic claims take the general form ‘If act A were performed under 
 conditions C, result R would occur in p% of cases’, universal claims being 
the special cases where p = 0 or 100. For Peirce, then, all symbols imply 
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that certain experiential effects would be produced given the performance 
of actions necessary to identify the symbol’s object(s) (EP 2: 17, 1895).

T HE suPER ioR iT y of PE iRCE’s  dEfEnCE of  
T HE PR AGm AT iC m A x im

I offered my reconstructed defence of the pragmatic maxim as an 
 alternative to Peirce’s original defence of it in ‘How to Make Our Ideas 
Clear’ and, in particular, as a response to the objection that Peirce’s ori-
ginal argument makes illicit appeal to psychological facts and fails to 
show that the maxim satisfies the criteria that he takes to define principles 
of inquiry. It is important, then, to consider whether the reconstruction I 
have given improves on Peirce’s original argument.

It might be thought that, even on my reconstruction, Peirce’s  argument 
invokes psychological concepts – specifically the concepts of habit, 
 cognitive experience and volition – and thus violates his strictures on the 
use of psychological results in the theory of inquiry. However, although 
Peirce invokes terminology traditionally associated with psychology in 
formulating his account of meaning, his use of these terms is based on 
his theory of symbols, and this theory is justified independently of any 
psychological claims.

In particular, while Peirce insists that mastery of the meaning of a term 
consists in the acquisition of a habit, his defence of this claim, as I have 
presented it, does not invoke any psychological hypotheses about lan-
guage learning or the cognitive capacities of inquirers. He does not argue, 
for example, that terms must be analysed by means of habits because the 
totality of conceivable cases covered by a term exceeds the limits of human 
comprehension as established by psychology. His argument is rather that 
it is the nature of a term, as a predicate symbol, to delimit a continuum of 
possible cases, and it is the nature of a continuum that the possible cases 
it delimits defy enumeration (even by a denumerable list). As a result, he 
thinks there is no way to express the content of a term except by a gen-
eral rule and no way to master such a rule except by acquiring a habit. In 
short, his claim that habits are fundamental in the analysis of terms rests 
solely on his theory of the function of terms in symbols and his mathem-
atical analysis of continuity. No appeal to facts about the nature or limits 
of human thought is involved.

It also bears noting that on Peirce’s view, as I explain it, there is an import-
ant distinction between the habits that explicate the significance of terms – 
which are studied in the theory of inquiry – and the habits that govern the 
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thoughts of actual inquirers – which are studied in empirical psychology. 
An inquirer who claims that ‘If something is a horse, then it is odd-toed, 
ungulate, mammalian, etc.’ and when confronted with the knowledge that 
Secretariat is a horse denies Secretariat is a mammal contravenes the habit 
expressed by the term ‘__ is a horse’ and makes a logical error. But it does 
not follow that this violates any psychological laws (i.e. laws of nature). On 
Peirce’s view, the habits that give the meaning of symbols are characterized 
independently of any psychological habits inquirers might have.

On my account, Peirce’s views about the role of experience and volition 
in fixing the denotation of symbols are similarly independent of psycho-
logical findings. In his theory of inquiry, the term ‘cognitive experience’ 
is applied to the relation that connects symbols to their objects. As he 
sees it, this denotative relation is indexical, and his claim that cognitive 
experience is volitional is derived from his account of how indices work – 
from the fact that indexical relations are dynamic and dyadic – not from 
empirical claims about the nature of human experience.

Nor should it be thought that Peirce merely designs his account of 
indices to fit antecedently held psychological views – that he first adopts 
the idea of viewing inquiry as a series of wilful acts explained by habits 
and then fashions an account of indices to accord with it. For him, his 
account of indices is independent of behavioural psychology. To see this, 
one need only consider how he thinks indices operate in mathematics. 
As noted in Chapter 2, Peirce holds that mathematical diagrams exem-
plify properties of signs in a way that abstracts from any consideration of 
the psychological mechanisms that allow inquirers to operate with them. 
Thus, he thinks that defending his account of indices by reasoning on 
mathematical diagrams suffices to show that it is justified independently 
of psychological theory.

To uncover the nature of an index, then, Peirce thinks we need only 
examine a continuous line and a point on it marked by the letter P. The 
letter P is an index since it picks out one among the possible points on the 
continuous line and does so without describing it or predicating any terms 
of it.35 Moreover, like all indices, the letter P is ‘anti-general’ – it denotes a 
particular point and does so by virtue of being a particular mark, in a par-
ticular location. Peirce thinks it evident from observation that the index-
ical relation between the letter P and the point it denotes is dyadic and 
dynamic in his sense of these terms. That the point in question acts to fix 
the denotation of the letter P is clear, he thinks, from the fact that when 

35  See 2.285, c. 1895; 8.368n23, nd; W5: 380, 1886; and NEM 4: 242, nd.
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taken independently of its connection to this point, the letter P denotes 
nothing. It is likewise clear that the letter P acts on the point it labels by 
individuating it. That is, it is only as a result of the discontinuity in the 
line introduced by the letter P that the point it labels is discriminated as an 
entity distinct from all the entities that are not-P (in accordance with the 
law of contradiction) and such that each point on the line is either iden-
tical with P or it is not (in accordance with the law of excluded middle). 
Absent its connection to the letter P, Peirce claims that the point in ques-
tion would ‘melt into’ all the others and lose its distinct identity (NEM 
2: 487, 1904). Moreover, on his account, the letter P identifies the point as 
an element of a continuum and thus as an instance of the general char-
acter that all the conceivable points on the line share (i.e. the character 
expressed by the equation that defines the line or, perhaps, by the general 
procedure used to construct it). This shows, he thinks, that the connection 
of the index, P, to its object, the point, is dynamic and dyadic. For him, 
explaining the cognitively significant features of the point requires essen-
tial reference to the index that singles it out and vice versa.36

The important point, so far as the objection that Peirce’s views about 
indices are derived from psychology is concerned, is that his account 
of indices – and the view of cognitive experience that it implies – rests 
on mathematical reasoning that is a priori and independent of any psy-
chological claims. Rather than shape his theory of symbols to fit a prior 
account of human cognitive experience, he bases his account of cognitive 
experience (human and otherwise) on his theory of symbols. For him, 
the theory of symbols is part of the theory of inquiry, and the theory 
of inquiry is prior to and independent of psychology (and all other nat-
ural sciences). Thus, the reconstruction I have given saves Peirce from the 
charge that his defence of the pragmatic maxim makes illegitimate use of 
psychological findings.

The defence of Peirce’s pragmatic maxim I have presented is also super-
ior to the argument in ‘How to Make Our Ideas Clear’ because it meets 
the standards Peirce sets for establishing principles of inquiry:

(1) The argument provides an a priori justification for the maxim since 
it relies on properties of symbols justified independently of any 

36 While Peirce claims the act of attaching a label to a continuous line literally brings a point into 
existence, he does not believe that Secretariat comes into being as a result of being pointed at. 
Still, he insists that this difference is due to the nature of the objects involved, not the symbols by 
which they are represented – the line and its points are free creations of its author and Secretariat 
is not. Still, to conceive of an actual object – be it a point or Secretariat – is to conceive it as capa-
ble of being denoted by an index.
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knowledge acquired through inquiry in the special sciences, physics, 
biology and psychology included.

(2) The argument shows that the maxim is a formal principle in that 
it states the conditions under which symbols are meaningful. As 
derived, the maxim delimits a totality of logically possible truth 
claims without deciding which among these possibilities holds in the 
actual world.

(3) The argument shows that the maxim is universal, since it rests on 
wholly general properties of the symbols used by all inquirers, 
at all times, in all places, no matter what subject matter they are 
investigating.

(4) It also shows the maxim is necessary – that it holds in any possible 
world in which there are meaningful symbols and is not contingent 
on facts about organisms or their environment in the actual world.

(5) The argument establishes the maxim as a normative principle, some-
thing that thinkers ought to use to attain the highest level of clarity 
in the analysis of the meaning of symbols, whether they do so in 
practice or not.

(6) Finally, the maxim is established in such a way that Peirce would 
agree makes it a suitable premise for metaphysical theorizing. It is 
derived from the nature of symbols and states the conditions under 
which symbols – true and false – are meaningful. While the defence 
of the maxim does not show that these conditions are present in the 
actual world, it does imply that symbols operate only given certain 
ontological conditions. More specifically, it implies that symbols are 
meaningful only in a world governed by general laws or habits, that 
is, a world in which objects behave in predictable ways when actions 
of a certain kind are performed on them under appropriate condi-
tions. The maxim thus gives rise to a general conception of the nature 
of reality in so far as it is capable of being symbolically represented (a 
conception discussed further in Chapters 9 and 10).

Given these six claims, Peirce thinks his maxim qualifies as a legitimate 
principle of inquiry, one that is binding on all inquirers – nominalists 
included.

ConClusion

In this chapter I derived Peirce’s pragmatic maxim from his account of 
how the various elements of symbols combine to determine cognitive 
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content. I argued that his analysis of the connotation of symbols in terms 
of habits is rooted in his account of predicate terms. Moreover, I claimed 
that his insistence that the habits associated with symbols are applied 
through practical actions performed on objects of experience stems from 
his account of the denotation of symbols. Finally, I urged that his claim 
that the practical consequences that give the meaning of a symbol are 
experimental results derives from his account of the interpretation of 
symbols. Taken together, his accounts of connotation, denotation and 
interpretation imply that a complete analysis of a symbol involves a speci-
fication of the actions required by an inquirer to establish an indexical (i.e. 
experiential) connection to the symbol’s object and of the  consequences 
expected of that object once confronted in experience – consequences 
that follow from its falling under the general rule signified by the term 
predicated of it by the symbol. For him, then, the explication of a sym-
bol is given – as his pragmatic maxim says – by conditionals of the form 
‘If act A were performed under conditions C, result R would occur in 
p% of cases.’ Deriving the maxim from reflections on the very nature of 
a  symbol suffices, for Peirce, to show that it is a principle of inquiry and 
binding on all inquirers.

In Chapter 4 it was noted that Peirce thinks his defence of the 
 pragmatic maxim undermines the nominalist’s theory of meaning. 
The nominalist holds that the cognitive content of symbols can be 
expressed by claims about individuals, without recourse to laws or gen-
eral concepts. According to the pragmatic maxim, however, every sym-
bol implies a lawful relation between actions that fix the denotation of 
the symbol and the experimental effects they produce. Moreover, the 
 conceivable cases covered by the laws implied by symbols form a true 
continuum – a totality that is greater than any collection of individuals. 
Contrary to what the nominalist theory requires, then, Peirce thinks 
the content of a symbol surpasses any collection of claims about indi-
viduals. In light of this he also thinks that the nominalist’s attempt to 
dispense with laws and general concepts in explaining the meaning of 
symbols is doomed to fail.

Peirce’s case against the nominalist theory of meaning does not spell 
the death of nominalism as an ontological view. Even granting Peirce’s 
point that the notions of habit and law are indispensable in the expli-
cation of symbols, the nominalist might still insist that there are good 
reasons for thinking habits and laws are mere fabrications of the mind. 
In fact, as noted in Chapter 4, the nominalist might claim that Peirce 
 himself provides strong epistemological grounds for this view.
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The nominalist will observe that on Peirce’s view the practical 
 consequences implied by a symbol are only ever manifested in individ-
ual cases, cases in which the relevant actions are performed. Predicate 
terms express habits, and these habits have meaning only in application 
to objects of experience (see steps 1 and 2 above). Since, on Peirce’s view, 
the objects to which terms are applied in symbols are individuals (see step 
3 above), the evidence for the truth of a symbol comprises claims about 
the particular effects produced by applying habits in individual cases. In 
light of Peirce’s view that no collection of claims about  individual cases 
exhausts the content of a symbol, the nominalist will urge that any law 
expressed by a symbol transcends the limits of experimental verification. 
That is, for any set of experiments that test a symbol, there are  further 
conceivable cases that bear on its truth, and so a symbol necessarily 
implies more in the way of practical consequences than inquirers can ever 
verify in actual experiments. Given this, the nominalist will conclude 
that the habits involved in the use of symbols are merely heuristic – that 
they are nothing more than generalized ways of organizing experience so 
as to facilitate prediction. However reliable and even indispensable hab-
its may be in making sense of experience through the use of  symbols, 
the nominalist will insist that there is no good reason – no evidential 
grounds – for thinking they represent objective features of reality. In 
short, it seems, Peirce’s theory that laws are real is purely speculative and 
without warrant.

To answer the nominalist’s objection, Peirce must provide an account 
of how knowledge of laws is possible on the basis of experience. This is 
the topic of the next two chapters. In Chapter 6, I consider his view of 
the role of perceptual experience in inquiry. In Chapter 7, I discuss his 
answer to the problem of induction – the problem of justifying nomo-
logical claims on the basis of finite samples of experimental trials.
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CH A PTER 6

Experience and its role in inquiry

Peirce’s discussion of the meaning of symbols helps clarify what is at 
stake in his debate with the nominalist. As he sees it, the central issue is 
whether the continuity presupposed by the laws affirmed in symbols is 
real. While this is a question of ontology, he thinks it is settled by appeal 
to experience, like any other scientific question. However, on his theory 
of symbols it is unclear how experience might lead an inquirer to credible 
beliefs about which – or indeed whether any – laws obtain. According to 
the pragmatic maxim, a proposition like ‘The Kohinoor diamond is hard’ 
means that ‘If a scratch test were performed on the Kohinoor diamond, it 
would remain unmarked in every case.’ Peirce thinks an inquirer can rea-
sonably judge this to be the case only given evidence supplied by scratch 
tests (carried out on this or other diamonds). However, any judgement 
about the results of any such test – for example, ‘The Kohinoor diamond 
passed a scratch test on 15 January 2010’ – also implies a law, a law to 
the effect that if certain actions indicating that the Kohinoor diamond 
passed a scratch test on this date were performed, certain practical effects 
would result. To affirm this law an inquirer would seem to require evi-
dence provided by experimental tests that pertain to it. This evidence is 
also expressed in judgements that imply further laws affirmed on the basis 
of still more experimental results. On Peirce’s view, then, it seems that 
reasonably judging the truth of symbols involves an infinite regress, one 
that is pernicious since it implies that it is impossible for an inquirer to 
complete the steps necessary to judge rationally. If the process of basing 
judgements about the truth of symbols on experimental results couched 
in further symbols does not end, then Peirce is unable to explain how 
judgement ever gets off the ground.

The problem Peirce faces in providing an empirical ground for know-
ledge is anything but peripheral to his dispute with the nominalist. If 
the view that inquirers judge the truth of symbols on the basis of sym-
bolic judgements renders rational judgement impossible, then nominalists 
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are free to argue that rational judgements are based on something other 
than knowledge couched in symbols. Traditionally, nominalists have 
held that this non-symbolic knowledge is grounded in experience of 
particulars, experience that is free of laws or general kinds. The regress 
that seems to arise on Peirce’s attempt to ground symbolic judgements 
on other symbolic judgements is avoided on the nominalist view, or so 
its defenders claim, since knowledge of particulars is self-evident – an 
inquirer grasps that judgements about sensory particulars are true in light 
of what is immediately present to the mind, and no further justification is 
required. Moreover, if Peirce is right that knowledge of particulars cannot 
add up to knowledge of the continuity implied by the truth of a sym-
bol, then nominalists will further urge (following the suggestion made at 
the end of Chapter 5) that judgements couched in symbols – judgements 
involving general concepts and laws – are not grounded by empirical evi-
dence. However indispensable symbols may be in inquiry, the fact that 
they imply more in the way of predictions than is implied by judgements 
grounded in immediate experience of particulars indicates to nominalists 
that they are merely tools crafted by inquirers for purposes of prediction 
and control. Unless Peirce can provide an experiential ground for sym-
bolic judgements, his case against nominalism collapses.

In this chapter I discuss Peirce’s response to the nominalist argument 
just outlined. After clarifying his approach to the question of the nature 
of experience and its role in inquiry, I explain his reasons for rejecting 
the nominalist’s view of the foundations of empirical judgement. I then 
discuss the alternative he proposes and his reply to the objection that 
his theory of symbols generates a regress that makes rational judgement 
impossible. This discussion is important since it gives part of his answer 
to the nominalist’s objection that the hypothesis that laws are real lacks 
an empirical foundation.

T HE nAT uR E of E x PER iEnCE:  mET HodologiC A l i s suEs

Peirce’s disagreement with the nominalist over the foundations of 
 empirical knowledge turns on the question of the nature of experience 
and its role in legitimating judgements. He thinks that in defending the 
view that knowledge is grounded immediately in experience of particu-
lars, nominalists have traditionally confused the question of the nature of 
empirical evidence in inquiry with psychological and metaphysical ques-
tions about the nature of the mind and its relation to the world. As he 
sees it, nominalists have typically held that knowledge claims (i.e. ideas or 
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judgements) are justified by experiences immediately present to the mind 
(i.e. impressions, sensations or sense data) and these immediate experi-
ences are traces of things existing in a world independent of, and external 
to, the mind.1 However it is spelled out, this conception of knowledge 
assumes views about the nature of reality, the human mind and their 
connection that Peirce insists have no place in the science of inquiry. As 
noted in Chapter 2, he maintains that appealing to theories in the spe-
cial sciences – theories of reality and human psychology included – to 
defend a theory of inquiry is circular inasmuch as the relevant principles 
of inquiry are assumed in justifying the metaphysical or psychological 
claims from which they are derived. Rather than follow the nominalist 
in basing his theory of experience on what metaphysics or natural science 
has to say about the empirical inputs to human cognition, Peirce bases 
it on what the theory of symbols has to say about the evidence required 
to warrant truth claims (5.157, 1903). Properly construed, he thinks the 
theory of experience, like the theory of symbols on which it is based, is 
a contribution to the science of inquiry. As such, it is justified independ-
ently of metaphysics and psychology and holds no matter what the nature 
of the actual world, and the inquirers in it, turns out to be.

In setting aside the nominalist’s picture of the relation between the 
human mind and the world it seeks to know as a starting point in the 
theory of inquiry, Peirce thinks he avoids methodological errors to which 
the nominalist succumbs when investigating immediate experience and its 
role in inquiry. He does not take issue with the traditional nominalist’s 
claim that there is such a thing as immediate experience – that something 
positive is present to the mind apart from how it is interpreted in sym-
bols (7.624, c. 1903) and that it has a ‘special suchness’ or quality (1.303, 
c. 1894). Nor does he think it impossible to ascertain the nature of what 
is immediately present. For him, getting a handle on immediate experi-
ence is difficult given our propensity for symbolic interpretation but it can, 
with sufficient care, be done. What he does take issue with is the nomin-
alist’s view that immediate experience is to be investigated in one of two 

1 Peirce thinks this is true for nominalists who take the world external to an inquirer’s mind to be 
non-mental and for those who take it to be ideal: ‘[Locke’s] philosophy is nominalistic, but does 
not regard things from a logical point of view at all. Nominalism, however, appears in psychology 
as sensationalism; for nominalism arises from taking the view of reality which regards whatever 
is in thought as caused by something in sense, and whatever is in sense as caused by something 
without the mind . . . [Berkeley’s] whole philosophy rests upon an extreme nominalism of the 
sensationalistic type. He sets out with the proposition (supposed to have been already proved by 
Locke), that all ideas in our minds are simply reproductions of sensations, external and internal’ 
(W2: 477–8, 1871). See W2: 462–88, 1871; 1.285–7, c. 1904; and 7.624, 1903.
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ways: by introspection of the contents of one’s own mind or by inferring 
the character of other inquirers’ experience from their behaviour or physio-
logical make-up. For reasons discussed in Chapter 2, Peirce rejects both 
of these methods of determining the nature of experience as it pertains 
to inquiry. He rejects introspection since, as the nominalist views it, it 
is a form of intuition, and reliance on intuition in the science of inquiry 
makes it impossible to distinguish between accounts of inquiry that are 
thought to be true and accounts that really are true. He rejects the method 
of conjecturing the contents of other minds on the basis of behaviour and 
physiology because these conjectures presuppose psychological theory 
and appeals to psychology in the theory of inquiry are circular.

But if Peirce rejects appeals to metaphysics, introspection and psych-
ology (and other natural sciences) in the theory of inquiry, how does he 
propose to evaluate the nominalist’s account of immediate experience and 
its role in inquiry? His answer is: experimentally, like any other scientific 
theory. Purged of its metaphysical and psychological underpinnings, the 
nominalist view amounts to the claim that knowledge is grounded imme-
diately in experience, experience that is devoid of laws and general kinds. 
Peirce appraises this theory by deriving its testable consequences – that is, 
by determining what experience devoid of laws and general kinds must be 
like – and testing these consequences against ‘what stares one in the face, 
just as it presents itself, unreplaced by any interpretation, unsophisticated 
by any allowance for this or that supposed modifying circumstance’ (5.42, 
1903). The results of this comparison reveal whether immediate experience 
is as the nominalist theory predicts and, moreover, whether it grounds 
knowledge in the way the nominalist supposes (7.618, 1903).

To determine the adequacy of the nominalist’s account of what is 
immediately present to the mind, Peirce thinks each inquirer must 
defer to her own experience – there being no other way to examine what 
‘presents itself ’ and ‘stares one in the face’. However, he disagrees with the 
nominalist that the introspection of private mental states is the only or 
best means of doing this. He acknowledges that the nature of immediate 
experience is manifest in such ‘inner’ episodes as pains, feelings, emotions 
and delusions, but he thinks it is equally evident in experiences of pub-
lic objects – tables and chairs, for instance (7.619, 1903). To discern the 
nature of immediate experience, we need only:
look well at the phenomenon and say what are the characteristics that are never 
wanting in it, whether that phenomenon be something that outward experience 
forces upon our attention, or whether it be the wildest of dreams, or whether it 
be the most abstract and general of the conclusions of science. (5.41, 1903)
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On his view, it does not matter what sort of experience we examine since 
what is immediate in experience is present in any case we might select. 
Rather than turn the eye of the mind in on itself to uncover the nature of 
immediate experience, he says we might just as well ‘[g]o out under the 
blue dome of heaven and look at what is present as it appears to the artist’s 
eye’ (5.44, 1903). The procedure he recommends – going out under the 
sky – is experimental inasmuch as it is designed to produce an instance of 
the phenomenon he is concerned to study: the phenomenon of immediate 
experience. Moreover, it is a procedure that any inquirer can  replicate.2 As 
with any other experiment, there is no guarantee that the results produced 
in following the procedure he recommends will be correctly assessed. 
Characterizing the nature of experience as it is apart from interpretation 
is difficult (W2: 235, 1868) – inquirers must not only look at the phenom-
enon but ‘look well’, and not with an untrained eye but the ‘eye of the 
artist’, someone skilled at seeing what is present as it appears (5.44, 1903).3 
Given the room for error, Peirce sees no reason why inquirers should feel 
entitled to credit the conclusions they come to about immediate experi-
ence with any special first-person authority. On his view, claims about 
the nature of immediate experience, like any other claims, are subject to 

2 Peirce’s account of experience draws on the science he calls ‘Phenomenology’ or ‘Phaneroscopy’. 
Phaneroscopy studies the ‘phaneron’, which is ‘the collective total of all that is in any way or in 
any sense present to the mind, quite regardless of whether it corresponds to any real thing or 
not. If you ask present when, and to whose mind, I reply that I leave these questions unanswered, 
never having entertained a doubt that those features of the phaneron that I have found in my 
mind are present at all times and to all minds’ (1.284, 1905). He claims ‘[t]here is nothing quite 
so directly open to observation as phanerons; and since I shall have no need of referring to any 
but those which (or the like of which) are perfectly familiar to everybody, every reader can con-
trol the accuracy of what I am going to say about them. Indeed, he must repeat my observations 
and experiments for himself, or else I shall more utterly fail to convey my meaning than if I were 
to discourse of effects of chromatic decoration to a man congenitally blind’ (1.286, c. 1904). In 
Phaneroscopy, ‘[t]he student’s great effort is not to be influenced by any tradition, any authority, 
any reasons for supposing that such and such ought to be the facts, or any fancies of any kind, 
and to confine himself to honest, single-minded observation of the appearances’ (1.287, c. 1904). 
‘[P]haneroscopy has nothing at all to do with the question of how far the phanerons it studies 
correspond to any realities. It religiously abstains from all speculation as to any relations between 
its categories and physiological facts, cerebral or other’ (1.287, c. 1904). As a result, Phaneroscopy 
is prior to, and independent of, metaphysics and natural science.

3 ‘When the ground is covered by snow on which the sun shines brightly except where shadows 
fall, if you ask any ordinary man what its color appears to be, he will tell you white, pure white, 
whiter in the sunlight, a little greyish in the shadow. But that is not what is before his eyes that he 
is describing; it is his theory of what ought to be seen. The artist will tell him that the shadows are 
not grey but a dull blue and that the snow in the sunshine is of a rich yellow. That artist’s obser-
vational power is what is most wanted in the study of phenomenology’ (5.42, 1903). On the other 
hand, he thinks that ‘there has been some exaggeration about the observing powers of scientific 
men; and in that quality which the phrase seems best to fit, the power of noting one’s precise 
sensations unaffected by any interpretation of them’ (7.607, 1903).
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confirmation through further study of the phenomenon and to critical 
scrutiny by other inquirers who have examined immediate experience for 
themselves.

T HE nAT uR E of immEdi ATE E x PER iEnCE

Peirce rejects the view, traditionally held by nominalists, that knowledge 
claims are grounded by what is present immediately in experience. As 
noted, the nominalist thinks the mind is given particular experiences – 
ideas, impressions or sense data – and these experiences are the source of 
knowledge. On this view, knowledge rests, in the end, on premises that 
require nothing in the way of evidential support beyond the clear appre-
hension of particulars that are directly present to the mind. Inquirers 
immediately grasp that these foundational premises are true in virtue of 
present experience and so appeals to these propositions as evidence are 
final and definitive.

On Peirce’s view, however, immediate experience cannot fulfil the 
evidential function the nominalist ascribes to it. What he thinks is pre-
sent in immediate experience – what he calls a ‘percept’ – comprises ‘two 
utterly different kinds of elements’: a felt quality or quale and the vivid-
ness with which it is presented (7.625, 1903).4 The quale is what the experi-
ence feels like – its tone, texture, hue, taste, fragrance, poetic mood or 
aesthetic quality.5 The vividness of the experience is the shock with which 
its quality is presented – the forcefulness with which it emerges into the 
field of awareness, ‘the sense of assertiveness, of my being compelled to 

4 Peirce’s terminology for what is present to the mind varies, as does his use of the term ‘per-
cept’. I do not explore these matters here. In explaining his theory of evidence, I use the terms 
‘ immediate experience’ and ‘percept’ interchangeably to denote the presentation of a quality in 
the experience of an inquirer on a particular occasion. Peirce defines ‘percept’ this way at 7.625, 
1903 and explains the underlying idea at 6.222, 1898; 1.310, 1907; and 5.540, 1906. As ‘percept’ is a 
notion in the theory of inquiry, the term is understood to characterize inquirers independently of 
their psychology or physiology and of facts about the actual world.

5 ‘By a feeling, I mean an instance of that kind of consciousness which involves no analysis, com-
parison or any process whatsoever, nor consists in whole or in part of any act by which one 
stretch of consciousness is distinguished from another, which has its own positive quality which 
consists in nothing else, and which is of itself all that it is, however it may have been brought 
about; so that if this feeling is present during a lapse of time, it is wholly and equally present at 
every moment of that time. To reduce this description to a simple definition, I will say that by 
feeling I mean an instance of that sort of element of consciousness which is all that it is posi-
tively, in itself, regardless of anything else’ (1.306, 1907). For him, ‘the quale-consciousness is not 
confined to simple sensations. There is a peculiar quale to purple, though it be only a mixture of 
red and blue . . . a distinctive quale to every work of art . . . a distinctive quale to every day and 
every week – a peculiar quale to my whole personal consciousness. I appeal to your introspection 
to bear me out in this’ (6.223, 1898).
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have it’ (7.543, nd). Contrary to what the nominalist holds, Peirce argues 
that  neither the felt quality nor the shock of its occurrence in immedi-
ate experience is cognitive. Percepts do not express or imply judgements, 
where by ‘judgement’ he means ‘an act of formation of a mental propos-
ition combined with an adoption of it or act of assent to it’ (5.115, 1903). 
Thus they do not warrant, or provide evidence for, truth claims.

Peirce begins his critique by agreeing with the nominalist that the con-
tent of a percept is a positive quality, the nature of which is independent 
of anything else (6.223, 1898). To contemplate what is present, as it is pre-
sent, is to consider it without regard for anything absent. Whatever is 
disclosed in this way has a character which, by its very nature, is ‘such 
as it is while utterly ignoring anything else’ (5.44, 1866). While the chro-
matic quality of the percept that arises from viewing a yellow chair might 
be explained in terms of the wavelength of light reflected by the chair, the 
state of photoreceptors in the eye and so on, Peirce thinks it is evident that 
these conditions are not present in the experience of the yellow quale.6 For 
him, the qualitative content of a percept – as it is present – is independent 
of its connections to antecedent causes, future effects and contemporary 
 experiences from which it differs. It is even independent of its being pre-
sented in a percept, since its presentation involves a relation between the 
quality and something else, namely, the inquirer who experiences it.

Where he thinks the nominalist goes wrong is in taking the percept to 
be a cognitive sign or ‘idea’. While the content of a percept is inherent in it 
apart from everything else, the content of a sign is not. By its very nature, 
a sign’s content is dependent on the object it represents and its effects on 
interpreters. Inasmuch as the quality of a percept is completely independ-
ent of all other objects, it bears no trace of, and provides no clues about, 
the existence or nature of anything beyond itself.7 As Peirce says:
[An immediate experience] makes no professions of any kind, essentially embodies 
no intentions of any kind, does not stand for anything. It obtrudes itself upon my 
gaze; but not as a deputy for anything else, not ‘as’ anything. It simply knocks at 
the portal of my soul and stands there in the doorway. (7.619, 1903)8

6 ‘Look, for instance, on anything yellow. That yellow quality is not in itself, as that mere quality, 
to be explained by anything else, or defined in terms of anything else; nor does it involve or imply 
anything else. This is surely evident. True, we know by experiment that a yellow colour can be 
produced by mixing green and red light. But the yellow, as a quality of feeling, involves no refer-
ence to any other colour’ (7.538, nd).

7 For him, ‘it is a fundamental mistake to suppose that an idea which stands isolated can be other-
wise than perfectly blind’ (4.71, 1893). ‘Any kind of a representative or deputy which stands for 
another thing for any purpose mediates between that thing and the purpose’ (W5: 306, 1886).

8 Peirce is willing to call percepts ‘images’ but thinks the word a ‘misnomer’ if taken to imply that 
they ‘represent . . . something else, real or ideal’ (7.619, 1903).
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The presentation of a quality in a percept, for Peirce, is an event, and 
an event, unlike a judgement, does not assert anything – it is ‘absolutely 
dumb’ (7.622, 1903).

Peirce not only denies that percepts express truth claims, he also denies 
that they justify or imply judgements. Whereas nominalists have trad-
itionally held that ideas of sensory qualities are justified because they are 
copies or images of impressions present in immediate experience, Peirce 
argues that this view is untenable. A copy, he says, represents something 
by resembling it – the way a paint chip represents a colour by instan-
tiating it or a pictogram represents its object by means of a figure that 
resembles its shape. However, he sees no such resemblance between ideas 
understood as constituents of knowledge claims or judgements and ideas 
understood as contents of immediate experiences or percepts. As he says:
The percept of course is not itself a judgement, nor can a judgement in any 
degree resemble a percept. It is as unlike it as the printed letters in a book, where 
a Madonna of [Bartolomé] Murillo is described, are unlike the picture itself. 
(5.54, 1903)9

Peirce thinks that in claiming that ideas of sensory qualities are copies 
of present experiences the nominalist overlooks enormous differences 
between the feeling of, say, a yellow quale and the term ‘yellow’ as it 
occurs in a judgement. The judgement that I see something yellow predi-
cates a characteristic that can be instantiated by more than one object and 
on more than one occasion. Even when used to characterize the quality of 
a percept without implying that something yellow is actually present, the 
judgement identifies the percept as an instance of a general type. To char-
acterize the quality of a percept by means of a predicate is not to take it as 
it is present, in isolation from everything else. It is rather to consider it in 
light of its similarities to things of the same kind and its differences from 
things of other kinds. These relations of similarity and difference are not 
inherent in the percept as it is immediately felt, since the ‘present, being 
such as it is while utterly ignoring everything else’ contains ‘no compari-
son, no relation’ (5.44, 1903).10 Inasmuch as the content given in a percept 
is not presented as an instance of a type, Peirce takes it to be unique and 
sui generis (1.310, 1907). The predicate term, being general, is thus not a 
copy of the percept.11

9 See also 5.115, 1903.
10 For Peirce, ‘there is no resemblance at all in feeling, since feeling is whatever it is, positively and 

regardless of anything else, while the resemblance of anything lies in the comparison of that 
thing with something else’ (1.310, 1907).

11 Thus: ‘the perceptual judgement is not a copy, icon, or diagram of the percept, however rough. It 
may be reckoned as a higher grade of the operation of perception’ (7.635, 1903).
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Peirce gives a more technical explanation of this point when he argues 
that percepts are singular and lack the generality and indeterminacy 
necessary for judgement. He holds that the judgement that I am experi-
encing something yellow is indeterminate inasmuch as it does not specify 
whether the present quality is amber, lemon or goldenrod – an interpreter 
of the judgement is not restricted to picturing the quale as being any par-
ticular shade. Peirce claims that percepts offer no such leeway. An inquirer 
is not free to consider the quality of a percept in this way or that way – by 
its very nature it is what it is presented or felt to be, and to imagine a per-
cept feeling differently is not to imagine that percept at all but rather to 
contemplate a different percept. Unlike a knowledge claim, a percept is 
‘quite individual’ (7.625, 1903).

Peirce thinks the content of a percept also differs from that of a 
 judgement in being explicit. As he sees it, it is in the very nature of what 
is present to be present. This means there is nothing left in what is present 
to be filled in by further experience or further information. What is pre-
sent ‘exhibits itself in full’ (7.625, 1903) and ‘reserves no freedom to itself 
to be one way or another’ (7. 625, 1903). As it is rendered in a judgement, 
however, an experience is not fully exhibited. The judgement that I am 
experiencing something yellow does not specify the particular hue of the 
percept (be it amber, goldenrod or what have you). Further information 
would clarify the nature of what is experienced and so the nature of the 
percept is not exhaustively presented in a judgement.12

Having dispatched the view that cognitive judgements are justi-
fied as copies of immediate experiences, Peirce argues that there is no 
other basis for the nominalist’s claim that judgements are justified or 
logically implied by percepts. He does not deny that it is possible, and 
sometimes correct, to judge that what appears in immediate experience 
is a yellow chair. However, he thinks it is a mistake to suppose that 
such a judgement is derived from content present in the percept. As he 
explains:
The judgement, ‘This chair appears yellow’, separates the color from the chair, 
making the one predicate and the other subject. The percept, on the other 
hand, presents the chair in its entirety and makes no analysis whatever. (7.631, 
1903)

12 ‘These two kinds of definiteness, first, that the percept offers no range of freedom to anybody 
who may undertake to represent it, and, secondly, that it reserves no freedom to itself to be one 
way or another way, taken together, constitute the utter absence of “range” which is called the 
singularity, or singleness, of the percept, the one making it individual and the other positive’ 
(7.626, 1903). See also 7.632–3, 1903.
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For Peirce, ‘This chair appears yellow’ expresses a proposition. It denotes 
an object – the chair being experienced (whether real, imagined or hallu-
cinated) – and signifies a general characteristic – the colour ‘yellow’. As he 
sees it, the discrimination of the chair and its colour as elements of what 
appears requires acts of individuation – acts that take into consideration 
which elements are identical and which are not, which are to be associ-
ated with the chair as subject and which are associated with the yellow 
as predicate. As a result, the analysis of the percept’s content into subject 
and predicate rests on relations among elements of the percept and these 
involve more than what is present and inherent in the percept apart from 
everything else. The percept ‘has parts, in the sense that in thought it can 
be separated; but it does not represent itself to have parts. In its mode of 
being as a percept it is one single and undivided whole’ (7.625, 1903). As he 
further explains:
By the very nature of language, I am obliged to pick them [i.e. feelings present to 
consciousness in a moment] to pieces to describe them. This requires reflection; 
and reflection occupies time. But the consciousness of a moment as it is in that 
very moment is not reflected upon, and not pulled to pieces. As it is in that very 
moment, all these elements of feeling are together and they are one undivided 
feeling without parts. What I have described as elements of the feeling are not 
really parts of the feeling as it is in the very moment when it is present; they are 
what appears to have been in it, when we reflect upon it, after it is past. As it is 
felt at the moment itself these parts are not yet recognized, and therefore they do 
not exist in the feeling itself. (7.540, 1903)13

Peirce insists, then, that when taken as a literal description of what is 
present and inherent in a percept, the judgement ‘This chair appears yel-
low’ is false.14 The felt quality of the percept does not distinguish between 
subject and predicate – between the chair and its colour – and lacks the 

13 ‘We are, of course, directly aware of positive sense-qualities in the percept (although in the 
 percept itself they are in no wise separate from the whole object); but as for their being at first 
disconnected and not objectified, that is psychological theory’ (7.624, 1903). For him, ‘[g]iven a 
percept, this percept does not describe itself; for description involves analysis, while the percept 
is whole and undivided. But once having a percept, I may contemplate it, and say to myself, 
“That appears to be a yellow chair”; and our usual language is that we “perceive” it to be a yellow 
chair, although this is not a percept but a judgement about a present percept’ (7.626, 1903). See 
also 7.540, nd.

14 For him: ‘every description of [the felt quality of an experience] must be false. I use the word 
free, for example, to describe it. But it is not a freedom that can be asserted, but a freedom that 
is neither questioned nor thought of that it possesses. This is nonsense, I grant; but it gives a hint 
of the conception, which the reader must seize for himself ’ (W5: 239, 1886). What is felt ‘cannot 
be articulately thought: assert it, and it has already lost its characteristic innocence; for assertion 
always implies a denial of something else. Stop to think of it, and it has flown!’ (1.357, c. 1898). 
See also 5.49, 1903; W2: 227, 1868; and W5: 295, 1886.
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generality of the terms ‘chair’ and ‘yellow’. It thus lacks propositional 
content and is incapable of implying the truth of a judgement. The point 
is not that the percept supplies insufficient evidence for a judgement but 
rather that without propositional content it bears no logical relations to 
judgements and thus provides no warrant for affirming a judgement.

It is no use for the nominalist to respond to Peirce’s criticism by arguing 
that while the analysis of the percept as containing a yellow chair takes 
time, the cognitive elements disclosed in the analysis are already present 
in the percept and waiting to be discovered. For Peirce, the issue being 
debated is the nature of what is present as it is presented. In acknowledg-
ing that it takes time to analyse an immediate experience, the nominalist 
concedes that in its presentness the percept does not appear as a collection 
of cognitive elements or to have a subject and predicate as constituents. 
The fact that inquirers have to be brought to see what the nominalist 
claims is in the experience all along makes it clear to Peirce that it is not 
immediately present at all.

Nor does Peirce think it plausible for the nominalist to maintain that 
the percept is presented as a complex of parts – that it contains chair parts 
and non-chair parts, yellow parts and non-yellow parts, and that these 
appear together. To view the percept in this way, he claims, is not to take 
it as it is in itself, but rather to take it as something – a complex – that 
bears a relation – the relation of whole to part – to things it is not – its 
parts.15 For him, sticking to what is present, utterly ignoring anything else, 
means taking it apart from any relations it has to other things and this 
means taking it unanalysed – not as something comprising discriminated 
parts (7.625, 1903). So construed, a percept has no subject or predicate and 
asserts nothing from which a judgement might logically be inferred.

It might be thought that Peirce’s critique can be dismissed on the 
grounds that the sort of discrepancy he finds between the nominalist’s 
account of immediate experience and the nature of percepts is to be 
expected whenever general language is used to convey what is present to 
the mind. The nominalist might argue, in other words, that his account of 
immediate experience should no more be expected to capture the nature 

15 As he says: ‘a feeling is absolutely simple and without parts . . . since it is whatever it is regardless 
of anything else, and therefore regardless of any part, which would be something other than the 
whole’ (1.310, 1907). ‘[T]he first impression has no parts, any more than it has unity or wholeness; 
yet it may be allowed to be potentially manifold, by conceiving whatever the intellect evolves 
from it to lie involved within it’ (W5: 304, 1886). ‘But this variety is not in [felt qualities] as they 
are in their presentness, but only as they are taken into comparison and so ceasing to be mere 
qualities. As it is, in its being as quality, each quality is its own universe. There is nothing else’ 
(P: 141, 1903).
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of percepts than a description of the taste of an orange should be expected 
to reproduce the taste.

However, this reply misidentifies the point of Peirce’s objection. He 
acknowledges the impossibility of conveying the qualitative content of 
a percept – such as the taste of an orange – by a description couched in 
general terms. Indeed, he thinks this point sufficient to undermine the 
claim, traditionally advanced by nominalists, that ideas of sensory qual-
ities are copies of quales. He is also mindful of the inevitable discrep-
ancy between experiences of feelings and descriptions of them and agrees 
that this infects his account of immediate experience, just as it does the 
nominalist’s. Thus, he recognizes that the nominalist’s account of imme-
diate experience cannot be dismissed simply because it is couched in 
general terms that fail to reproduce the qualitative content of percepts. 
Nevertheless, he argues that the nominalist’s view of immediate experi-
ence as a complex of cognitive ideas rests on illicit comparisons of the 
qualities inherent in percepts to things that are outside them. It is in vir-
tue of this that he concludes that the nominalist account is false to the 
nature of immediate experience. As an unanalysed, sui generis feeling, a 
percept has no cognitive content and cannot logically imply a judgement. 
The percept, Peirce says, ‘forces itself upon us; but it does not address 
the reason, nor appeal to anything for support’ (7.622, 1903). Contrary to 
what the nominalist supposes, percepts are not evidence.

As far as Peirce is concerned, then, the traditional nominalist’s attempt 
to ground knowledge claims on the qualitative content of immediate 
experiences involves a serious equivocation in the use of the term ‘idea’. 
Nominalists rightly take ‘ideas’, when used to characterize whatever is 
present to the mind, to denote qualitative contents that are immediate, 
singular, definite, self-contained and devoid of laws and general concepts 
that typify symbolic knowledge. However, they wrongly suppose that 
ideas so understood are cognitive and provide evidence for judgements. 
Ideas as they are present – ideas as percepts – are felt, not thought or 
judged. Similarly, when characterizing knowledge claims, nominalists 
rightly take ‘ideas’ to denote terms of judgements with propositional con-
tent. However, they wrongly view ideas in this sense to be copies of, or 
conclusions derived from, contents immediately present to the mind.

PE iRCE on PERCEP T uA l judgEmEnTs

Peirce’s critique of the nominalist’s account of the empirical foundations 
of knowledge seems at first only to make the role of experience in inquiry 
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more mysterious. On his view, there would appear to be an  unbridgeable 
epistemological gap between percepts and judgements. Percepts, he 
thinks, are immediately present in experience but devoid of the propos-
itional content necessary for them to figure as premises in the justification 
of truth claims. Judgements, on the other hand, supply the premises by 
which truth claims are reasonably defended but are not present immedi-
ately in experience. Having argued that judgements are neither expressed 
in,  copied from nor implied by percepts he cannot, it would seem, 
 maintain that experience supplies ‘the first premisses of all our reason-
ings’ (5.116, 1903) and is ‘our great and only teacher’ (P: 144, 1903).

As Peirce sees it, however, the discrepancy between the qualitative 
content of percepts and the propositional content of judgements is not 
an epistemological problem to be solved but an insight to be embraced 
and thought through. In view of the fact that percepts do not express or 
imply symbols, he thinks it hopeless to argue, as the nominalist does, that 
judgements are justified by immediate experience. The moral he draws 
from his critique of the nominalist’s view of immediate experience is that 
all judgements are couched in symbols, and the only evidence there is for 
the truth of a symbol is the truth of another symbol from which it can be 
logically inferred.

Having concluded that symbolic judgements are justified by other 
symbolic judgements, Peirce must face the objection, raised earlier, that it 
implies a regress that undermines the possibility of empirical knowledge. 
The worry, to review, is that if, as Peirce claims, a judgement affirms a law 
deemed to hold on the basis of experimental results and yet each result is 
expressed in a judgement that implies a further law justified by still more 
experimental results, then the series of steps involved in arriving at a rea-
sonable judgement is endless and cannot be completed by an inquirer or, 
indeed, any set of inquirers.

For Peirce, solving the problem posed by the regress that seems to arise 
on his account of judgement is a matter of squaring two claims that he finds 
indisputable. The first claim is that justification of a judgement implies an 
endless series of judgements, each member of which is logically related to 
prior members. Peirce sees no way around this view, having accepted that 
symbolic judgements are justified by other symbolic judgements.

The other claim that Peirce finds indisputable is that the process of 
forming a judgement must come to an end. In coming to the judgement 
that ‘The Kohinoor diamond is hard’, he says, ‘[i]t does not seem possible 
that I can have performed an infinite series of acts of criticism each of 
which must require a distinct effort’ (5.157, 1903). The point is not that, as 
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beings with finite cognitive capacities, we can pursue the line of reasoning 
underlying a judgement only so far but rather that, from the perspec-
tive of the theory of inquiry, an inquirer cannot arrive at a reasonable 
 judgement unless the necessary steps can be completed.

In reconciling these two claims, Peirce argues that if the chain of  reasoning 
implied by the justification of a judgement is endless and yet the process of 
forming a judgement must come to a close, then some  judgements must 
be made ‘without . . . having been inferred from any premiss [i.e.] without 
any controlled and criticized action of reasoning’ (5.157, 1903). For him, the 
‘first premisses of all our reasonings’ (5.116, 1903) are not judgements jus-
tified by reasons (which reasons require further reasons to support them). 
They are, rather, judgements made without justification by appeal to prior 
judgements. Such judgements, he claims, are ‘perceptual judgement[s] in 
the only sense that the logician can recognize’ (5.157, 1903). The question is 
how perceptual judgements and their role in inquiry are to be understood.

On Peirce’s definition, a perceptual judgement is ‘a judgement  asserting 
in propositional form what a character of a percept directly present to 
the mind is’ (5.54, 1903). A perceptual judgement qualifies as a judgement 
because it involves assent to a proposition. What makes this sort of judge-
ment perceptual is that it is ‘directly expressive of and resulting from 
the quality of a present percept’ (5.151, 1903). Such judgements neither 
copy percepts nor express symbolic content inherent in, or implied by, 
 percepts. Still, Peirce claims that they are ‘directly expressive of ’ percepts 
inasmuch as they are caused by them. Like a footprint or weathervane (as 
discussed in Chapter 5), a perceptual judgement is an index of its cause. 
It is a symptom or trace of a percept, albeit a symptom in the form of an 
affirmation of symbols with propositional content.

It is important to reiterate that while Peirce thinks percepts cause 
 perceptual judgements, he does not take them to be the source of the 
content of these judgements. The perceptual judgement that ‘I see a 
 yellow chair’ involves general terms (viz. ‘chair’ and ‘yellow’), the content 
of which is foreign to the singular, qualitative content inherent in the 
 percept that gives rise to it.16 The percept is able to prompt this perceptual 

16 Peirce holds that ‘any perceptual judgement . . . must involve generality in its predicate. (5.151, 
1903). However, the predicates that occur in perceptual judgements are not limited to terms 
that characterize colours, shapes, smells, sounds, tastes and textures. On his view, judgements 
are not intended to reproduce the felt qualities of percepts, and their predicate terms are no less 
general than those used to characterize physical or abstract objects. Thus, for him, to restrict the 
predicates of perceptual judgements to terms for sensory qualities is arbitrary. For him, percep-
tual judgements are identified, not by their content, but by the conditions of their formation and 
their role in inquiry as ‘first premisses’ (5.116, 1903).
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judgement only given prior mastery of the terms it contains, mastery 
which, on Peirce’s theory of meaning, consists in the acquisition of the 
inferential habits that give these terms their meaning (see Chapter 5). The 
judgement subsumes what is present in the percept under the habits asso-
ciated with the terms ‘yellow’ and ‘chair’. It thereby represents the per-
cept as indicating that certain practical consequences would follow on 
the performance of the procedures involved in establishing the presence 
of yellow chairs. The percept is cognitively significant for an inquirer only 
in so far as it occasions predictions of future experiences, but the percept 
occasions predictions only in so far as it impinges on the habits associated 
with these general terms. This means that the habits associated with terms 
enter into the percept’s ‘cognitive elaboration’ (5.416, 1905). In contem-
porary parlance, perceptual judgements, for Peirce, are theory-laden.17

Faced with Peirce’s claim that a perceptual judgement introduces 
 content over and above what is present in the percept, the nominalist 
might wonder what, if not evidence present in experience, entitles an 
inquirer to make such a judgement. In addressing this question, Peirce 
thinks it important to distinguish the question of what justifies inquir-
ers in making the perceptual judgements they do – the question of what 
ensures that the perceptual judgements they make are legitimately for-
mulated – and the question of what evidence inquirers have for thinking 
that their perceptual judgements are true – the question of how inquirers 
are to verify their perceptual judgements once they are made. While he 
thinks it is incumbent upon inquirers to seek justification for the truth of 
their perceptual judgements once they are made, there being no guaran-
tee that the perceptual judgements they arrive at are veridical, he does not 
think it makes sense to justify the formation of a perceptual judgement.

Peirce’s answer to the question of what justifies the interpretation of 
a percept in a perceptual judgement is that nothing does. He holds that 
a judgement is justified only by another judgement from which it can 
logically be inferred. Though percepts cause inquirers to form perceptual 
judgements, they do not and cannot logically justify these  judgements. 
Thus, on his view, the process by which inquirers form perceptual 
 judgements does not involve reasoned deliberation. To the contrary, a 
perceptual judgement ‘forces itself upon your acknowledgement without 
any why or wherefore’ (7.643, 1900).

17 ‘The whole series of hypnotic phenomena . . . involve the fact that we perceive what we are 
adjusted for interpreting . . . while that, to the interpretation of which our adjustments are not 
fitted, we fail to perceive . . . I should tire you if I dwelt further on anything so familiar . . . as the 
interpretativeness of the perceptive judgement’ (5.185, 1903).
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On Peirce’s view, the brute, unreasoned character of perceptual 
 judgements is inherited from the percepts that cause them. When I look 
at a yellow chair, he claims, the qualitative content that is forced on my 
attention is utterly beyond my control. He recognizes that I can deter-
mine whether the percept is presented to my consciousness – by turning 
my head or closing my eyes – but once I choose to feel it, the quality I feel 
is inescapable. The content of the percept is recalcitrant and unaffected by 
anything else, my judgements about it included.

As a symptom of the percept, Peirce thinks the formation of the 
 perceptual judgement is similarly brute.18 While he thinks it is possible 
to have a percept without judging it, he maintains that once I resolve to 
judge it, the perceptual judgement I make is no more under my  control 
than the quality of the percept is (5.116, 1903). As he puts it, ‘[i]f one sees, 
one cannot avoid the percept; and if one looks, one cannot avoid the 
perceptual judgement. Once apprehended, it absolutely compels assent’ 
(7.627, 1903). On this view, the formation of a perceptual judgement is 
grounded in the content of the percept but not because the percept gives 
an inquirer reasons for making it. The judgement is grounded in the per-
cept because its qualitative content impinges on the habits associated with 
the relevant terms in such a way as to compel the judgement, and this 
occurs without any rationale as to why that judgement should be made 
(7.620–3, 1903).19 Thus, ‘if anybody asks you why you should regard [the 
percept] as appearing so and so’, Peirce says, ‘all you can say is, “I can’t 
help it. That is how I see it” ’ (7.643, 1900).

It should not be thought that Peirce thinks the perceptual judgements 
inquirers arrive at are irrational. His view is rather that the process of 
forming perceptual judgements is outside the scope of reason – it is nei-
ther a rational nor irrational process, but rather an arational one. For 
him, it would make sense to consider whether an inquirer’s perceptual 
judgement is reasonably arrived at only if it were possible that by acting 
 otherwise – by being more diligent or careful or honest – the inquirer 
might have come to some other judgement given the same percept. 

18 ‘[T]he forcefulness of the perceptual judgement falls short of the pure unreasonableness of the 
percept only to this extent, that it does profess to represent the percept, while the perfection of 
the percept’s surdity consists in its not so much as professing anything’ (7.628, 1903).

19 ‘[A]nything is, for the purposes of [the science of inquiry], to be classed under the species of per-
ception wherein a positive qualitative content is forced upon one’s acknowledgment without any 
reason or pretension to reason. There will be a wider genus of things partaking of the character of 
perception, if there be any matter of cognition which exerts a force upon us tending to make us 
acknowledge it without any adequate reason’ (7.623, 1903). Presumably, the wider genus is that of 
the perceptual judgement, the narrower that of the percept.
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However, inasmuch as a perceptual judgement is compelled by its percept, 
there is no other judgement open to the inquirer to make. As a result, 
Peirce thinks it makes no more sense to say there is a right and wrong 
way for an inquirer to produce a perceptual judgement than it does to say 
there is a right or wrong way for someone to sneeze or twitch. Inquirers 
cannot be praised or blamed for the way they arrive at perceptual judge-
ments – in the circumstances in which these judgements arise, inquirers 
cannot help but make them (7.643, 1900):
[I]t is perfectly idle to criticize anything over which you can exercise no sort of 
control . . . to pronounce an involuntary operation of the mind good or bad, has 
no more sense than to pronounce the proportion of weights in which hydrogen 
and chlorine combine, that of 1 to 35.11 to be good or bad. I said it was idle; but in 
point of fact ‘nonsensical’ would have been an apter word. (5.55, 1903)20

Nor does Peirce think it makes sense to criticize inquirers for not properly 
gauging percepts in formulating their perceptual judgements. He thinks 
an inquirer can no more produce a perceptual judgement that fails to 
represent its percept than someone can leave a footprint that fails to be 
a trace of the foot that causes it.21 Nor can an inquirer arrive at a percep-
tual judgement that wrongly expresses the cognitive content of a percept, 
there being no symbolic content in a percept for a perceptual judgement 
to express correctly or incorrectly (7.628, 1903). As he explains:
We know nothing about the percept otherwise than by testimony of the percep-
tual judgement, excepting that we feel the blow of it, the reaction of it against 
us, and we see the contents of it arranged into an object, in its totality . . . the 
moment we fix our minds upon it and think the least thing about the percept, it 
is the perceptual judgement that tells us what we so ‘perceive’. (7.643, 1903)

In short, for him, there is nothing in the percept, as it is apart from 
its interpretation, in reference to which a perceptual judgement can be 
deemed an inadequate symbolic expression. Hence, inquirers cannot be 
faulted for failing to heed the content of a percept in forming their per-
ceptual judgements.

While it might be thought that whether or not a perceptual judge-
ment is correctly arrived at can be determined by ‘performing it again 

20 ‘Once you have carried the criticism of thought back to direct perceptual judgements . . . there 
rational criticism must stop, for there all power of control ends and the words good and bad 
cease to have any meaning’ (P: 146, 1903).

21 ‘There is no warrant for saying that the perceptual judgement actually is such an index of the 
percept, other than the ipse dixit of the perceptual judgement itself. And even if it be so, what is 
an index, or true symptom? It is something which, without any rational necessitation, is forced 
by blind fact to correspond to its object’ (7.628, 1903).
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and seeing whether, with closer attention, we get the same result’ (5.115, 
1903), Peirce thinks this proposal collapses under its own weight. In his 
view, the percept presented in a state of rapt attention is qualitatively dif-
ferent from that of a percept only vaguely acknowledged. Thus when we 
‘perform [the judgement] again, paying now closer attention, the percept 
is presumably not such as it was before’ (5.115, 1903). The suggestion that 
the two perceptual judgements can be compared as symbolic expressions 
of a single, neutral percept cannot be thought through.

For Peirce, then, ‘[a]ll that I can mean by a perceptual judgement is 
a judgement absolutely forced upon my acceptance, and that by a pro-
cess which I am utterly unable to control and consequently am unable 
to criticize’ (5.157, 1903). Since, for him, it is literally inconceivable that a 
perceptual judgement is wrongly arrived at, he deems the process of form-
ing perceptual judgements infallible. In saying this, he does not, with the 
nominalist, claim that perceptual judgements are justified by conclusive 
evidence or that what they assert must in fact be the case. To the contrary, 
he thinks that perceptual judgements are as prone to error and vulnerable 
to counter-evidence as any other knowledge claim. ‘To say, then, that the 
perceptual judgement is an infallible symptom of the character of the per-
cept means only that in some unaccountable manner we find ourselves 
impotent to refuse our assent to it in the presence of the percept, and that 
there is no appeal from it’ (7.628, 1903). Perceptual judgements supply ‘the 
first premisses of all our reasonings’ not because they are invariably true 
but because inquirers, being compelled to make them, are incapable at 
the same time of calling them into question (5.116, 1903).

Even after granting Peirce’s objections to the traditional nominalist 
account of the role of experience in inquiry, the nominalist might feel 
that Peirce’s view of perceptual judgement lends support to the claim that 
the laws and general concepts involved in symbolic knowledge are merely 
useful fictions. If, as Peirce claims, the interpretation of experience in per-
ceptual judgements is not warranted by percepts, then, the nominalist 
will be tempted to argue, the content of symbolic knowledge must be 
contributed by the inquirer, rather than being given in experience.

To better understand the nominalist’s point, recall that, for Peirce, 
the perceptual judgement that I see something yellow arises in response 
to the presentation of a non-cognitive quality in a percept. The percep-
tual judgement links its percept to other similar percepts and, moreover, 
takes it as an indication that certain consequences would follow on the 
performance of certain actions (e.g. a measurement of the wavelength 
of reflected light). However, in its immediacy, Peirce insists, the quale 
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is apart from anything else. It is not presented as being similar to other 
percepts of a certain type. Nor is it presented as having lawful connec-
tions to percepts it might be taken to predict. Nor is there anything in 
the content of the percept to warrant an inquirer’s interpretation of it in 
a perceptual judgement. The perceptual judgement, he says, is arrived at 
without reasoned deliberation and without any evidence supplied by the 
percept. In light of this, the nominalist may feel entitled to conclude that 
the symbolic content of a perceptual judgement is extrinsic to percepts 
and determined solely by the inquirer’s disposition to classify immedi-
ate experiences under general terms in ways that facilitate prediction and 
control. Rather than showing how symbolic knowledge is anchored in 
the world, Peirce’s view seems to imply that the causal input from the 
world is non-cognitive and that it is only assigned a cognitive function by 
inquirers in forming perceptual judgements. Since nothing in experience 
guides or justifies the interpretation of percepts in perceptual judgements, 
the nominalist will insist that there is no reason to think the symbols 
used to make sense of experience represent objective features of reality, as 
opposed to being a fabrication of the inquirer’s mind.

Peirce, however, would remain unfazed by the preceding objection.  
It is true that, for him, inquirers make sense of their experience by  making 
perceptual judgements and make perceptual judgements without reasoned 
deliberation or evidence supplied by percepts. But he denies that this 
entails, or even supports, the nominalist’s view that the laws and general 
concepts involved in perceptual judgements are imposed on experience by 
inquirers, rather than being representations of reality. In arriving at the 
perceptual judgement that something yellow is being seen, an inquirer 
represents a percept as falling under the habit associated with the general 
term ‘yellow’. While the habit invoked in forming the perceptual judge-
ment is contributed by the inquirer, and not by the percept, which habit 
is triggered by the percept and which perceptual judgement the inquirer 
makes is entirely beyond his control. On his view, inquirers are mere cogs 
in the mechanism that produces perceptual judgements, and the judge-
ments produced by these mechanisms are as much suffered, as effected, 
by inquirers. Inquirers are no more free to interpret their percepts in per-
ceptual judgements than thermometers are free to interpret the tempera-
ture of the air. Given this, Peirce thinks it hasty for the nominalist to 
conclude that the cognitive interpretation of a percept is fabricated by the 
inquirer and projected on to the percept. Such an inference is no better 
than concluding that because heat works by triggering the behaviour of 
mercury in a thermometer to register air temperature, the temperature  
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that is registered is created by the thermometer and projected on to the 
surrounding air.

Nor is Peirce likely to be moved by the nominalist’s objection that inas-
much as perceptual judgements express symbolic content over and above 
anything given in, or implied by, a percept, there are no grounds for tak-
ing the laws they imply to reflect anything more than the way inquirers 
are disposed to order and interpret their experience. As he sees it, this 
line of reasoning wrongly assumes that unless the percept that causes a 
perceptual judgement also confers warrant on it, the judgement cannot 
be shown to be a representation of the way things are. It is true that, for 
Peirce, the perceptual judgement that something seen is yellow is affirmed 
by an inquirer, not because of any evidence provided by percepts, but 
because, having been compelled to form the judgement, the inquirer 
is rendered incapable of doubting it in the circumstances in which it is 
formed. And if this were all that could be said, Peirce would concede 
to the nominalist that the perceptual judgement is a baseless conjecture, 
something imposed on experience rather than grounded by it. But this 
is not the end of the story. On his view, whether a perceptual judgement 
is reasonably regarded as a representation of reality is determined not, as 
the nominalist’s objection assumes, by its causal origins, but by its future 
effects – that is, by whether, in acting on the judgement (e.g. by measur-
ing the wavelength of reflected light), inquirers would be led to experi-
ences of the sort the judgement predicts (e.g. measurements observed to 
be around 570 nanometres). The crucial point is that, for Peirce, the fact 
that a perceptual judgement is not justified by its cause has no bearing on 
the question of whether the laws and general concepts it implies represent 
features of the world. Even having admitted that perceptual judgements 
are not evidentially grounded by the percepts that give rise to them, the 
question of whether the judgements represent laws that operate in the 
world remains, in his view, open.

In short, Peirce sees no merit in the nominalist argument that since 
perceptual judgements are not justified by what is presented immedi-
ately in experience, they are not justified by experience at all and thus 
can be considered only a fabrication of the mind. He thinks the right 
conclusion to draw from the fact that a perceptual judgement is not jus-
tified by immediate experience is that it can be justified only mediately 
by experience. For him, whether the subsumption of a percept under a 
general habit in a perceptual judgement yields a true representation of 
the way things are is to be determined by acting on the judgement and 
seeing if the practical effects it predicts occur. The evidence needed to 
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find out if the law implied by the perceptual judgement that what is seen 
is something yellow is real – the law that if certain measurements of the 
wavelength of reflected light were to be made on the object seen, under 
appropriate conditions, the result would be observed to be around 570 
nanometres – is not immediately apprehended. It is rather evidence that 
an inquirer obtains by experiencing connections between past experiences 
of yellow things (as codified in the inferential habit associated with the 
general term ‘yellow’), the present percept (as expressed symbolically in 
the perceptual judgement) and the future consequences of actions under-
taken in response to this percept (i.e. the results of measurements of the 
wavelengths of reflected light expressed in perceptual judgements caused 
by future percepts). Experience of these connections unfolds in time, 
rather than being present to the mind. It is lived through, rather than 
immediately apprehended.22 While Peirce has yet to establish that this 
sort of experience reveals that laws are operative in the universe, he is sat-
isfied at this stage to note that the nominalist cannot rule out the hypoth-
esis that laws are real simply on the grounds that judgements affirming 
the reality of laws are not verified immediately in experience.

ConClusion

Peirce takes perceptual judgements to be the first premises of knowledge 
(5.116, 1903) – the ultimate source of evidence in inquiry. These judge-
ments are based on immediate experience inasmuch as inquirers are 
compelled to espouse them by percepts that trigger their habits for using 
general terms. However, these judgements do not copy, or derive content 
from, percepts. Inquirers adopt them, without evidence or reasoned justi-
fication, because they are compelled to in ways that make them incapable 
of calling them into question in the circumstances in which they arise. 
Even though the content of perceptual judgements goes beyond any-
thing given in present experience, Peirce thinks it wrong to conclude that 

22 Peirce says that ‘no present actual thought (which is a mere feeling) has any meaning, any intel-
lectual value; for this lies not in what is actually thought, but in what this thought may be 
connected with in representation by subsequent thoughts; so that the meaning of a thought 
is altogether something virtual . . . At no one instant in my state of mind is there cognition or 
representation, but in the relation of my states of mind at different instants there is’ (W2: 227, 
1868). While ‘there can be no immediate consciousness of generality’ and ‘one can have no dir-
ect experience of the general’ (5.150, 1903), Peirce thinks generality pours in on us through the 
perceptual judgement and that ‘[t]he present is the immediate representation we are just learning 
that brings the future, or non-ego, to be assimilated into the ego’ (7.536, nd). See also W3: 36, 
1872; W3: 104, 1873; 7.558, c. 1900; W2: 240–1, 1868; 7.594, c. 1896; 4.72, 1893; 7.543, c. 1900; 
W2: 223, 1868; and 5.440, 1905.
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the laws they imply are mental fictions freely created by inquirers and 
imposed on experience. To the contrary, he thinks perceptual judgements 
are imposed on inquirers, given percepts as causes. Whether the laws 
implied by these judgements are fabrications does not depend on whether 
they are justified by the percepts that cause them but on whether things 
in the world are determined to unfold in the way the judgement implies. 
Precisely how Peirce thinks inquirers might determine whether the world 
is structured in the way their judgements (perceptual and otherwise) lead 
them to believe – whether, in other words, the laws implied by judge-
ments really operate in the world – is discussed in the next chapter.
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CH A PTER 7

Inquiry as self-corrective

The discussion of perceptual judgements in Chapter 6 was launched by the 
nominalist’s objection that, on Peirce’s view, the laws implied by symbols 
are unverifiable, given that their testable consequences outstrip the evidence 
available to inquirers to confirm them. If this is the case, the nominalist 
is in a strong position to argue that, even if symbols cannot be altogether 
eliminated from rational inquiry, they should be viewed as nothing more 
than tools that enable inquirers to predict and control experience, and not 
as objective representations of laws operative in the world, as Peirce takes 
them to be. Having explained how Peirce thinks experience gives rise to 
symbolic representations (in the form of perceptual judgements) I turn, 
in this chapter, to his theory of inquiry – his account of the methods by 
which the truth or falsehood of symbols is determined.

PE iRCE’s  v iEw of T HE PRobl Em of k now l EdgE

Peirce’s theory of inquiry is aimed at providing a method that will guide 
inquirers to truth, no matter what beliefs they start out with. This concep-
tion of what rational inquiry requires by way of a method is based on the 
account of symbols and perceptual judgements given in earlier chapters.

Peirce views inquiry as the pursuit of truth. Truth, for him, is primarily 
a property of symbols and derivatively of beliefs, the latter being judge-
ments concerning the truth of symbols. It is a basic premise of the theory 
of inquiry that which symbols are true and which are false is independent 
of what inquirers believe to be the case. The reason is that ‘if thinking 
otherwise is going to make [things] otherwise, there is no use in  reasoning 
or studying [the science of inquiry]’ (2.135, 1902). Were symbols true sim-
ply by virtue of being taken to be true, the idea that there are right and 
wrong ways of seeking truth would lose all sense. Peirce insists that what 
is true for one inquirer is true for all of them, since otherwise the truth 
would vary from inquirer to inquirer and not be independent of what 
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particular inquirers think. The ‘essence’ of the idea of truth ( whichever 
theory of truth proves correct) is that ‘there is something that is SO, no 
matter if there be an overwhelming vote against it’ (2.135, 1902).1

Whether there are truths to be discovered in the actual world and whether 
actual inquirers are capable of discovering them are, for Peirce,  questions that 
depend on what the world and the inquirers in it are like. These  questions 
of fact are not decided by the science of inquiry, a  science that uncovers 
methodological principles without regard for what is  actually the case 
(see Chapter 2). Nevertheless, if there were no truth to be  discovered or if  
truth were for ever inaccessible to inquirers, then, Peirce claims, rational 
inquiry would be inconceivable (2.140, 1902).2 For him, the very notion of 
inquiry implies a method for arriving at true beliefs by  correct reasoning 
on the basis of evidence (W2: 468f., 1871), and since what is true for one 
inquirer is true for any of them, a rational method of inquiry must yield the 
same final result no matter who employs it (W3: 60, 1896).

In pursuing truth as the end of inquiry, Peirce does not think  inquirers 
can ensure that the beliefs they start from are free of error. On his  theory 
of symbols, to believe a proposition is to affirm a rule of the form: ‘If 
act A were performed under conditions C, result R would occur in p% 
of cases.’ The conceivable acts of type A covered by such a rule form a 
continuum – an inexhaustible, abnumerable totality of possible experi-
mental trials. Yet each act of type A performed by an actual inquirer is an 
individual event, and taken together these events never yield more than 
a finite collection. Since no collection of individual experimental trials 
available to an inquirer exhausts the evidence that pertains to the verifica-
tion of a proposition, beliefs can never be proved conclusively.3 However 
well confirmed a belief is, there is no way for an inquirer to preclude the 
possibility that further testing will yield results that indicate it is false. 
Given this, inquirers cannot resolve to avoid relying on beliefs that are 
fallible in commencing a line of inquiry, for such a policy would mean 
abandoning beliefs altogether, leaving nothing to reason from. Thus:
there is but one state of mind from which you [an inquirer] can ‘set out’, namely, 
the very state of mind in which you actually find yourself at the time you do ‘set 
out’ – a state in which you are laden with an immense mass of cognition already 

1 Peirce’s theory of truth is discussed in Chapter 8.
2 See 2.135f., 1902 and W3: 18, 1872.
3 As noted, ‘[i]ntellectual concepts . . . convey more, not merely than any feeling, but more, too, 

than any existential fact, namely, the “would-acts” of habitual behaviour; and no agglomeration 
of actual happenings can ever completely fill up the meaning of a “would-be”’ (EP 2: 401–2, 
1907). See 8.361, 1908.
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formed, of which you cannot divest yourself if you would; and who knows 
whether, if you could, you would not have made all knowledge impossible to 
yourself? (5.416, 1905)4

According to Peirce, then, a rational method is one that, properly exe-
cuted, would guide any inquirer from whatever state of belief they find 
themselves in to the truth. Such a method need not lead to truth over 
the lifespan of a human being. Given the limitless evidence that bears 
on the truth of a symbol, he thinks this is too much to ask from a 
method of inquiry, especially one that is supposed to apply to inquir-
ers of all kinds and in all possible worlds, no matter how complex. Nor 
must a rational method of inquiry render inquirers immune to mistakes. 
Given the limited evidence available to inquirers at any given time, the 
risk of error cannot be eliminated. It is sufficient that a method would 
lead inquirers down the generations to correct any errors to which they 
might temporarily succumb in pursuing it. In other words, for Peirce a 
method of inquiry is rational if it is ‘self-corrective’.5 To meet the nom-
inalist’s objection that the hypothesis of the reality of laws is suspect 
because unverifiable, then, Peirce undertakes to show that there is a 
self-corrective method for verifying the laws implied by the truth of 
symbols.

inqu iRy A s  sEl f-CoR R ECT i v E

The conditions that prompt inquiry

According to Peirce, the ‘first rule of reason’ is that ‘in order to learn 
you must desire to learn, and in so desiring not be satisfied with what 
you already incline to think’ (1.135, c. 1899).6 The dissatisfaction that he 
thinks motivates inquiry has nothing to do with the worry that one’s 
beliefs are spiritually unsatisfying or fail to facilitate the attainment of 
individual desires or social needs. The dissatisfaction that inquiry rem-
edies arises from the combination of the desire to know what is true and 
doubts about whether one’s beliefs are correct. Doubts based on a general  

4 In other words: ‘[w]e cannot begin from complete doubt. We must begin with all the prejudices 
which we actually have when we enter upon the study of philosophy. These prejudices are not to 
be dispelled by a maxim, for they are the things which it does not occur to us can be questioned’ 
(W2: 212, 1868).

5 According to Peirce: ‘our reasonings begin with the most various premises . . . which so determine 
our beliefs as to lead us at last to one destined conclusion’ (W3: 60, 1872) and ‘inquiry of every 
type, fully carried out, has the vital power of self-correction and of growth’ (5.582, 1898).

6 See 1.13, c. 1897 and W3: 14, 1872.
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unease about one’s fallibility are of no concern to rational inquirers (5.416, 
1905). Beliefs – which take the form, ‘If act A were performed under con-
ditions C, result R would occur in p% of cases’ – necessarily affirm more 
in the way of practical consequences than is revealed in actual evidence. 
Thus, fallibility is inescapable. What does give rise to the sort of dissat-
isfaction that calls for inquiry is the failure of a predicted result of type 
R to occur, given an act of type A under conditions of type C, with the 
regularity an inquirer expects or, alternatively, the occurrence of a phe-
nomenon about which an inquirer has no prior beliefs at all. In short, the 
doubts that prompt inquiry are caused by unanticipated events, and the 
aim of Peirce’s method is to quiet these doubts by replacing them with 
beliefs that are true.

Devising hypotheses by abduction

On Peirce’s theory, the ‘First Stage of Inquiry’ (6.469, 1908) is the 
 invention and selection of a hypothesis to account for the unexpected 
phenomena that raise doubts about an inquirer’s beliefs. The method of 
forming a hypothesis – called ‘abduction’ – involves inferences from con-
sequents to antecedents (6.469, 1908). A hypothesis not known to be true 
is conjectured on the grounds that it explains some otherwise inscrutable 
fact (7.220, 1901), according to the following ‘logical form’ (5.188, 1903): 7

The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true. (5.189, 1903)8

Given his view of the nature of belief, Peirce thinks this form of inference 
underlies the creation of all hypotheses. The belief that ‘The Kohinoor 
diamond is hard’ means that ‘If the Kohinoor diamond were scratched 
with sufficient pressure, it would remain unmarked in every case’, and the 
only reason for conjecturing this hypothesis is that the hardness of the dia-
mond accounts for its resistance to being marked. That is, the resistance 
to being marked follows from the fact that the diamond is hard, given 
the law that hard things remain unmarked when scratched. Likewise, the 

7 He also calls this form of inference ‘hypothesis’ (8.228, c. 1910), ‘hypothetic inference’ (8.385, 1913), 
‘retroduction’ (6.470, 1908 and 7.97, c. 1910) and ‘presumption’ (2.776, 1902). Whatever term he 
uses, it is intended to cover ‘all the operations by which theories and conceptions are engendered’ 
(5.590, 1903).

8 Peirce’s favourite case of abduction is Kepler’s conjecture that the orbit of Mars is elliptical (2.96, 
1902). He also admires Dalton’s conjecture that bodies are composed of chemical atoms (NEM 
3: 206, 1911).
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only reason to offer the hypothesis that ‘Secretariat is a horse’ – given 
that it means (roughly) that ‘If Secretariat were singled out as an object 
of experience, he would be found to be odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, 
etc., in every case’ – is that Secretariat’s being a horse explains certain 
of his properties, when conjoined with the law that horses are odd-toed, 
ungulate, mammalian, etc. For Peirce, then, abduction underlies the for-
mulation of all hypotheses because every hypothesis has the form ‘If act A 
were performed under conditions C, result R would occur in p% of cases’, 
and any such claim is a reasonable conjecture only to the extent that it 
accounts for something otherwise inexplicable (i.e. some R) by subsum-
ing it under a law that predicts the frequency of its occurrence (i.e. its 
occurrence in p% of cases) given certain initial conditions (i.e. an act of 
type A under conditions of type C).9

To show that the method of rational inquiry is self-corrective, Peirce 
needs to show that there are circumstances in which it is at least  possible 
for inquirers to come up with true hypotheses by abduction. After all, 
if inquirers were incapable of divining the truth or if the world were 
altogether opaque to rational inquiry, then inquirers would never 
replace their false beliefs with true ones and inquiry would never arrive 
at its ultimate goal. Unless Peirce gives reasons for thinking inquirers 
have some prospect of arriving at the truth by abduction, his nominal-
ist adversaries will dismiss his claim that inquiry is self-corrective and, 
along with it, his claim that inquiry is reasonably regarded as issuing in 
beliefs that imply there are laws in the world. They will urge instead that 
the most that can be said for the results of rational inquiry is that they 
are more or less useful in coping with experience and that to claim any-
thing more for them is speculative, if not wishful thinking.

On Peirce’s view, however, showing that abduction is capable of  yielding 
the truth is far from straightforward. For one thing, although the prin-
ciples of abduction constrain the sort of hypotheses that can reasonably 
be considered (e.g. they must at least be explanatory and meaningful by 
the standard of Peirce’s pragmatic maxim), these principles can be applied 
only after a hypothesis is thought up. They do not provide inquirers with 
the means to generate novel hypotheses in the first place. There is nothing 

9 In abduction, ‘a conjecture arises that furnishes a possible Explanation, by which I mean a 
 syllogism exhibiting the surprising fact as necessarily consequent upon the circumstances of its 
occurrence together with the truth of the credible conjecture, as premises’ (6.469, 1908). The 
hypothesis may ‘consist in making the observed facts natural chance results, as the kinetical the-
ory of gases explains facts; or it may render the fact necessary’ (7.220, c. 1901). See 2.777, 1902; 
6.273, c. 1893; and 6.469, 1908.
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in the method of ‘examining a mass of facts and . . . allowing these facts to 
suggest a theory’ (8.209, c. 1905) that helps inquirers create new hypoth-
eses. Moreover, Peirce doubts that the ingenuity required to formulate 
novel hypotheses can be reduced to the application of methodological 
rules. Thus, his theory of inquiry does not guarantee that inquirers have 
the creativity required to fashion hypotheses that account for anomalous 
experiences, much less to arrive at true ones.

What is more, Peirce sees no reason to think that the method of abduc-
tion leads inquirers to true conclusions all or most of the time – or even 
in any definite proportion of cases (7.220, 1901). For any given phenom-
enon, he thinks there are many conceivable explanations, each of which 
is legitimate according to the principles of abduction. For example, while 
he thinks it legitimate to conjecture that a coin that turns up heads 90 
times out of 100 is unfairly weighted, he thinks this is no more reasonable 
than conjecturing that the method of tossing was biased, the coin tosser 
was engaged in sleight-of-hand or even that the pattern of heads resulted 
from fair tosses of a fair coin, however long the odds of this are (7.220, 
1901). All that the method of abduction provides is a possible explanation 
of a phenomenon – a ‘conjecture without probative force’ (8.209, c. 1905) 
or guess at the truth (7.219, 1901). While allowing that some guesses are 
more plausible than others, he insists that plausibility implies only that 
a hypothesis is sufficiently consonant with prevailing beliefs that inquir-
ers are inclined to believe it. Far from being a measure of truthfulness, 
plausibility so defined ‘proves nothing but the ingenuity with which the 
hypothesis has been adapted to the facts of the case’ (7.114, c. 1902). Peirce 
likewise allows that certain conjectures can be eliminated from consid-
eration on the grounds that they violate principles of ‘the economy of 
research’ – principles that determine ‘how, with a given expenditure of 
money, time, and energy, to obtain the most valuable addition to our 
knowledge’ (W4: 72, 1879).10 But even in the event that one hypothesis 
proves more economical than its rivals, he does not see this as a reason for 

10 Peirce distinguishes the problem of the economy of research from the problem of how to make 
knowledge serviceable. For him, the economy of research deals with epistemological productiv-
ity, that is, with attaining the truth with the least expenditure of resources (NEM 4: 38, 1902). 
He thinks, for example, that all other things being equal, the merit of a hypothesis is inversely 
proportional to the cost of bringing it to test (NEM 3: 64, 1902). Similarly, he urges that inquir-
ers should try ‘to make each hypothesis . . . as near an even bet as possible’ (1.121, c. 1896). 
This ensures that inquirers zero in on the correct verdict about a hypothesis in the fewest steps 
possible. He claims that general hypotheses are to be preferred since they reveal more about 
the world if they are true and, because they cover many domains, prove informative for more 
inquirers when they turn out to be false (7.221, c. 1901). Hypotheses are also more economical 
if they are logically simpler or intuitive (5.60, 1903) and if they yield predictions which, if true, 
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thinking it any more likely to be true (1.120, c. 1896 and 5.599, 1903). For 
him, it is gratuitous to suppose that the hypothesis that is most econom-
ical to investigate is true and presumptuous to assume that the truth must 
be among the hypotheses imaginable at a given time (7.200, 1901). In light 
of all this, he holds that there is nothing in the principles of abduction 
to preclude the possibility that inquirers might drift endlessly from false 
hypothesis to false hypothesis without ever landing on the truth. Indeed, 
he thinks there is no limit to the hypotheses that might be offered to 
explain a given phenomenon and ‘[i]f he [an inquirer] examines all the 
foolish theories he might imagine, he never will (short of a miracle) light 
upon the true one’ (2.776, 1901).

It is also important to recognize that while Peirce maintains that any 
rational inquirer must presuppose the ability to discern truth by abduc-
tion, he does not think this sufficient to justify confidence in abduction 
as a method by which the truth is inevitably to be learned. He argues, 
for example, that a rational method must include principles for justifying 
the introduction of new concepts and hypotheses if it is to lead inquirers 
to truth no matter what their initial beliefs may be. He insists, more-
over, that abduction is the only method for introducing new ideas, since 
inductive reasoning tests hypotheses only after they have been devised 
and deductive reasoning explicates only premises that are already at 
hand.11 But while he takes this line of reasoning to show that inquirers 
have no choice but to rely on abduction to ‘furnish . . . ideas concerning 
real things, beyond what are given in perception’ (8.210, c. 1905) and, as 
a result, must accept that ‘if [they] are ever to understand things at all, it 
must be in that way’ (5.145, 1903), he does not think this shows that an 
inquirer’s belief that the truth can be inferred by abduction is anything 
more than an ungrounded hope.12

Similarly, Peirce argues that to suppose it impossible for inquirers 
to arrive at the truth by abduction is unacceptable because such a view 

would lead to further research (7.220, c. 1901 and 6.528, c. 1901). It should also be noted that, 
for Peirce, the planning horizon for the economy of research is ‘thousands of generations’ (5.60, 
1903). See W4: 72–8, 1879; 6.526, c. 1901; NEM 3: 62, 1902; and NEM 4: 62–4, 1902.

11 Peirce says abduction is the ‘most important kind of reasoning’ (NEM 3: 206, 1911), for without 
the invention of hypotheses there would be nothing for deduction or induction to do. ‘All that 
experiment can do is tell us when we have a surmise wrong. The right surmise is left for us to 
produce’ (7.87, 1902), and neither deduction nor induction can furnish a new surmise.

12 Abduction’s ‘only justification is that its method is the only way in which there can be any hope 
of attaining a rational explanation’ (2.777, 1902). A rational inquirer ‘must trust to his powers 
of getting at the truth simply because it is all that he has to guide him’ (NEM 3: 20, 1911). See 
also 5.171, 1903; 5.603, 1903; W3: 332, 1878; 2.97, 1902; 2.777, 1902; 5.145, 1903; 5.171, 1903; and 
6.475–6, 1908.
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would block the road of inquiry. As he sees it, ‘the whole motive of our 
inquiry [is] to rationalize’ surprising facts (7.220, 1901) and rather than 
explain why phenomena occur as they do, the hypothesis that abduction 
cannot possibly succeed implies that certain phenomena are inexplicable. 
Instead of advancing the aims of inquiry, such a view defeats the whole 
purpose of formulating hypotheses, and thus, Peirce claims, no rational 
inquirer can countenance it.13 Thus, he says:
[t]he very undertaking to find out a truth one does not directly perceive assumes 
that things conform in a measure to what our reason thinks they should. In 
other words our Reason is akin to the Reason that governs the universe, we must 
assume that or despair of finding out anything. Now despair is always illogical; 
and we are warranted in thinking so, since otherwise all reasoning is in vain. 
(NEM 3: 869, 1909)14

In other words, ‘if there be any attainable truth, as [the inquirer] hopes, 
it is plain that the only way in which it is to be attained is by trying the 
hypotheses which seem reasonable and which lead to such consequences 
as are observed’ (2.776, 1901), but unless ‘there is sufficient affinity between 
the reasoner’s mind and nature’s to render guessing not altogether hope-
less’ (1.121, c. 1896), an inquirer ‘never will (short of a miracle) light upon 
the true one . . . even with the most rational procedure’ (2.776, 1902). Yet 
while Peirce takes this argument to show that inquiry presupposes ‘some 
natural tendency toward an agreement between the ideas which suggest 
themselves to the human mind and those which are concerned in the 
laws of nature’ (1.81, c. 1896) as a condition of its intelligibility, he does 
not think it shows that such a tendency exists in the actual world and that 
inquirers have the wherewithal to infer the truth by abduction. The prin-
ciples of Peirce’s theory of inquiry leave open the question of whether the 
sort of ‘affinity between [the inquirer’s] ideas and nature’s ways’ (2.776, 
1902) required to justify an inquirer’s reliance on abduction actually 
obtains.

Still, Peirce thinks there is more to recommend abduction as a method 
of inquiry than the fact that inquirers have no alternative but to hope 
it will succeed. While the principles of inquiry do not guarantee that 

13 ‘Nothing justifies [an abductive] inference except its affording an explanation of the facts. It is, 
however, no explanation at all of a fact to pronounce it inexplicable. That, therefore, is a conclu-
sion which no reasoning can ever justify or excuse’ (1.139, c. 1899). See also W2: 213, 1868; 1.170, c. 
1897; 6.171, 1902; and 7.480, c. 1898.

14 On his view, ‘reality must have some intimate connection with what is in the mind or it would 
be vain for us to hope by following certain rules of reasoning to arrive at the truth’ (W3: 54, 
1872).
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conditions in the actual world are favourable to discerning the truth by 
abduction, this is only because the prospects for the success of rational 
inquiry depend on facts about inquirers and the world they live in, facts 
which cannot be determined a priori by the science of inquiry. As Peirce 
sees it, establishing whether actual inquirers have a propensity for devel-
oping true hypotheses is akin to establishing whether a Geiger counter is 
a reliable indicator of the presence of ionizing radiation. Answers to both 
questions are determined through a posteriori investigation of contingent 
states of affairs. Thus rather than taking the belief that abduction is a 
method by which inquirers can discover the truth to be an article of faith 
or even a presupposition of inquiry, Peirce views it as a hypothesis that is 
open to inductive confirmation (7.220, c. 1901). For him:
The only method by which it can be proved that a method, without necessar-
ily leading to the truth, has some tolerable chance of doing so, is evidently the 
empirical, or inductive, method. Hence . . . [abduction] must be proved valid by 
induction from experience. (2.786, 1902)

Peirce finds it plausible to think there is some affinity between the 
 judgements inquirers make and the world they seek to know, if only because 
it explains the ability of human beings to negotiate the hazards of day-to-
day living. Were their judgements overwhelmingly at odds with the facts, 
human beings could not be expected to flourish to the extent that they do. 
Peirce thinks the fact that the habits underlying everyday judgements are 
formed in response to the behaviour of the objects these judgements are 
about makes it reasonable to suppose that they yield true representations 
of the way things are.15 This is not to suggest that human beings are infalli-
ble. They often leap to conclusions and are blinded by prejudice. Moreover, 
their habits of judgement are apt to go awry when extended to domains that 
are very different from those in which they were first formed – in the study 
of very small, very distant, very abstract or very large objects, for exam-
ple. Nevertheless, he thinks there is every reason to believe that inquirers 
have an aptitude for devising hypotheses that conform to the behaviour of 
objects of everyday experience (NEM 3: 204, 1911).

Even in specialized domains of inquiry – in the advanced natural 
 sciences, for example – Peirce thinks history amply demonstrates that the 

15 ‘There can, I think, be no reasonable doubt that man’s mind, having been developed under the 
influence of the laws of nature, for that reason naturally thinks somewhat after nature’s pattern. 
This vague explanation is but a surmise, but there is no room to believe it was merely by luck that 
Galileo and other masters of science reached the true theories after so few wrong guesses as they 
did’ (7.39, 1884). See also 5.604, 1898; 6.10, 1891; and 1.80, c. 1896.
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hypotheses inquirers devise represent the order of nature with striking 
frequency. Although few inquirers have the theoretical insight of Kepler 
or Darwin, he thinks it would be an astonishing stroke of luck if the 
growth of scientific knowledge that has resulted from the creative genius 
of extraordinary minds down the centuries were accidental. For him, ‘the 
frequency with which [the reliability of abduction] turns out to be an 
actual fact is to me quite the most surprising of all the wonders of the 
universe’ (8.238, c. 1910):16

You cannot say that it happened by chance, because the possible theories, if not 
strictly innumerable, at any rate exceed a trillion – or the third power of a mil-
lion; and therefore the chances are too overwhelmingly against the single true 
theory in the twenty or thirty thousand years during which man has been a 
thinking animal, ever having come into any man’s head . . . If you carefully con-
sider with an unbiased mind all the circumstances of the early history of science 
and all the other facts bearing on the question . . . I am quite sure that you must 
be brought to acknowledge that man’s mind has a natural adaptation to imagin-
ing correct theories of some kinds . . . But if that be so, it must be good reasoning 
to say that a given hypothesis is good, as a hypothesis, because it is a natural one, 
or one readily embraced by the human mind. (5.591–2, 1898)17

As Peirce sees it, then, it is reasonable to conjecture that there is  sufficient 
affinity between the hypotheses inquirers infer by abduction and the way 
the world is to make guessing at the truth something more than a shot in 
the dark given that it explains the practical success of human beings and, 
moreover, the fact that science has produced true theories with startling 
regularity (8.238, 1910). He thinks this hypothesis is confirmed induct-
ively by the fact that it correctly predicts the role of abduction in a large 
number of cases of successful theorizing – both in everyday life and in the 
history of science. In short, for him, abduction is essential to inquiry and 
although ‘[w]e cannot go so far as to say that high human intelligence 
is more often right than wrong in its guesses’ (7.220, 1901), ‘[i]nduction 
from past experience gives us strong encouragement to hope that it will 
be  successful in the future’ (2.270, 1902).18

16 ‘[S]cience will cease to progress if ever we shall reach the point where there is no longer an infin-
ite saving of expense in experimentation to be effected by care that our hypotheses are such as 
naturally recommend themselves to the mind, and make upon us the impression of simplicity, – 
which here means facility of comprehension by the human mind, – of aptness, of reasonableness, 
of good sense. For the existence of a natural instinct for truth is, after all, the sheet-anchor of 
science’ (7.220, 1901).

17 See also 5.172, 1903.
18 Peirce cautions that ‘it is one thing to say that the human mind has a sufficient magnetic turning 

toward the truth to cause the right guess to be made in the course of centuries during which a 
hundred good guessers have been unceasingly occupied in endeavouring to make such a guess, 
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It might be thought that Peirce’s defence of abduction as a method 
of guessing the truth involves the very sort of circularity he decries in 
attempts by nominalists to justify principles of inquiry on the basis of 
results drawn from the natural sciences (see Chapter 2). The worry is that 
the claims about everyday judgements and the history of science that he 
cites to underwrite his confidence in the method of abduction are justi-
fied by the principles of his theory of inquiry, and this is circular because 
it means that Peirce presupposes the principles of inquiry in his justifica-
tion of them.

However, this objection misrepresents the logic of Peirce’s argument. 
First of all, he does not appeal to facts about the actual world to justify 
abduction as a form of inference. He simply observes that it is legitim-
ate to infer from a given proposition C and the claim that if A were true, 
C would be true that there is reason to suspect A is true, so long as the 
conclusion is understood to imply nothing more than that A is a hypoth-
esis worth testing.19 He further notes that such inferences remain justified 
in any world in which there are truths to be discovered. Even in worlds 
where the truth proves to be beyond the capacity of inquirers to discern, 
inferences of this form are legitimate – they just never happen to yield 
hypotheses that are true. The point that needs stressing here is that there 
is nothing circular in his defence of abduction as a method of inference 
since his argument does not appeal to facts about the actual world.

Peirce does appeal to facts about the actual world – facts about the 
reliability of judgements in everyday life and the history of science – to 
defend his claim that actual inquirers have good reason to believe they 
have the capacity to guess the truth by abduction. But he would deny that 
his argument is viciously circular. He would acknowledge that the factual 
premises of his argument are justified by principles of inductive reasoning 
(and agree that there is much to be said about the grounds of such reason-
ing). However, he would answer the charge that his appeal to induction is 
circular by arguing that the principles of induction are justified independ-
ently of any facts about the actual world uncovered through inquiry (in 
ways explained below). On Peirce’s view, in other words, the reliability of 
the method of abduction is defended by appeal to claims justified by the 
principles of induction, and the principles of induction are defended on 
a priori grounds – that is, without presupposing claims about the actual 

and a far different thing to say that the first guess that may happen to possess Tom, Dick or 
Harry has any appreciably greater probability of being true than false’ (HP 2: 901, 1901).

19 ‘[A]bduction commits us to nothing. It merely causes a hypothesis to be set down upon our 
docket of cases to be tried’ (5.602, 1898).
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world, including claims about the reliability of abduction. His defence of 
abduction is not circular, because at no point does he defend principles of 
inquiry by appeal to claims that are justified by these same principles.

Peirce’s justification of the method of abduction is an important part 
of his defence of inquiry as self-corrective, but it is far from the whole 
story. It is one thing to argue that the pursuit of truth is not hopeless, 
quite another to claim that it proceeds by a method that is guaranteed 
to correct any errors to which it might lead. To vindicate his account of 
inquiry, Peirce needs to provide a method for gauging the truth or false-
hood of hypotheses and to explain why he thinks the process of theory 
testing is reasonably regarded as leading to true beliefs.

Deducing the testable consequences of hypotheses

On Peirce’s view, the principles of abduction guide the formation of 
hypotheses that explain unexpected phenomena, as well as the selection 
of those among them that are most economical to test. However, they do 
not provide a method for determining the likelihood that a given hypoth-
esis is true. To advance inquiry to the next stage, Peirce says:
the first thing that will be done, as soon as a hypothesis has been adopted, will 
be to trace out its necessary and probable experiential consequences. This step is 
deduction. (7.203, c. 1901)

According to the pragmatic maxim, the experiential consequences 
deduced from a hypothesis exhaust its cognitive content. From the 
hypothesis that ‘The Kohinoor diamond is hard’ and the habit that 
defines the term ‘hard’ (i.e. the rule that ‘If something is hard, then it 
would remain unmarked were it to be scratched with a knife’) it may be 
deduced that ‘The Kohinoor diamond would remain unmarked were it 
scratched with a knife.’ Conclusions of this sort make clear the conditions 
that determine whether the hypothesis is true or false. If after scratching 
the Kohinoor diamond the resulting experience compels the perceptual 
judgement that ‘The Kohinoor diamond is unmarked’, the hypothesis 
is supported. Otherwise, it is undermined. Thus, Peirce maintains, the 
meaning of a hypothesis is explicated by deduction.20

Peirce claims that inquirers are justified in relying on the method of 
deduction to determine the testable consequences of hypotheses because 

20 I use Peirce’s diamond example for ease of exposition. However, he applies the same account to 
theories involving unobservable processes or entities. His explanation of ‘force’ in terms of the 
disposition of bodies to behave in certain ways is an obvious example (see Chapter 4).
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deductive inferences yield true conclusions from true premises – if not 
all the time, then most of the time. He adds the unusual qualifier ‘most 
of the time’ to allow for an important distinction between ‘necessary 
 deductions’ – which are invariably truth-preserving – and ‘statistical 
deductions’, which are not.

A deduction is ‘necessary’, for Peirce, if it is of a form that never leads 
inquirers from true premises to false conclusions (as when inferring ‘The 
Kohinoor diamond would remain unmarked if scratched with a knife’ 
from the hypothesis that the diamond is hard, and the habit that gives 
the meaning of the term ‘hard’). The experimental consequences derived 
from a hypothesis by necessary deduction are unfailingly true if the 
hypothesis is true.

In ‘statistical deduction’, by contrast, the experimental consequences 
derived from a hypothesis do not hold invariably, even if the hypothesis 
is true. A deduction is statistical when the probability of an experimental 
result is deduced from a hypothesis that gives the frequency with which a 
given phenomenon occurs, as in the following schema:

P1  p% of Ms are P.
P2 S1 ,. . ., Sn is a numerous random sample of M.
C  Probably and approximately p% of S1,. . ., Sn are P.21

For example, from the hypothesis that a particular coin is weighted so 
that 50% (p) of random tosses of it (Ms) come up heads (P), it may be 
inferred by statistical deduction that a random sample of 1000 tosses  
(S1, . . . , S1000) would probably contain approximately 500 heads. Peirce views 
this inference as a form of deduction since one cannot accept its premises 
without  accepting the conclusion on pain of contradiction (NEM 3: 195, 
1911). However, this form of inference may, in some cases, lead inquirers 
from true premises to false conclusions about the distribution of heads, 
depending on the sample that is considered. It is not to be expected that 
every sample of 1000 random tosses would contain (roughly) 500 heads – 
in fact, any number of heads from 0 to 1000 might actually occur. Thus 
even when it is true that the coin is weighted to come up heads 50% of the 
time and that S1, . . . , Sn is a random sample of 1000 tosses, it is logically 
possible that the sample does not contain approximately 500 heads.

21 ‘In any problem of probabilities, we have given the relative frequency of certain events, and we 
perceive that in these facts the relative frequency of another event is given in a hidden way . . . 
This is, therefore, mere explicative reasoning’ (W3: 298, 1878). In light of this, Peirce takes con-
clusions inferred by the probability calculus to be justified independently of claims about the 
actual world (5.145, 1903 and 7.207, 1901).
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Despite this, Peirce thinks inquirers are justified in using  statistical 
deduction because it is a form of inference that leads from true 
 premises to true conclusions in a majority of cases. As he observes, 
it follows from what is known as the law of large numbers, a purely 
mathematical – hence, for Peirce, a priori – result, that among the 
 possible random samples of a sufficient size (n) from a population 
(M) in which p% of members have some trait (P), ‘small deviations 
from [p] . . . are probable, large deviations, improbable’ (NEM 4: 356, 
1893–5).22 In the case of the coin, this means that more samples of 1000 
 random tosses have (within calculable limits) 500 heads than do not. 
In other words, among all the conclusions that can be derived from the 
hypothesis about the coin by statistical deduction (i.e. the members 
of the series: {50% of sample1 are heads, 50% of sample2 are heads . . . 
50% of samplen are heads} where each samplei consists of 1000 random 
tosses of the coin), more are true than are false (assuming the truth 
of the hypothesis) (2.709, 1883).23 Thus, while statistical deduction is 
not unfailingly truth-preserving, it remains a legitimate form of infer-
ence since ‘precisely analogous reasonings would from true premises 
 produce true conclusions in the majority of cases, in the long run of 
experience’ (2.268, c. 1903).24

22 The law of large numbers is a theorem of probability theory which states that as the number of 
independent trials of a random process increases, the difference between the actual frequency 
of a particular outcome and the so-called expected frequency (which is equal to the number 
of trials multiplied by the probability of the outcome) tends to zero. Given the probability of a 
given event E (e.g. throwing double sixes with standard dice) is p (i.e. 1/36), then as the number 
of random, independent trials (i.e. the number of rolls of the dice) approaches infinity, the actual 
frequency of E (i.e. the fraction of rolls that come up double sixes) approaches the expected fre-
quency of E (i.e. 1/36). In the coin example under discussion, the law would lead us to expect that 
the average number of heads among random samples of 1000 tosses would approach 500 as the 
number of 1000-toss samples drawn tends towards infinity.

23 Given this Peirce holds that ‘probabilities’ are ‘ratios of frequency in the “long run” of ex periences 
of designated species among experiences designated, or obviously designable, genera over those 
species’ (2.763, 1905). By the ‘long run’ he means an indefinite set of possible trials. Probabilities 
refer not to results that will be observed in the future but rather to the totality of conceivable 
results. Since this totality can never be exhausted, the definition of probability refers not to a 
particular ratio of true conclusions to the total inferred but rather to the limit of the relative 
frequency of true results to total cases in an endless series. To say that the probability of a coin 
coming up heads is 1/2 is to say that 1/2 ‘is the only value of [the] quotient that it will not sooner 
or later become larger than or smaller than for the last time, although it is impossible to know 
when the last time will be’ (NEM 3: 175, 1911). Thus probability claims characterize habits or laws 
that govern the frequency of certain events under certain conditions.

24 Since, in cases of necessary deduction true conclusions follow from true premises without excep-
tion, they also meet this condition. As Peirce says: ‘[b]y Deduction one infers that if certain 
premisses are exactly true, then a certain conclusion must be true, either always or once in a 
 certain proportion of cases in the long run’ (NEM 3: 203, 1911).
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Deduction contributes to the progress of inquiry by determining 
the consequences by which hypotheses are to be tested but, as Peirce 
 recognizes, it does not advance inquiry to the point of determining which 
hypotheses are true. Deduction applies to hypotheses arrived at by abduc-
tion. But abduction does not allow inquirers to determine the likelihood 
that a hypothesis is true, and deduction merely establishes what would be 
true if a given hypothesis were true, not whether the hypothesis  actually 
holds. Thus following these two methods does not allow inquirers to verify 
or falsify hypotheses.25 To show that inquiry is self-corrective Peirce needs 
an account of theory testing, one that ensures that any errors inquirers 
fall prey to in the pursuit of truth would ultimately be corrected.

Testing hypotheses by induction

On Peirce’s view, hypotheses formulated by abduction and explicated by 
deduction are tested by induction:
[W]hen we get to the inductive stage what we are about is finding out how much 
like the truth our hypothesis is, that is, what proportion of its anticipations will 
be verified. (2.755, c. 1905)

Peirce’s understanding of hypothesis testing is based on his pragmatic 
maxim. A hypothesis (e.g. ‘The Kohinoor diamond is hard’) takes the form 
‘If act A were performed under conditions C, result R would occur in p% 
of cases’ (i.e. ‘If the Kohinoor diamond were scratched with sufficient pres-
sure, it would remain unmarked in 100% of cases’). Determining whether a 
claim of this form is true is a matter of determining whether events of type 
R are disposed to occur in p% of cases, given an act of type A under condi-
tions of type C. To test a hypothesis, then, inquirers perform the requisite 
sort of act under the right conditions (i.e. they scratch the Kohinoor dia-
mond with sufficient pressure) and observe whether the effects predicted by 
the hypothesis result (i.e. whether the diamond remains unmarked). The 
hypothesis passes the test if the prediction is fulfilled (i.e. if the scratching 
fails to mark the diamond) and is doubtful otherwise.

While Peirce’s procedure for testing hypotheses is fairly straightfor-
ward, it raises complex questions about the inferences drawn from test 
results. For one thing, on the account of theory testing just sketched, the 
truth or falsehood of a belief such as ‘The Kohinoor diamond is hard’ 

25 As noted in Chapter 2, Peirce thinks deductive reasoning proceeds by experiments on diagrams. 
On this account, all that is revealed in this sort of reasoning are the relations of implication 
among symbols. The diagrams alone do not show which of the states of affairs they depict hold 
in the actual world.
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is determined by its consistency with experimental results. These results, 
Peirce claims, are expressed in perceptual judgements – judgements, such 
as ‘The Kohinoor diamond is scratched’ and ‘The Kohinoor diamond is 
unmarked’ – that are compelled by the presentation of percepts in experi-
ence (see Chapter 6). However, for all Peirce has said to this point, it is far 
from clear why inquirers should view perceptual judgements as providing 
reliable evidence. On his view, inquirers have no grounds for thinking 
the perceptual judgements they are compelled by experience to make are 
anything other than idiosyncratic. Different inquirers may be coerced to 
interpret what is seen in terms of different habits, even when similarly 
situated or faced with similar percepts. Were inquirers to make discrep-
ant perceptual judgements in shared experimental situations, these judge-
ments would not provide a neutral means of evaluating beliefs. Moreover, 
even when the perceptual judgements of different inquirers agree, there 
is, on Peirce’s view, no guarantee that they are true. Inquirers make per-
ceptual judgements without reasoned deliberation or evidential warrant 
and accept them only because they cannot do otherwise. Nothing in 
his account of how these judgements are formed precludes consensus on 
 erroneous observations (e.g. it might be widely agreed that certain bumps 
on a person’s head confirm a nefarious character) or prevents perceptual 
judgements from being rooted in a widely held ideology (for Peirce, nom-
inalism is itself an example of this). Peirce needs to explain how inquirers 
can reasonably hope to uncover the truth when experimental testing – 
the source of ‘every addition or improvement to our knowledge’ (W5: 331, 
1886) – relies on perceptual judgements that are not merely fallible but, in 
the circumstances in which they are made, entirely unwarranted.

For Peirce, the problems posed by the possibility of perceptual error 
are no different from the problems posed by the possibility of error in 
 general. On his view, inquirers believe perceptual judgements – and hence 
take them to be true – because they have no alternative. Where inquir-
ers agree on perceptual judgements, no disputes about their truth arise 
and thus they provide compelling, intersubjective evidence for theories. 
Where inquirers disagree about what experience reveals, Peirce would 
acknowledge that perceptual judgements cannot deliver a decisive verdict 
about a hypothesis. In this event, the disagreement over perceptual judge-
ments prompts doubts that call for further inquiry. In both sorts of cases, 
Peirce accords perceptual judgements the same status and authority as 
the hypotheses inquirers infer by abduction. That is, he considers per-
ceptual judgements to be conjectures made spontaneously by inquirers in 
an effort to make sense of the percepts that give rise to them. Since these 
judgements are not justified by the percepts that occasion them, inquirers 
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adopt them tentatively, subject to confirmation or refutation in light of 
further experience. Though perceptual judgements cannot be doubted 
by inquirers in the circumstances in which they are made, they, like any 
other judgements governed by the pragmatic maxim, remain open to 
revision. This means that any disagreements among inquirers about the 
truth of a perceptual judgement are to be resolved like any other theoret-
ical dispute: by tracing the practical consequences of the judgement and 
performing the appropriate experiments to see whether the predictions 
it implies are fulfilled or whether, instead, events are such as to compel 
a change of belief. For Peirce, then, the problem of verifying perceptual 
judgements is a special case of the problem of verifying hypotheses gener-
ally, a problem his theory of induction is intended to solve.

A further complication with Peirce’s account of theory testing is that 
even when the predictions implied by a hypothesis such as ‘The Kohinoor 
diamond is hard’ are confirmed by perceptual judgements that are not 
merely compelled but also true, this does not show that the hypothesis 
is true. As he recognizes, to conclude on the basis of a set of scratch tests 
that the Kohinoor diamond is hard is to go far beyond what the experi-
mental data strictly imply. The predictions which test a hypothesis (i.e. 
the scratch tests that might conceivably be performed on the Kohinoor 
diamond) form a continuum – that is, an inexhaustible, because abnu-
merable, totality of possible experimental trials. Yet at any given time 
the experiments undertaken to test a hypothesis (i.e. the actual scratch 
tests performed on the Kohinoor diamond) never amount to more than 
a finite collection. This means that for any collection of experimental 
results that support a hypothesis – no matter how multitudinous – there 
remain further conceivable experimental trials, results of which might 
contradict the hypothesis. Given that Peirce sees no way for inquirers 
to guarantee the results of experiments in advance of performing them 
and no way to exhaust the experimental trials  pertinent to the truth of 
a hypothesis, he needs to explain how inquirers are justified in making 
inferences about a continuum of conceivable test results based on finite 
samples of data (i.e. how from a finite sample of scratch test results they 
can legitimately infer that the Kohinoor diamond would resist  scratching 
in every conceivable case).26

To better understand Peirce’s conception of the problem of justifying 
hypotheses inductively it helps to appreciate how he thinks induction 

26 Peirce says that if it were possible to examine all the conceivable consequences of a hypothesis, 
inferring a law would be a matter of deduction, not induction (2.757, c. 1905 and NEM 3: 200, 
1911). However, since no collection exhausts the cases covered by a habit, induction is not redu-
cible to deduction (8.361, 1908).
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differs from other sorts of inference to which it is superficially  similar. 
Induction resembles abduction inasmuch as it involves the inference of 
a law based on finite data. However, in the case of abduction, the law 
inferred is a hypothesis invented by an inquirer to explain available data. 
Since the fit between the hypothesis and the data is contrived by the 
inquirer, it does not provide an independent test of the hypothesis inferred. 
In induction, by contrast, the predictions deduced from a given hypothesis 
are compared to judgements compelled by percepts produced by carrying 
out the relevant experiments. Since the results of these experiments are not 
determined by the inquirer or known in advance of performing them, they 
serve to test how well the hypothesis represents its object. The problem of 
inductive inference is not, as in abduction, the problem of determining the 
conditions under which inquirers are justified in taking a hypothesis to be 
a reasonable candidate for testing. The problem of induction is rather to 
determine the conditions under which inquirers are justified in concluding 
on the basis of a finite sample of experimental tests that these test results 
would be replicated in a continuum of further possible cases.

Induction is also similar to statistical deduction inasmuch as both 
forms of inference draw on principles of random sampling. However, 
induction differs from statistical deduction in that it aims to determine 
what is true, not merely what would be true if a hypothesis were true 
(NEM 3: 189, 1911). Moreover, unlike statistical deduction, induction does 
not merely spell out the content implied in a hypothesis. Rather it yields 
conclusions that go beyond the content of the experimental results that 
serve as its premises. Finally, as explained below, Peirce does not think 
the method of induction yields true conclusions from true premises more 
often than not on repeated trials, as statistical deduction does. For him, 
the most that can be said for induction as a method is that while it may 
lead inquirers to false conclusions, it is ultimately self-corrective:
The validity of an inductive argument consists, then, in the fact that it pursues 
a method which, if duly persisted in, must, in the very nature of things, lead to 
a result indefinitely approximating to the truth in the long run. (2.781, 1902)27

Peirce’s argument for the self-correctiveness of induction is clearest in 
the case of what he calls ‘quantitative induction’, that is, inferences of the 
 following form:

P1 S1, . . ., Sn is a numerous and randomly drawn set of Ms.
P2 r% of Ss are P.
C  Probably and approximately r% of Ms are P.

27  See 5.145, 1903 and NEM 3: 189, 1911.
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Consider, for example, the hypothesis that a particular coin is fair. The 
hypothesis implies that a sufficiently large sample of random tosses of the 
coin, say 1000, would contain roughly 500 heads (i.e. 50%). Suppose that 
to test this theory by induction the coin is randomly tossed 1000 times 
and exactly 500 of the tosses are heads.28 Peirce thinks it is legitimate to 
infer by quantitative induction that the hypothesis is true, that is, that 
approximately 50% of all conceivable tosses of the coin are heads.

Peirce does not think the accuracy of any particular inductive conclusion 
can be determined. There is, he says, no way in the case of the coin to assess 
whether the sample on which the inductive conclusion is based is represen-
tative of the population from which it is drawn, given that even an unfair 
coin might appear fair over 1000 tosses. Nor does he think the conclusion 
that ‘50% of all tosses of the coin are heads’ would turn out to be true in the 
majority of cases were the same method of reasoning to be repeated. To the 
contrary, the number of heads would likely be different in each 1000-toss 
sample and thus each such sample would yield a different conclusion about 
the frequency (r) with which the coin is disposed to come up heads.

Nevertheless, although inquirers cannot tell whether an inductive 
 conclusion is based on a reliable sample or not, Peirce thinks they can 
be assured on the basis of the law of large numbers that among the pos-
sible 1000-toss random samples, more are reliable than not. From this he 
thinks it follows that if the conclusion ‘50% of all tosses of the coin will 
be heads’ is based on an unreliable sample, the odds are that upon repeat-
ing the sampling procedure, it would eventually be replaced by a different 
and more accurate conclusion – one based on a different, but reliable, 
sample of the same size. As he explains:
[I]n [quantitative] induction we say that the proportion [r] of the sample being 
P ’s, probably there is about the same proportion in the whole lot, or at least, if 
this happens not to be so, then on continuing the drawings the inference will 
be, not vindicated as in the other case [i.e. the case of statistical deduction], but 
modified so as to become true. (2.703, 1883)29

28 In addition to the requirement that the sample be sufficiently large and random, Peirce insists 
that the quality being tested for – in this case, the frequency with which the coin comes up 
heads – must be designated in advance of drawing the sample, or, ‘predesignated’. The reason is 
that after the fact it is always possible to discover some pattern among the members of the sample 
which when generalized yields fallacious inferences (2.788f., 1901). He also requires that none of 
the data from which the hypothesis is inferred by abduction can be included in the results used 
to test it (2.758, c. 1905).

29 The quotation continues: ‘The [statistical] deduction, then, is probable in this sense, that though 
its conclusion may in a particular case be falsified, yet similar conclusions (with the same ratio 
[r]) would generally prove approximately true; while the induction is probable in this sense, that 
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In statistical deduction, recall, the character of a sample is inferred 
from information about the character of the population from which it 
is drawn. One and the same estimate, p, is inferred to be true of each 
sample drawn and, Peirce claims, the inference is justified because p will 
be true of more samples than not. Even if a false conclusion is inferred 
by statistical deduction, the estimated value p will be ‘vindicated’ in the 
sense that it will hold more often than not should the same sampling 
procedure be repeated. In the case of quantitative induction, by contrast, 
a different estimated value (r1,. . . , rn) is inferred for each sample drawn. 
However, given the law of large numbers, more of the possible inferred 
values approximate the distribution found in the population than not. 
There is no way to tell whether a given inferred value (ri) is accurate (6.40, 
1892). Nor can inquirers assign a probability to the truth of a particular 
inductive conclusion (1.92, 1896). Nevertheless, inquirers can be assured 
(in view of the law of large numbers) that any estimate inferred from an 
unreliable sample would, in all probability, be ‘modified’ in light of a 
sample that is reliable. In the case of quantitative induction, then, it is 
the way of proceeding that proves trustworthy, rather than any individual 
conclusion drawn (2.780, 1902).30 Peirce writes:
Induction . . . is not justified by any relation between the facts stated in the 
 premises and the fact stated in the conclusion; and it does not infer that the 
latter fact is either necessary or objectively probable. But the justification of 
its conclusion is that that conclusion is reached by a method which, steadily 
persisted in, must lead to true knowledge in the long run of cases of its appli-
cation, whether to the existing world or to any imaginable world whatsoever. 
(7.207, 1901)

In short, quantitative induction is justified because it is self-correcting.
Peirce claims that quantitative induction applies only given a popula-

tion comprising individuals – objects that are clearly individuated and 
distinct from one another. The method also requires that each entity sam-
pled is given the same probative weight – no one member of the sample is 
taken to be any more informative about the population from which it is 

though it may happen to give a false conclusion, yet in most cases in which the same precept of 
inference was followed, a different and approximately true inference (with the right value of [r]) 
would be drawn’ (2.703, 1883, square brackets added).

30 He writes: ‘in the case of analytic inference [i.e. deduction] we know the probability of our con-
clusion (if the premises are true), but in the case of synthetic inferences [i.e. induction] we only 
know the degree of trustworthiness of our proceeding’ (W3: 305, 878). Inquirers adopt inductive 
conclusions ‘provisionally, until further evidence is obtained’ and are in no position to make 
even probable guesses as to whether they will hold up or not (NEM 3: 197, 1911).
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drawn than any other member.31 However, these conditions do not obtain 
in every legitimate inductive inference.

Consider an example of what Peirce calls ‘qualitative induction’ (2.759, 
c. 1905).32 The hypothesis that a particular coin is made of gold implies that 
the coin has all the characteristics common and peculiar to gold things. 
Since, according to Peirce, the characteristics of the coin are abnumer-
able, it is not possible to examine all of them in order to determine the 
truth of the hypothesis.33 Thus, testing the hypothesis is a matter of infer-
ring the character of a continuum of characteristics based on some finite 
sample of them.

Peirce thinks there are two reasons why quantitative induction does 
not apply in this case. First, qualities cannot be precisely individuated. If 
the coin has a golden colour, then its obverse is golden and its reverse is 
golden. However, there is no conclusive answer to the question of whether 
being golden involves one, two or three characteristics (6.526, c. 1901). 
Moreover, he stresses that the quality of being ‘golden’ cannot be precisely 
individuated, since colours shade continuously into one another without 
definite boundaries between them. Since qualities cannot be individuated 
in a determinate way, there is, in cases of qualitative induction, no precise 
counterpart to the random selection of individuals that occurs in quan-
titative induction and, moreover, no precise way to calculate how many 
qualities would constitute an appropriate sample. Second, some character-
istics of the coin are more relevant than others in determining whether it 
is gold (6.256, c. 1901). Passing the test for atomic number provides much 
stronger evidence that the coin is gold than passing the test for colour or 
malleability does. Hence, unlike in quantitative induction, not all of the 
members of the sample population are accorded equal evidential weight 
(2.759, c. 1905). Nor does Peirce think there is any precise way of assessing 
their relative significance.34

31 On Peirce’s view, this is implied by the requirement that the sample be random: ‘[a] sample is a 
random one, provided it is drawn by such machinery, artificial or physiological, that in the long 
run any one individual of the whole lot would get taken as often as any other’ (1.93, c. 1896).

32 Peirce uses this term in different ways and for many different kinds of inference. The example 
discussed here illustrates what I take to be the central ideas in all his formulations of the notion – 
that the members of the sample population are not countable units and that they are not of equal 
probative value. See, for example, 6.526, c. 1901 and 8.229–33, 1910.

33 The coin has a relation to every point in space and time, and since, for Peirce, space and time are 
continuous, the totality of such points exceeds any conceivable collection. Hence, the character-
istics of the coin are abnumerable.

34 Qualitative induction: ‘enumerates qualities and circumstances though they are things not cap-
able of being counted, or rather, they have no sharp unmistakable boundaries so that there can 
be no doubt how they ought to be counted. Indeed we don’t want to count them but we need to 
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Despite its differences from quantitative induction, however, Peirce 
claims that qualitative induction remains self-corrective. Suppose, for 
example, that the coin passes tests for malleability and colour and on this 
basis we infer it is gold. Peirce claims that while the premises of this infer-
ence lend some credence to the conclusion, they do not guarantee that the 
coin has all the other characteristics of gold. Nor do they provide reasons 
for thinking this conclusion is even probable. For him, what makes it rea-
sonable to conclude from this evidence that the coin is gold is that if the 
conclusion is wrong, the error is bound to be discovered through repeated 
application of the same method of testing – that is, through persistent 
examination of the remaining characteristics of the coin. This stands to 
reason, he thinks, because if the coin is not gold, there must be some 
characteristic common and peculiar to gold things that it does not pos-
sess. This property must be capable of being detected, at least in principle, 
since, according to the pragmatic maxim, any characteristic meaningfully 
predicated of an object is such that the performance of certain experimen-
tal operations would manifest it. So even if an inquirer draws a false con-
clusion by qualitative induction, the method is such that the error would 
ultimately be corrected (provided it is correctly applied and pursued suffi-
ciently far). Thus, qualitative induction is self-corrective.

It is important to stress that while Peirce thinks qualitative and quan-
titative induction are self-corrective, he does not think inquirers who use 
them have any way of determining when the process of testing a hypoth-
esis has gone far enough. Nor can inquirers quantify the risk of error 
involved in accepting a conclusion arrived at by quantitative or qualitative 
induction as sufficiently confirmed. For him, it bears repeating; it is only 
the method of induction that can be established as trustworthy, not the 
specific conclusions arrived at in applying it.35 Still, even though inquir-
ers cannot know that a hypothesis has been tested enough or determine 
the likelihood that it would be overturned were testing to continue, he 
thinks they should recognize that ‘it does not pay (in any given state of 
science) to push the investigation beyond a certain point in fullness or 
precision’ (1.122, c. 1896).36 Having tossed 10,000 heads in a row with a 

weigh them. But there is no simple unmistakable way of measuring them’ (NEM 3: 200, 1911). 
‘One can say roughly that one [characteristic] is more significant than another; but no approach 
to actual weighing of their significance can, in most cases, be made’ (7.216, c. 1901).

35 Peirce writes: ‘I know of no way of measuring the probative force of Inductions. If there be any 
such way I suppose I shall have to leave the discovery of it for my successors’ (NEM: 189, 1909). 
See also NEM 3: 205, 1909.

36 It does not pay epistemologically, that is. Peirce is applying principles of the economy of 
research.
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coin, Peirce would insist it is more reasonable to conclude that the coin 
is unfair than to waste time and effort retesting the coin to see if, des-
pite all the evidence, it is fair after all. Likewise, he would agree that it 
is better to accept that a coin is gold on the basis of a small number of 
judiciously chosen tests than to spend a lifetime repeating the same tests 
or refining their accuracy to some obsessively high degree of precision. 
In any line of inquiry, ‘there is in any given stage of its development, an 
appropriate standard of certitude and exactitude, such that it is useless 
to require more, and unsatisfactory to have less’ (1.85, c. 1896). Once the 
appropriate standard has been reached, he thinks inquirers rightly accept 
 hypotheses as true (mindful of their inability to assess the trustworthi-
ness of inductive conclusions) and even rely on them in further research 
(while  remaining ever alert to counter-evidence).

There is one further kind of inductive inference that Peirce thinks 
 indispensable in rational inquiry (7.111, 1903) – the kind he calls ‘crude 
induction’ (2.756, c. 1905).37 In crude induction inquirers deny that ‘a gen-
eral kind of event ever will occur on the ground that it never has occurred’ 
(2.269, c. 1897), as when it is inferred that there is no clairvoyance given that 
no cases of it have been verified (2.756, c. 1905) or when it is inferred that 
every human being is born of a woman from the lack of counter-examples. 
Crude inductions infer that future experience will be like the past.

Crude induction is necessary in inquiry because the testing of theories 
comes to an end. In deciding that inquiry has gone sufficiently far and 
that further testing of a hypothesis is uneconomical, inquirers commit 
themselves to the conclusion that future experimental results will not be 
markedly different from those achieved to date (7.215, 1901). In such cases, 
then, they rely on crude induction.

Peirce thinks that inferring that a hypothesis is true solely on the 
grounds that nothing speaks against is ‘the weakest kind of inductive 
reasoning’ (2.756, c. 1905), since conclusions inferred by this method are 
‘liable at any moment to be utterly shattered by a single experience’ (2.757, 
c. 1905).38 In crude induction:
there is no probable indication in advance, if its conclusion is to break down; so 
that, as long as it does not break down, there is nothing to be said but that no 
reason appears as yet for giving up the hypothesis. It gives, therefore, but a very 
slight and merely negative support to the hypothesis. (7.215, c. 1905)

37 Peirce also calls crude induction ‘rudimentary induction’ and ‘the Pooh-pooh argument’ (7.111, 
1903). See also 2.756, c. 1905; 2.758n1, c. 1902; and 8.237, 1910.

38 Peirce claims that crude induction ‘is the only kind of induction that is capable of inferring the 
truth of what, in logic, is termed a universal proposition’ (2.757, 1905).
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Still, he insists that, for all its weakness, crude induction is a legitimate 
form of inference, for although:
the unexpected, when it comes, comes with a bang . . . until the fatal day arrives, 
this argument causes us to anticipate just what does happen and prevents us 
from anticipating a thousand things that do not happen. (2.757n1, c. 1902)

Moreover, Peirce thinks that, like other forms of induction, crude induc-
tion is justified because it is self-corrective. For any mistaken extrapola-
tion of past results to future cases, there is a conceivable counter-example, 
discovery of which would lead inquirers from a false belief to a true one.

It might be thought that there could be counter-examples to hypoth-
eses that lie beyond the scope of what inquiry can disclose and, this being 
the case, that inquiry is susceptible to errors it is incapable of correct-
ing. However, this possibility is precluded by Peirce’s theory of symbols. 
According to his pragmatic maxim, every proposition expresses a law that 
defines the character of a continuum of possible experiences, and every 
law expressed by a proposition has the form of a general rule or habit 
(5.170, 1903). Since the habits that express propositions have no meaning 
apart from their application to objects of public experience (see Chapter 
5), there can be no laws with a character utterly distinct from that which 
is disclosed in some pattern of experimental results falling under it. Thus 
Peirce thinks every law is such that its character is capable of being exem-
plified in some finite collection of experimental results. As he puts it:
[T]hat endless series [of experimental results implied by a hypothesis] must have 
some character; and it would be absurd to say that experience has a character 
which is never manifested. But there is no other way in which the character of 
that series can manifest itself than while the endless series is still incomplete. 
Therefore, if the character manifested by the series up to a certain point is not 
that character which the entire series possesses, still, as the series goes on, it must 
eventually tend, however irregularly, towards becoming so; and all the rest of the 
reasoner’s life will be a continuation of this inferential process. (2.784, 1902)39

In other words, the meaning of a hypothesis is given by its practical 
 consequences, and those consequences can only ever be manifested in 
a pattern of actual experimental trials. Hence, the character of any law 
implied by a hypothesis must be detectable on the basis of some finite col-
lection of results. In crude induction inquirers extrapolate finite results to 
a continuum of possible experiences, and this continuum extends beyond 

39 Peirce says that ‘the validity of induction depends upon the necessary relation between the gen-
eral and the singular. It is precisely this which is the support of Pragmatism’ (5.170, 1905).
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what is implied by any collection of actual (i.e. individual) experimen-
tal results. However, since there cannot be an intelligible hypothesis with 
counter-examples that are impervious to detection, rational inquiry is 
destined to correct any errors to which crude induction might lead.

Earlier it was observed that induction figures importantly in Peirce’s 
justification of the method of abduction. It was noted that he defends 
abduction as a method of attaining the truth by arguing that inquirers 
have a propensity to guess correctly, and justifies this claim by induction 
from the reliability of everyday judgements and the progress of scientific 
inquiry. It was also noted that Peirce dismisses the objection that in jus-
tifying abduction by appeal to induction he is reasoning in a circle – that 
the principles of his theory of inquiry are presupposed in the claims used 
to justify them. On his view, defending abduction by appeal to facts jus-
tified by principles of induction is legitimate so long as the principles of 
induction are themselves justified on independent grounds, grounds that 
do not presume the principles of his theory of inquiry. As it has been 
explained here, Peirce’s defence of induction as a self-corrective method 
meets this burden. His argument relies exclusively on the law of large 
numbers and his theory of symbols. The former he takes to be a math-
ematical theorem of the theory of probability and, hence, demonstrable a 
priori by the sort of diagrammatic reasoning discussed in Chapter 2. The 
latter he establishes through a priori investigation of the nature of signs 
(as explained in Chapter 5).40 Thus, on his account, the method of abduc-
tion is defended by induction, and the method of induction is defended 
by deduction.41 Inasmuch as he thinks his defence of the principles of his 
theory of inquiry proceeds from obvious premises by obvious deductive 
steps and does not exploit these principles as premises, he denies that it 
is circular. In other words, his defence of the principles of his theory of 
inquiry does not presume that these principles are true.
40 Inasmuch as induction, for Peirce, is a method of inferring laws that govern the relative fre-

quency of certain kinds of events in the long run of experience, it legitimately applies only if 
the world is lawful. But this should not be taken to imply that Peirce’s justification of induction 
rests on the factual assumption that the actual world is lawfully ordered. All Peirce claims to 
show a priori is that induction would be self-corrective in any world (existing or imagined (7.207, 
c. 1901)) in which there is a truth to be discovered (1.608, 1903). Whether there are laws in the 
actual world remains a question of fact that is not decided a priori on the basis of the science of 
inquiry. The crucial point, so far as Peirce is concerned, is that induction is justified deductively, 
and since deductions do not assume the truth of any material propositions, the defence of induc-
tion is independent of any factual claims about the actual world.

41 ‘Among [the] opinions which I have constantly maintained is this, that while Abductive and 
Inductive reasoning are utterly irreducible, either to the other or to Deduction, or Deduction 
to either of them, yet the only rationale of these methods is essentially Deductive or Necessary’ 
(5.146, 1903).
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How inquiry corrects itself

Having explained how Peirce justifies each method involved in rational 
inquiry, we are now in a position to explain his claim that rational inquiry 
as a whole is self-corrective. As noted, he thinks each form of inference 
corresponds to a distinct stage of inquiry. Abduction provides a hypothesis 
from which deduction derives testable consequences, the truth of which 
is discerned through the self-corrective procedures of inductive testing. 
Test results consist of perceptual judgements compelled by percepts that 
are consequent on the performance of experimental procedures. Positive 
test results sustain belief in a hypothesis and lead to its further application 
in other domains of inquiry. Negative results narrow the range of pos-
sible hypotheses and provide new data on which to devise new theories by 
abduction. Repeated and persistent testing would yield a true assessment 
of each hypothesis and each perceptual judgement since induction is self-
corrective. Meanwhile, adherence to the principles of the economy of 
research would ensure that the pursuit of truth is conducted at minimum 
cost. According to Peirce’s theory, so long as there is a truth to uncover 
and inquirers are endowed with sufficiently reliable abductive instincts, 
inquiry – properly conducted and sufficiently persisted in – would lead 
from any initial state of belief to truth (5.582, 1898). Since inquiry in the 
actual world supports the hypothesis that events in the world are gov-
erned by laws and that a sufficient number of inquirers have an affinity 
for the truth, Peirce concludes that there is every reason to suppose that 
inquirers have uncovered truths to date and can be expected to do so in 
the future.

ConClusion

To this point Peirce has defended the hypothesis of the reality of laws 
from various semantic and epistemological objections raised by the 
nominalist. He has argued, contrary to what the nominalist contends, 
that the hypothesis that laws are real is intelligible, even though it can-
not be expressed as a collection of claims about individuals. Indeed, he 
thinks his defence of the pragmatic maxim shows that the reality of laws 
is implied by the truth of any symbol. Peirce has further argued that 
the hypothesis that laws are real is verifiable by the methods of rational 
inquiry, even though it implies more in the way of testable consequences 
than can be confirmed directly on the basis of (finite) evidence available 
to inquirers.
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However, it is one thing to claim that a hypothesis is meaningful and 
verifiable, quite another to claim that it is correct. Having clarified what 
it means to claim that laws are real and having established a method by 
which the question of the reality of laws is to be settled, Peirce still needs 
to provide reasons for thinking the hypothesis that laws are real is true. 
Before turning to this issue, however, it is important to be clear about 
what he thinks the claim to truth means and, in particular, to examine 
the ways he thinks nominalism invites confusion about this notion. This 
is the topic of the next chapter.
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CH A PTER 8

Theories of truth: Peirce versus the nominalists

Peirce’s discussion of the nature of truth is pertinent to his critique of 
nominalism for two main reasons. First, he views his treatment of the 
question of truth as a model of philosophical inquiry. He observes that 
nominalists do not agree about how truth is to be understood and thinks 
they lack a clear method for resolving their disagreements. By broaching 
the question of truth through an investigation of the nature of  symbols, 
he offers a potent illustration of the superiority of his philosophical 
method over those proffered by nominalists in ‘bring[ing] to an end those 
prolonged disputes of philosophers which no observations of facts could 
settle, and yet in which each side claims to prove the other wrong’ (5.6, 
1902). Secondly, Peirce’s theory of truth challenges the foundations of the 
nominalist conception of knowledge. Thus, his discussion of truth con
firms and extends the epistemological critique of nominalism discussed 
in the previous two chapters. Here I explain Peirce’s view of the debates 
among nominalists over the nature of truth, the method he brings to bear 
on them and the significance of the theory he prefers for his case against 
nominalism.

NomiNA l ism A Nd T HE PRobl Em of TRu T H

Peirce does not think nominalists are committed to any particular theory 
of truth merely by denying the reality of laws and general kinds. However, 
he thinks they share a common approach to the question of truth, one 
that is seriously flawed. As he sees it, nominalists frame the problem 
of truth in terms of a theory of knowledge informed by the metaphys
ical view that only individuals exist. They typically view knowledge as 
grounded in sensation and introspection and hold that any information 
gained through experience of this kind is to be analysed into individual 
sensory contents that are immediately apprehended by the mind. Since no 
two inquirers are immediately connected to the same sensory particulars, 
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nominalists maintain that the data on which knowledge is founded are 
private and vary from inquirer to inquirer. On this view, then, it becomes 
a pressing problem to explain how it is possible to know objects in an 
external, public world on the basis of subjective experience internal to the 
mind. The theories of truth that nominalists promote are formulated with 
this problem in mind.

In their effort to account for knowledge of the external world, Peirce 
thinks nominalists opt for one of four traditional accounts of truth, each 
of which faces serious difficulties.1

Nominalists who defend the correspondence theory of truth argue 
that a belief is true if it accurately represents the way the world is inde
pendently of how it is conceived to be by an inquirer. They are attracted 
to this view because it preserves the idea that real objects have a charac
ter that is independent of thought and that truth is determined by the 
nature of these objects, rather than the nature of these objects being 
determined by what inquirers take to be true of them. However, pro
ponents of this view face the problem of explaining precisely what sort 
of correspondence between beliefs and the world truth requires and 
how inquirers can know that this correspondence obtains when there 
is no way for them to gauge reality except through beliefs grounded 
in private experience. In the absence of a standard of truth independ
ent of belief, such a view threatens to make truth claims impossible to 
substantiate.

Some nominalists who doubt that the problems with the corres
pondence theory can be overcome view truth as a relation of  coherence 
among beliefs. They accept that any conception of reality that  inquirers 
might appeal to in evaluating truth claims is informed by some the
ory of the world or other and conclude from this that the only way 
to determine the truth or falsehood of a belief is by appeal to other 
beliefs. For them, truth belongs to beliefs that cohere in a rational 
 system, rather than being attributed to them on the basis of a cor
respondence between beliefs and a reality external to thought. While 
such a view makes truth a verifiable relation – the coherence of beliefs 
being open to inspection – it does so at the expense of the idea that 
reality is independent of thought. On this view, real objects are a sub
set of the objects of experience, and objects of experience are internal 
to the mind. This view also seems unable to account for the distinction 
between a true theory of the world and a coherent set of falsehoods. 

1  Peirce does not think nominalists are the only proponents of these theories of truth.
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Moreover, since the experiences underlying beliefs vary from inquirer 
to inquirer, this view allows that there could be logically incompatible 
but equally coherent – and thus equally true – theories of the world. It 
therefore fails to do justice to the idea that what is true for one inquirer 
is true for all of them.

In an effort to preserve the ideas that truth is intersubjective and 
claims to truth require public justification, certain other nominalists 
identify truth with what inquirers agree on, differences in their indi
vidual  experiences notwithstanding. Such a view avoids the problem of 
identifying truth with an unverifiable relation of correspondence – since 
agreement is readily apparent – and ensures that truth does not vary from 
individual to individual – since consensus is intersubjective. However, it 
fails to recognize that whereas the beliefs inquirers agree on vary from 
community to community and age to age, truth does not, and, what is 
more, it is entirely possible for there to be a universal consensus on beliefs 
that are false.

Faced with the problems of the theories discussed so far, some 
 nominalists opt for the view that a true belief is one that successfully 
guides action. On this instrumentalist theory, beliefs are not literal 
 representations of the way the world is apart from thought. Rather they 
are tools and deemed true if they serve as a reliable means for attain
ing one’s goals. Such a view ensures the verifiability of truth, since the 
 effectiveness of a belief can be tested by applying it, and provides an inter
subjective standard of truth, since the instrumental success of a belief can 
be determined by each inquirer. However, this theory faces the difficulty 
that false beliefs can give rise to successful actions, while true beliefs often 
inhibit the attainment of desired outcomes.

Peirce thinks it unsurprising that nominalists are unable to agree about 
the nature of truth. Advocates of one theory focus on specific intuitions 
about the nature of truth and privilege them over the equally compelling 
intuitions stressed by their opponents. What proponents of one theory 
take to be problems for future reflection to solve, proponents of the other 
theories exploit as irredeemable flaws. The result is an impasse that makes 
plausible the claim that truth is inscrutable and that debates about it are 
driven more by temperament than wisdom.

As Peirce sees it, however, the nominalists’ impasse is far from 
 inevitable and due, in part, to a flawed methodology. He thinks that once 
the  question of the nature of truth is approached through the theory of 
 symbols – and as part of the science of inquiry – the nominalists’ dis
agreements about truth are quickly resolved.
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fRom T HE T HEoRy of s y mbol s To  
T HE T HEoRy of TRu T H

Whatever one takes to be the bearers of truth values – ideas, beliefs, 
 sentences, propositions or what have you – Peirce thinks one must view 
them as cognitive representations or ‘symbols’.2 As a result, he thinks the 
nature of truth is best uncovered by examining the conditions under 
which symbols function as signs (1.191, 1903). Since any claim to truth 
presupposes a symbol whose cognitive content is understood and a 
 procedure for verifying it, he thinks the question of the nature of true 
symbols is inseparable from questions of meaning and method addressed 
in the  science of inquiry.

In pursuing the nature of truth through the science of inquiry Peirce 
departs significantly from the way nominalists typically proceed. On 
the nominalist view, the question of truth is tied to metaphysical ques
tions about what there is (e.g. whether reality comprises individuals and 
is devoid of laws and general kinds), about the nature of the mind (e.g. 
whether the mind is a private realm that stands apart from the external 
world), the nature of reality (e.g. whether reality transcends the limits 
of experience) and the relations between them. Peirce’s theory of truth, 
by contrast, is grounded by his theory of inquiry, independently of any 
such metaphysical views. For him, the theory of inquiry is formal – it 
neither assumes nor implies any claims about the actual world (W3: 38, 
1872). And while he thinks the notion of rational inquiry implies that 
there is truth and that it is attainable – and thus, that there is a real world 
to know – he insists that a theory of inquiry need not, indeed must not, 
prejudge the outcome of inquiry by making material assumptions about 
the way the world is. Whether the world is physical or mental in nature, 
whether it exists outside the minds of inquirers and whether knowledge 
of the world is mediated by subjective experiences are, on his view, ques
tions to be answered through inquiry in the special sciences, not to be 
settled a priori by the science of inquiry. For him, then, the question of 
the nature of truth is prior to, and independent of, the metaphysical views 
from which nominalists begin. The theory of inquiry reveals what ‘truth’ 
means (and thereby sheds light on what it means to claim that something 
is real) while leaving it to inquirers in the special sciences to determine 
what truths hold of the actual world.

2 He calls truth claims ‘dicent symbols’ – which are ‘propositions’ – and claims that ‘truth belongs 
exclusively to propositions’ (5.553, 1906).
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Considered independently of their underlying metaphysical assump
tions, Peirce thinks the various accounts of truth nominalists defend can 
be reconciled in a single, unified theory. On the view he defends, cor
respondence, coherence, consensus and instrumental reliability are all 
essential conditions of the truth of a symbol. Moreover, these seemingly 
disparate conditions of truth are interdependent – that is, none can be 
realized unless each of them is. This means that, for Peirce, these four 
characterizations of truth imply the same consequences. Properly under
stood in accordance with the pragmatic maxim, they are equivalent, and 
there is no meaningful debate as to which one among them captures the 
essence of truth. In what follows, I explain how Peirce arrives at this con
clusion on the basis of his theory of symbols.

Peirce’s correspondence theory of truth

Nominalists who hold the correspondence theory of truth claim that 
a symbol is true if it corresponds to reality, that is, if it states a fact or 
describes an event as it is, independently of how it is represented or 
believed to be. As noted, the intuitions underlying this view are: that 
there is a way the world is, how it is does not depend on how inquirers 
think it is and that a belief is true if and only if it represents this reality.

These intuitions are preserved on Peirce’s account of truth but, unlike 
the nominalist, he rests them on his theory of inquiry, rather than on a 
metaphysical view about what exists and how inquirers are connected to it.  
Since, for him, the theory of inquiry provides the ‘general conditions of 
the attainment of truth’ (NEM 4: 196, nd) and what is real is understood 
only in so far as it is represented by true symbols, the theory of inquiry 
provides ‘the whole statement of facts from which we must infer whatever 
we can know of the mode of being of the real’ (W3: 60–1, 1872).3

On Peirce’s account of inquiry, both true and false symbols represent 
objects. What distinguishes them is the ‘mode of being’ of the objects 
they represent (W3: 61, 1872). True symbols are those the content of 
which is determined by ‘nothing human, but by some external perman
ency – by something upon which our thinking has no effect’ (W3: 253, 
1877). In using the term ‘external permanency’ Peirce is not invoking 
an ontological contrast between the inner realm of the mind and an 
extramental world. Rather he is making the purely logical point that 
from the fact that a symbol represents an object as having a certain 

3  See also W2: 470–1, 1871.
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characteristic it does not follow that the object really has that charac
teristic. This principle is fundamental to rational inquiry, because ‘if 
thinking otherwise is going to make [things] otherwise there is no use 
in reasoning or studying [the theory of inquiry]’ (2.135, 1902). Inquiry is 
senseless unless there is a difference between truth and falsehood and, 
moreover, between thinking one is right and being right (5.96, 1903). 
As he says, ‘[t]he essence of the opinion’ that reality is independent of 
belief ‘is that there is something that is SO, no matter if there be an 
overwhelming vote against it’ (2.135, 1902). Whatever the nature of real
ity happens to be, it remains the case that from the point of view of the 
theory of inquiry ‘[t]he real is that which is not whatever we happen to 
think it, but is unaffected by what we may think of it’ (W2: 467, 1871) 
and real objects are ‘independent of how you or I or any number of per
sons think about it’ (W3: 49, 1872).

Peirce thinks in light of this characterization of reality that true 
 symbols do correspond to objects as they are in themselves:
[A] true proposition corresponds to a real matter of fact, by which is meant a 
state of things, definite and individual, which does not consist merely in being 
 represented (in any particular representation) to be as it is. (8.126, 1900)4

The object of a true symbol functions as an independent variable – it 
determines the truth or falsehood of an inquirer’s beliefs, rather than 
being determined by those beliefs (5.554–5, 1906 and 8.153, 1901). Since 
what is true does not depend on what inquirers think, intuitions about 
the independence of belief and reality are maintained on Peirce’s view.

It is important to notice, however, that while Peirce embraces the 
ideas that motivate the correspondence theory of truth, his account is at 
odds with the nominalist’s formulation of this view. For the nominalist, 
 correspondence implies a relation between private ideas in the mind and 
socalled ‘thingsinthemselves’ – that is, objects that exist beyond experi
ence in a realm to which inquirers have no direct epistemological access. 
On Peirce’s view, such a theory is nonsensical. According to his pragmatic 
maxim, concepts are cognitively meaningful if and only if they have 
experiential content. Since ‘thingsinthemselves’ are said to lie beyond 
the world of experience, this notion implies no testable consequences.  

4 While Peirce says ‘that truth is the correspondence of a representation with its object is, as Kant 
says, merely the nominal definition of it’ (5.553, 1906) and views a nominal definition as one that 
‘merely explains the meaning of a term which is adopted for convenience’ (as opposed to a real 
definition which ‘analyzes a conception’ (NEM 4: 286, c. 1903)), it is clear he does not reject the 
correspondence view outright. What he objects to is the failure to characterize the relevant cor
respondence relation in terms of the theory of symbols.
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It thus lacks any cognitive meaning.5 For Peirce, then, the nominalist’s 
claim that truth is correspondence with a world beyond or behind experi
ence is neither true nor false, but nonsensical.

Peirce thinks given a proper theory of symbols it is easy to see where the 
nominalist’s formulation of the correspondence theory goes wrong. The 
nominalist’s view presumes a metaphysical picture of the relation of mind 
and world – one according to which knowers are separated from their 
objects by intermediary ideas. It is this picture of the relation between 
inquirers and the world – not the idea of truth as correspondence per se – 
that gives rise to sceptical worries about the ability of inquirers to make 
good on their claims to truth. As Peirce sees it, however, the content of 
a symbol cannot be fixed apart from its indexical relation to the object it 
represents. Since indexical relations are dyadic, and the terms of a dyadic 
relation are interdependent (see Chapter 5), it follows that the conditions 
under which something operates as a symbol can be specified only by ref
erence to the conditions under which something functions as its object 
(and conversely).6 Moreover, the indexical connection of a  symbol to its 
object is dynamical and unmediated. On his view, then, experience does 
not separate knowers from their objects. To the contrary, it is rather a point 
of contact at which symbols (cognition) and their objects (the world) meet. 
Finally, unlike on the nominalist view, the correspondence between a true 
symbol and a real object remains cognizable, since the indexical relation 
between a symbol and its object must be such that it is represented in 
its interpretants. Thus, whereas the nominalist ‘sunder[s] existence out of 
the mind and being in the mind as two wholly improportionable modes’ 
(W2: 471, 1871), Peirce insists:
To make a distinction between the true conception of a thing [i.e. a symbol] and 
the thing itself [i.e. its object] is . . . only to regard one and the same thing from 
two different points of view; for the immediate object of thought in a true judge
ment [i.e. true symbol] is the reality. (W2: 471, 1871)7

5 As Peirce explains: ‘there can be no conception of the absolutely incognizable, since nothing of 
that sort occurs in experience. But the meaning of a term is the conception which it conveys. 
Hence, a term can have no such meaning’ (W2: 208, 1868).

6 A roadmap, for example, is distinct from the network of highways it represents, but the marks on 
the map function as representations (i.e. form a map) only by virtue of their relation to the roads 
they picture. Conversely, the roads are objects of symbols only by virtue of their relation to the 
marks which represent them.

7 ‘When a thing is in such relation to the individual mind that that mind cognizes it, it is in the 
mind; and its being so in the mind will not in the least diminish its external existence. For he [the 
pragmatist] does not think of the mind as a receptacle, which if a thing is in, it ceases to be out of ’ 
(W2: 471, 1871). What is in the mind is a symbol, but the identity of a symbol can only be fixed 
in relation to its object. Hence, the object of true thought is the real object. The contrast between 
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In short, Peirce does not dispute the nominalist’s claim that true  symbols 
correspond to objects as they are independent of thought, he merely 
rejects the metaphysical assumptions underlying the nominalist’s inter
pretation of this view, on the grounds that they render the notion of a 
 correspondence between symbols and objects unintelligible.

Peirce’s coherence theory of truth

Nominalists who defend the coherence theory accept the same dichot
omy between the mind and the world drawn by defenders of the corres
pondence theory. However, they argue that inquirers cannot get outside 
their beliefs to compare them with thingsinthemselves and any evalu
ation of a belief in relation to its object involves further beliefs. Thus, they 
conclude, truth depends on relations of coherence among beliefs, not the 
correspondence between beliefs and a world outside experience.

The central claims of the coherence theory are preserved on Peirce’s 
account of truth, but, once again, they are construed in light of his theory 
of symbols, rather than taken to rest on a metaphysical view of the relation 
between the mind and the world. On his account, truth is intelligible only 
if the faithfulness of a symbol as a representation of its object is capable of 
being assessed through inquiry. Having dispatched the idea that the truth of 
a symbol is directly intuited, he maintains that the justification of any truth 
claim involves inference (2.311, c. 1902). Inference is the derivation of one 
symbol (a conclusion) from other symbols (its premises) according to logical 
rules, or ‘leading principles’, and since symbols determined to be true on 
the basis of inferences represent real objects, it follows, on Peirce’s view, that 
inferential relations among symbols ‘demonstrat[e] the existence of a reality’ 
(W3: 34, 1872), as nominalists who defend the coherence theory contend.8

Still, Peirce rejects the coherence theory as nominalists understand it. 
On their view, coherence is a relation that holds among wholly private 
representations, representations whose content is fixed apart from any 
connection to objects outside an inquirer’s mind. Peirce objects that this 

unreal objects and real objects is not understood in terms of a distinction between objects of 
experience and objects altogether outside experience. Rather, it is drawn within the domain of 
objects represented in symbols on the basis of the habits they manifest in experience. Real objects 
are a subset of the objects that symbols represent and thus a subset of the objects of experience. 
Notice, too, that the analysis given here is driven by the theory of symbols, not by any findings of 
psychology or metaphysics.

8 ‘It might be objected that to say the purpose of thought is to bring truth to expression is to say 
that the production of propositions, rather than that of inferences, is the primary object. But the 
production of propositions is of the general nature of inference, so that the inference is the essen
tial function of the cognitive mind’ (2.444n1, c. 1893).
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view, like the nominalist version of the correspondence theory, relies on 
a metaphysical distinction between an inner mental realm accessible to 
inquirers and an inaccessible outer reality. Having determined that this 
distinction presupposes a meaningless notion of ‘thingsinthemselves’, 
Peirce thinks the nominalist’s coherence theory is similarly nonsensical. 
However, he thinks it is only when the requirement that truth be a cog
nizable relation is combined with the nominalist’s dichotomy between 
the inner world of the mind and the outer world of thingsinthemselves 
that one is forced to the view that truth involves relations among ideas 
in an inquirer’s mind. Moreover, he thinks that the same assumption of 
an unbridgeable ontological gap between cognition (symbols) and reality 
(objects) makes it seem possible that a set of symbols might be logically 
coherent and still completely out of touch with reality.

On Peirce’s theory, the problems faced by the nominalist’s version of 
the coherence theory of truth do not arise. He holds that the denotation 
of a symbol is fixed indexically – that symbols are tied to objects of experi
ence by an immediate, dynamical relation. Moreover, objects capable of 
being represented by symbols are the only ones it makes sense to dub real 
(or unreal). Thus, for him, objects of cognitive experience are the only 
objects it makes sense to talk about as being real. However, he denies that 
it follows from this that real objects are in, or dependent on, the mind. 
For him, the distinction of socalled inner and outer objects is not the 
distinction between objects of cognitive experience and objects beyond 
experience. Rather, it is a distinction among the objects of cognitive 
experience – the objects that symbols represent. Some objects of experi
ence are real and objectively representable as independent and external to 
the mind. Others are not and are deemed to be mental in nature. Both 
inner and outer objects are real in the sense that they are the way they 
are independent of what anyone believes about them. To Peirce’s way of 
thinking, then, there is no incompatibility between the correspondence 
theorist’s claim that the nature of real objects is such that they are inde
pendent of how they are represented to be and the coherence theorist’s 
claim that the only real objects are objects of cognitive signs, provided 
both claims are interpreted in light of the theory of symbols, rather than 
as metaphysical claims about the relation of mind and world.

Indeed, Peirce argues that a symbol’s coherence with other symbols is 
a condition of its correspondence with a real object (and conversely), and, 
therefore, that a truly coherent set of symbols cannot fail to represent 
 reality as it is. According to the pragmatic maxim, the content of a true 
symbol is given by a set of conditionals of the form ‘If act A is performed 
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under conditions C, result R would occur in p% of cases.’ These 
 conditionals are inferential habits, or leading principles, that define a con
tinuum of possible inferences involving premises that assert the truth of 
the antecedent (that an Atype event occurs under Ctype conditions) and 
conclusions that assert the truth of the consequent (that an Rtype event 
occurs). Such a leading principle is true only if it is logically coherent – 
that is, only if from true premises it yields true conclusions (all or most of 
the time). For this to be the case, however, the objects represented by the 
premises (the acts of type A under conditions of type C) must be related 
to the objects represented in the conclusion (the events of type R) in the 
manner affirmed in the leading principle (4.572, 1906). If these objects 
were not so related, the symbol would imply a conclusion that is contra
dicted by a legitimate perceptual judgement and so would not be logically 
coherent. Thus, for Peirce, in order for a symbol to be fully coherent, it 
must represent things as they are – its objects must be real. He writes:
We find in this stream of thought [i.e. series of symbols] . . . a certain coherency, 
harmony or consistency, which cannot be due entirely to the laws of association 
themselves; but which extends into the additions which are made to the body 
of our thought from without. And it is this coherency which demonstrates the 
existence of a reality; or something permanent and fixed, to which our thought 
and experience, more or less perfectly, corresponds. (W3: 34, 1872)

It is important to note that, for Peirce, coherence is not just a criterion of 
correspondence. Correspondence is a relation between a symbol and a real 
object (5.554, 1906). An object is real if and only if it determines the truth 
or falsehood of a symbol, but is not determined by the symbol to be as it 
is. A true symbol, in other words, represents an object as it is ‘independ
ent of the vagaries of me and you’ (W2: 239, 1868). However, Peirce claims 
that the capacity of a real object to determine a true symbol – one that 
corresponds to it – depends not only on the nature of the object but also 
on the logical habits on which it impinges. As noted, for him, a symbol 
represents a real object only if it is related by valid principles of inquiry 
to other symbols. Thus, the conditions for realizing the correspondence 
of a symbol and a real object include the conditions for realizing certain 
inferential relations among symbols and vice versa. To conceive of truth 
in terms of coherence and to conceive of it in terms of correspondence is 
to describe the same set of conditions in two ways. According to the prag
matic maxim, then, the correspondence and coherence theories of truth 
are equivalent. As Peirce himself says, ‘cognizability (in its widest sense) 
and being are not merely metaphysically the same, but are synonymous 
terms’ (W2: 208, 1868).
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Peirce’s consensus theory of truth

According to nominalists who defend the consensus theory, truth is 
defined in terms of what inquirers agree on. This view captures the intu
ition that truth is intersubjective – that what is true for one inquirer is 
true for all of them. These intuitions are also preserved in Peirce’s theory.

When Peirce claims that truth involves the determination of beliefs by 
‘some external permanency – by something upon which our thinking has 
no effect’ (W3: 253, 1877), he immediately adds:
Our external permanency would not be external, in our sense, if it was restricted 
in its influence to one individual. It must be something which affects, or might 
affect, every man. And, though these affections are necessarily as various as are 
individual conditions, yet the method must be such that the ultimate conclusion 
of every man shall be the same. (W3: 253–4, 1877)

However various the effects of objects on individual inquirers is, the 
notion of truth, considered as the aim of inquiry, implies that what is 
true is the same for all inquirers and that truth is independent of what is 
believed to be the case:
[T]he fact that there is such a thing as a true answer to a question consists in 
this: that human inquiries, – human reasoning and observation, – tend toward 
the settlement of disputes and ultimate agreement in definite conclusions which 
are independent of the particular standpoints from which the different inquir
ers may have set out. (W5: 222, 1885)

Since real objects are those that are represented by true symbols, he says, 
‘reality consists in the agreement that the whole community would even
tually come to’ (W2: 252, 1869).

Yet Peirce denies the nominalist’s attempt to identify truth with what 
actual communities happen to agree on. Such a view, he thinks, implies 
that truth (and hence reality) varies from group to group and era to era 
and hence is not universal. He likewise rejects the view that truth is the 
opinion that will be agreed to by the community of inquirers at any point 
in the future, since what will be agreed upon depends on whether and 
how long the community of inquirers survives, the topics they choose to 
investigate and the resources they devote to research – factors which in no 
way determine what is true. On such a view, truth is not ‘something upon 
which our thinking has no effect’ (W3: 253, 1877).

The problems facing the consensus theory as nominalists understand 
it are avoided on Peirce’s account of truth, however. As he sees it, the 
conditionals that give the meaning of truth claims – conditionals of the 
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form ‘If act A is performed under conditions C, result R would occur’ – 
affirm the reality of a law governing the course of events. The ultimate  
opinion of which Peirce speaks is one which would be vindicated over the 
continuum of possible experimental trials it implies. Since the  content 
of a belief is not limited to any collection of actual events, it exceeds 
the (finite) experience of any actual community of inquirers. Thus, on 
his account, the consensus implied by truth involves all conceivable 
 inquirers – it involves ‘a COMMUNITY, without definite limits, and 
capable of a  definite increase of knowledge’ (W2: 239, 1868). Moreover, 
since the ultimate opinion is one to which rational inquiry must lead, 
no matter who carries it out, the characterization of truth as consensus 
abstracts from any contingent or idiosyncratic determinants of belief 
(such as available research money or choice of topic).

Peirce thinks nominalists who defend the consensus theory go wrong 
because, on their view, the concept of agreement is defined without con
sidering the conditions of its production. On his theory, by contrast, the 
conditions of a truly rational consensus necessarily involve the conditions 
of correspondence and coherence.

To see this, notice that, for Peirce, belief is ‘closely allied to assertion’ 
(5.29, 1903) and an assertion is ‘an act of an utterer of a proposition to an 
interpreter and consists . . . in the deliberate exercise, in uttering the prop
osition, of a force tending to determine a belief in it in the mind of the 
interpreter’ (NEM 4: 249, nd). Put more plainly, he says:
When an assertion is made, there really is some speaker, writer, or other 
 signmaker who delivers it; and he supposes there is, or will be, some hearer, 
reader, or other interpreter who will receive it. It may be a stranger upon a differ
ent planet, an aeon later; or it may be that very same man as he will be a second 
after . . . The assertion which the deliverer seeks to convey to the mind of the 
receiver relates to some object or objects which have forced themselves upon his 
attention; and he will miss his mark altogether unless he can succeed in forcing 
those very same objects upon the attention of the receiver. (3.433–4, 1896)

According to Peirce, symbols convey information about objects through 
their interpretants (2.228, c. 1897), and an uninterpretable symbol is one 
that conveys nothing and so is no sign at all (2.304, 1901). As noted in 
Chapter 5, for a symbol to convey information it must share its meaning 
with its interpretant.9 There is nothing in the nature of a symbol per se 
that implies its interpretant is private or that precludes the possibility of 
different minds apprehending the same meaning and sharing the same 

9 ‘Every assertion is an assertion that two different signs have the same object’ (2.436, c. 1893).
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beliefs. (Indeed, as the above passage makes clear, Peirce thinks private 
reflection involves the same relations among symbols as communication 
between two minds.) While Peirce’s account of symbols, being formal, 
does not imply that more than one knower exists, it does imply that sym
bols are capable of operating intersubjectively.10

As Peirce understands the concept of an ultimate agreement, it involves 
universally valid judgements about the truth of symbols with shared 
meaning. For such an agreement to be possible, on his view, the beliefs of 
various inquirers must be expressed in symbols whose meaning is deter
mined in relation to a common object. As truth claims, these symbols 
‘profess to refer or relate to something as having a real being independ
ently of the representation of it’ (2.310, c. 1902), and since the symbols on 
which there is ultimate agreement are those that would be reached by any 
rational inquirer, they are ‘independent of the vagaries of me and you’ 
(W2: 239, 1868). It follows, therefore, that the objects represented by those 
symbols have the character of something that is ‘independent of how you 
or I or any number of persons think about it’ (W3: 49, 1872) and thus are 
real. Thus, for Peirce, the conditions of ultimate rational consensus essen
tially involve the correspondence of symbols with real objects.

Conversely, if a symbol corresponds to a real object, that object is what 
it is independently of what any inquirer might think about it – a real 
object determines a true symbol, but its nature is independent of how it 
is represented to be. Since a real object is ‘independent of how you or I 
or any number of persons think about it’ (W3: 49, 1872), the content of 
the symbol it determines is ‘independent of the vagaries of me and you’ 
(W2: 239, 1868). This is just to say that the symbol expresses an opinion 
which any rational inquirer would come to accept under the right epi
stemic conditions. For Peirce, then, to say that a symbol corresponds to 
reality is to say that its object is capable of producing a consensus among 
all rational inquirers on the way the object really is.

Having already explained that correspondence and coherence are 
 interdependent conditions of truth, it follows that consensus and 
 coherence are likewise equivalent. To see this, notice that Peirce thinks 
there can be rational agreement on a symbol only if that symbol is related 
by appropriate leading principles to other symbols which justify it. Thus 
the realization of rational consensus is dependent upon the realization of 

10 Peirce alludes to this feature of symbols when he says ‘[i]t is not merely a fact of human 
Psychology, but a necessity of Logic that every logical evolution of thought should be dialogic’ 
(4.551, 1906). See also 2.27, 1902; 4.6, 1898; and 5.546, c. 1908.
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certain logical relations among symbols. In other words, the conditions of 
rational agreement involve the conditions of logical coherence.

Conversely, among the evidential judgements with which Peirce 
thinks a true belief would have to cohere are those involving the opin
ions of other rational inquirers. As he says: ‘[c]ould I be assured that 
other men candidly and with sufficient deliberation doubt any propos
ition which I regard as indubitable, that fact would inevitably cause me 
to doubt it too’ (5.509, c. 1905). For him, a belief is fully coherent only 
if it is consistent with the opinions of all qualified inquirers. However, 
a belief that is not contradicted by any rational inquirer (actual or pos
sible) is one capable of producing an ultimate rational consensus. Hence, 
he claims, the conditions of coherence involve the conditions of ultimate 
rational consensus.

As Peirce sees it, to characterize the truth of a symbol in terms of an 
ultimate consensus is to focus on the role of truth as a universal, inter
subjective standard of cognitive merit. However, symbols can determine 
a rational consensus if and only if they correspond to real objects, and 
logically cohere with the totality of possible experiential judgements. The 
conditions of coherence, correspondence and consensus are interdepend
ent and interdefined. According to the pragmatic maxim, this means that 
these concepts provide equivalent characterizations of truth.

Peirce’s instrumentalist theory of truth

According to nominalists who adopt the instrumentalist theory, a belief 
is true so long as it works, that is, enables inquirers to achieve their goals. 
They are drawn to this view by the idea that true beliefs facilitate effect
ive action and that prediction and control provides an important test of 
 scientific theories.

The intuitions behind the instrumentalist view also find a home in 
Peirce’s conception of truth. For him, inquiry involves the  deliberate 
formation of beliefs and is directed at the attainment of a definite end, 
namely truth. Since the content of a belief (according to the prag
matic maxim) is given by certain habits of conduct, inquiry ‘ essentially 
involves self-control ’ (5.108, 1903) and practical deliberation (1.574,  
c. 1906).11

Moreover, since the conditionals that express the content of beliefs have 
the form: ‘If act A is performed under conditions C, result R would occur 

11  See also: 2.153, 1902; 5.35, 1903; 5.130, 1903; 5.533–5, c. 1905; 5.418, 1905; and 5.443, 1905.
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in p% of cases’,12 a true belief must reliably guide conduct by providing 
accurate expectations of the outcomes of certain actions.13 Given that the 
‘whole function of thought is to produce habits of action’ (W3: 265, 1878), 
the connection of truth with predictive success and instrumental reliabil
ity is preserved on Peirce’s view.

Nevertheless, Peirce is critical of the nominalist’s identification of truth 
with practical success per se. On such a view, a belief is deemed true so 
long as it leads to some end deemed desirable, no matter how it happens 
to do so (5.555f., 1906).14 To Peirce’s way of thinking this makes the success 
of inquiry dependent on contingent preferences of individuals and poten
tially haphazard connections between beliefs and desirable outcomes 
(5.427, 1905). For him, it is only if there is a universal, ultimate end and a 
universal method to attain it that the assessment of beliefs is an objective 
matter. For this reason, he says:
Neither must we understand the practical in any low and sordid sense. Individual 
action is a means and not our end. Individual pleasure is not our end; we are all 
putting our shoulders to the wheel for an end that none of us can catch more 
than a glimpse at – that which generations are working out. (5.402n2, 1893)15

On Peirce’s view, instrumental reliability under a contingent set of 
 circumstances or in the service of contingent preferences is not sufficient 
for truth. A belief asserts a lawful connection between certain kinds of 
actions performed under certain conditions and certain kinds of results 
and is true only if it implies reliable predictions over a continuum of 
 possible experimental trials:
A true proposition is a proposition belief in which would never lead to such 
 disappointment so long as the proposition is not understood otherwise than it 
was intended. (5.569, 1901)16

12 See also: W3: 265, 1878; W3: 271–2, 1878; 5.411–12, 1905; and 5.467, c. 1906.
13 Peirce writes that, ‘a belief is an intelligent habit upon which we shall act when occasion [sic] 

presents itself ’ (2.435, c. 1893). ‘If this be in truth the nature of belief, then undoubtedly the 
proposition believed in can itself be nothing but a maxim of conduct’ (5.27, 1903). See also 2.148, 
1902; 5.18, 1903; 5.196, 1903; 5.412, 1905; 5.438, 1905; and 5.528, c. 1905.

14 Peirce attributes this view to William James (5.4, 1901), F.C.S. Schiller (5.414, 1905), Karl Pearson 
(8.132–54, 1900), C. von Sigwart (5.85–7, 1903) and ‘the Germans’ (5.160, 1903).

15 Peirce writes that ‘it is not mere action, but the development of an idea which is the purpose of 
thought; and so a doubt is cast upon the ultra pragmatic notion that action is the sole end and 
purpose of thought’ (8.212, c. 1905). ‘It must be admitted, in the first place, that if pragmaticism 
really made Doing to be the Beall and the Endall of life, that would be its death. For to say that 
we live for the mere sake of action, as action, regardless of the thought it carries out, would be to 
say that there is no such thing as rational purport’ (5.429, 1905). See also 8.208, c. 1905.

16 See also 1.26, 1903; 1.97, c. 1896; 1.385, c. 1890; 2.96, 1902; 2.142, 1902; 2.759, c. 1905; 5.51, 1903; 
5.512, c. 1905; and 5.443, 1905.
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Unlike nominalists who defend the instrumentalist theory, Peirce does 
not abstract the notion of instrumental success from the conditions of the 
objective representation of reality by symbols and the means by which 
this is realized. Indeed, on his account, the conditions of instrumental 
reliability are necessarily linked to those of correspondence, coherence 
and consensus.

To see this, notice that for Peirce, a symbol corresponds to a real object 
if and only if it represents its object as it is in itself. According to the prag
matic maxim, any such symbol ascribes a law to future experience and so 
corresponds to its object if and only if the object really behaves according 
to the laws the symbol predicates of it. For him, to know an object as it is 
in itself is to know the laws that govern it, and so a symbol corresponds 
to its object only if it yields reliable predictions about the object’s behav
iour over a continuum of conceivable cases. Hence, the conditions under 
which a true symbol corresponds to its object are the conditions under 
which it is instrumentally reliable.

Conversely, Peirce holds that if a symbol fails to predict the  behaviour 
of an object, it does not represent that object as it is independently of 
thought. The failed prediction indicates a contrast between the way 
things are and the way the symbol represents them to be. A perfectly reli
able symbol is one that no amount of properly controlled inquiry would 
overturn. The object of such a symbol obeys the laws the symbol ascribes 
to it – which is just to say that the object is the way the symbol says it is 
and the symbol corresponds to something real. Thus a symbol is perfectly 
reliable if and only if it corresponds to a real object (5.432, 1905).17

A similar equivalence holds between instrumental reliability and 
 coherence. As noted, beliefs function as leading principles that define a 
general class of inferences from premises asserting that an event of type A 
occurs under conditions of type C, to conclusions asserting that a result 
of type R follows in p% of cases. A belief that is perfectly reliable is one 
which is never contradicted by a true perceptual judgement, that is, one 
that does not ever lead from true premises to a false prediction. Thus a 
belief has perfect predictive success only on the condition that it logically 
coheres with the symbols it implies.

Conversely, a belief is logically coherent if and only if it is  instrumentally 
reliable. Since, according to the pragmatic maxim, the meaning of a 

17 As Peirce puts it, ‘the fact that I know this stone will fall to the floor when I let it go, as you all 
must confess . . . that I do know . . . is the proof that the formula, or uniformity, as furnishing a 
safe basis for prediction, is, or if you like it better, corresponds to, a reality’ (5.96, 1903).
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belief is given by its testable consequences, maximal coherence involves 
the  consistency of the logical consequences of a symbol with the con
tinuum of perceptual judgements it implies. In other words, a logically 
 coherent symbol is one from which inquirers never infer conclusions 
that are  contradicted by experience, one which no amount of properly 
 controlled inquiry would overturn. Such a belief is a reliable rule of con
duct since it yields predictions about the practical consequences of certain 
actions unfailingly.

Finally, it is clear that, on Peirce’s account, instrumental success and 
consensus are interconnected facets of truth. As noted, the relations 
between acts and consequences expressed in beliefs are general: ‘the 
pragmaticist maxim says nothing of single experiments or of single 
experimental phenomena . . . but only speaks of general kinds of experi
mental phenomena’ (5.425–6, 1905). Accordingly, the test of a true belief 
is its instrumental reliability in experiments that can be replicated. An 
instrumentally reliable symbol represents an object whose behaviour 
is stable across inquirers, and a symbol that yields perfectly reliable 
predictions is one whose truth any rational inquirer acknowledges. 
Moreover, the practical consequences implied by a true symbol include 
predictions about the effects of its object on the beliefs of other inquir
ers. The truth of a belief implies that it is one with which all rational 
inquirers agree. A belief that is not contradicted by the opinion of any 
rational inquirer is one on which there must be a rational consensus. 
Thus, for Peirce, the conditions under which a symbol yields perfect 
predictive success are conditions under which it grounds a rational 
consensus on its truth.

Conversely, Peirce thinks a rational consensus on a belief implies that 
it is instrumentally reliable. Since the content of a belief is expressed 
in terms of laws obeyed by its object, any consensus on a belief among 
rational inquirers involves agreement about how the object behaves over a 
continuum of possible experimental trials. This consensus is possible only 
if the symbol in question yields perfect predictive success. Thus ultimate 
consensus implies instrumental reliability.

To characterize truth in terms of instrumental reliability is to 
 examine the role of symbols as reliable guides to action. On Peirce’s 
analysis, however, the ability of a symbol to function in this way is 
dependent on its correspondence with a real object, its logical coher
ence with symbols describing the outcomes of experimental trials and 
its intersubjective validity. Since the conditions of instrumental reliabil
ity, coherence, correspondence and consensus are interdependent and 
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interdefined, they are, according to the pragmatic maxim,  equivalent 
conditions of truth.

CoNClusioN

In a famous passage, Peirce writes that:
[T]he opinion which is fated to be ultimately agreed to by all who investigate, 
is what we mean by truth and the object represented in this opinion is the real. 
(W3: 273, 1878)

In this brief statement, Peirce alludes to all the elements of his theory 
of truth. He says that truth is a property that attaches to symbols that 
represent real objects. In claiming that truth is fated to be discovered, he 
means to say that the nature of real objects is not determined by symbols, 
and, thus, the aim of inquiry is independent of what any given commu
nity of inquirers happens to believe.18 His claim that truth is a property 
of opinions arrived at through inquiry acknowledges the role of symbols 
as media of inquiry and that true symbols are governed by principles 
that imply certain inferential relations among the symbols that inquirers  
endorse. In characterizing truth in terms of an agreement among all 
inquirers, he emphasizes the role of symbols in communication and 
captures the idea that truth is universal and intersubjective. Finally, the 
connection of truth and instrumental reliability is implicit in his identifi
cation of beliefs (i.e. opinions) with habits – a view that he takes to imply 
that true symbols imply reliable rules of action (W3: 265–76, 1878).

As he sees it, nominalists who defend traditional correspondence, 
coherence, consensus and instrumentalist theories of truth rightly  identify 
essential elements of truth. However, he thinks they go wrong in trying 
to square their accounts of truth with an underlying metaphysical picture 
of the mind, the world and the relation between them. The result is an 
impasse that encourages the view that the nature of truth is hopelessly 
opaque.

Peirce thinks that approaching the question of truth through the 
 theory of inquiry – and the theory of symbols, in particular – frees 
us from the constraints imposed by the nominalists’ metaphysic al 
 assumptions and provides a perspective that allows otherwise 

18 ‘Fate means merely that which is sure to come true, and can nohow be avoided’ (W3: 273n, 1878). 
He adds, ‘[o]ur perversity and that of others may postpone the settlement of opinion . . . [but] 
the opinion which would finally result from investigation does not depend on how anybody may 
actually think’ (W3: 274, 1878).
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incompatible accounts of truth to be reconciled. Contrary to what  
 nominalists suppose,  correspondence, coherence, consensus and instru
mental reliability are all  essential and constitutive elements of truth – 
none is any more fundamental than the others. Moreover, each of these 
elements of truth is a necessary  condition for realizing the others. Each 
one – properly understood and fully explicated in accordance with the 
pragmatic maxim – implies the others. Given the equivalence of the 
notions of correspondence, coherence, consensus and instrumental reli
ability (properly understood) there is no meaningful debate about which 
of these notions offers a better account of truth. Peirce’s discussion of 
truth thus serves as an excellent illustration of how he thought the  theory 
of inquiry could bring protracted philosophical disputes to a reasonable 
resolution.

To this point, I have explained how Peirce’s theory of meaning informs 
his understanding of the nominalist debate. For him, the question of the 
reality of laws and general kinds is the question of whether the continuity 
implied by laws affirmed in symbols is real. I have also explained his view 
of the method by which the question of the reality of laws (or continu
ity) is to be settled. With these semantic and methodological issues dealt 
with, I turn in the next two chapters to Peirce’s argument for the reality 
of laws and its implications for metaphysics.
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CH A PTER 9

Order out of chaos:  
Peirce’s evolutionary cosmology

Peirce’s metaphysics is among the most difficult and controversial  elements 
of his philosophy. His account of the nature of reality contains ideas that 
even he would acknowledge test the very limits of understanding. His 
hope in drafting an account of reality is that other inquirers will take up 
his ideas, clarify them and develop them further than even he was ever 
able to. In discussing Peirce’s metaphysics I do not assess its contribution 
to philosophy or even consider its strengths and weaknesses. My goal is 
rather to show that, for all its obscurity and difficulties, it forms an inte-
gral part of his philosophical system and, moreover, an important part of 
his case against nominalism.

In Chapter 2 I noted that Peirce thinks the science of inquiry affords 
a secure basis for metaphysical theorizing. In taking this view he stands 
against nominalists (and others) who dismiss metaphysical questions as 
unanswerable or senseless.1 As he sees it, his theory of inquiry – including 
the pragmatic maxim, the theory of symbols, the principles of abduction, 
deduction and induction and the theory of truth – holds in any world 
in which there is a truth to discover. It holds, that is, regardless of what 
the psychological or biological character of inquirers turns out to be and 
whatever facts or laws of nature happen to obtain in the actual world. 
Since the principles of inquiry apply only where certain general features 
obtain, and since any consistent theory of the world must grant that the 
conditions of rational inquiry hold, he thinks these principles afford a 
reasonable basis for metaphysical theorizing. The task of the metaphys-
ician, as he sees it, is to think through the implications of the theory of 
inquiry for our general concept of reality. Whether the metaphysical views 
Peirce develops are true or false – and he admits they are contentious – he 

1 ‘[I]nstead of merely jeering at metaphysics, like other prope-positivists, whether by long drawn-
out parodies or otherwise, the pragmaticist extracts from it a precious essence, which will serve to 
give life and light to cosmology and physics’ (5.424, 1905).
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insists that they are legitimate hypotheses, ones that deserve careful 
 consideration. Moreover, he thinks the mere intelligibility of his method 
of inquiry serves to counter nominalists who dismiss the metaphysical 
questions he addresses as unanswerable or nonsensical. Indeed, he thinks 
his method opens questions that nominalism precludes, proving once 
again that nominalism blocks the road of inquiry – in this case inquiry 
into the nature of reality.

Peirce’s account of reality takes the form of a cosmological explanation 
of the emergence of a lawfully ordered world out of an unordered chaos. In 
what follows I show how his conception of the problems addressed by his 
cosmology and the solutions he offers to them are shaped by his  theory of 
inquiry. Far from being the product of unchecked speculation, I  suggest, 
his cosmological views result from the application of his mathematical ana-
lysis of continuity, his theory of symbols and his account of the method of 
inquiry to the question of the nature of being. On this reading, his account 
of reality is an attempt to draw out the implications of the hypothesis he 
calls ‘synechism’ – the view that the continuity implied by laws affirmed 
in true symbols is real (6.169, 1902). Peirce’s defence of synechism is not so 
much aimed at demonstrating its truth – the task of verifying it, he says, 
‘must occupy many years’ (RLT: 162, 1898). The intent is rather to show that 
synechism has sufficient promise that it is worthy of further investigation 
by inquirers. Synechism is an especially important hypothesis to consider, 
he thinks, because if it is correct, then, far from being ontologically super-
fluous, as the nominalist supposes, laws (i.e. true continua) form part of the 
order of things and, indeed, are essential to its intelligibility.

T HE C A sE foR T HE R E A l iT y of l Aws

In a well-known lecture (assuming it was delivered as written) Peirce held 
a stone off the ground with no obstructions beneath it and noted that 
everyone present knew well that if he were to let the stone go, it would 
fall to the floor (5.95–101, 1903). He then noted that the ability to predict 
the course of the stone is at first glance mysterious. The prediction that 
the stone would fall is based, he says, on the law that all solid bodies 
fall in the absence of any upward force of pressure. Yet our experience of 
events involving this law is finite and does not exhaust the cases it  covers. 
Lacking clairvoyance we have no experience of future events, yet, he 
claims, our prediction about the stone is not merely a guess but a reasoned 
conclusion, one of a sort that, he notes elsewhere, is ‘found generally to 
accord with the fact’ (W1: 394, 1866). The mystery is that ‘the intellect  
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seizes the premisses afforded by sense and not merely explicates them, but 
discovers new facts, such as sense would seem to be needed to find out, 
and yet those facts are generally true’ (W1: 394, 1866).

Peirce thinks nominalists are incapable of demystifying this most 
elemental feature of scientific knowledge. If, as they claim, there are no 
lawful connections in the world, then each event is unique and independ-
ent of the others – none occurs as the principled result of antecedent con-
ditions. In such a universe, there can be no reasoned conclusions about 
future events based on the past, since the occurrence of one event has no 
effect on the likelihood of any other event. We may be inclined to pre-
dict future events on the basis of laws as a matter of habit, but, for the 
nominalist, these laws merely summarize patterns of past experience, and 
since future events are independent of past events, there being no lawful 
relations among them, there is no reason to expect these laws to hold in 
the future.2 As Peirce sees it, the fact that the future happens to resemble 
the past so as to render events predictable is, on the nominalist account, 
fortuitous, if not utterly miraculous.

In denying the reality of laws, then, Peirce thinks nominalists are left 
unable to explain the predictive success of rational inquiry. Given his 
analysis of symbols, this is no small failing. According to his pragmatic 
maxim, every belief affirms a lawful relation between acts of a given 
kind performed under certain circumstances and certain practical con-
sequences. Thus, for him, all knowledge depends on the ability to predict 
events. To the extent that nominalism fails to explain the predictive suc-
cess of inquiry, Peirce thinks it fails to provide an objective ground for 
belief. Viewed in light of his theory of symbols, then, nominalism leads 
to scepticism.

On the hypothesis Peirce defends, by contrast, laws operate in the 
 universe and determine the course of events. For him, the law that all solid 
bodies fall in the absence of any upward force precludes the  possibility of 
a stone being dropped without falling. The prediction about the stone 
is based, not on a mere summary of past patterns of experience, but on 
knowledge of principles that govern the way events unfold. Peirce thinks 
beliefs of the form ‘If act A were performed under conditions C, result 
R would occur in p% of cases’ imply not only that the phenomenon R 

2 Nominalists are apt to justify such inferences by appeal to the principle that nature is uniform, 
or that similar effects are produced in similar circumstances all other things being equal. Peirce 
thinks any such principle is based on patterns of past experience, and to extrapolate such a prin-
ciple to future cases requires precisely the same sort of inference the principles are supposed to 
justify.
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happens to occur p% of the time when A and C occur, but that some 
principle operates in the world to ensure that this is so. A belief of this 
form licenses predictions about the future because if it is true then there 
really is a law that determines the frequency with which an event of type 
R occurs given an act of type A under conditions of type C. The success 
of the predictions implied by a belief is, for Peirce, the ultimate test of its 
truth – and evidence of its truth is evidence that the law it implies is real. 
Thus, for him, the ability to predict the future is rooted in knowledge of 
laws that govern the universe and is not, as the nominalist view implies, 
merely a matter of chance.3

s y nECHism A s  A  H y PoT HEsis:  
mET HodologiC A l ConsidER AT ions

Peirce recognizes that it is one thing to offer up the reality of laws as 
a hypothesis but quite another to think through its implications and 
develop it into a coherent metaphysical theory. While he defends the 
reality of laws on the grounds that it accounts for the success of predic-
tions, he thinks that positing laws as brute facts violates the principles 
of rational inquiry – specifically the principles of abduction. For him, a 
conjecture is reasonable only to the extent that it renders some otherwise 
inscrutable phenomenon explicable (see Chapter 7). Given his analysis 
of propositions, he thinks a phenomenon R is explained when it can be 
deduced from a law that implies its occurrence given the performance of 
an act of type A under conditions of type C. To explain a phenomenon, 
then, is to:
supply a proposition which, if it had been known to be true before the phenom-
enon presented itself, would have rendered that phenomenon predictable, if not 
with certainty, at least as something very likely to occur. It thus renders that 
phenomenon rational, – that is, makes it a logical consequence, necessary or 
probable. (7.192, 1901)

In light of this view, Peirce deems it illegitimate to infer any hypothesis 
that posits inexplicable entities or facts. Taking certain truths to be primi-
tive blocks the road of inquiry by cutting off any investigation into the 

3 Peirce claims that the only two hypotheses for explaining the ability to predict the fall of a stone 
that is dropped are: ‘1st, the uniformity with which those stones have fallen has been due to mere 
chance and affords no ground whatever, not the slightest, for any expectation that the next stone 
that shall be let go will fall; or 2nd, the uniformity with which stones have fallen has been due to 
some active general principle, in which case it would be a strange coincidence that it should cease 
to act at the moment my prediction was based on it’ (P: 193, 1903).
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conditions that give rise to them. Since the method of rational inquiry 
is self-corrective only if allowed to proceed unrestricted, such roadblocks 
may, for all we know, steer inquirers away from the truth. Moreover, 
Peirce thinks the whole point of formulating hypotheses by abduction is 
to render some phenomenon or other intelligible, and to explain a phe-
nomenon in terms of something that is simply brute and inexplicable 
is, for him, self-defeating: rather than advance understanding it merely 
trades one mystery for another. Thus, he insists that no truths are to be 
taken as ultimate and immune from further explanation.4

Peirce thinks the prohibition against positing primitive facts precludes 
the view that there are ultimate laws of nature. On his view, every sym-
bol affirms a law that connects experimental operations, the conditions 
in which they are performed and their practical consequences. In so far 
as the lawful connections implied by symbols are real, Peirce thinks 
the principles of inquiry require that they be explained. Thus no law 
can be taken to be primitive. The regularity exhibited by a stone that 
is dropped repeatedly is a phenomenon that is explained by a higher-
order law governing stones generally – the law that all stones fall when 
dropped, all other things being equal. This law is explained, in turn, by 
subsuming it under the laws of motion for solid bodies on earth, the 
laws of terrestrial motion are explained by the laws of universal gravita-
tion, the laws of universal gravitation are explained by special relativity 
and so on. What Peirce rejects as a matter of methodological principle 
is the idea that demands for explanations can be halted by appeal to 
ultimate or primitive explanatory principles, principles that explain but 
do not themselves require explanation. On his view, then, every law 
requires explanation in terms of other laws, the levels of explanation 
forming – according to his doctrine of synechism – a continuum with 
no final level of explanatory principles.5

4 Peirce says ‘synechism amounts to the principle that inexplicabilities are not to be considered 
as possible explanations; that whatever is supposed to be ultimate is supposed to be inexplic-
able’ (6.174, 1902). ‘True, there may be facts that will never get explained; but that any given 
fact is of the number, is what experience can never give us reason to think; far less can it show 
that any fact is of its own nature unintelligible. We must therefore be guided by the rule of 
hope, and consequently we must reject every philosophy or general conception of the uni-
verse which could ever lead to the conclusion that any given general fact is an ultimate one’ 
(W6: 206, 1888).

5 ‘To suppose universal laws of nature capable of being apprehended by the mind and yet having 
no reason for their special forms, but standing inexplicable and irrational, is hardly a justifiable 
position . . . That a pitched coin should sometimes turn up heads and sometimes tails calls for no 
particular explanation; but if it shows heads every time, we wish to know how this result has been 
brought about. Law is par excellence the thing that wants a reason’ (6.12, 1891).
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Peirce not only thinks each law requires an explanation, he claims 
that the prohibition against positing inexplicable facts implies that the 
 phenomenon of lawfulness itself needs explaining. Though he never 
explains this view, he does hint at the reasoning behind it. Given an 
unexplained correlation between events of type Q and events of type P, 
he thinks it reasonable to conjecture the hypothesis that ‘If P, then Q’. 
The explanation of the correlation thus takes the following form:

P1 If P then Q  (law).
P2 P        (case falling under the law).
C  Q        (result implied by the law and the case).

This schema applies no matter what P and Q are, and this fact is itself a 
striking regularity in the universe. As such, Peirce thinks it cries out for 
an account. To explain this regularity, we might conjecture the law – 
call it L – that ‘If ((If P then Q) and P), then Q’, a law which implies 
that the order of events is such that given a law and a case falling under 
it, the result logically implied by the law and the case occurs. To affirm 
L is to affirm the pervasiveness of lawfulness in the universe. However, 
on Peirce’s view that laws are real, L must be understood to be operative 
in the world. This being the case, L demands an explanation. However, 
if we propose to explain L by a higher-order law – call it L′ – that ‘If ((L 
and (If P then Q)) and P), then Q’, the explanation fails since L′ is of 
precisely the same form as L. That is, like L, L′ says that when laws of 
a certain kind (i.e. the laws falling under L) are applied to cases falling 
under them, the results implied by these laws hold. Thus, L′ presupposes 
L and does not explain it. Still, given that L is a law, Peirce insists it 
requires an explanation and since L is a law that governs all other law-
ful relations, explaining L is a matter of explaining lawfulness itself. To 
refuse, or fail, to explain L would be to take lawfulness as a primitive 
fact – a move  prohibited by Peirce’s theory of inquiry. Thus, he con-
cludes, the  lawfulness of the universe must be explained.

Having resolved to explain lawfulness in the universe, Peirce seems 
to face an intractable dilemma. On the one hand, if the explanation of 
 lawfulness is to avoid circularity, it must be couched in terms that do not 
presuppose it. That is, the lawfulness of the universe is to be explained as 
the product of conditions in which lawfulness is absent – a state in which 
events are under no constraints to unfold in any order or direction, a 
state in which, as he sees it, chance holds sway. On the other hand, Peirce 
thinks phenomena are explained by subsuming them under laws, and in 
a world in which no laws are operative there are no principles by which to 
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explain anything, including the emergence of laws. The dilemma Peirce 
faces is this: if the lawfulness of the universe is explicable, it seems there 
must be laws in terms of which the explanation is couched. But in that 
case lawfulness is explained in terms that presuppose it, and the explan-
ation fails to account for lawfulness in general. On the other hand, if we 
posit a state prior to the emergence of lawfulness in which there are no 
laws operative, then we are left with no principles to appeal to in account-
ing for the emergence of laws. Whichever horn of the dilemma Peirce 
embraces, it seems he must violate the principles of rational inquiry.

The difficulty Peirce faces in explaining lawfulness comes into even 
sharper focus when it is phrased in terms of his theory of symbols. On his 
view, every true belief affirms the reality of a law in the universe. Indeed, it 
is only given laws that symbols are determinately true or false. In explain-
ing the emergence of laws from a condition of lawlessness, Peirce takes 
himself to be explaining the conditions that give symbols their sense. The 
problem he faces is to explain the emergence of meaningful symbols (by 
explaining the emergence of lawfulness) from a state in which the con-
ditions of meaningfulness are absent (i.e. chance) and yet to do so in a 
meaningful way (i.e. in symbolic terms), without positing inexplicable 
states of affairs.

For Peirce, the dilemma involved in accounting for lawfulness is real 
and palpable but it is important to stress that he feels compelled to con-
front it given his theory of inquiry. That is, the cosmology Peirce develops 
to explain lawfulness is a product of his effort to devise a hypothesis that 
satisfies the demands of rational inquiry, demands which, for him, are 
rooted in principles derived from the very nature of symbols. It is because 
his cosmological speculations are guided by the principles of inquiry that 
he thinks his line of metaphysical inquiry is reasonable. To the extent 
that he has confidence in his cosmology it is because he can see no other, 
methodologically acceptable, alternative.

PoTEnT i A l iT y,  TEl Eology A nd  
T HE E x Pl A nAT ion of R E A l iT y

Peirce explains the emergence of lawfulness in the universe by positing 
a tendency to take on order (6.62, 1892). This tendency is a general dis-
position towards lawfulness – a disposition for the universe to become 
lawfully ordered, a habit of habit-taking. For him, this tendency towards 
lawfulness strengthens as it operates, with the result that laws come 
increasingly to determine the course of events. Since the lawful order that 
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emerges as the universe evolves is isomorphic to the structure of symbols, 
and indeed renders symbols meaningful, Peirce views the tendency to 
take on habits as a tendency for the order of events to become increasingly 
rational as it assumes a cognitively intelligible form.

Peirce claims that his cosmology gives an evolutionary account of law-
fulness. By this he means that it explains the emergence of a novel form 
from conditions in which it is absent – specifically, the form that is exem-
plified in the order of things when, given an act performed under certain 
conditions, certain definite, predictable results follow.6 His hypothesis is 
that in order for lawfulness to emerge from a lawless condition by means 
of the tendency to habit-taking certain prior conditions must be in place. 
These enabling conditions, he claims, form a series of stages in the devel-
opment of lawfulness and since, for him, reality is defined in terms of 
the lawful behaviour of the objects it comprises, these stages are stages in 
the development of the real world. Moreover, inasmuch as lawfulness is 
necessary to the operation of symbols, stages in the evolution of reality are 
stages in the emergence of cognitive reasonableness in the universe. The 
core of his cosmological hypothesis, then, is the claim that certain general 
features of reality came into being on account of their being necessary for 
the tendency towards lawfulness and reasonableness to be realized.

Peirce thinks the evolutionary account of lawfulness he gives gets 
around the dilemma involved in explaining lawfulness noted above. 
The dilemma, once again, is that if explanation is a matter of dedu-
cing a  phenomenon to be explained from a law, then it is impossible to 
account for lawfulness itself. We must either posit a set of laws to explain 
the emergence of orderliness in the universe, in which case lawfulness is 
presupposed in its own explanation, or we must posit a state in which 
no laws are operative, in which case there are no principles to appeal to 
in accounting for the emergence of lawfulness. Peirce thinks his evolu-
tionary account resolves this dilemma by explaining the emergence of 
order of the universe teleologically. That is, he posits a general tendency 
for habit-taking – a potential for orderliness as yet unrealized but tend-
ing towards realization. He then supposes that certain general features 
of reality emerged as conditions necessary for the tendency to play itself 
out. In other words, on his cosmological hypothesis, the emergence of 

6 One is tempted to say that, for Peirce, lawfulness emerged over time. However, he insists that 
time itself has laws whose origin we are required by the principles of abduction to explain (6.214, 
1898). He views the evolution of the universe as ordered by the conditions that give rise to lawful-
ness but the ordering is a logical (i.e. explanatory) one, rather than a temporal one (6.214, 1898). I 
shall not explore Peirce’s account of the emergence of time itself.
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certain stages of the universe is to be accounted for in terms of the ends 
they serve – specifically, the progressive fulfilment of the potential for 
lawfulness – rather than in terms of their antecedent causes. Rather than 
explain the universe by deriving each stage in its evolution from some 
prior stage by appeal to some set of fixed laws, Peirce explains the stages 
of the evolution of the universe by the fact that they form a series that is 
necessary for the original tendency towards lawfulness to function. As 
he sees it, this appeal to teleology does not undermine the importance 
in rational inquiry of explaining actual events by subsuming them under 
laws that determine their occurrence. Rather, his teleological account of 
the emergence of lawfulness supplements those explanations by explain-
ing why deductive-nomological explanations apply as pervasively in the 
real world as they do.

In the remainder of this chapter, I summarize Peirce’s account of the 
stages in the evolution of the universe of being. I do not discuss every-
thing he has to say on this subject: his remarks are detailed and hideously 
obscure. I wish only to make it clear that his conception of the sort of 
account of lawfulness that is required arises from the principles of his 
theory of inquiry – principles that he derives from his account of sym-
bols and his analysis of continuity. The account to follow is intended to 
explain why Peirce thinks positing real laws – and hence real continuity – 
meets his methodological criteria for intelligibility and rigour.

T HE Evolu T ion of R E A l iT y

Nullity: the universe of pure being

As noted, on Peirce’s theory of inquiry, a complete account of reality 
requires an explanation of the evolution of lawfulness from a state of being 
in which laws are not merely inexact but altogether absent. Being devoid 
of laws, such a state is also devoid of the conditions that make symbols 
true or false. For him, the real is what true propositions represent, and the 
reality of an object depends on the lawfulness and insistency of its reac-
tions. Thus, a state devoid of law is devoid of anything real – it is a state 
of ‘nothingness’ or ‘nullity’ (6.215, 1898): ‘In the beginning was nullity, or 
absolute indetermination, which, considered as the possibility of all deter-
mination, is being’ (1.447, c. 1896). Strictly speaking, what Peirce calls 
nullity cannot be described or even understood. Descriptions are propos-
itional – they are couched in symbols that are either true or false. The truth 
or falsehood of a proposition depends on there being laws in the order of 
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things, and in a world without laws there is no reality to  determine truth 
or falsehood. Thus the very conditions that render  symbols meaningful 
are absent in nullity. In attempting to describe nullity using symbols, on 
Peirce’s view, we inevitably misconstrue its nature – that is, we are com-
pelled, given the nature of symbols, to treat it as containing objects of 
which certain general characteristics are true. And this characterization 
is misleading, since nullity antecedes the emergence of conditions that 
make symbols meaningful and thus antecedes the existence of objects 
with properties. Hence, he says, ‘[o]ur conceptions of the first stages of 
development . . . must be as vague and figurative as the expressions of the 
first chapter of Genesis’ (1.412, c. 1890).7

If Peirce does not view the impossibility of capturing nullity in symbols 
as undermining his effort to explain the evolution of reality, it is perhaps 
because he views it as no more paradoxical than attempting to convey 
the character of qualitative experience in conceptual terms. As noted in 
Chapter 6, he denies that judgements replicate the qualitative aspects 
of feelings – for him, there remains a fundamental difference between 
describing the taste of a wine and tasting it – nevertheless descriptions 
of qualitative experience point to something that can be immediately 
felt, albeit something of a nature that is opaque to cognitive understand-
ing. Peirce sees his descriptions of nullity in this way. That is, he takes 
them to indicate something that defies cognitive understanding and yet 
something of which we have exemplars in our experience of felt sensory 
qualities considered apart from their interpretation and objectification in 
symbols.

It might seem that positing nullity antecedent to reality conflicts with 
his strictures on inexplicable entities, facts or principles. However, he 
does not see it this way. For him, nullity is a state in which nothing exists 
and no real states of affairs obtain. There are no hard things since hard-
ness is defined by a law that determines objects in ways that preclude the 
possibility of something being hard and being marked when scratched. 
Nor is it the case that in nullity everything is not-hard, for that would 
imply that there are objects governed by a law that precludes things from 
remaining unmasked when scratched – and in nullity there are no laws. 
Indeed, according to Peirce’s pragmatic maxim, to say there is a state of 
affairs is to say that a certain object denoted by the index of a symbol 
is disposed to produce certain practical effects associated with a general 

7 ‘The mathematics of [nullity] consists in a single proposition, as follows: There is nothing that 
can be said of A’ (P: 124, 1903). For him, ‘pure being is blank nothingness’ (P: 129, 1903).
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term when acted on in certain ways under the right conditions. The law 
associated with the term is judged to apply to the object of the symbol in 
order to explain the otherwise surprising fact that the object behaves in 
certain characteristic ways. In a state of being without laws, then, there 
are no states of affairs. In positing nullity Peirce is not setting up barriers 
to inquiry, there being no facts in nullity to inquire into. We cannot ask 
why things are ordered as they are in nullity because they are not ordered 
at all. In nullity, then, there is literally nothing to be explained – nothing 
with characteristics to be represented (rightly or wrongly) by symbols – 
and hence nothing that is unexplained or inexplicable.8 Moreover, in so 
far as positing nullity is the only way to account for lawfulness without 
presupposing it, it forms part of a theory that, Peirce thinks, explains 
more, not less, about the world than theories that treat laws as brute facts. 
It thus serves to  eliminate inexplicable entities, not add to them.

Though nullity defies description, something of its nature can be 
 indicated by reflecting on what the complete absence of law implies. 
Peirce characterizes a world without laws as absolutely free, in the sense of 
being undetermined (6.585, c. 1905). The law that if something is a horse, 
then it is odd-toed, ungulate, mammalian, etc. precludes the  possibility 
of an object instantiating certain combinations of traits – being a 
horse and being even-toed, for example. The law that if something is a 
 diamond, then it is hard similarly rules out the possibility of an object 
being a diamond and being capable of being marked when scratched. In 
a world without laws, no combination of characteristics is precluded and 
every possibility is left open, which is to say that in nullity nothing is 
 determined to be one way or another (6.553, c. 1901).

Given the absence of any determinate states of affairs, Peirce concludes 
that nullity is merely a state of potential being. In saying every possibility 
is left open, he is not claiming there exist objects with every conceivable 
combination of traits. As noted, the existence of objects with traits implies 
that certain objects fall under general laws that define predicate terms. 
Nullity, however, is a condition in which nothing is actually determined 
to be this way or that, a state in which all possibilities of determination 

8 ‘The original chaos . . . where there was no regularity, was in effect a state of mere indeterminacy, 
in which nothing existed or really happened’ (W6: 209, 1888). Peirce’s theory of inquiry, being 
formal, does not rule out the possibility that the actual world is chaotic. However, in a chaotic 
world knowledge is impossible, there being no facts to get right or wrong. Since to be real is to 
be the object of a true proposition, an unknowable chaos is unreal. Putting these claims together 
yields Peirce’s bizarre-sounding view that a chaotic universe, though possible, cannot be real-
ized – which, properly understood, means that chaos has a level of being greater than that of pure 
nothing or non-being but less than that of reality.
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are realizable but not yet realized. In other words, in nullity, for any 
 characteristic P nothing is P and nothing is not-P yet both P and not-P 
have the potential to become instantiated – there being no laws to pre-
clude it. The totality of undetermined potentialities that nullity comprises 
is, then, akin to the totality of points on a continuous line (see Chapter 3). 
That is, like points on a line prior to their being actualized, these possibil-
ities are not governed by the law of contradiction (which precludes some-
thing being both P and ~P) or the law of excluded middle (which ensures 
that nothing is neither P nor ~P). These laws hold only in a universe in 
which there are actual individuals – objects of which general characteris-
tics can be predicated (NEM 3: 338, 1903). Nullity, by contrast, is a state 
of things ‘not having been born’ (6.217, 1898), albeit with the potential to 
be actualized in an indefinite and undetermined variety of ways:
[Nullity] is the germinal nothing, in which the whole universe is involved or 
foreshadowed. As such, it is absolutely undefined and unlimited possibil-
ity – boundless possibility. There is no compulsion and no law. It is boundless 
 freedom. So of potential being there was in that initial state no lack. (6.217, 1898)

Peirce claims that the possibilities nullity comprises are totally 
 undifferentiated (6.132, 1892). Nullity implies the ‘utter vagueness of 
 completely undetermined and dimensionless potentiality’ (6.193, 1898). 
The potentiality in nullity is dimensionless, since dimensionality implies 
that there are well-defined ways in which objects can vary (e.g. spatially 
in three dimensions, chromatically in terms of hue, vividness, inten-
sity and so on). If it were the case that the possibilities nullity comprises 
 varied in definite dimensions, there would be some fundamental set of 
characteristics or primitive traits in terms of which objects in the world 
were  constrained to differ. As we have seen, Peirce thinks that positing a 
set of primitive explanatory variables violates the prohibition on ultimate 
inexplicable features of reality. Thus, rather than being characterized by 
a set of possible characteristics, nullity implies the complete absence of 
definite  possibilities. The possibilities encompassed by nullity defy enu-
meration and are no more differentiated than the possible points on a 
continuous line (6.214, 1898). Indeed, they are so welded together that 
they are  indistinct (6.196, 1898).9

9 ‘If the multitude of dimensions surpasses all discrete multitudes there cease to be any dis-
tinct dimensions. I have not yet obtained a logically distinct conception of such a continuum. 
Provisionally, I identify it with the uralt vague generality of the most abstract potentiality’ 
(RLT: 254, 1898).
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It might be objected that if nullity comprises a continuum of  possibilities 
then because continuity involves generality (see Chapter 3) it is not a state 
in which generality or lawfulness is absent. Peirce does not so much dis-
pute this objection as mitigate its damages. He concedes that potentiality 
is a sort of generality for it implies a disposition to fulfil possibilities, and 
dispositions are general tendencies to behave in more or less definite ways 
given appropriate conditions. However, as he sees it, the unlimited poten-
tiality implied by nullity is thoroughly vague; it  suggests a disposition but 
without any definite direction, tendency or dimension. ‘Anything is pos-
sible’ – if it can be considered a law at all – is a law of a singularly vague 
and degenerate form since it neither precludes any possibilities nor indi-
cates what possibilities there might be. As nothing is ruled out in this state 
of unlimited potentiality, there are no definite  possibilities to be accounted 
for. Nullity involves the potential for order, but whether and how this 
potential is fulfilled is left utterly undetermined and indeterminate.

Further, Peirce maintains that the very fact that we are forced to 
 conceive of nullity in terms of some sort of generality, even when char-
acterizing it as a lawless state, shows that generality is bound up in any 
attempt to cognize things. We run up against the notion of generality in 
analysing any aspect of being, even when trying to characterize a state in 
which generality is absent – such is the nature (and limits) of symbolic 
understanding.

Still, it might be objected that if nullity involves a continuum of 
 possibilities, it remains something, namely, a totality of totally undiffer-
entiated, but differentiable, elements – elements that include the potential 
for taking on habits. If so, then these elements require explanation, lest 
we be guilty of positing something brute and inexplicable. Peirce hints at 
his response to this objection in the following passage:
How then can a continuum have been derived? Has it for example been put 
together? Have the separated points become welded, or what? Looking upon 
the course of logic as a whole we see that it proceeds from the question to the 
answer, – from the vague to the definite. And so likewise all the evolution we 
know of proceeds from the vague to the definite. The indeterminate future 
becomes the irrevocable past. In Spencer’s phrase the undifferentiated differenti-
ates itself. The homogeneous puts on heterogeneity. However it may be in special 
cases, then, we must suppose that as a rule the continuum has been derived from 
a more general continuum, a continuum of higher generality . . . If this be  correct, 
we cannot suppose the process of derivation, a process which extends from before 
time and from before logic, we cannot suppose that it began  elsewhere than in 
the utter vagueness of completely undetermined and  dimensionless potentiality. 
(RLT: 258, 1898)
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Peirce denies that a true continuum can be built up out of, or explained in 
terms of, the elements it comprises. For him, this implies that continuity 
is an irreducible feature of the universe. However, nullity is a continuum 
that comprises all possible continuity. It thus comprises all possible being. 
By definition, then, there is nothing outside nullity (i.e. nothing beyond 
being in general) in terms of which it might be explained. To suppose 
otherwise is incoherent since it is to imagine something outside the 
totality of possible being. But outside the totality of possible being lies 
the impossible – what cannot be. For Peirce, then, the demand for an 
 explanation of the primordial continuum that is nullity is incoherent.

The evolution of qualitative possibilities

Peirce is driven to posit nullity as the origin of the universe by his 
 insistence that lawfulness needs to be explained and that this explan-
ation must begin from a state of being in which laws are absent, lest 
it be circular or violate methodological strictures on positing primitive 
explanatory principles. Having fixed nullity as the starting point for his 
account, Peirce next undertakes to account for the evolution of laws from 
this condition.

Peirce says that nullity can be represented by an empty blackboard – 
the only difference being that the blackboard is continuous in two dimen-
sions and devoid of any actual points, whereas nullity is continuous in a 
continuum of dimensions and devoid of any actual objects or events. In 
another context, he likens the creation of the universe to the construction 
of a building and says that nullity is the ‘vague underexistence [of the 
building] in the mind of him who planned its construction’ (6.197, 1898). 
The potential for the emergence of reality out of nullity is like the unreal-
ized potential for marking things on the blackboard or the unrealized 
intention to create some building or other without further specification as 
to which building one might create.

On Peirce’s account, there is nothing that emerges inevitably from the 
state of nullity. ‘[W]here freedom was boundless’, he says, ‘nothing in 
 particular necessarily resulted’ (6.218, 1898), meaning ‘nothing according to 
deductive logic’ (6.219, 1898). With no laws in nullity to determine which 
possibilities are ruled in and which are ruled out, there is no basis for pre-
dicting how, or even whether, reality might evolve. Still, Peirce adds:
The logic of freedom, or potentiality, is that it shall annul itself. For if it does 
not annul itself, it remains a completely idle and do-nothing potentiality; and a 
completely idle potentiality is annulled by its complete idleness. (6.219, 1898)
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Peirce’s view seems to be that a potential is something that by its very 
nature has to be realized. This is particularly so of the potential for hab-
it-taking. As he characterizes it, this tendency, left unchecked, will give 
rise to lawful relations among events. Given that Peirce defines reality 
in terms of the laws that render symbols true, the emergence of laws by 
habit-taking constitutes the emergence of reality. In other words, for him, 
the suggestion that the tendency towards lawfulness could play itself out 
without resulting in a real world is a contradiction in terms. While he 
claims that nothing in the state of nullity necessitates the operation of the 
tendency to take on habits, he also thinks that there is nothing in nullity 
that precludes it from operating. Moreover, he thinks the tendency has 
to produce order out of chaos, lest it annul itself. As to how the tendency 
to order might get started, Peirce says there is only one way for things to 
unfold in the absence of laws to either necessitate or prevent them and 
that is spontaneously or by chance:
The very first and most fundamental element that we have to assume is a 
Freedom, or Chance, or Spontaneity, by virtue of which the general vague noth-
ing-in-particular-ness that preceded the chaos took a thousand definite qualities. 
(RLT: 260, 1898)

Peirce recognizes that his appeal to chance spontaneity in his cosmology 
requires considerable defence, not least because it seems to render certain 
stages in the development of the universe inexplicable, in violation of his 
own principles of inquiry. These issues are discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 10. For now, I wish only to stress that he is driven to acknow-
ledge a role for chance in the evolution of the universe by his methodo-
logical commitment to the explanation of lawfulness in terms that do not 
presuppose it and the claim that in a state without laws that determine an 
order of events, the only way anything can evolve is spontaneously.

Nullity, we have noted, has no definite characteristics or dimensions 
in which objects might differ.10 Like the possible points on a continu-
ous line, the potentialities nullity comprises are undifferentiated (though 
there is a potential to discriminate them). The first stage in the evolu-
tion of being, according to Peirce, is the development of more or less 
definite qualities or dimensions along which things might possibly vary 
or be distinguished. If, as he allows, nullity is represented by an empty 

10 ‘The Logical sequence has from early times been considered as a tree . . . At one end of the 
sequence then all the qualities come together in a zero. But they are separate from one another as 
they separate from zero . . . A green with zero luminosity is the same as a red of zero luminosity, 
or a sound of zero loudness. It is all one zero’ (NEM 4: 128, nd). Also see RLT: 266, 1898.
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blackboard, then these qualitative dimensions would be defined by the 
system of marks used to express or specify the various possible points the 
blackboard comprises. On his analogy between creation and the con-
struction of a building, the qualitative possibilities represent the various 
ways a building might conceivably be actualized. When it comes to his 
cosmology, the space of qualitative possibilities he posits defines a total-
ity of possible worlds – of ways in which things in the world might come 
into existence. He writes:
I do not mean that potentiality immediately results in actuality. Mediately per-
haps it does; but what immediately resulted was that unbounded potentiality 
became potentiality of this or that sort – that is, of some quality. (6.220, 1898)

The manifold of possible qualities that Peirce thinks emerges from  nullity 
is of the same sort that he thinks is felt in immediate experience prior to 
the formation of perceptual judgements (see Chapter 6). However, he is 
careful to distinguish the qualities that emerge out of nullity from per-
cepts.11 For one thing, the qualities that evolve out of nullity far exceed 
those for which human inquirers have names or are acquainted with. The 
qualities which humans name are finite – ‘Certainly a figure one with 
only twenty or thirty zeros after it would denote a greater number; and 
these are naturally regarded by us as composed of a very small number of 
qualities which we do not analyze’ (NEM 3: 352, 1903). The qualities that 
are actually felt or identified are merely a subset of a much broader range 
of qualities, and it is this broader range of qualities that Peirce is out to 
characterize. In addition, whereas percepts are occurrences or events, the 
qualities which Peirce sees as emerging from nullity are not. Although he 
thinks a felt quality is unintelligible considered in itself, apart from its 
instantiation in a percept, he does not think this implies that its nature 
is dependent on its being instantiated. ‘The being of a quality consists in 
the fact that a thing might be such or such like’ (NEM 3: 351, 1903). To 
say a quality has being is only to say its instantiation is possible – that it 
is capable of being felt. Qualitative possibilities delimit ways things might 

11 ‘That quality is dependent upon sense is the great error of the conceptualists. That it is dependent 
upon the subject in which it is realized is the great error of all the nominalistic schools. A quality 
is a mere abstract potentiality; and the error of those schools lies in holding that the potential, or 
possible, is nothing but what the actual makes it to be . . . a realist fully admits that a sense-quality 
is only a possibility of sensation; but he thinks a possibility remains possible when it is not actual. 
The sensation is requisite for its apprehension; but no sensation nor sense-faculty is requisite for its 
possibility which is the being of quality. Let us not put the cart before the horse, nor the evolved 
actuality before the possibility as if the latter involved what it only evolves’ (1.422, 1896).
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be in the world but do not determine the way they actually are. As he 
puts it:
These substantive possibilities, – that is, qualities, relations and the like, – are 
prior to existence, in the sense that non-existence is not a necessary proof of 
non-possibility, but non-possibility is a necessary proof of non-existence. For 
it is logically impossible that existence should exhaust pure possibilities of any 
kind . . . every quality is susceptible of varieties greater than existing things can 
embody . . . The variety of qualities, as is easily proved, literally exceeds not only 
all number, but all multitude finite or infinite. (NEM 3: 351–2, 1903)

In short, qualities have the potential to occur as elements of events but, as 
they emerge from nullity, this potential remains unactualized and prior 
to the birth of actual objects or events (1.427, c. 1896).

As to how definite qualitative possibilities emerge from the vague 
potential of nullity, Peirce offers the following clue:
The evolution of forms begins, or at any rate, has for an early stage of it, a vague 
potentiality; and that either is or is followed by a continuum of forms having a 
multitude of dimensions too great for the individual dimensions to be distinct. It 
must be by contraction of the vagueness of potentiality of everything in  general 
but of nothing in particular that the world of forms comes about. (RLT: 258, 1898)

Each quality defines a continuum of possible cases that is carved out of 
the original continuum that is nullity.12 The vagueness of nullity – which 
characterizes nothing in particular – evolves to a manifold of definite 
 possibilities – possibilities for being this or that. Peirce continues:
[W]e must not assume that the qualities arose separate and came into relation 
afterward. It was just the reverse. The general indefinite potentiality became 
limited and heterogeneous. Those who express the idea to themselves by say-
ing that the Divine Creator determined so and so, may be incautiously clothing 
the idea in a garb that is open to criticism, but it is, after all, substantially the 
only philosophical answer to the problem. Namely, they represent the ideas [i.e. 
qualities] as springing into a preliminary stage of being by their own inherent 
firstness. But so springing up, they do not spring up isolated; for if they did, 
nothing could unite them. They spring up in reaction upon one another, and 
thus into a kind of existence. This reaction and this existence these persons call 
the mind of God . . . Considering the vague intention of [this characterization], 
as conceived by the non-theological artist, it cannot be called false, but rather 
 ludicrously  figurative. (RLT: 259–60, 1896)

12 ‘Qualities, then, and Relations are pure possibilities; and as such have no individual identity. 
Two qualities are more or less unlike . . . There is no sense for example in asking how many shades 
of red there are, – unless you mean how many a man can distinguish, – which is a question of 
psychophysics, not logic’ (NEM 3: 352, 1903).
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This passage is not as unhelpful as it appears on first reading. Peirce claims 
that the possible ways the universe might be do not emerge individu-
ally, thereafter requiring some principle to unite them in a  single space 
of  possibilities, characterizing one and the same universe of being. To the 
contrary, he thinks (for reasons given in Chapter 3) the continuity of the 
universe is irreducible and cannot be built up out of more fundamental 
elements. Moreover, Peirce maintains that the qualitative manifoldness of 
the universe emerges out of an original vague, homogeneous or undiffer-
entiated continuum of possibilities, just as the points on a line do. The 
reason he thinks this is that on the contrary hypothesis – the hypothesis 
that they do not emerge from some prior continuum – there would be 
some  fundamental set of dimensions in the world that as a matter of brute, 
inexplicable fact all objects must vary along. Such a view, we have noted, 
involves the illicit posit of inexplicable facets of reality. Just as the con-
tinuity of the line is prior to the marking of the points it comprises, Peirce 
thinks the continuity of the universe of being in general (i.e. nullity) is 
prior to the identification of definite qualitative possibilities within it.

In the passage just cited, Peirce likens the emergence of the space of 
qualities to artistic creation, harkening back to his analogy, noted  earlier, 
between creation and the intention to construct a building. For the 
 intention to build to be actualized, certain specifications must be made. 
One cannot construct buildinghood in general, one must construct this 
or that instance of it – a building with some specific dimensions, made 
of some specific material, with some definite design features. The mere 
intention to build something demands nothing in the way of particular 
specifications in order to be fulfilled and to that extent it is vague. But 
it still requires that something or other quite definite be built. Likewise, 
Peirce thinks nullity leaves open all possibilities as to which sort of world 
emerges from it. Nullity allows for the vague tendency to take on habits 
but includes nothing that determines how this tendency is to be fulfilled 
or what habits will develop from it. Still, reality can unfold only in some 
more or less definite direction – just as a plan to construct a building 
does – and there can be no habit-taking (and thus no reality) except 
through the realization of some more or less definite habits. Thus, Peirce 
claims, the playing out of the tendency to take on habits requires the 
emergence of some more or less definite characteristics – that is, more or 
less definite ways in which objects might differ from one another. And 
these potential qualitative differences among objects, he says, define a 
space of possibilities. When, in the same passage, Peirce talks of ideas 
springing up in the mind of the Creator, he is making the point that the 
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bare determination to create a world – whether in the form of a definite 
intention or a tendency towards the emergence of reality – does not by 
itself determine how it is to be fulfilled, any more than the intention to 
build specifies the nature of the building to be built. What he thinks 
right about the theological creation story is that in order for a world to 
be realized the vague space of possibilities that nullity comprises must 
have ‘contracted’, that is, it must have become limited to this or that set 
of definite possibilities. God had to choose to actualize some possibilities 
to the exclusion of others in order to create a world at all. What Peirce 
takes to be ludicrously figurative about the creation myth, I take it, is 
that it asks us to picture God as an artist creating the world on some cos-
mic canvas according to some preconceived rational plan.13 But inasmuch 
as Peirce is out to explain the emergence of reasonableness itself, positing 
God as an intentional, rational creator is precluded. On Peirce’s creation 
story, there are no conditions from which the emergence of de finite qual-
ities can be deduced. Which space of qualities develops is not explained 
by conditions present in nullity according to some rational (i.e. deduct-
ive) scheme. Rather, the emergence of definite qualities is spontaneous.14 
The space of qualities representing the dimensions in which objects 
might vary emerged from nullity because some such space was required 
to realize the tendency to habit-taking order, and the particular space 
that emerged was among the open possibilities.

The evolution of existence

On Peirce’s view, the universe as it evolved to the point at which definite 
possibilities emerge can be represented by a book, each page of which is 
a blank sheet that defines a possible universe and all pages of which are 

13 Of the idea that qualities in the universe spring up in the mind of God, Peirce says: ‘I really 
think there is no objection to this except that it is wrapped up in figures of speech, instead of 
having the explicitness that we desire in science. For all you know of “minds” is from the actions 
of animals with brains or ganglia like yourselves or at furthest like a cockroach. To apply such 
a word to God is precisely like the old pictures which show him like an aged man leaning over 
to look out from above a cloud . . . it cannot be called false, but rather ludicrously figurative’ 
(RLT: 159–60, 1898).

14 ‘How is variety to come out of the womb of homogeneity; only by a principle of spontaneity’ 
(W6: 181, 1888). ‘Imagine a magenta colour. Now imagine that all the rest of your consciousness, 
memory, thought, everything except this feeling of magenta is wiped out, and with that is erased all 
possibility of comparing the magenta with anything else or of estimating it as more or less bright. 
That is what you must think the pure sense quality to be. Such a definite potentiality can emerge 
from the indefinite potentiality only by its own . . . spontaneity. Here is this magenta colour. What 
originally made such a quality of feeling possible? Evidently nothing but itself ’ (RLT: 259, 1898). 
See also 1.328–9, c. 1890; 1.302–3, c. 1894; 1.337, c. 1905; 1.357–8, c. 1890; and 6.32, 1891.
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united along a single edge representing their common origin in nullity. 
The next stage in the evolution of being, he says, is the actualization of 
these qualitative possibilities in existent individuals.

Peirce’s account of the evolution of actuality from the realm of possibil-
ity is guided by his analysis of the relation of individual points to continua 
discussed in Chapter 3. There it was noted that, for him, a continuous 
line does not contain any actual points as elements. Yet it comprises an 
(abnumerable) totality of possible points – points that can potentially be 
marked on it. Points are actualized, he says, by being marked by a letter 
P or other label. The label is an index – a sign that individuates an indi-
vidual point without predicating any qualities of it. The index introduces 
a discontinuity in the continuous line, and in so doing does not merely 
reveals a previously existing point but rather brings the point into exist-
ence – it actualizes a potential.

Peirce says that actual points owe their identity, hence their being 
as existing things, to the sort of dynamical relation that makes their 
representation by indices possible. The identity of an actual point depends 
on its contrast with all the points it is not (and conversely) – this contrast 
being a dual relation between the point and all that it is distinguished 
from. The discontinuity in the line introduced by the index singles out 
the point P from all other elements of the line (i.e. it distinguishes P from 
everything that is not-P in accordance with the law of contradiction) and 
identifies it as a point which every other point is either identical to or dis-
tinct from (in accordance with the law of excluded middle).

Peirce claims that the dyadic relation that constitutes the identity of an 
actual point is also dynamical. That is, a point’s identity is constituted by 
its being delimited, determined or hemmed in by its surroundings (and 
vice versa). The index that marks P interrupts the continuity of the line 
and in so doing carves out a space that defines P ’s existence and identity. 
Thus, the elements in this dyadic relation actually affect – or dynamically 
determine – each other’s identity (NEM 4: 136, nd). Were it not for the 
forceful interruption of the continuity of the line by the index, the point 
would remain welded to all the other possible points the continuous line 
comprises.

According to synechism, the emergence of points on a continuous 
line is a model for the evolution of existence from nullity. Peirce ven-
tures the hypothesis that the evolution of actual objects requires the 
emergence of the sort of dyadic, dynamical relations that constitute the 
existence of actual points. However, he claims, these relations cannot be 
produced solely by the qualitative possibilities that emerge from nullity. 
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As possibilities, qualities have a nature that is independent of their being 
actualized in existent objects. Moreover, the being of one qualitative pos-
sibility does not  preclude the being of others, and so qualities do not bear 
the dynamical relations of mutual determination and mutual exclusion 
that Peirce thinks is necessary for existence. As he puts it:
Combine quality with quality after quality and what is the mode of being which 
such determinations approach indefinitely but altogether fail ever to attain? It is, 
as logicians have always taught, the existence of the individual. Individual exist-
ence whether of a thing or fact is the first mode of being that suchness fails to 
confer. Suchness, or the mode of being of the monad, is the mere possibility of 
an existent. Existence is that mode of being which lies in opposition to another. 
(1.456–7, c. 1896)

A quality has its being intrinsically – its being as a possibility is not 
determined by its relation to any other possibilities or its instantiation by 
actual things (1.433, c. 1896). An existent individual, by contrast, fights its 
way into existence – it exists by virtue of its reactions on, and to, other 
things that are part of the same world. The existence of a diamond, for 
example, implies something that resists being scratched by other things. 
It also implies something that is recalcitrant in the face of efforts to pre-
dict and control its behaviour on the basis of false beliefs – the belief that 
it is soft, for example. It is these dynamical reactions that, Peirce says, 
distinguish actual objects from non-actual ones, and it is these dynam-
ical effects that mere possibilities lack.15 Thus, for him, no mere sum of 
qualitative possibilities can account for, or constitute, the existence of an 
object. Just as the possibility of marking a point does not actually prod-
uce one, the possibility of an object with the qualities of a diamond does 
not imply or determine that one exists. For Peirce, then, the emergence of 
actual objects cannot be accounted for solely in terms of the qualitative 
possibilities that are antecedent to their existence.

At the same time, however, Peirce insists that the evolution of actual 
objects is necessary in order to realize the tendency for habit-taking 
that he posits as the source of lawfulness in the universe. As we have 
seen, the possibility of a universe with a tendency to take on habits is 
among the possibilities allowed for in nullity. However, for such a ten-
dency to play out, it must operate to make a difference in the order of 

15 As he says, ‘an occurrence is something whose existence consists in our knocking up against it. 
A hard fact is of the same sort; that is to say, it is something which is there, and which I cannot 
think away, but am forced to acknowledge as an object . . . beside myself, the subject . . . and 
which forms material for the exercise of my will’ (W6: 171, 1888).
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things. That is, it must work in more or less determinate ways to  actually 
(i.e.  dynamically) produce more or less determinate results.16 While the 
 universe of  qualitative possibilities neither constrains nor determines 
which possibilities are actualized, some things must be actualized if the 
potential for habit-taking is to be realized. Existent objects are brought 
into being – called for, as it were – as the means by which habits in the 
universe develop. For Peirce, then, the emergence of the dyadic relations 
that typify actual objects and events is explained by the fact that it is nec-
essary for the development of laws in the universe.17

As for which individual objects become actualized, Peirce says it is a 
matter of pure contingency (1.405, 1890). The space of qualitative pos-
sibilities leaves the details of existence undetermined and open – these 
possibilities neither imply nor preclude the existence of any particular 
individuals. Thus, Peirce thinks actual objects or events emerged in the 
same way that definite qualities emerged out of nullity, that is, spontan-
eously. He says:
What is required . . . is that selection of [events] should crowd out the others. 
This is existence, the arbitrary, blind, reaction against all others of  accidental 
combinations of qualities . . . [I]t is I believe most true and a proposition 
which will force itself upon anyone who considers the subject long enough 
that  individual existence depends upon the circumstance that not all that is 
possible is possible in conjunction . . . The thisness of [existence] consists in its 
reacting upon the consciousness and crowding out other possibilities from so 
reacting . . . The real events conspire as it were against the unreal ones, because 
there is not room for all. But observe that the logical analysis of this state-
ment is that existence has its root in pairing. As soon as duality appears, as 
in contrast between the quality and the feeling of quality, there is already an 
 adumbration or prophetic type of real. But it is the composite of pairing in 
exclusion of another pair with the banding or pairing together of such exclu-
sive pairs which produced thisness . . . The true character of thisness is duality; 
and it is only when one member of the pair is  considered exclusively that it 
appears as individuality. (NEM 4: 135–6, nd)

16 Peirce says that ‘a law of nature left to itself would be quite analogous to a court without a 
sheriff . . . let a law of nature – say the law of gravitation – remain a mere uniformity – a mere 
formula establishing a relation between terms – and what in the world should induce a stone, 
which is not a term nor a concept but just a plain thing, to act in conformity to that uniform-
ity?’ (5.48, 1903).

17 For Peirce: ‘the relation of law, as a cause, to the action of force as its effect, is final, or ideal, 
causation, not efficient causation’ (1.212, 1902) and ‘[f ]inal causality cannot be imagined with-
out efficient causality’ (1.213, 1902). ‘[T]he laws of nature are ideas or resolutions in the mind 
of some vast consciousness, who, whether supreme or subordinate, is a Deity relative to us’ 
(5.107, 1903).
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On Peirce’s hypothesis, certain combinations of qualities were  instantiated 
by actual objects in the way that certain genetic mutations emerge or the 
way a head or tail comes up in a completely random toss. That is, they 
occurred without any determining conditions other than the fact that the 
tendency to order required some result or other and nothing in the realm 
of possibility precluded the events that actually took place. For him, the 
actual world that emerged represents only one of the possible ways that 
the original potential vagueness could be determined and differentiated 
(RLT: 263, 1898). Each actual occurrence P was like a spontaneous flash 
(1.412, c. 1890), but one that precluded the simultaneous actualization 
of ~P.18 The totality of such freak occurrences, he claims, comprised the 
birth of the world of actual events.

The evolution of lawfulness

The actual events that Peirce claims first burst into existence were 
 hecceities. They comprised a world of brute, individual occurrences. The 
dynamical interactions that produced these events occurred in a flash 
(1.429, c. 1896), without rhyme or reason, simply by chance (1.427, c. 
1896). In the world of existent individuals that resulted from these flashes, 
there was no generality yet – no laws and no habits. Each occurrence 
was contingent, unique and individual. Still, Peirce claims, these chance 
occurrences allowed the habit-taking tendency to take hold and even to 
grow (1.409, c. 1890). Given the tendency for habits to emerge, the chance 
interactions that gave rise to actual events were apt to recur, making it 
more likely that as-yet-undetermined events would replicate those that 
existed already (1.409, c. 1890). Peirce does not suppose that this tendency 
to generalize worked unfailingly. He allows that certain events might have 
been evanescent and one-off affairs, and of these events there would be 
no lingering influence on subsequent patterns of occurrences. Yet so long 
as there was even the slightest germ of habit-taking, he thinks it would 
ensure that at least some chance events would persist or be  replicated 
(NEM 4: 139–40, nd).

In order for something to persist, its identity must be perpetu-
ated or retained. On Peirce’s view, the identity of an individual event 
is  constituted by its resistance to the effects of things to which it is 

18 He writes: ‘an accidental reaction is a combination or bringing into special connection of two 
qualities, and since further it is accidental and antigeneral or discontinuous, such an accidental 
reaction ought to be regarded as an adventitious singularity of the continuum of possible quality, 
just as two points of a sheet paper might come into contact’ (NEM 4: 137, nd).
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dynamically opposed. The emergence of enduring events, then, would 
involve a series of dynamic interactions, certain members of which would 
betoken the occurrence of other members. And the emergence of the rela-
tion by which certain events came to signify the occurrence of the latter 
events marked the birth of lawfulness in the universe.

It might seem that in attributing the emergence of law to a habit-
taking tendency, Peirce appeals to the very phenomenon he is out to 
explain. That is, it seems that to explain the emergence of law in terms 
of a tendency for laws to emerge is empty or circular – somewhat akin to 
explaining the soporific effects of opium by appeal to a dormative power. 
However, Peirce does not see it this way. His account would be circular if 
he were explaining the emergence of the habit-taking tendency in terms 
of laws. In that event, he would concede, his theory would only push the 
explanation of lawfulness back a step to the explanation of laws govern-
ing the tendency to take habits. And at some point in such an account, 
lawfulness would still have to be explained in terms that do not presup-
pose it lest it remain a brute, inexplicable fact. Given the constraints that 
Peirce’s principles of inquiry impose on the explanation of lawfulness, 
then, he thinks there is no alternative but to view lawfulness as emer-
ging from the absence of laws. But on such a view the state devoid of 
laws must at least have the potential to take on a lawful form, though 
that potential is not realized. The potential for habit-taking is a poten-
tial for the emergence of certain kinds of relations among events (1.412, 
1902), but in the nascent state of the universe these relations are not yet 
in place. Thus, Peirce’s account of lawfulness does not presuppose what 
it is out to explain.

Nor does Peirce presuppose lawfulness in explaining how the 
 tendency towards lawfulness takes hold. His view is that this  tendency 
begins with chance occurrences – there being no alternative in a uni-
verse without laws. As he puts it, ‘the tendency to growth can be sup-
posed itself to have grown from an infinitesimal germ accidentally 
started’ (6.14, 1891) (where by ‘infinitesimal’ he means a yet-to-be 
distinguished element of a continuum and by ‘germ’ he means a seed 
defined by its potential for growth). On his account, there was no 
reason for the inauguration of the habit-taking tendency beyond the 
fact that there were no laws to preclude the possibility of spontaneous 
 repetitions of patterns of events.

Peirce would also deny that attributing the growth of habits in the 
 universe to the operation of a habit-taking tendency is empty. To the 
contrary, he thinks it is a hypothesis based on a deep insight – namely, 
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that the tendency to take on habits is such that it can account for its 
own expansion throughout the universe. As he puts it, the habit-taking 
tendency ‘causes actions in the future to follow some generalization of 
past actions; and this tendency is itself something capable of similar gen-
eralizations; and thus, it is self-generative’ (1.409, c. 1890). He further 
explains:
In that state of absolute nility . . . [t]here must have been . . . a little of  everything 
conceivable. There must have been here and there a little undifferentiated 
 tendency to take habits. But such a state must tend to increase itself. For a ten-
dency to act in any way, combined with a tendency to take habits, must increase 
the tendency to act in that way. Now substitute in this general statement for 
‘tendency to act in any way’ a tendency to take habits, and we see that that 
 tendency would grow. (6.490, 1908)

In other words, the tendency to habit-taking implies that past patterns 
of occurrences will be more likely to be repeated in the future. The result 
of this tendency is that events in the universe come increasingly to mani-
fest lawful relations. However, once this pattern of taking on habits is 
established it, too, is subject to the tendency to take habits; that is, once 
having occurred, the process of habit-taking would be more likely to be 
replicated in the future. The habit-taking tendency would first establish 
habits and then strengthen the habit of habit-taking. Given that the effect 
of habit-taking is to reinforce certain tendencies for events to unfold, the 
effect of the habit of habit-taking is to make lawfulness increasingly per-
vasive (8.317, 1891). On Peirce’s view, then, events occurring by chance 
will tend to be repeated so as to form regularities in the universe, and 
these regularities will tend to strengthen to take the form of habits or 
dispositions for things to behave in certain ways given certain antecedent 
conditions. Eventually these dispositions would come to determine the 
course of events and even preclude the possibility of certain combin-
ations of events (e.g. horses with even-numbered toes, diamonds capable 
of being marked when scratched, material bodies that violate the laws of 
gravity and so on). Thus, the tendency towards lawfulness, once begun by 
chance, explains its own growth and expansion in producing an increas-
ingly lawful world:
The evolution of the world is hyperbolic, that is, proceeds from one state of things 
in the infinite past, to a different state of things in the infinite future. The state 
of things in the infinite past is chaos, tohu bohu, the nothingness of which con-
sists in the total absence of regularity. The state of things in the infinite future is 
death, the nothingness of which consists in the complete triumph of law and the 
absence of all spontaneity. (8.317, 1891)
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The appeal to habit-taking as a source of order in the universe is not so 
much circular, then, as self-explanatory.19

By extrapolating the habit-taking tendency, Peirce arrives at the view 
that the final stage in the evolution of reality would be the ‘complete 
triumph of law’. In such a state the tendency towards habit-taking is so 
evolved that each subsequent stage of the universe is necessarily deter-
mined by (i.e. deducible from) the preceding state in accordance with the 
laws of the universe. For reasons to be explored more fully in the next 
chapter, Peirce does not think this is the current state of the universe:
But if the laws of nature are the result of evolution, this evolutionary process 
must be supposed to be still in progress . . . But if the laws of nature are still in 
process of evolution from a state of things in the infinitely distant past in which 
there were no laws, it must be that events are not even now absolutely regulated 
by law. It must be that just as when we attempt to verify any law of nature our 
observations show irregular departures from law owing to our errors, so there 
are in the very facts themselves absolutely fortuitous departures from law tril-
lions of trillions of times smaller no doubt, but which nevertheless must mani-
fest themselves in some indirect way on account of their continual occurrence. 
(7.514, c. 1898)20

For him, the present universe lies somewhere between the original chaos of 
nullity and the absence of spontaneity that he thinks constitutes death.

Peirce thinks the emergence of lawfulness involves the realization of 
purposefulness in the universe. Through the operation of the habit-tak-
ing tendency, the otherwise brute and arational dynamical interactions 
that constitute the world of existent individuals become cognitively sig-
nificant. That is, in so far as they come to be determined by habits their 
occurrence predicts further occurrences in ways that accord with habits 
of inference. In the process, dynamical interactions are transformed from 
individual events that occur without purpose and for no reason to the 
means through which habit-taking is realized.

Peirce thinks the evolution of a purposeful order in the universe by 
means of habit-taking also implies the realization of reasonableness in the 
order of things. Conditions that render events in the universe lawful are  

19 The tendency to take habits ‘is a generalizing tendency; it causes actions in the future to fol-
low some generalization of past actions; and this tendency is itself something capable of similar 
generalization; and thus, it is self-generative. We have therefore only to suppose the smallest 
spur of it in the past, and that germ would have been bound to develope into a mighty and over-
ruling principle, until it supersedes itself by strengthening habits into absolute laws regulating 
the action of all things in every respect in the indefinite future’ (W6: 208, 1888).

20 ‘At present, the course of events is approximately determined by law. In the past that approxima-
tion was less perfect; in the future it will be more perfect’ (W6: 208, 1888).
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conditions that render it capable of symbolic representation and,  moreover, 
render symbols determinately true or false. Yet, as Peirce sees it, the 
hypothesis that laws are real implies that the evolution of  habit-taking is 
a process in the objective world. That is, contrary to what the  nominalist 
supposes, the form of symbolic understanding is not imposed on the 
 universe by inquirers as a result of the way they think about it, rather 
the form symbols take is increasingly imposed both on events and on the 
way inquirers understand them by the course that the evolution of the 
universe takes. As events increasingly take on a symbolic form, so too 
does cognition (to the extent that it is rational). Since the form of events 
implied in symbolic representation is, on his view, inherent in the order 
of things, Peirce thinks the realization of habit-taking is the realization of 
the conditions of reasonableness in the universe at large, and not just in 
the world of thought (1.532–3, 1903).21

ConClusion

In this chapter I have argued that despite its obscurity and highly specu-
lative character, Peirce’s metaphysics forms an integral part of his phil-
osophy, one that is based on the principles of his theory of inquiry – his 
theory of symbols and his analysis of continuity, in particular.

Against the nominalist’s charge that positing real laws is superfluous, 
Peirce argues that synechism – the view that the continuity implied by 
lawlike claims is real – provides the best explanation of the otherwise 
startling predictive success of rational inquiry. He claims that on the 
nominalist view that there are no real laws governing the order of events, 
the fact that events unfold in ways that conform to the predictions justi-
fied by the inferential habits implied by symbols is a brute, inexplicable 
fact. For him, such a view violates principles of sound method inasmuch 
as it renders the lawful pattern evident in the order of things mysterious. 
On the hypothesis that laws are real, by contrast, foreknowledge of events 
is accounted for by the fact that it is grounded in knowledge of principles 
that operate in the universe to determine how events unfold.

As Peirce sees it, the hypothesis that laws are real is part and parcel 
of the view that the world can be understood in symbolic – that is to 
say, rational – terms. According to his pragmatic maxim, every symbol 

21 ‘Intellectual power is nothing but facility in taking habits and in following them in cases essen-
tially analogous to, but in non-essentials widely remote from, the normal cases of connections of 
feelings under which those habits were formed’ (6.20, 1891).
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affirms a law that governs a continuum of possible instances. Thus, 
 continuity is the sole form under which events can be rendered intel-
ligible by means of symbols. Whereas, on Peirce’s view, the nominalist’s 
denial of the reality of laws (i.e. real continuity) is tantamount to the 
denial of an objective basis for symbolic knowledge, synechism (i.e. the 
view that continuity is real) is the hypothesis to which we are driven in 
taking symbolic knowledge to be truly representative of the way things 
are (1.487, c. 1896).

Peirce’s reflections on what synechism implies lead him to speculate 
about the evolutionary origins of reality. While he would acknowledge 
that his cosmology is sketchy and tentative, his path to it is, to his way 
of thinking, clear and systematic. The reality of continuity implies that 
there can be no basic building blocks or fundamental variables in terms 
of which the order of events in the universe can be explained – and, cer-
tainly, that the lawful order of events cannot be accounted for in terms of 
individuals and their relations, as the nominalist maintains. From the fact 
that there are no ultimate explanatory variables, Peirce is led to deny that 
laws of nature can be taken as ultimate first principles. On his account, 
it is not only necessary to explain how each law in the universe came to 
be the way it is, but also to explain how lawfulness itself emerged from 
a state in which it is absent. Thus, his speculations about the way order 
emerged from an original chaos are motivated by demands imposed on 
him by his view of the method of inquiry.

Peirce’s appeal to teleological explanation enters the picture as the only 
way open to explain the emergence of order out of chaos. He starts from 
a state of potential reality – a state in which laws are utterly absent and 
nothing is determinate – and argues that order can emerge from such a 
state only by the generalization of certain patterns of occurrences that 
produce dispositions for events to unfold in certain definite ways under 
certain specific circumstances. The specific path by means of which order 
evolved from this state of chaos is undetermined and left to chance – there 
being no laws to determine how things unfolded. However, he thinks that 
the fact that certain individual objects and events exist, and that these 
objects and events vary in more or less definite qualitative dimensions, is 
accounted for by the fact that it is only given this that the tendency for 
the universe to take on order could have been realized.

Since the emergence of a lawful order is, for him, a condition of the 
intelligibility of symbols, Peirce sees the evolution of lawfulness as con-
tributing to the emergence of reasonableness in the universe. As events 
increasingly take on a lawful order, he thinks they become increasingly 
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intelligible and thus subserve the growth of reasonableness in the cos-
mos. For him, appeal to teleology – and, in particular, to the progres-
sive expansion of reasonableness in the universe – is an essential part of 
the hypothesis that the conditions that make the universe intelligible to 
rational inquirers are built into the order of things, rather than imposed 
on events by inquirers, as nominalists maintain.

Peirce would not think his discussion of synechism suffices to verify 
that it is true (RLT: 162, 1898). However, he would claim that it not only 
clarifies the metaphysical implications of the hypothesis that laws (and 
true continua) are real but also shows the hypothesis of synechism to be 
a promising theory, one that is formulated in light of sound principles of 
rational inquiry and worthy of further investigation by inquirers.

As Peirce well knows, however, even his claim that synechism is a 
 reasonable hypothesis is far from uncontroversial. One obvious problem 
is that his appeal to absolute chance to explain the emergence of a mani-
fold of qualities and the occurrence of actual events seems illegitimate 
by his own lights. As he admits, scientific explanation proceeds by sub-
suming events as cases under general laws. The notion that certain events 
occur by chance implies that certain events abrogate the laws of nature. 
Inasmuch as Peirce views lawfulness as a condition of the intelligibility 
of the order of things, positing chance events seems to imply that certain 
events are unintelligible or inexplicable. Such a view comes into conflict 
with his own methodological strictures. Peirce’s defence of the reality of 
chance – the view he calls ‘tychism’ – from this and other objections is 
the topic of Chapter 10.
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CH A PTER 10

A universe of chance: foundations of  
Peirce’s indeterminism

In the previous chapter I explained the connection between Peirce’s 
 cosmology and his theory of inquiry. I argued that he arrives at his views 
about the origins and evolution of the universe by thinking through the 
implications of the hypothesis that laws are real, in light of the principles 
of his theory of inquiry. Proceeding in this way, Peirce concludes that not 
only does each law in the universe require explanation but so too does 
the emergence of lawfulness out of ‘nullity’. On the theory he develops, 
laws result from the working out of a tendency to generalize events that 
happen by chance. For him, then, ‘tychism’ – his term for the view that 
chance is operative in the order of things – forms a central part of the 
hypothesis that laws are real.

As Peirce sees it, tychism is contrary to nominalism. The nominalist 
holds that the objective content of knowledge can be reduced to claims 
about individuals. To Peirce’s way of thinking, this limits the scope of 
knowledge to claims about what exists and leads the nominalist to deny 
ontological significance to claims about what is possible (i.e. what might 
be), probable (i.e. what is likely to be) or necessary (i.e. what must be). 
The nominalist denies, in particular, that statistical generalizations in 
science – lawlike claims involving probabilities – represent real statistical 
principles operating in the world. Thus, as Peirce sees it, the nominalist’s 
denial of objective chance is part and parcel of his denial of the reality 
of laws.

As Peirce is well aware, however, tychism is at odds with a broad 
 consensus among members of the community of inquirers of his time. 
The notion of chance enters into inquiry through the application of 
the theory of probability to statistical inferences. On the received view, 
probability is a purely epistemological notion, not an ontological one. 
Proponents of this view reject the doctrine of objective chance on the 
grounds that it implies there are events that are not caused by ante cedent 
conditions and that, therefore, defy rational understanding. While 
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defenders of the orthodox view of chance acknowledge the importance 
of statistical reasoning for rational inquiry, they insist that probability is 
nothing more than a measure of the confidence inquirers ought to have 
in their predictions, given their propensity for error and their imperfect 
knowledge of the variables that produce events. Thus, they agree with 
the nominalist that there are no real statistical laws in nature. In this 
chapter, I explain more fully Peirce’s defence of the reality of chance. 
As in the previous chapter, my aim is not to assess Peirce’s metaphysical 
views but only to make clear how he is led to them given his theory of 
inquiry and why he thinks his view of the universe is more worthy of 
pursuit than its rivals.

NECEss iTA R i A N ism:  T HE C A sE Ag A iNsT  
objECT i v E CH A NCE

The main alternative to tychism is the view Peirce calls ‘ necessitarianism’. 
As he sees it, the main appeal of necessitarianism is that it offers a way to 
reconcile the extensive use of statistical inferences in advanced sciences – 
in the social sciences, the kinetic theory of gases, evolutionary biology 
and physiology – with the deterministic worldview often thought to be 
implied by classical mechanics.1 The necessitarian thinks all sciences seek 
to emulate mechanics, the key feature of which is that from a small num-
ber of universal laws and complete knowledge of the state of the universe 
at a particular instant, all prior and subsequent states of the universe can 
be deduced.2 For them, explaining events by showing them to be the 
necessary effects of antecedent causes is not only fundamental to phys-
ics but to the rational understanding of any sort of event. It is also fun-
damental in practical reasoning, inasmuch as knowledge of cause and 
effect enters into the formation of reasonable expectations. While neces-
sitarians acknowledge that the sort of deterministic explanations offered 
in mechanics are not available in every field of inquiry, they note that 
with the progress of knowledge events in the universe have become more 

1 Peirce claims that Darwin’s method of explaining evolution is probabilistic and takes the same 
form as that used in the kinetic theory of gases (W3: 244, 1877). He also sees parallels between the 
form of explanation used in these theories and certain explanations of habit-taking in  physiology 
(W2: 235, 1870).

2 ‘The proposition in question is that the state of things existing at any time, together with certain 
immutable laws, completely determine the state of things at every other time (for a limitation to 
future time is indefensible). Thus, given the state of the universe in the original nebula, and given 
the laws of mechanics, a sufficiently powerful mind could deduce from these data the precise 
form of every curlicue of every letter I am now writing’ (6.37, 1891).
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predictable and controllable. Thus, they hold, as one advocate puts it, ‘in 
the ordinary march of society, an increasing perception of the regular-
ity of nature destroys the doctrine of Chance, and replaces it by that of 
Necessary Connexion’ (Buckle 1871: 7).

At the same time, necessitarians acknowledge the importance of the 
‘doctrine of chances’ to inquiry in many fields. By averaging data  collected 
over a large sample of individuals within a class, inquirers abstract certain 
general laws (while recognizing that there is variation in the way these 
laws operate in individual cases). Even the results of direct observation, 
necessitarians acknowledge, are subject to variability calculable by means 
of the error curve. As a result, they concede that all scientific results are 
probabilistic – that is, that phenomena can accurately be predicted only 
within calculable limits of errors.

Necessitarians resolve the seeming tension between the view that 
 science can do no more than predict events with a greater or lesser degree 
of probability and the claim that events in nature are strictly deter-
mined by their antecedent conditions by denying that probability is an 
objective phenomenon. As they see it, probabilistic claims measure the 
 subjective uncertainty of predictions, uncertainty which they attribute 
to  incomplete knowledge of the myriad conditions that determine the 
occurrence of events. Assessments of probabilities feature in science only 
because full and exact knowledge of the state of the universe at a given 
time is beyond the capacity of finite inquirers. To think otherwise – that 
is, to suppose that events are subject to chance – is to deny that all events 
can be explained as the necessary outcome of antecedent states and the 
laws of nature. Such a view implies that certain events defy the laws of 
nature, in the way that miracles are often thought to do. Were chance 
operative in the universe, they insist, events would be unpredictable, 
 chaotic and incomprehensible. For necessitarians, then, the very nature of 
rational explanation renders the hypothesis of objective chance unaccept-
able. Meanwhile, progress in science provides ample assurance that events 
occur in lawful patterns, rather than chaotically. Thus, they  conclude, 
probability is nothing more than a means of rationally assigning  subjective 
degrees of belief to propositions.

Peirce agrees with necessitarians that the discovery of laws is the most 
important achievement of rational inquiry. However, he thinks the 
prevalence of appeals to statistical laws in the kinetic theory of gases, 
evolution and social science provides prima facie reasons for question-
ing whether the laws of the universe are as exact as necessitarians claim. 
Rather than focus on how to reconcile appeals to chance in inquiry with a 
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deterministic worldview, Peirce challenges the necessitarian’s  assumption 
that they must be reconciled. That is, he argues, on the basis of his theory 
of inquiry, to suppose necessitarianism is the only credible scientific view 
is dogmatic. As he sees it, one can agree with the necessitarian that the 
method of inquiry used in advanced sciences is a model for all rational 
explanation and yet still question the merits of necessitarianism as a the-
ory of the world. Indeed, he thinks tychism is not only a legitimate scien-
tific hypothesis but that it better accords with certain evident phenomena 
than necessitarianism does.

iN iT i A l  doubTs A bou T NECEss iTA R i A N ism

According to Peirce, inquiry begins with substantial grounds for doubt 
about some issue or view. Although necessitarianism is embraced by 
 virtually every scientifically-inspired inquirer in Peirce’s day,3 he thinks 
there is ample reason to reconsider it.4 Necessitarians dismiss the view 
that chance is real on the grounds that it implies that the universe is 
unintelligible. But having noted that Epicurus advanced the view that 
chance is operative in the universe and Aristotle (among others) defended 
an account of free will at odds with determinism, Peirce thinks it far 
from obvious that objective chance is incomprehensible, as necessitarians 
imply. Besides:
[T]hat which has been inconceivable today has often turned out indisputable on 
the morrow. Inability to conceive is only a stage through which every man must 
pass in regard to a number of beliefs – unless endowed with extraordinary obsti-
nacy and obtuseness. His understanding is enslaved to some blind compulsion 
which a vigorous mind is pretty soon to cast off. (6.49, 1892)

In response to the claim, much touted by necessitarians, that the 
advancement of inquiry since the time of Epicurus and Aristotle clearly 
 demonstrates the superiority of deterministic explanations and refutes the 
idea that the universe is chaotic, Peirce notes that the history of ideas 
also shows an increasing tendency to ‘question the exact truth of axioms’ 
(W4: 544, 1883–4). Non-Euclidean geometry challenges the absolute truth 
of the claim that the interior angles of a triangle add up to 180°, for this 
holds of a triangle in a Euclidean plane but not of a triangle drawn on 

3 See for example John Fiske (1874, i: 286–7), Chauncey Wright (1971: 71), Pierre Laplace (1951: 3), 
William Whewell (1967: 66 and 178–84), John Herschel (1850: 1–57) and Herbert Spencer 
(1945: 134–45 and 162–70).

4 He even goes so far as to claim that ‘the position of the mechanical philosophers is becoming 
almost as obsolete as that of the scholastic doctors’ (6.361, 1902).
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a sphere. The development of polyadic logic (which Peirce helped pion-
eer) challenges the absoluteness of the law of excluded-middle. And while 
Peirce thinks that inquirers in the past were quite right to assume that 
events are strictly determined by the laws of nature – since they lacked a 
rigorous understanding of probability – he thinks in the current climate 
‘it is proper to question the exactitude of those same laws when we are 
in possession of a guiding idea which shows us in what matter they may 
possibly be corrected’ (W4: 545, 1883–4). As he sees it, advances in tech-
niques of statistical reasoning call for a reconsideration of the notion that 
the axioms purported to establish necessitarianism – axioms such as the 
law of causality (that every event has a determining cause) or the principle 
of the uniformity of nature (that like causes produce like effects all other 
things being equal) – are inviolable. For him, ‘the question of whether 
laws are exact or not has come to have a claim to consideration greater 
than it had had in a former state of science’ (W4: 545, 1883–4).

In questioning the exactness of laws, Peirce rejects the necessitarian 
claim that unless events in the universe are strictly determined, their 
occurrence is unintelligible. Such a view, he maintains, overlooks the pos-
sibility that the question of the order in the universe is a matter of degree. 
For him, the issue is not, as the necessitarian supposes, whether there is 
order in the universe but whether the universe is ordered by necessary 
laws so that every occurrence is precisely determined by antecedent con-
ditions or whether, instead, the universe is ordered by statistical laws, in 
which case there are events that are ‘irreducible in their own nature to 
any law’ (W4: 546, 1884). The fact that necessitarians seem blind to the 
possibility that the order of the universe is a matter of degree gives Peirce 
further reason to scrutinize the case to be made for their view.5

Peirce thinks a re-examination of necessitarianism is further  motivated 
by the fact that the consensus on necessitarianism is supported by a bewil-
dering diversity of philosophical justifications. Proponents of the view dis-
agree over whether the fundamental axiom of scientific explanation is the 
Principle of Causality (as is argued by Auguste Quetelet, Henry Buckle, 
John Herschel, Pierre Laplace and Chauncey Wright), the Uniformity of 
Nature (as John Stuart Mill contends) or the Persistence of Force (the 
candidate of Herbert Spencer and John Fiske). There are  disagreements 
among necessitarians about whether these principles are to be justified as 

5 He writes: ‘this much may be regarded as solidly established, that the world is not a mere chance-
medley. But whether the world makes an exact poem or not, is another question . . .  It will be 
worth our while, then, to inquire into the degree of orderliness in the universe’ (6.399, 1878).
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necessary presuppositions of rational thought (following Kant, Whewell 
and Herschel) or naturalistically, either as the products of evolution (as 
for Fiske and Spencer) or as the product of induction on direct experi-
ence (as for Mill). There is even controversy among necessitarians about 
whether the denial of these principles is inherently inconceivable (as 
Kant, Whewell and Herschel contend), inconceivable for human beings 
as a matter of contingent fact (as Fiske and Spencer argue) or conceivable 
but empirically false (as Mill holds). As Peirce observes:
The great principle of causation which, we are told, it is absolutely impossible 
not to believe, has been one proposition at one period of history and an entirely 
 disparate one [at] another and is still a third one for the modern physicist. The 
only thing about it which has stood . . .  is the name of it. (RLT: 197, 1898)

As Peirce sees it, then, the consensus on necessitarianism is  superficial – 
it exists alongside the sort of controversy over philosophical details and 
metaphysical implications among intelligent thinkers that, on his view, 
signals the need for further inquiry. While he does not think the  presence 
of controversy alone casts doubt on necessitarianism, he does think it calls 
for a careful review of the claim that necessitarianism is fundamental to 
rational thought – either because it is a principle of inquiry or, failing that, 
a well-established fact. Indeed, he thinks that upon careful  consideration, 
neither of these two claims proves defensible.

NECEss iTA R i A N ism A s  A  PR EsuPPosiT ioN of iNqu iRy

Necessitarianism is a view about the way events in the universe are 
ordered. According to Peirce’s philosophical method, it is worth repeat-
ing, controversies about the nature of reality become clearer and more 
tractable when assessed in light of the theory of inquiry (see Chapter 2). 
As he sees it, whether they phrase their view in terms of the principles of 
causality or the uniformity of nature or the persistence of force or what 
have you, necessitarians are committed to the methodological principle 
that an event is rationally explained by showing it to be necessary given 
certain initial conditions and the laws of nature.6 Such a view requires 
that the world be understood as a deductive system in which the occur-
rence of each event is deducible from premises that affirm the laws of 
nature and a complete description of the state of the universe at a given 

6 In ‘Design and Chance’ Peirce says he is out to challenge the exact truth of the claim that ‘real 
things exist’ and the axiom that ‘Nature is uniform’ without quibbling about the form in which 
the axiom is expressed (W4: 545–6, 1874).
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time. In grounding this model of explanation on metaphysical axioms, 
the necessitarian claims to establish it as a method that is both univer-
sal – applicable to every event in the universe – and necessary – definitive 
of rational understanding and binding on all inquirers. It is in virtue of 
these claims that some necessitarians hold that to question determinism is 
to question the scope and authority of reason itself.

Although Peirce disputes necessitarianism, he has no interest in challeng-
ing the scope and authority of rational inquiry. While he does not think 
inquiry routinely produces theories that are likely to be correct (see Chapter 
7), he does think it a rational pursuit since it follows a method that ensures 
‘every intelligible question whatever is susceptible in its own nature of receiv-
ing a definitive and satisfactory answer, if it be sufficiently investigated by 
observation and reasoning’ (W4: 546, 1883–4). Moreover, he does not think 
it possible to challenge the supremacy of rational inquiry as a means of form-
ing beliefs. Any such challenge will either flout the principles of rational 
inquiry and thus be irrational or purport to be an instance of rational inquiry 
and presuppose the very principles it seeks to reject. Thus, Peirce agrees with 
necessitarians that the principles of rational method, rightly understood, are 
universal and binding on all knowers (see Chapter 2).

In challenging the truth of necessitarianism, then, Peirce distinguishes 
the claim that the universe can be understood through inquiry guided 
by principles that are universal and necessary from the claim that the 
deterministic model of explanation that necessitarians defend is the only 
rational one. In other words, he seeks to carve out a conceptual space for 
indeterminism by arguing on the basis of his theory of inquiry that, far 
from being a necessary presupposition of rational inquiry, necessitarian-
ism is merely one scientific hypothesis among other conceivable ones and, 
moreover, one that might well be false.

As noted in Chapter 7, Peirce thinks the inferences involved in rational 
inquiry are reducible to three forms: abduction, deduction and induction. 
In insisting on the universality and necessity of the principles of inquiry, 
he is committed to the claim that the conditions that legitimate these 
forms of inference must hold in any universe in which there is a truth 
to discover. However, he argues that these forms of inference apply even 
in a world  governed by statistical laws. For him, this shows, contrary to 
what the necessitarian claims, that determinism is not a presupposition of 
rational inquiry.

Consider, first, the method of abduction. For Peirce, beliefs are 
 hypotheses offered to explain facts by subsuming them under laws 
that predict their occurrence given certain initial conditions. Given 
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this, he agrees with the necessitarian that a ‘fact is explained when a 
 proposition –  possibly true – is brought forward, from which that fact 
follows  syllogistically [i.e. deductively]’ (W1: 426, 1866). He also agrees 
with the necessitarian that rational inquiry presupposes as a matter of 
principle that every fact has such an explanation. For him, the only basis 
for inferring a hypothesis by abduction is that it explains some phenom-
enon, and to advance the hypothesis that a phenomenon is inexplicable 
is a  self-defeating attempt to render something intelligible by denying its 
intelligibility. For him, then, the method of explaining events in terms of 
laws applies everywhere.

However, Peirce claims that the demand for a rational account of events 
is met by hypotheses that involve statistical laws. For example, he thinks 
it perfectly acceptable to explain the fact that a sufficiently large sample 
of coin tosses shows roughly equal numbers of heads and tails by appeal 
to the hypothesis that the occurrence of heads or tails on any given toss is 
subject to chance. Such a law, he claims, rationalizes the order of events 
in the universe by explaining the ‘ratio of the number of occurrences of a 
specific event [random coin tosses coming up heads] to the whole number 
of occurrences of a supposed certainly known generic event of which the 
first is a special kind [random coin tosses in general]’ (W1: 395, 1866).  
In other words, the law implied by the claim that the coin is fair explains 
the equal distribution of heads and tails among random tosses in terms 
of the operation of a statistical law over a large number of trials – much 
as the kinetic theory of gases explains regularities in the behaviour of 
gases as the result of the random motions of molecules. In light of this, 
he thinks necessitarians who claim that deterministic explanations are 
required by the principles of inquiry are simply wrong.

The necessitarian rejects Peirce’s view on the grounds that chance 
events, not being determined by laws, are inexplicable. To claim that an 
event is due to chance is tantamount to denying that there is any reason 
for it, and given this the necessitarian will urge that the hypothesis of 
objective chance violates Peirce’s own strictures on hypotheses that posit 
inexplicable phenomena.

As Peirce sees it, however, this objection has no force against tychism. 
Tychism does not, as the objection assumes, posit absolute chance as a 
cause of events. Indeed Peirce agrees with the necessitarian that such a 
view is incoherent. An explanation shows some fact to be a necessary 
or likely effect of antecedent conditions given some law or other. Since 
no specific outcomes can be deduced from the premise that a process is 
 random, chance cannot be viewed as a cause or state from which certain 
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effects follow necessarily. Peirce thus accepts that chance does not explain 
why things occur as they do. However, acknowledging this point settles 
nothing about the truth of necessitarianism as far as he is concerned.

According to tychism, as Peirce understands it, chance is not a property 
of events or their causes, but of their relations; specifically, their relative 
frequencies (6.75, 1898). It enters into explanations not as an initial condi-
tion of the operation of laws but as a relation that links statistical laws 
to their outcomes, albeit in a less than precisely determined manner. For 
him, then, the issue of objective chance turns on whether the laws opera-
tive in the universe are deterministic – in which case the order of events 
could not be other than it is – or whether instead they are merely statisti-
cal. He ‘acknowledge[s] there is an approximate regularity, and that every 
event is influenced by it’ (6.54, 1892) but the question, as he sees it, is to 
what degree of exactness are events governed by laws. The more regular 
the universe, Peirce would agree, the more intelligible it is, but since the 
orderliness of the universe is a matter of degree along a continuum of pos-
sibilities, to deny that everything in the universe is strictly determined is 
not, as the necessitarian claims, to deny intelligibility altogether.

Nor is Peirce moved by the necessitarian objection that statistical laws 
render individual events inexplicable. He admits that the laws of prob-
ability do not explain why this or that random event occurs. However, as 
he sees it, to claim that an individual event is undetermined is merely to 
deny the presence of conditions that necessitate it. It is to claim, in other 
words, that conditions that might determine events to occur in one way 
as opposed to another are absent. Such absences, he claims, are not posi-
tive facts and thus do not cry out for explanation. He explains:
Chance, according to me, or irregularity – that is the absence of any  coincidence – 
calls for no explanation . . .  surely the mere absence of law calls for no further 
explanation than is afforded by the mere absence of any particular circumstance 
necessitating the result, thereby accounting for the coincidence it presents. It 
would be highly absurd to say that the absence of any definite character must be 
accounted for, as if it were a peculiar phenomenon, simply because the imperfec-
tion of language leads us so to talk of it. (6.612, 1893)

On Peirce’s view, it is regularities (or coincidences) among phenomena 
that demand explanations – the fact that bodies attract with a force 
 proportionate to the inverse square of the distance between them, that 
the pressure of an ideal gas is inversely proportional to its volume given 
a constant temperature and so on. So-called chance events – events 
un determined by laws (such as those Peirce claims to have spontaneously 
burst forth from the state of nullity) – do not. Indeed, on his view, to 
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explain the irregularity that signals the absence of law would require that 
it be the necessary or probable conclusion of some deductive argument. 
But then the so-called irregularity would be subsumed under a general 
law and not be an irregularity at all. Thus to demand an explanation of 
irregularity or unlawfulness is self-contradictory. Moreover, since the 
effects of chance are subject to laws – specifically, to the laws of probabil-
ity – and these laws act to produce regularities among phenomena – in 
the form of gas laws or the laws of statistical mechanics, for example – 
Peirce sees no grounds for the complaint that the hypothesis of objective 
chance renders the universe unintelligible.7 Thus, for him, the hypothesis 
of absolute chance does not violate principles of abduction.

Peirce thinks tychism is also consistent with the principles of deduc-
tion as they apply to rational inquiry. Statistical hypotheses have definite 
testable consequences, consequences derivable by statistical deduction (see 
Chapter 7). It is true that the predictions licensed by statistical laws do not 
hold without exception. Certain patterns of events are ruled out, not as 
being absolutely impossible, but only as (in varying degrees) improbable. 
Still, as Peirce sees it, the relative frequency of improbable events can be 
calculated by means of the theory of probability and thus the reliability 
of the predictions based on statistical laws can be precisely determined. 
Thus, for him, statistical laws as hypotheses meet the standards of cogni-
tive meaningfulness implied by his pragmatic maxim.

Finally, Peirce thinks tychism is consistent with the principles govern-
ing the method of induction. When it comes to testing a statistical law 
(or indeed any law), Peirce thinks inquirers must infer patterns of future 
experience based on past experimental results. For him, the ability to pre-
dict future events is grounded by the belief that the universe unfolds in 

7 ‘Absolute chance is a hypothesis; and, like every hypothesis, can only be defended as explain-
ing certain phenomena. Yet to suppose that an event is brought about by absolute chance is 
utterly illogical, since as a hypothesis it could only be admitted on the ground of its explaining 
observed facts; now from mere non-law nothing necessarily follows, and therefore nothing can be 
explained; for to explain a fact is to show that it is a necessary or, at least, a probable result from 
another fact, known or supposed. Why is this not a complete refutation of the theory of absolute 
chance? Answer: because the existence of absolute chance, as well as many of its characters, are not 
themselves absolute chances, or sporadic events, unsubject to general law. On the contrary, these 
things are general laws. Everybody is familiar with the fact that chance has laws, and that statisti-
cal results follow therefrom. Very well: I do not propose to explain anything as due to the action 
of chance, that is, as being lawless. I do not countenance the idea that Bible stories, for instance, 
show that nature’s laws were violated; though they may help to show that nature’s laws are not 
so mechanical as we are accustomed to think. But I only propose to explain the regularities of 
nature as consequences of the only uniformity, or general fact, there was in the chaos, namely, the 
general absence of any determinate law. In fact, after the first step is taken, I only use chance to 
give room for the development of law by means of the law of habits’ (6.606, 1896).
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lawful ways. Indeed, on his view, a world without laws is one in which 
symbolic representation is impossible, there being no intelligible order of 
things. To this extent, then, he accepts the necessitarian claim that induc-
tive methods apply only given that nature is uniform or lawfully ordered. 
Nevertheless, he denies that the application of inductive methods requires 
that events in the universe be strictly determined. As he sees it, induction 
involves the inference of the character of a continuum of possible cases 
based on finite samples of data. All that this sort of inference presup-
poses is that there are samples of data on which to base tolerably accurate 
 inferences. As he puts it:

There is still another sense in which we might speak of the uniformity of nature. If 
we select a good many objects on the principle that they belong to a certain class 
and then find that they all have some common character, pretty much the whole 
class will generally be found to have that character [this is a description of quantita-
tive induction]. Or if we take a good many of the characters of a thing at random, 
and afterwards find a thing which has all these characters, we shall generally find 
that the thing is pretty near the same as the first [this is a description of qualitative 
induction]. It seems to me that it is this pair of facts rather than any others which 
are properly expressed by saying that nature is uniform. We shall see that it is they 
which are the leading principles of scientific inference. (W1: 420, 1866)

While inferences from samples to populations in quantitative induction 
do not license exact conclusions, they do justify estimates of the likeli-
hood of error that allow inquirers to predict the frequency with which 
actual experience can be expected to depart from patterns predicted by 
a statistical hypothesis. Thus, the principles of induction issue in rational 
beliefs even in a probabilistic universe. Moreover, Peirce’s justification of 
quantitative induction as a self-corrective method demands only that the 
universe be governed by the law of large numbers (see Chapter 7) – a law 
that affirms relations among chance events (i.e. events that are not deter-
mined to occur in one way or another in any given case). Since qualitative 
and crude induction are likewise self-corrective when applied to phenom-
ena that are irreducibly statistical, Peirce thinks the necessitarian is wrong 
to suppose that the method of inductive testing requires that events in 
nature be strictly determined.

In short, for Peirce, determinism is not necessary in order for the 
 principles of abduction, deduction and induction to apply – the principles 
that he thinks must hold in any world in which there is a truth to  discover. 
There is, thus, no merit in the necessitarian claim that determinism is a 
presupposition of reason. While he insists that the reality of laws is a condi-
tion of the intelligibility of symbols, and thus a constraint on any rational 
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 understanding of the world, this condition does not imply any particular 
degree of lawfulness in the world. The general form of a law is: ‘If act A 
were performed under conditions C, result R would occur in p% of cases’, 
and to accept the necessitarian axiom that ‘like circumstances will produce 
like effects’ is to restrict the values of p to 100, in the case of affirmative 
laws, or 0, in the case of negative generalizations. Such a view promotes a 
contingent hypothesis about the way events in the world are ordered to the 
status of a necessary truth and in the process blinds inquirers to the pos-
sibility that the orderliness of the universe is a matter of degree. On Peirce’s 
theory, by contrast, all that the principles of inquiry demand in the way of 
order is a set of laws that makes it possible to form reasonable predictions 
about the frequency with which certain kinds of events occur, given certain 
conditions, over the long run. Such a view allows that determinism might 
be true but does not place any a priori restrictions on the value of p in the 
above schema.8 As a result, the question of whether necessitarianism is true 
is left open by Peirce’s theory of inquiry and remains to be settled by inves-
tigation of the actual order of things. So far as Peirce is concerned, then, 
tychism is a legitimate hypothesis and not, as some necessitarians claim, 
precluded by the principles of rational inquiry.

T HE EmPiR iC A l C A sE foR NECEss iTA R i A N ism

Having argued that tychism cannot be ruled out a priori on the grounds 
that it is a hypothesis at odds with the principles of rational inquiry, Peirce 
turns to the empirical evidence that bears on the question of whether 
necessitarianism is true. His main claim in this connection is that the 
evidence necessitarians take to refute tychism is insufficient.

Necessitarians make much of the claim that the advanced sciences 
have uncovered laws that hold without exception. Classical mechanics, 
especially, reveals that from complete knowledge of the state of the uni-
verse, there are laws from which each prior and subsequent state can be 
deduced. To the extent that determinism is well confirmed in mechanics, 
then, the necessitarian supposes, there are ample grounds for rejecting 
tychism. Inasmuch as tychism is an integral part of Peirce’s hypothesis 
that laws are real, the necessitarian’s empirical case against it serves to 
bolster the nominalist’s denial of the reality of laws.

8 ‘But as the laws which we have mentioned, that as is the sample so is the whole and that the same-
ness of a number of characters manifests identity, are laws which could hold so long as there were 
any laws, though only formal ones, it is plain that no alteration in the constitution of the world 
would abrogate them, so that they are themselves formal laws, and therefore not laws of nature 
but the condition of knowledge in general’ (W1: 422, 1866).
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In addressing the empirical case for necessitarianism, Peirce does not 
set out to dispute the general point that inquiry has uncovered laws in 
nature. Nor does he challenge the claim that classical mechanics implies 
that events in nature are strictly determined. What he does dispute is 
that the observational evidence confirms the predictions of mechanics 
with the level exactitude the necessitarian requires.

As Peirce sees it, ‘the essence of the necessitarian position is that 
 certain continuous quantities have certain exact values’ (6.44, 1892). 
The  acceleration due to gravity, the speed of light, the quantity of mat-
ter in the universe, are all thought by the necessitarian to be constant 
and to imply exact predictions about how events in the universe unfold. 
However, Peirce argues that measurements in rational inquiry are invari-
ably imprecise and are accompanied by estimates of error. As a result, 
he claims, no observational evidence permits inquirers to determine the 
value of a quantity exactly – that is, with a probable error of zero (6.44, 
1892 and 6.609, 1893). Necessitarians are apt to claim that any variation 
in the measurements of physical constants is only apparent. While admit-
ting that measurements are subject to observational error, they insist the 
constants being measured remain exact. However, as Peirce sees it, such a 
claim is not supported by the observable evidence when it is viewed with 
an unclouded eye. ‘To one who is behind the scenes . . .  the idea of math-
ematical exactitude being demonstrated in the laboratory will appear 
simply ridiculous’, and as a result, ‘any statement to the effect that a cer-
tain continuous quantity has a certain exact value, if well founded at all, 
must be founded on something other than observation’ (6.44, 1892). Put 
 otherwise, there is nothing in the evidence per se to preclude the sugges-
tion that statistical variation in the measurements of so-called constants 
is due to the operation of statistical laws in the universe.

Peirce further observes that no laws uncovered by rational inquiry fit 
all the available data exactly. For any law there are residual phenomena 
that the law fails to match or explain and, as a result, he claims, no truly 
universal law has ever been found (W1: 420, 1866):9

Try to verify any law of nature, and you will find that the more precise your 
observations, the more certain they will be to show irregular departures from the 
law. We are accustomed to ascribe these, and I do not say wrongly, to errors of 
observations; yet we cannot usually account for such errors in any antecedently 

9 Peirce argues that ‘observations which are generally adduced in favor of mechanical causation 
simply prove that there is an element of regularity in nature, and have no bearing whatever upon 
the question of whether such regularity is exact and universal or not. Nay, in regard to this exac-
titude, all observation is directly opposed to it; and the most that can be said is that a good deal 
of this observation can be explained away.’ (6.46, 1829).
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probable way. Trace their causes back far enough and you will be forced to admit 
they are always due to arbitrary determination, or chance. (6.46, 1892)

The motions of the planets, for example, conform to Newton’s laws but 
only if we ignore perturbations in their orbits that these laws do not 
predict. While the necessitarian is apt to attribute these perturbations 
to unknown causes not included in the calculations, Peirce claims that 
this interpretation of the data presupposes an underlying exactness. The 
observations themselves do not rule out the possibility that these anoma-
lies may be due to the fact that Newtonian mechanics holds inexactly. 
The point is not that the observations force us to reject necessitarianism, 
but rather that the necessitarian is wrong in thinking that the hypothesis 
of tychism is ruled out by observational evidence alone.

Peirce also urges that while necessitarians make much of the laws 
that inquiry has uncovered, they fail to appreciate that nature manifests 
many more irregularities, or accidental relations, than it does uniformi-
ties (W1: 417, 1866). Any ripe pear one selects will be sweet, borne on a 
particular kind of tree and so on, just like all other ripe pears. Yet for each 
of these regularities there is an indefinite number of relations true of that 
particular pear but not all others: it is mine, it grew in a particular orchard 
and is now a certain distance from Ottawa, Ontario. Peirce writes:
For every uniformity known, there would be no difficulty in pointing out 
 thousands of non-uniformities; but the diversities are usually of small use to us, 
and attract the attention of poets mainly, while the uniformities are the very staff 
of life. Hence, the higher and wider are our desires the greater will be the general 
impression of uniformity produced upon us by the contemplation of nature as it 
interests us. (6.100, 1903)

Indeed, he thinks, ‘when it is remembered that everything in the world 
is related to every other in countless ways; it is plain that there is no end 
to the excess of accidental relations over those which present any regu-
larity’ (W1: 417, 1866). Peirce’s point is not that necessitarianism cannot 
account for accidental relations but rather that inasmuch as observed 
irregularities clearly outnumber observed regularities, it far from obvious 
that the empirical evidence confirms the necessitarian view that all such 
 irregularities can be explained as the result of strict, exceptionless laws.10

10 Peirce knows that in the case of ‘accidental relations’ – correlations which we have no good 
 reason to generalize (e.g. the correlation between my age and house prices in Ottawa) – nom-
inalists can claim that our knowledge of the conditions responsible for these ‘coincidences’ is 
 incomplete and that there is no need to attribute them to chance. Peirce is merely denying that 
the necessitarian’s confidence that further inquiry would disclose unknown variables to account 
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For Peirce, then, the hypothesis of tychism is not contradicted by 
observational evidence (W1: 421, 1866). Like the necessitarian he grants 
that the evidence of lawfulness disclosed by science is evidence of the 
intelligibility of the actual world. However, he denies that this evidence 
rules out the possibility that the universe is irreducibly statistical. In fact, 
as he sees it, viewed impartially, without interpretation through the lens 
of necessitarianism, the evidence is far less clearly in favour of determin-
ism than the necessitarian supposes.

PE iRCE’s  C A sE foR T yCHism

Peirce does not confine his case against necessitarianism to a critique of 
its foundations. He also argues that tychism accords better with certain 
evident phenomena – specifically growth, variety, lawfulness and con-
sciousness – phenomena that are difficult to square with the necessitarian 
hypothesis (6.613, 1896).

The explanation of growth

Peirce argues that necessitarianism is incapable of providing an adequate 
explanation of the phenomenon of growth, a phenomenon that is  manifest 
in the lives of plants and animals, and, he believes, states, institutions, 
languages and the cosmos at large. As he sees it, the very notion of growth 
implies a process that proceeds in a definite direction, and this, he claims, 
cannot be accounted for on necessitarian principles. He writes:
Now, the essential of growth is that it takes place in one determinate direction, 
which is not reversed. Boys grow into men, but not men into boys. It is thus 
an immediate corollary from the doctrine of the conservation of energy that 
growth is not the effect of force alone. The world, then, is evidently not governed 
by blind law. Its leading characteristics are absolutely irreconcilable with that 
view. (6.554–5, 1887)

Peirce is well aware that necessitarians acknowledge the existence of irre-
versible processes in nature and offer deterministic explanations of them.11 
What he thinks all such explanations lack, however, is an account of their 

for these ‘irregularities’ in a strictly deterministic way can be justified by the observable evidence 
taken at face value.

11 Peirce well knew, for example, that Darwin’s account of evolution was considered to be a deter-
ministic theory. Moreover, Kant, Laplace and Spencer, among others, purport to explain the 
evolution of the cosmos in mechanical terms.
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directionality. The necessitarian holds that all phenomena in nature are 
subject to the sort of mechanistic explanations appealed to in classical 
dynamics. However, the laws of mechanics are time reversible, dynam-
ical relations being invariant with respect to time. Since the state of the 
universe at one instant bears the same relations of causal determination 
to future states as it does to past states, ‘[t]here is no mechanical truth in 
saying the past determines the future, rather than the future the past’ (6.600, 
1893). In other words, given the laws of dynamics, one state of the uni-
verse might just as well be viewed as the result of its subsequent state as 
its previous one. The only way necessitarians can account for irreversible 
processes, then, is by reducing them to reversible ones. But given such a 
view of the universe, there is no theoretical reason why irreversible pro-
cesses should occur at all – why boys should only grow into men, and not 
the other way around. Thus when Peirce says ‘growth is not explicable by 
[mechanical] laws, even if they be not violated in the process of growth’ 
(6.14, 1891), he means that the necessitarians must view the irreversibility 
of growth as only apparent – that, being a mechanical phenomenon, it 
is, in the end, reversible. If certain processes in the world proceed only 
in one direction, the necessitarian can say only that this is because, as 
a matter of brute fact, the universe is so constructed that they are never 
reversed. There is nothing inherent in the process itself that makes it 
unidirectional.

Peirce argues that tychism is superior to necessitarianism because 
it holds out the hope of explaining irreversibility in terms of objective 
chance, rather than having to explain it away, as on the necessitarian view. 
To illustrate, he cites the explanation of the second law of thermodynam-
ics by the kinetic theory of gasses. On one formulation, the second law 
of thermodynamics states that heat cannot flow from material at a lower 
temperature to material at a higher temperature. It implies, then, that 
the flow of heat occurs in one direction only. The kinetic theory of gases 
accounts for this phenomenon by viewing it as the outcome of the random 
motion of molecules. The underlying ideas are nicely illustrated in the fol-
lowing thought experiment (due to James Clerk Maxwell (1970: 308–9)). 
Imagine a vessel divided into two chambers, each filled with an ideal gas, 
such that the temperature of the left-hand chamber is higher than that 
of the right. According to the kinetic theory of gases, the motion of the 
gas molecules is random and such as to be normally distributed about an 
average – that average being identified, on the kinetic theory, with the 
temperature of the gas. While individual molecules in each chamber vary 
in the direction and speed of their motion, the overall average motion of 
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molecules is higher in the (hotter) chamber on the left than in that on 
the right. Suppose next that there is a gate in the wall separating the two 
chambers and a highly skilled ‘demon’ who opens and closes the gate to 
let individual molecules pass between the chambers. Suppose also that 
the demon operates the gate so as to allow the slower-moving molecules in 
the hotter chamber to pass to the colder chamber and the faster-moving 
molecules in the colder chamber to pass to the hotter chamber. The net 
effect would be to concentrate the slower molecules in the vessel in the 
right-hand chamber, thereby lowering its average kinetic energy (hence its 
temperature), and the faster molecules in the left-hand chamber, thereby 
increasing its average kinetic energy (hence its temperature). The result 
would be a transfer of heat energy from the cooler chamber to the warmer 
chamber in violation of the second law of thermodynamics.

According to this thought experiment, violations of the second law of 
thermodynamics are physically possible. In the actual world, however, 
there is no such demon and violations of the second law of thermody-
namics do not occur – heat flows from hot to cold irreversibly. On the 
kinetic theory of gases, the reason heat flows in only one direction is 
that, given the random motion of molecules, the probability of all the 
faster molecules travelling into the left-hand chamber while all the slower 
molecules concentrate in the right-hand chamber is astronomically low. 
For Peirce, this example shows how, given the hypothesis that molecules 
move randomly – that they are subject only to statistical laws – the inde-
terminist can account for the irreversibility of a process. Moreover, given 
an explanation of this form, irreversible processes are acknowledged to be 
part of the order of things and not reduced to reversible processes, as on 
the necessitarian view (6.73, 1898).

The explanation of variety

Peirce claims that the diversity and variety of things is ‘the most obtrusive 
character of nature’ (1.159, c. 1905) and yet one that necessitarians have 
trouble explaining. He writes:
It is sufficient to go out into the air and open one’s eyes to see the world is not 
governed altogether by mechanism, as Spencer, in accord with greater minds, 
would have us believe. The endless variety in the world has not been created 
by law. It is not of the nature of uniformity to originate variation, nor of law to 
beget circumstance. When we gaze upon the multifariousness of nature we are 
looking straight into the face of a living spontaneity. A day’s ramble in the coun-
try ought to bring that home to us. (6.553, 1887)
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As in the case of growth, Peirce is well aware that necessitarians offer 
accounts of diversity in terms of the operation of deterministic laws. 
However, he finds such explanations inadequate. As he sees it, it is ‘logic-
ally absurd’ to suppose that the diversity of the universe can be explained 
deterministically (6.612, 1892). The laws necessitarians appeal to produce 
like effects under like circumstances all other things being equal. Peirce 
argues, however, that if the toss of a die sometimes produces a six and 
sometimes a three, the diversity in outcome cannot be due to the laws 
operating on the die – the same laws apply in both tosses, and, according 
to necessitarianism, they act to produce similar results in similar circum-
stances, all other things being equal. The only way laws yield different out-
comes, on the necessitarian view, is if all other things are not equal and the 
laws operate in different circumstances. Thus, if a six occurs on one roll of 
a die and a three on another, this must be due to the fact that the die was 
thrown with a different force or in a slightly different position with respect 
to other bodies, or some such thing. But then the diversity lies in the con-
tingent circumstances of the tosses and is not a product of the operation of 
laws. Since the laws of mechanics cannot give rise to diversity, and since, 
on the necessitarian view, each set of circumstances in the universe is a 
predetermined result of other states of the universe, Peirce thinks it follows 
that the variety in the universe is constant. Moreover, he thinks that the 
level of variety in the universe is completely arbitrary on the necessitarian 
view – there is no reason why the universe manifests one degree of variety 
as opposed to another. On the necessitarian view, then, the variety of the 
universe is not explained but rather taken as given or brute. As Peirce puts 
it: ‘[the necessitarian thinks] all the arbitrary specifications of the universe 
were introduced in one dose, in the beginning, if there was a beginning, 
and that the variety and complication of nature has always been just as 
much as it is now’ (6.57, 1896). This leaves the ‘infinite manifoldness’ of the 
universe ‘wholly unaccounted for, as something that always has been, and 
always has been as complex as it is now’ (7.560, 1902).

Peirce makes this same point in a somewhat more technical way. As he 
sees it, the evolution of the earth from molten mass to complex  biosphere, 
the emergence of human beings from protoplasm and the growth of a 
mature adult from a zygote all involve the development of increasingly 
diverse and complex systems from simpler, less complex states. He claims 
that the necessitarian can only account for increasing diversity and com-
plexity by explaining it away as the product of changes in a fixed set of 
explanatory variables. The necessitarian holds that the possible states of the 
universe are determined by eternal laws, and these laws operate on a fixed  
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slate of variables (position and acceleration in the case of  mechanics).  
On such a view, Peirce claims, the variety and complexity of the  universe 
is determined once and for all by the values of these fundamental  variables 
at some instant or other. Since the nature and number of explanatory 
 variables is constant, on the necessitarian view, Peirce claims that the 
‘intrinsic complexity of the system [i.e. the universe] is the same at all 
times’ (6.56, 1892). And since necessitarianism offers no explanation for 
why the fundamental variables are as they are, it leaves the variety and 
complexity of the world unaccounted for.

On Peirce’s tychistic model of cosmological evolution, diversity and 
complexity is not constant but rather grows (6.56, 1896). As he understands 
it, evolution is ‘a postulate of [the science of inquiry], itself; for what is 
an explanation but the adoption of a simpler supposition to account for 
a complex state of things’ (W4: 547, 1883–4). Starting from the homo-
geneous, undifferentiated stage of nullity, he claims that the universe 
developed so as to become more varied and complex. For this to be pos-
sible, he thinks, the fundamental variables in the universe must be sub-
ject to change – even the fundamental laws of the universe evolve.12 This 
implies in turn that events are not rigidly determined once and for all by 
the values of fundamental variables at a particular instant. On this view, 
diversification is not so much explained by chance as it is a manifestation 
of chance. As he says, ‘the manifold specificalness . . .  is what I mean by 
chance . . .  [it is] that diversity and variety of things and events which 
law does not prevent’ (6.612, 1892). His suggestion, then, is that undeter-
mined variations – or sporting – produces infinitesimal departures from 
the exact order that necessitarianism predicts. Small departures from the 
patterns of past events are probable, large departures improbable, but 
both sorts of departures are possible and apt to occur over the long run of 
experience. Once established, novel patterns of events tend to generalize 
according to the tendency of the universe to take on habits:
By thus admitting pure spontaneity or life as a character of the universe, acting 
always and everywhere though restrained within narrow bounds by law, produc-
ing infinitesimal departures from law continually, and great ones with infinite 
infrequency, I account for all the variety and diversity of the universe, in the 
only sense in which the really sui generis and new can be said to be accounted 
for. (6.59, 1892)

12 In the nebular hypothesis of Kant, Laplace and Spencer, complex systems are explained as 
 having evolved out of simpler ones. However, inasmuch as the process of evolution is said to be 
 deterministic, these accounts assume ‘the same basis of physical law to have been operative in 
every stage of the universe’ (W4: 548, 1883–4).
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Thus, rather than view the level of diversity in the universe as arbitrarily 
fixed at ‘the beginning of time’ and the universe as ‘dead ever since’ (6.59, 
1892), Peirce’s tychism allows that diversity is a pervasive and expanding 
feature of the universe. In light of this, he claims that ‘[t]he superior logic 
of my view appears to me not easily controverted’ (6.59, 1892).

The explanation of law

On the necessitarian view, each state of the universe is determined by 
 lawful connections to other states. As noted, Peirce thinks this view 
implies that the universe is governed by a fixed set of laws with a fixed 
slate of causal variables. For reasons given in Chapter 9, he thinks such 
a view blocks the road of inquiry. It leaves the fact of lawfulness unac-
counted for, in violation of the principle that every fact is subject to 
rational explanation, and fails to explain why the laws of the universe 
are as they are – why space has three dimensions, why force varies with 
the inverse of the square of distance as opposed to the seventh power and 
so on. It thus renders the nature of the universe ‘entirely arbitrary’ (6.89, 
1892). ‘[A]t this’, Peirce says, ‘a sound logic will revolt, and will pass over 
at once to a method of philosophizing which does not thus barricade the 
road of discovery’ (6.60, 1891).

Peirce accounts for the emergence of law by appeal to a tendency for 
things in the universe to take habits, and he sees chance as integral to the 
process by which this tendency develops and grows. Far from rendering 
the universe inexplicable, as the necessitarian claims, he thinks appeal-
ing to tychism as part of an evolutionary cosmology makes it possible 
to account both for the lawfulness in the universe and for the specific 
character of the laws that have evolved. While he would be the first to 
acknowledge that there is much work to be done to flesh out the explana-
tion of particular natural laws, the point he is concerned to stress is that 
inasmuch as his tychistic model of evolution holds out the prospect of 
explaining features of the universe that the necessitarian takes to be arbi-
trary and brute, it is methodologically superior as a working hypothesis.

The explanation of consciousness

Peirce thinks necessitarianism is equally incapable of explaining the 
defining features of the mind. Necessitarians are committed to the view 
that to the extent that mental phenomena are part of the order of things 
in the universe, they must be explained using the deterministic model of 
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classical mechanics (6.88, 1892).13 As he sees it, this leaves them unable to 
explain consciousness – specifically, feeling, volition and cognition.

Peirce is aware of necessitarian attempts to explain felt qualities – 
tastes, textures, colours, sounds and so forth – in dynamical terms. The 
necessitarian might explain redness, for example, in terms of the rate of 
vibration of various particles of light. However, such explanations do not 
account for the phenomenal qualities of experience. That a given vibra-
tion is associated with a red quale, rather than with a blue or green one, 
is not deducible from the dynamical properties of reflected light particles. 
As a result, the non-dynamical, felt qualities of experience must be left 
out of the necessitarian’s account of the world. Peirce thinks necessitar-
ians typically evade this problem by denying that qualia form part of the 
furniture of the universe. However, he thinks this view merely relegates 
qualia to the status of ‘a phantom’, ‘a mere fragmentary and illusive aspect 
of the universe’ or ‘forgotten trifle’ (6.61, 1892).

On Peirce’s view, qualities are not explained in dynamical, or any other, 
terms either. In fact, he denies that the nature of qualia can be conveyed 
in symbols – he denies, that is, that qualitative experience comprises 
definite objects with properties to be explained through rational inquiry. 
However, unlike necessitarians, he thinks defenders of tychism can at least 
allow that qualia are part of the universe. A world that includes objective 
chance makes room for elements that are undetermined by laws. This, 
he thinks, allows for the possibility of their being real, non-dynamical, 
elements in the universe. Indeed, on Peirce’s cosmology, the emergence 
of qualities is a stage in the development of lawfulness. For him, the laws 
that constitute reality develop from a tendency to generalize dynamical 
interactions that occur as a result of the chance instantiation of qualities 
in actual objects and events. Whether his particular account is right or 
wrong, Peirce thinks his view embraces qualities as legitimate and irre-
ducible elements of reality, rather than averting our eyes from them, as 
necessitarianism does.

Peirce thinks necessitarianism fares no better as an account of volition. 
To the extent that mental states figure in the explanation of the order of 

13 ‘Whoever holds that every act of will as well as every idea of the mind is under rigid governance 
of a necessity coordinated with that of the physical world will logically be carried to the proposi-
tion that minds are part of the physical world in such a sense that the laws of mechanics deter-
mine anything that happens according to immutable attractions and repulsions. In that case, 
that instantaneous state of things, from which every other state of things is calculable, consists 
in the positions and velocities of all the particles at any instant. This, the usual and most logical 
form of necessitarianism, is called the mechanical philosophy’ (6.38, 1892).
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the universe, the necessitarian must view them in dynamical terms – that 
is, as deducible from, and determined by, the state of physical variables 
at a given instant and the laws of mechanics (6.88, 1892). However, Peirce 
thinks such a view leaves the non-dynamical properties of mental states – 
their semantic content, truth values, logical relations and goal-directed-
ness – powerless to affect the order of things. The result is to deny the role 
of intelligence as a motive force in the universe.

Peirce acknowledges that one might remain a necessitarian while 
denying that dynamical variables explain everything in the universe. He 
recognizes, in other words, that one might hold the view that from know-
ledge of the state of the universe at an instant and the laws of mechanics 
it is possible to deduce all prior and subsequent states of the universe, 
while denying that the only laws operative in the universe are the laws of 
blind forces found in classical dynamics (6.614f., 1892), the point being to 
allow for the incorporation of distinctly mental laws and causal variables 
in the order of things. However, he thinks such a view is far from unprob-
lematic. In order to allow that some effects in the world are brought about 
by non-dynamical mental processes, the necessitarian must concede that 
there are phenomena that cannot be explained in terms of the position 
and acceleration of bodies. On such a view, Peirce claims, the mind is 
granted a direct power to effect physical changes in violation of dynamical 
laws, a view ‘which is open to every objection that can be urged against 
tychism’ (6.614, 1896).14

Moreover, Peirce thinks any version of necessitarianism that is suitably 
rich enough to account for non-dynamical mental variables remains com-
mitted to the mechanistic model of explanation. As a result, it implies 
that mental processes are reversible and to be explained in terms of effi-
cient causes. Such an account, he maintains, is at odds with the irrevers-
ible and teleological character of volition. Intentional acts are irreversible, 
because while beliefs and desires have the power to affect the course of 
future events, they are powerless to determine the past. They are teleo-
logical inasmuch as they are purposeful – they are undertaken as a result 
of their future effects, rather than as a result of their antecedent condi-
tions. How best to account for the irreversible and teleological aspects of 
intentional acts remains far from clear on Peirce’s tychistic view (though 
he proposes to explain rational behaviour statistically, in terms of betting 

14 As Peirce puts it, such a view implies that ‘the laws of motion do not suffice to determine motions 
of matter, in which case, since they formally do so suffice, they must be violated, and [the neces-
sitarian] will be giving to mind a direct dynamical power’ (6.614, 1896).
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behaviour governed by the theory of probabilities). However, he thinks 
tychism holds out the prospect of explaining the irreversibility and pur-
posefulness of intentional action, without having to explain it away, as he 
thinks the necessitarian must.

Finally, Peirce thinks any view according to which mental states are 
governed by necessary laws precludes the possibility of rational choice. 
He recognizes that necessitarians can square the claim that our actions 
are strictly determined with the claim that we remain responsible for 
them. What he thinks the necessitarian cannot accept is that the future 
is undetermined – that at any given time ‘there are many possibilities in 
store in the future which no amount of knowledge would enable us to 
foresee or forestall’ (6.366, 1902). On the necessitarian view that know-
ledge of the state of a universe at an instant suffices to determine all 
prior and subsequent states, there are no real possibilities in the sense of 
states of affairs whose nature is not already determined. To the extent we 
believe that in a given situation any of a number of different outcomes 
is possible (e.g. that a coin toss might come up heads or tails, that it is 
possible for us to choose A over B) necessitarians claim that we lack com-
plete knowledge. We may say that more than one outcome is possible, 
but this only means that we do not know which one will necessarily 
occur under the circumstances. Claims about what is possible are claims 
about that ‘which is not known not to be true in a real or assumed state 
of information’ (6.367, 1902). In light of this, Peirce claims that if neces-
sitarianism is true, then the notion that we can spontaneously create our 
own future is an illusion (6.61, 1892).15 Since all states of the universe 
are fixed at once, ‘[m]echanical causation, if absolute, leaves nothing for 
consciousness to do in the world of matter’ (6.613, 1896).

Tychism, as Peirce understands it, acknowledges possibilities as 
 objectively indeterminate features of the universe (6.367, 1902). On this 
view, events are not deemed possible simply because they are not known 
to obtain. Rather, they are ‘are not known not to be true because they are, 
more or less clearly, seen to be possible’ (6.367, 1902). In other words, for 
him, what is possible is not dependent on the state of knowledge but is 
rather a matter of objective fact. While tychism by itself does not suffice 

15 Thus, he says: ‘[i]t seems scarcely defensible for a thoroughgoing necessitarian . . .  to fly the flag 
of Free Will. He also changes the meaning of spontaneity so far that according to him, “masses 
gravitate spontaneously” and so pretends that his doctrine does not suppress the spontaneity 
of nature! . . .  when I define necessitarianism as “the theory that the will is subject to the gen-
eral mechanical law of cause and effect” . . . In order properly to limit the definition, it is quite 
 requisite to exclude “free causation”. By “mechanical” causation, I mean a causation entirely 
determinative, like that of dynamics, but necessarily operating upon matter’ (6.591, 1893).
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to explain volition, Peirce thinks it at least makes room for an account 
of intentional action that acknowledges the role of agency in originating 
and redirecting the future course of events by actively determining which 
possibilities are actualized. This, for him, makes it a more promising view 
of agency than necessitarianism.

When it comes to cognition, Peirce thinks necessitarianism is equally 
unpromising. Since necessitarians hold that rational inquiry is to be 
explained by mechanistic models, they are forced to reduce cognitive 
processes to dynamical laws and, as in the case of feeling and volition, 
to deny causal efficacy to the non-dynamical processes of beliefs – such 
as their semantic content and truth value. On such a view, intellectual 
 history is reduced to reversible, dynamical forces, rather than seen as 
involving the progressive, intelligent growth of ideas (W1: 88, 1861).

Even if the necessitarian were to find a way to incorporate the 
 intentional properties of mental states into his account of the universe, 
Peirce thinks the resulting view would still fail to account for the con-
ditions of rational thought, as understood by his theory of inquiry. To 
view inquiry as a mechanical system is to suppose each belief to be the 
necessary effect of antecedent beliefs. Such a view, in effect, reduces all 
relations among beliefs – to the extent that they are logical – to those 
involved in necessary inference or deduction. It thereby denies causal 
efficacy to the relations among beliefs involved in abductive and induc-
tive inference. Since the methods of deduction are insufficient to lead 
inquirers to truth, such a view precludes the very possibility of rational 
inquiry.

Even as an account of deductive inference, Peirce thinks the 
 mechanical model of cognition fails. As noted in Chapter 2, he thinks the 
 construction whereby Euclid proves that the interior angles of a  triangle 
add up to 180° is not implied by the information given in the statement 
of the problem (i.e. the definitions of the terms angle,  triangle, degrees 
and so on and the  axioms and postulates of Euclidean geometry). It thus 
cannot be viewed as the product of necessary inference, even though 
the proof that results from his inquiry is deductive in nature. Similarly, 
when constructing proofs in symbolic logic, Peirce thinks it necessary to 
select from the available premises those that are relevant to the theorem 
being proved. To his way of thinking such  selections involve creative 
insight that cannot be reduced to the application of deductive rules. This 
shows, he thinks, that there is more to deductive reasoning – especially 
deductions involving significant  theorems – than can be accounted for 
on strictly mechanical principles.
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Finally, to the extent that necessitarians take thought to be governed 
by immutable laws, Peirce thinks they are forced to deny the possibil-
ity of the sort of genuine deliberation that, he claims, is characteristic of 
critical thought. The mechanical models advanced by the necessitarian 
reduce inquirers to input–output devices and imply that their errors are 
inevitable products of nature. As Peirce sees it, the pursuit of truth – and 
the entire project of devising a theory of inquiry – rests on the notion that 
inquirers have the ability to reform their beliefs and methods of inquiry. 
He thinks this implies that the course of rational inquiry is not inevit-
ably determined, but rather depends on the outcome of critical processes 
whose results are open-ended, rather than fixed in advance. On Peirce’s 
indeterministic model of inquiry – and of habit-taking more generally – 
there is no guarantee that rational inquiry will triumph over other meth-
ods of fixing beliefs. But neither are inquirers condemned to the cognitive 
laws of the past. That real growth in knowledge is possible through the 
critical reform of established habits of inquiry is not only the whole point 
of developing a theory of inquiry, it is, as Peirce sees it, the lasting legacy 
of his own theory. It is also a feature of rational inquiry that, he claims, 
necessitarianism does not adequately take into account.

It is important to note that in distinguishing non-mechanical (i.e. 
teleological and indeterministic) mental processes and mechanical 
(i.e. dynamical and deterministic) processes, Peirce is not invoking an 
 untenable dualism between the mind and the body. To the contrary, 
on his view, mental and physical processes are subsumed under a single 
model of habit-taking. The pragmatic maxim states that all concepts – 
mental and physical – are expressed by habits or laws of the form ‘If act A 
were performed under conditions C, result R would occur in p% of cases.’ 
According to this schema, deterministic laws of the sort alleged by the 
necessitarian to hold in the universe are special cases of probabilistic or 
indeterministic laws – the cases in which p = 0 or 100. Given this ana-
lysis, Peirce claims that the difference between mental processes (which 
are non-mechanical) and physical processes (which are mechanical) is 
primarily a difference in the degree of regularity in behaviour and the 
fixity of the habits that determine it, rather than a difference in kind or 
substance. While the planets follow relatively stable and exact dynamical 
laws, the human mind is far less predictable and its habits far more plas-
tic. But Peirce accounts for both sorts of system using the same model of 
cosmic evolution, one that predicts that the sort of deterministic  universe 
implied by necessitarianism is the limiting case towards which the uni-
verse’s  tendency to take on habits ultimately leads.
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CoNClusioN

Peirce thinks necessitarians are apt to dismiss tychism as a hypothesis 
either because they consider it unintelligible – inasmuch as they think it 
implies a breakdown in the rational order of things – or as clearly refuted 
by findings in the advanced sciences. Peirce rejects the former charge 
against tychism by arguing that inquiry need not assume anything more 
in the way of a rational order than a world governed by statistical laws. 
Thus, contrary to what the necessitarian claims, tychism is not precluded 
a priori by the principles of rational inquiry. He likewise rejects that claim 
that tychism is at odds with what advanced sciences reveal to be the case 
by arguing that a posteriori results are inevitably probabilistic and as such 
are not precise enough to rule out the possibility that the universe is sub-
ject to chance. As he sees it, then, there is nothing in the method or find-
ings of inquiry to show that tychism is an illegitimate hypothesis. Peirce 
also claims that tychism is a more promising hypothesis than the alterna-
tive – necessitarianism – since it better squares with such prevalent phe-
nomena as growth, variety, lawfulness and consciousness and does not 
simply explain them away, as necessitarians are compelled to do. This is 
not to say that Peirce believes himself to have definitively established the 
truth of tychism – he certainly thinks there is much work to be done 
before the phenomena he cites can be properly accounted for on tychis-
tic principles. But he does think tychism is a hypothesis worth pursuing. 
Moreover, he thinks it a crucial part of the cosmological views which we 
are driven to accept given the nature of symbols and the principles of 
rational inquiry.

In this chapter and the previous one I have explained Peirce’s response 
to the nominalist’s complaint that the hypothesis of the reality of laws is 
unacceptable when judged in light of the methods and findings of sci-
entific inquiry. True to his method, Peirce approaches the metaphysical 
issues raised by his hypothesis that laws are real – the origins of being, free 
will versus determinism, mechanism versus teleology – by considering the 
principles of inquiry and the questions of methodology he thinks vari-
ous metaphysical views presuppose. Since the theories he develops – both 
synechism and tychism – are precluded from consideration by nominal-
ism, he thinks his approach to metaphysics opens philosophy up to new 
possibilities and provides new ways forward for inquiry into the nature of 
reality. Far from being at odds with the methods and results of inquiry, 
Peirce claims that the cosmology he advances is supported by the most 
advanced and rigorous account of the principles of inquiry available.
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Having discussed Peirce’s theory of continuity, his account of the 
meaning of symbols, the methods by which they are verified in rational 
inquiry and the implications of these views for his metaphysics, I turn my 
attention in the final chapter to the consequences of Peirce’s philosophical 
ideas for the questions about ethics and the nature of humanity that he 
thinks nominalism raises.
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CH A PTER 1 1

From inquiry to ethics: the pursuit of  
truth as moral ideal

In this book I have urged that Peirce’s thought is helpfully viewed as a 
systematic attempt to develop a philosophy at odds with the nominalist 
orthodoxy of his day. Having started from his mathematical analysis of 
continuity and laid out the central features of his theories of meaning, 
experience, inquiry and metaphysics, I turn in this final chapter to his 
view of the ethical implications of his thought.

In what follows I argue that, for Peirce, inquiry has ethical dimen-
sions that cannot be accommodated on the conception of morality and 
community that he associates with the nominalist worldview outlined in 
Chapter 1. As he sees it, the pursuit of truth is an ethical vocation and the 
community of rational inquirers a model moral community. For him, the 
fact that inquiry presupposes universal ends contradicts the nominalist’s 
claim that the only goods are goods for this or that individual. The fact 
that these ends are absolute challenges the nominalist’s claim that the only 
basis for assessing value is subjective preference or desire. Peirce further 
argues that inquirers are rational only to the extent that they are moti-
vated to seek truth for its own sake, without regard for its contribution to 
the fulfilment of individual or social ends. In light of this, he thinks the 
very existence of rational inquiry refutes the nominalist’s belief that con-
cern for maximizing subjective utility is the sole motive for action. On his 
view, the truly rational inquirer subordinates private interests to those of a 
broader community – a community that embraces all conceivable inquir-
ers (regardless of their personal preferences, race, nationality, sect or even 
species) and organizes them in a shared sense of rational purpose: the co-
operative attainment of truth. The norms of inquiry – rooted as they are 
in the rational cosmological order – define an objective rational essence 
fulfilment of which is a shared, objective good. In short, Peirce thinks 
that if his theory of inquiry is right, then the nominalist is wrong to view 
human nature as a metaphysical fiction – to think that only individ-
uals are real, that the only goods are private and self-regarding and that 
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communal arrangements are conventional and rationally entered into by 
individuals only in so far as they aid the pursuit of self-interest.1

Inqu IRy A s  A n ET HIC A l PuR su IT

Peirce views inquiry as a form of conduct and deliberation about beliefs 
as a matter of determining habits or general rules for guiding action 
 intelligently. In defending this view, he sees himself as challenging the 
distinction that nominalists have traditionally drawn between the object-
ive realm of fact and the subjective realm of value. As Peirce understands 
it, the former is the domain of theoretical understanding, or reason, the 
latter the domain of subjective desire, or the will. One important con-
sequence of this nominalist view is the separation of cognitive processes 
from practical action. The nominalist may allow that the failure to achieve 
desired ends motivates agents to inquire into truth – the point being to 
determine the likelihood of fulfilling desires under various circumstances 
(through the prediction of the outcomes of actions), to uncover the means 
by which desires might be fulfilled (through the control of events) and 
to reconcile inconsistent desires (through the application of principles of 
logic). And the nominalist may likewise acknowledge that action is typ-
ically required to put inquirers in the position of having the experiences 
necessary for knowledge. However, Peirce claims, the nominalist still 
holds that knowledge is grounded by individual experiences, experiences 
that are passively apprehended by the mind and whose cognitive function 
is independent of their role in determining the will. To the extent that the 
will or desire influences the content of perception or determines belief, it 
is, for the nominalist, inimical to objectivity. Wilful acts, they claim, are 
motivated by subjective preferences, and to allow the will a role in decid-
ing what one is justified in believing is to conflate questions of what is the 
case with questions of what is desired or what one wishes the case to be. 
On such a view, then, cognition is devoted to theoretical understanding 
of facts, apart from any considerations of the value of ends, while volition 
is confined to applying theoretical understanding to practical problems in 
an effort to best achieve what desire seeks.

1 ‘The question of whether the genus homo has any existence except as individuals, is the question 
of whether there is anything of any more dignity, worth, and importance than individual happi-
ness, individual aspirations, and individual life. Whether men really have anything in common, 
so that the community is to be considered as an end in itself, and if so, what the relative value of 
the two factors is, is the most fundamental practical question in regard to every public institution 
the constitution of which we have it in our power to influence’ (W2: 487, 1871).
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Against this conception, Peirce argues that theory and practice  cannot 
be distinguished in the way that the nominalist supposes. For him, the 
pursuit of theoretical understanding through inquiry is an inherently 
practical activity, one that is deliberately undertaken and directed at 
achieving an inherently valuable end. On his view, the will is not merely 
ancillary or instrumental to the operation of cognition. Rather, it has an 
ineliminable cognitive function. According to his pragmatic maxim, a 
belief is the affirmation of a proposition that takes the form of a rule of 
conduct: ‘If act A were performed under conditions C, result R would 
occur in p% of cases.’ Thus, to have a belief is to be disposed to act in 
certain ways under the appropriate conditions should a certain result be 
desired. Moreover, Peirce insists that a belief is tested by enacting the hab-
its it implies – that is, by actively modifying circumstances in the world 
(e.g. drawing diagrams, configuring apparatus, travelling to make obser-
vations) and gauging whether the results anticipated by the belief are in 
fact produced by those actions. A belief is confirmed not merely because 
the anticipated outcome happens to occur, but because the outcome is 
effected by the deliberate (i.e. wilful) efforts of an inquirer to produce 
it. The acquisition of habits that provide effective means of engineering 
practical consequences is not merely a by-product of theoretical under-
standing, it is its very essence – its aim and test.

Even in the case of perceptual judgements – judgements compelled 
immediately by experience without inference or further inquiry – 
Peirce thinks volition plays an essential cognitive role. On his view, 
 perceptual judgements are occasioned by the presentation of felt quali-
ties in  percepts (see Chapter 6). However, the cognitive content of a 
perceptual judgement is not, as the nominalist contends, inherent in 
perceptual qualities as they are given. It is rather a function of the 
effect of a percept on an inquirer’s cognitive habits and discrimina-
tive powers. An inquirer fixes the denotation of a perceptual judgement 
by actively discriminating certain elements presented in percepts and 
singling out the object of the judgement as something that is  distinct 
from all the things it is not. Moreover, the inquirer subsumes the object 
denoted by the judgement under a (previously mastered) habit that 
gives the meaning of the judgement’s predicate term. While, for Peirce, 
judgements compelled by percepts are beyond the control of a perceiver, 
this is not to say that their cognitive content is passively apprehended 
in the immediate experience of a percept. For him, cognitive experi-
ence is a dyadic relation, which means that the cognitive  significance 
of a percept is inseparable from the reactions of an inquirer to it.  
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Indeed, on his view, an inquirer’s ability to perceive is dependent on 
the  acquisition of practical habits for judgement and discrimination. 
It is in virtue of the fact that the activity of the inquirer is an essential 
determinant of the cognitive content of experience that Peirce insists 
that perception is inescapably volitional.

Peirce’s view of the role of volition in inquiry leads him to reject the 
nominalist’s characterization of the difference between forming rational 
beliefs and forming habits of conduct. For him, fixing rational beliefs 
through inquiry is a matter of acquiring rational habits of conduct. 
Hence, rational inquiry essentially involves critical self-control and delib-
eration about rules for intelligent action.

It is important to stress, however, that in viewing cognitive rationality 
as a form of practical deliberation, Peirce does not altogether abandon 
the distinction between theoretical and practical pursuits. As he sees it, 
there is all the difference in the world between inquiry – which is con-
duct devoted exclusively to the pursuit of truth – and practical pursuits 
directed to the satisfaction of individual desires or the maximization of 
utility (1.640, 1898). To deny this difference is, to his way of thinking, 
methodologically disastrous and practically calamitous.

In certain practical matters, Peirce goes so far as to doubt the value 
of theoretical inquiry. As he sees it, our instinctual habits of forming 
judgements are tolerably successful in everyday situations and not much 
to be improved upon by the method of rational inquiry. Being self-
 corrective, inquiry is such that it would ultimately lead to truth, but 
this does not mean that it is suited to determining reasonable actions 
here and now. On his view, it is not possible to calculate the likelihood 
that a conclusion arrived at through rational inquiry is true, nor is it 
possible to anticipate whether, or when, a given result might be over-
turned. Inquiry works with a view to the long-run attainment of true 
beliefs and its intermediate results are justified only tentatively, as work-
ing hypotheses adopted for purposes of advancing inquiry, not as beliefs 
known to be true. For all that Peirce’s method tells us, the results of 
inquiry at any given time are erroneous and even ruinous if used as a 
basis for action. On the other hand, the habits underlying instinctive 
judgements are imbibed in early education and reflect the wisdom of 
the ages – shaped as they are by the very objects and events they have to 
deal with and proven by the test of time. Thus, in cases where problems 
are urgent, the planning horizon relatively short and conviction suffi-
cient to motivate action is required, Peirce thinks we are better off rely-
ing on instinct than on reason.
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In the pursuit of truth, however, Peirce thinks reliance on practical 
instincts, rather than principles of inquiry, is methodologically suspect. 
He thinks the history of science is replete with examples of advances in 
inquiry that have overthrown common-sense judgements – especially 
those dealing with the behaviour of very large objects (like the cosmos), 
very small objects (like cells or subatomic particles) or abstract objects 
(like transfinite sets or continua). Moreover, he thinks that pursuing truth 
on the basis of habits developed in meeting the practical exigencies of 
everyday life – habits directed at the pursuit of personal gain, well-being, 
notoriety or financial success – subverts rational inquiry. An inquirer who 
follows such a path does not seek truth for its own sake, but only in so far 
as its attainment proves instrumental to the fulfilment of other desires. 
The inquirer motivated by short-term ends or personal advantage aban-
dons interest in the truth when the cost of achieving it proves too high or 
its results prove undesirable or irrelevant to pressing individual or social 
needs. As Peirce sees it, such an attitude is the antithesis of that of the 
rational inquirer, who seeks all the truth – not just the personally relevant 
or helpful bits – and only the truth.2

For Peirce, the importance of viewing inquiry as a mode of practical 
deliberation is not that it implies that theoretical and practical pursuits 
are one and the same, but rather that it forces us to recognize inquiry as 
an ethical pursuit. Inquiry, for him, involves the progressive refinement of  
habits of conduct (i.e. beliefs) through critical self-reflection in pursuit 
of an ultimate goal: the truth. The principles of inquiry, then, are norms 
of ethical conduct – they are imperatives for directing conduct towards 
the attainment of what is supremely good in the way of belief. It further 
follows, on his view, that the science of inquiry is a genuinely normative 
science, a science devoted to uncovering objective principles that would 
guide the conduct of inquirers so as to perfect their understanding. For 
him, a method of inquiry is objectively good if it fulfils the ends for which 
it is devised – if, that is, it would ultimately lead inquirers to truth no 
matter what beliefs they start from. To the extent that he provides such a 
method, Peirce takes himself to have demonstrated the coherence of the 
idea of a science of norms and undermined the nominalist’s view that 
normative questions are beyond the scope of rational inquiry. As he sees 
it, the science of inquiry is a branch of a more general normative science 

2 ‘[T]he investigator who does not stand aloof from all intent to make practical applications, will 
not only obstruct the advance of the pure science, but what is infinitely worse, he will endanger 
his own moral integrity and that of his readers’ (RLT: 107–8, 1898).
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of ethics, the science that, as he defines it, deals with the development of 
norms for realizing ends.

Inquiry, for Peirce, is valuable as a means to truth, but what does 
he make of the value of truth itself? On the nominalist view that ends 
are projected into the world on the basis of subjective desires, truth is a 
 contingent good – one among many preferences an agent might  happen 
to have or lack. While Peirce allows that on such a view principles of 
inquiry can be justified as a means to the end of truth, he thinks that 
in the absence of any objective ground for ends, the imperative to abide 
by the principles of rational inquiry remains hypothetical. That is, the 
principles of inquiry are rational to pursue for any inquirer who desires 
truth, but they are in no way binding on those for whom truth means 
little. If methods of fixing belief can only be evaluated in light of arbitrar-
ily chosen goals, those who subordinate the love of truth to the love of 
personal conviction (i.e. proponents of what Peirce calls the method of 
tenacity), collective ideology (i.e. proponents of the method of authority), 
their personal sense of what is reasonable (i.e. proponents of the a priori 
method) or to private gain (i.e. proponents of what Peirce calls the gospel 
of greed) are no less rational in their method of fixing beliefs (so long as 
they attain the desired result) than the rational inquirer. If when faced 
with results of rational inquiry that contradict a belief it is sufficient for 
an inquirer to reply that reasonableness is not among his goals and truth 
is not valuable to him, then Peirce thinks fixing beliefs through inquiry 
is no more rational than leaving beliefs to chance or fixing them through 
propaganda or coercion. To his way of thinking, then, the nominalist’s 
insistence on the subjectivity of ends implies the death of rational inquiry 
itself. It is for this reason that he claims that the whole question of truth 
turns on the nominalism issue (SS: 117–18, 1909).

On Peirce’s view, by contrast, the very concept of rational inquiry 
involves principles of method that are absolute imperatives, not merely 
hypothetical. This, he recognizes, commits him to the view that some ends 
are valuable, not merely as means to further ends, but as intrinsic goods. 
Accordingly, he holds that, just as the science of inquiry pre supposes the 
more general normative science of ethics, so too  ethics presupposes the 
science of intrinsic goods – the science he calls aesthetics.

Pursuing this line of thought, Peirce argues that what makes truth 
an intrinsic good (and the principles for achieving it absolutely impera-
tive) is that to attain truth is to attain reasonableness in the way of belief. 
Reasonableness, he thinks, is the only end that is unconditional and 
 universal (5.130, 1903). Reasonableness cannot be justified as a means to 
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other ends, since to engage in means–ends justifications is to  presuppose 
the value of reasonableness. Moreover, to argue against the value of rea-
sonableness presupposes reasonableness as a goal and is self-refuting, 
while to reject reasonableness on unreasonable or irrational grounds is to 
flirt with madness. For Peirce, then, the principles of inquiry are absolute 
imperatives because they are directed at the pursuit of truth and truth is 
an absolute end since it not only promotes reasonableness but is partly 
constitutive of it.

It is important to note that Peirce’s case for the objectivity of ends 
and the possibility of a genuinely normative science is rooted in his 
theory of inquiry. His argument is not that subjectivity is so danger-
ous or reprehensible that it must be blocked at any cost, still less that 
belief in an overarching moral order is more spiritually satisfying than 
belief in a world that is ethically neutral or devoid of value or purpose. 
Rather his argument is that the very notion of rational inquiry – as 
developed on the basis of a strict mathematical analysis of continu-
ity and a rigorous analysis of the nature of symbols (what they mean 
and how they are to be verified) – implies that there are binding prin-
ciples to guide the progressive development of cognitive rationality. Far 
from being an arbitrary calling, the pursuit of truth is the pursuit of 
an unconditional good. And normative principles for attaining truth, 
far from being subjective or a matter of faith, are open to discovery 
through rational inquiry.

It is also important to recognize that Peirce takes the hypothesis that 
there is objective value in the world to be verifiable experimentally. To 
the extent that inquirers have reason to think that the conditions neces-
sary for uncovering the truth through inquiry obtain in the actual world, 
he thinks they have evidence that there are normative laws (formulated 
in principles of inquiry) that determine the trajectory of cognitive per-
fectibility. In other words, on his account of the nature and methods of 
rational inquiry, evidence that rational inquiry occurs is evidence that 
there is an objective normative order and that normative judgements are 
not merely expressions of subjective preferences.

EPIsTEmIC IndI v IduA l Ism v ER sus  
Commu nA l R AT IonA l IT y

In earlier chapters I discussed Peirce’s critique of the nominalist’s attempt 
to found knowledge on self-evident cognitions rooted in immediate 
experience or intuition. As he sees it, these arguments also challenge the 
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nominalist’s view that the individual takes pride of place when explaining 
cognitive rationality.

Nominalists, according to Peirce, reduce knowledge to claims about 
individuals given in experience. Since, for them, what is present in 
ex perience to one inquirer is not accessible to another, individual inquir-
ers must view their own experience as the final arbiter of truth. As Peirce 
sees it, however, ‘to make single individuals absolute judges of truth is 
most pernicious’ (W2: 212, 1868). According to his theory of symbols, all 
beliefs – even beliefs about the content of one’s own experience (which 
nominalists take to be self-evident) – are fallible. The evidence that bears 
on them comprises a continuum – an abnumerable and hence inexhaust-
ible totality of conceivable experiments. Thus for any collection of actual 
experimental results that support a belief, there are further conceivable 
trials that bear on its truth, trials that may lead to its being revised or 
rejected. Given this view, there is no reason to think the search for truth 
can reliably be pursued by investigating what individual inquirers deem 
to be true on the basis of their experience – the Cartesian principle that 
‘whatever I am clearly convinced of is true’ must therefore be given up 
(W2: 212, 1868). For Peirce, it is not the experience of individuals that is 
the ultimate measure of truth. To the contrary, he says:

[O]ne man’s experience is nothing, if it stands alone. If he sees what others 
 cannot, we call it hallucination. It is not ‘my’ experience but ‘our’ experience 
that has to be thought of and this ‘us’ has indefinite possibilities. (5.412n2, 1893)

On Peirce’s account, the judgements inquirers make based on  immediate 
experience – their perceptual judgements – are compelled by their per-
cepts so that inquirers are incapable of doubting them at the time they 
are formulated. However, if any perceptual judgement is contradicted 
by the judgements of other inquirers, then, all other things being equal, 
this collective testimony overrides that of the individual inquirer. Peirce 
thinks it clear from the history of ideas that what is ‘self-evident’ to one 
inquirer or community is anathema to another, and to follow the nom-
inalist in encouraging inquirers to privilege what is evident to them over 
the judgements of others is to ignore the distinction between a judge-
ment’s seeming to be true and its really being true. For him, such a 
method leads to dogmatism, which is both inimical to the pursuit of 
truth and immoral, since, as he says, dogmatism acted upon becomes 
imperialism (W3: 250–1, 1877).

Peirce’s conception of knowledge could not be more opposed to the 
individualistic view he thinks nominalists have traditionally promoted. 
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Although, on his view, inquirers formulate judgements about reality on 
the basis of their own experience, these judgements are true if and only if 
vindicated by the objective course of future events (4.539, 1906). The con-
tent of assertions is fixed not in relation to private experience, but rather 
with reference to public experimental effects – effects that can be repli-
cated by more than one inquirer (6.349, 1902). As he says:
When an assertion is made, there really is some speaker . . .  who delivers it 
and he supposes there is, or will be, some . . .  interpreter who will receive it . . .  
The assertion relates to some object or objects which have forced themselves 
upon his attention; and he will miss his mark altogether unless he can succeed 
in forcing those very same objects upon the attention of the receiver. (3.433, 
1896)3

Whether rational inquirers actually exist is a contingent matter, one 
that is not decided by the science of inquiry. However, the science of 
inquiry does reveal that the very notion of rational assertion involves 
public evidential vindication. Truths represent reality, and the real 
is ‘independent of the vagaries of me and you’ (W2: 239, 1868). Thus 
claims to truth are intersubjective, that is, they are such as would be 
endorsed by all conceivable rational inquirers, no matter who carries 
out the investigation.

Moreover, according to the pragmatic maxim, every belief carries 
an epistemological commitment that extends beyond the experimen-
tal data available to a finite inquirer or finite collection of inquirers. 
Inquirers never experience more than a sample of the evidence that 
pertains to the verification of a belief. Commitment to the vindication 
of their beliefs over the totality of conceivable evidence (both attained 
and attainable), combined with a shared limitation on access to 
 experimental data, ensures a mutuality among knowers that is incom-
patible with the privileged authority nominalists traditionally grant to 
individuals:
Hence, if disciplined and candid minds carefully examine a theory and refuse 
to accept it, this ought to create doubts in the mind of the author of the theory 
himself. (W2: 212, 1868)

On Peirce’s view, then, the very claim to objectivity implies deference to 
the authority of an indefinite community of inquirers and a commitment 
to resolve conflicts among similarly situated knowers by appeal to neutral, 
objective, universal and necessary principles.

3  See also 2.252, 1903; 5.29–31, 1903; 5.506, 1905; and 5.546, 1902.
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FRom IndI v IduA l bEl IEF  To Commu nA l ConduCT

In light of the epistemological limitations of finite inquirers, Peirce thinks 
rational inquiry demands the kind of co-operation, self- sacrifice and 
altruism of which the nominalist insists agents are incapable (W2: 270–1, 
1868). According to the nominalist worldview, as Peirce understands it, 
inquirers are immersed in their own experience and must account for 
their understanding of the world beyond their minds in subjective terms. 
Such a view, Peirce claims, reverses the proper order of explanation. As 
he sees it, the concept of subjectivity is parasitic on the notion of error, 
and the notion of error is parasitic on the notion of objective knowledge 
or truth. On his account of beliefs as habits, every belief embodies an 
expectation concerning the outcome of  certain actions performed under 
appropriate conditions. False beliefs are those that give rise to expect-
ations at odds with perceptual judgements compelled by experience, and 
the discrepancy between an inquirer’s predictions and the order of events 
in the world is, for Peirce, the hallmark of subjectivity. As he explains:
[A] man is more or less placidly expecting one result and finds something in 
 contrast to that forcing itself upon his recognition. A duality is thus forced upon 
him: on the one hand, his expectation which he had been attributing to Nature, 
but which he is now compelled to attribute to some mere inner world, and on 
the other hand, a strong new phenomenon which shoves that expectation into 
the background and occupies its place. The old expectation, which is what he 
was familiar with, is his inner world, or Ego. The new phenomenon, the stranger, 
is from the exterior world or Non-Ego. (5.57, 1903)

On this view, the distinction between the knower and the known – the 
distinction between the mind (or ego) and the world – is immanent, not 
transcendent. That is, it is drawn within the world of experience, not 
between experience and a world that lies beyond it (i.e. a world of so-
called ‘things-in-themselves’) (W2: 238–9, 1868). For Peirce, the relation 
that connects the knower to the world is dyadic – the ego is defined in 
connection with, and in contrast to, the objective world of experience. 
The contradiction between expectations and recalcitrant experiences con-
stitutive of error does not merely manifest the ego, it constitutes it, and 
so the individuality of an inquirer implies a non-ego which stands against 
it. Put otherwise, the knowing subject is defined by what sets it apart 
from the world and from other inquirers in it. The distinction between 
the subjective mind and the objective world is, for Peirce, a hypothesis 
that is forced on us in order to explain the phenomenon of error – the 
evident fact that some objects of experience violate our expectations, 
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disappear when we cease to attend to them or fail to compel the beliefs of 
other inquirers, while still others – the real ones – endure despite anyone’s 
efforts to will them away (7.339, 1872).4 From the point of view of rational 
inquiry, Peirce says:
there is nothing which distinguishes my personal identity except my faults and 
my limitation – or if you please, my blind will. (1.673; 1898)

At the same time, Peirce thinks the process of inquiry involves the 
 reconstruction of an inquirer’s habits in an effort to accommodate recal-
citrant experiences. Inasmuch as the ego is defined as a complex of beliefs 
that take the form of habits, the acquisition of knowledge through inquiry 
literally takes subjects out of themselves and reshapes their individual 
identity on the model of an ideally rational inquirer. When inquiry suc-
ceeds, subjectivity, idiosyncrasy and prejudice are overcome in what is 
literally a selfless pursuit of the perfection of the capacity for cognitive 
rationality (1.171, 1898). The properly rational inquirer thus puts love of 
truth ahead of love of self or ego.

Were rational inquiry to continue indefinitely, on Peirce’s view, 
 inquirers would eventually overcome the resistance of recalcitrant experi-
ence and harmonize their habits and expectations with objective states 
of affairs. The result would be to minimize the opposition between the 
knower and the known. Since the end of inquiry is truth, and truth is 
intersubjective, inquiry would mediate all conflicts of belief by appeal 
to rationally grounded principles. The result would be a rational con-
sensus exemplified by shared habits of conduct (i.e. shared beliefs) that 
would serve as a basis for co-ordinated action among agents whose tri-
umph over subjectivity (i.e. the idiosyncrasy of error) is complete. Ideally 
rational inquirers would become, Peirce says, ‘welded into the universal 
con tinuum, which is what true reasoning consists in’ (1.673, 1898). For 
him, such a continuum would not comprise ‘individuals absolutely self-
identical and distinct from one another’ (1.499, 1896). Rather individual 
inquirers would be ‘mere cells in the social organism’ (1.673, 1898). Thus, 

4 In explaining the origins of the notion of subjectivity, Peirce claims that ‘usually appearances 
are either only confirmed or merely supplemented by testimony, yet there is a certain remark-
able class of appearances which are continually contradicted by testimony. These are those predi-
cates which we know to be emotional, but which he [a child] distinguishes by their connection 
with the movements of that central person, himself (that the table wants moving, etc.). These 
judgements are generally denied by others. Moreover, he has reason to think that others, also, 
have such judgements which are quite denied by all the rest. Thus, he adds to the conception of 
appearance as the actualization of fact, the conception of it as something private and valid only 
for one body. In short, error appears, and it can be explained only by supposing a self which is fal-
lible’ (W2: 202–3, 1868). See also 1.457, 1896.
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on his view, to engage in the pursuit of truth is to commit uncondition-
ally to the realization of a community in which one’s individuality is sub-
jugated completely. Yet this community would be one with which any 
rational inquirer would identify completely. Peirce recognizes that identi-
fying with such a community may be too much to ask of mere mortals in 
the actual world, certainly too much to ask of them all the time. What he 
is concerned to stress, however, is that this commitment is inherent in the 
ideal of cognitive rationality. He writes:
[H]e who recognizes the logical necessity of complete self-identification of one’s 
own interests with those of the community, and its potential existence in man, 
even if he has it not himself, will perceive that only the inferences of that man 
who has it are logical, and so views his inferences as being valid only so far as 
they would be accepted by that man. But so far as he has this belief, he becomes 
identified with that man. And that ideal perfection of knowledge by which we 
have seen that reality is constituted must thus belong to a community in which 
this identification is complete. (W2: 271, 1869).

According to Peirce, the evidence on which the truth of a belief depends 
transcends the experience of any finite knower or community of know-
ers – epistemic perfection is always beyond our grasp. While the cause 
of truth can be advanced at any time by cultivating and pursuing sound 
principles of inquiry, these principles guarantee truth only if  followed 
correctly and pursued indefinitely into the future. Since we  cannot be 
assured of the attainment of truth in our lifetime: ‘We individually can-
not reasonably hope to attain the ultimate philosophy which we pur-
sue; we can only seek it, therefore, for the community of philosophers’ 
(W2: 212, 1868).

For Peirce, then, to act in the interests of the community of inquiry 
in pursuit of the truth is to adopt goals that transcend the finite interests 
and desires of mortal beings. From the point of view of rational inquiry, 
he says:
[i]ndividual action is a means and not our end. Individual pleasure is not our 
end; we are putting our shoulders to the wheel for an end that none of us can 
catch more than a glimpse at – that which generations are working out. (5.402n2, 
1893)5

5 ‘To be logical men should not be selfish; and, in point of fact, they are not so selfish as they are 
thought . . .  [I]t is not necessary for logicality that a man should himself be capable of the hero-
ism of self-sacrifice. It is sufficient that he should recognize the possibility of it, should perceive 
that only that man’s inferences who has it are really logical, and should consequently regard his 
own as being only so far valid as they would be accepted by the hero. So far as he thus refers his 
inferences to that standard, he becomes identified with such a mind’ (W3: 284, 1878).
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To his way of thinking, the rational inquirer subordinates self-interest 
to the broader interests of the community of inquirers so that inquiry 
might advance ‘by co-operation, by each researcher taking advantage of 
his predecessors’ achievements, and by his joining his work in one con-
tinuous piece to that already done’ (2.159, 1902). It is by ‘welding’ one 
result to another that the community of inquirers grows. To act in the 
interests of such a community is to act from a shared sense of purpose 
in pursuit of a common good. Actions of this kind are not expressions 
of idiosyncratic interests or private desires and are not rooted in sub-
jectivity, as Peirce defines it. Rather they are manifestations of a shared 
rational essence:
When I communicate my thought and my sentiments to a friend with whom 
I am in full sympathy, so that my feelings pass into him and I am conscious of 
what he feels, do I not live in his brain as well as my own – most literally? . . .  
Each man has an identity which far transcends the mere animal; – an essence, 
a meaning subtile [sic] as it may be . . .  [That] he truly has this outreaching iden-
tity . . .  is the true and exact expression of the fact of sympathy, fellow feeling – 
together with all unselfish interests – and all that makes us feel that he has an 
absolute worth. (7.591, nd)

To hold that actual inquirers have the capacity for rational inquiry, then, 
is to hold that human beings are capable of the kind of co-operation and 
selflessness that the nominalist insists is impossible:
[L]ogicality inexorably requires that our interests shall not be limited. They must 
not stop at our own fate, but must embrace the whole community. This commu-
nity, again, must not be limited . . .  It must reach, however, vaguely . . .  beyond 
all bounds. He who would not sacrifice his own soul to save the whole world, 
is, as it seems to me, illogical in all his inferences, collectively. Logic [i.e. the 
 pursuit of inquiry] is rooted in the social principle. (W3: 284, 1878)

ConClusIon

In an early paper Peirce claims that:
[T]he very origin of the conception of reality shows that this conception 
 essentially involves the notion of COMMUNITY, without definite limits, and 
capable of a definite increase of knowledge. (W2: 239, 1868)

There is, perhaps, no better summary of Peirce’s critique of nominalist 
epistemology than this. Peirce thinks symbols are true when they rep-
resent reality as it is independent of thought. He develops his concept of 
reality by way of an analysis of the nature of symbols (i.e. truth claims) 
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and what reality must be like in order for them to represent objects that 
are independent of what inquirers think.

Peirce thinks a true belief is one which would be confirmed by rational 
methods over the totality of conceivable tests, no matter who conducts 
the inquiry. For him, then, reality comprises all that inquiry would 
 discover to be the case, were it to be pursued correctly and indefinitely 
far. Inasmuch as the concept of reality involves the idea of a community 
capable of acquiring knowledge, then it is clear that knowledge is essen-
tially intersubjective. The domain of cognition, on this view, is shifted 
out of the private space of individual inquirers and into the arena of 
 co-operative public practice.

Peirce’s theory of inquiry represents a sustained effort to think 
through the rejection of the sceptical and individualistic aspects of nom-
inalist epistemology, as he understands it. I have argued that his aver-
sion to nominalism is evident in his insistence on continuity, as opposed 
to the individual, as a fundamental and irreducible ontological category 
(Chapter 3), his rejection of efforts to reduce the content of knowledge 
claims to individual ideas (Chapters 4 and 5), his rejection of know-
ledge by immediate apprehension (Chapter 6), his defence of inquiry 
(Chapter 7), his critique of the nominalist’s model of mind and  theories 
of truth (Chapter 8), his defence of the hypothesis that continua are real 
(Chapters 9 and 10) and his views about ethics. While he takes his the-
ory of inquiry to be the heart and soul of his philosophy, he thinks its 
consequences extend far beyond epistemology and even beyond phil-
osophy. Inasmuch as it overturns presuppositions that serve to banish 
questions of the ultimate point and purpose of life to the realm of the 
non-cognitive, Peirce thinks it has important implications for living. On 
his view, human beings are not cogs in a vast cosmic mechanism, but 
rather are free, creative agents capable of transforming the world through 
the active realization of intelligent ideals. The ultimate fate of the world 
is  indeterminate and there is no guarantee that the forces of reasonable-
ness will triumph. Nevertheless, the potential for victory is there. All 
it requires, he thinks, is a community of individuals who devote their 
energy to the pursuit of truth and goodness, a community united, not by 
mutual self-interest, but by a common love of reasonableness.

Peirce’s philosophy is just one among many in the nineteenth  century 
that promises to reconcile a scientific approach to philosophy with moral 
and spiritual ideals – to find a place for freedom, love, and commu-
nity within the worldview offered by the natural sciences. In so far as 
nominalism rules out the possibility of this unification, Peirce views it 
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as an obstacle to intellectual and social progress. Yet by grounding his 
 philosophical vision in a conception of reality justified by principles of 
rational inquiry, Peirce thinks his attempt to square the pursuit of truth 
and the pursuit of good is as intellectually rigorous as it is radical (5.39, 
1903). In seeking to enrich the nominalist’s conception of rationality so 
as to extend the domain of reason to every field of inquiry, Peirce thinks 
he provides the very thing nominalism most threatens, namely, an ultim-
ate, impartial, binding and rational framework for the organization and 
 fulfilment of human potential.
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Index

abduction, 14, 21, 38, 133–41, 144, 146–7, 154, 
155, 176, 211–14, 228

abnumeral, 50, 56, 131, 146, 150, 195, 239
abstractions see hypostatic abstractions
Achilles and the Tortoise, 47–8
action, 71–3, 75, 78, 83–4, 92, 96–7, 100, 101, 

102, 105–8, 125, 128, 159, 170–1, 173–4, 
200, 227–8, 232–5, 241–4

action and reaction, 71, 92–5, 124, 184, 192, 
196–9, 201, 225, 234

actuality, 43, 58–60, 65–6, 73–6, 168, 187, 189, 
191–8, 239, see also existence; individuals

aesthetics, 237
agency, 10, 93, 95, 228, see also volition
a priori knowledge, 17, 20, 22–4, 27–8, 31, 33, 

38, 41, 79, 80, 104, 140, 143, 154, 160, 
230

a priori method, 26, 237
assertion, 95, 97, 168, 239–40

belief, 78–9, 130–3, 144, 158, 168, 170–1, 
172, 178, 182, 211, 234–6, 239, 240–5, 
see also propositions; truth

Cantor’s theorem, 53–4
chance, 134, 139, 179, 181–2, 190, 198–9, 200, 

203–9, 212–14, 215, 218, 220, 223–5, 230, 
237, see also tychism

chaos, 177, 190, 200, 201, 203
clarity, 85, 105
coherence and truth, 158–9, 161, 164–6, 168, 

169–70, 172–5
collections, 49–58, 61–2, 64, 74–6, 106, 118, 131, 

146, 153–5, 168, 239, 240
defined, 43–4
finite versus infinite, 45–7, 48, 62
as meanings of concepts, 44, 48–9, 62, 74, 

87–8, 106–7
not continuous, 49, 50, 53–6, 60–1, 65, 73–5

community, 3, 25–6, 159, 167, 239, 245
nominalist view of, 6–7, 244

of inquirers, 167–8, 174, 240, 244–5
Peirce’s theory of, 10, 233, 244

concepts, 3, 9, 13, 42
nominalist theory of, 4–5, 9–10, 11, 14–16, 

42–4, 48, 51–2, 62, 64, 106, 109, 125–6
Peirce’s theory of, 43, 49, 60–2, 65, 66–7, 70, 

71–7, 106, 162, 229, see also predicates; 
terms

connotation, 60, 84, 106, see also signification
consciousness, 219, 224–5, 227, 230
consensus and truth, 26, 159, 161, 167–70, 

172–5, 242
continuity, 11, 45, 75, 109, 146–7, 150, 153, 166, 

168, 171–3, 180, 184, 187–90, 192, 199, 
202, 239, 242, 245

and the integers, 49
and meaning, 43, 44, 49, 60–2, 66, 72–4, 

76–7, 87–8, 102, 106, 131, 146, 153
Peirce’s theory of, 43, 49, 55–60, 62, 103–4
and rational numbers, 49–50
and real numbers, 49–55
reality of, 63–6, 73, 108, 177, 184, 

188–9, 192–3, 195, 202–3, 245, 
see also synechism

true, 55–60, 63, 87, 189, 204
correspondence and truth, 11, 158–9, 161–6, 

168–9, 170, 172–5
cosmology, 177, 182–3, 190–1, 203, 205, 224, 

225, 230, see also synechism; tychism
Crooke’s tube, 100

Dedekind cut, 51, 53, 54, 59
deduction, 30, 34–5, 38, 136, 141–2, 144, 154–5, 

176, 189, 194, 211–12, 214–15, 228, 
see also diagrammatic reasoning

necessary, 142
statistical, 143, 147–9, 214

denotation, 82–3, 88–92, 94–103, 106, 165, 234, 
see also index

denumerable collections, 47, 50, 87, 102
desire see will
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determinism see necessitarianism
diagrammatic reasoning, 28–30, 40, 42–3, 51, 

54, 56, 62, 154, 234
as experimental procedure, 36–40
in the science of inquiry, 31–6

dicent symbols see propositions
dispositions, 70–8, 82–3, 85, 88, 98, 144, 182, 

185, 188, 200, 203, 234, see also habit
diversity see variety
doubt, 78, 80, 127, 132–3, 144–6, 170, 208, 239, 

240

economics of research, 135–6, 141, 152, 155
ego, 241–2
empiricism, 83, 90, 91–2, see also experience
ethics, 7, 11, 232–3, 236–8, 245

nominalist view of, 9–10
Euclid, 27–9, 31–40, 100, 208, 228
Euler diagrams, 29–35, 39–40
evolution, 183–4, 188, 190, 192, 195–6, 200–7, 

222–4, 229
existence, 58, 65, 192, 195–8, 201, 203, 205, 

see also actuality; individuals
experience, 16, 83, 91–2, 109

and meaning, 70, 83–4, 92, 96–8, 99–102, 
106–7, 134, 141, 153, 162–3, 172, 235

immediate, 110–20, 128, 185, 191, 225, 234, 
238, see also percepts; qualia

nominalist view of, 4–11, 63–4, 109–10, 113, 
118–19, 125–6, 157–9, 233, 239

Peirce’s view of, 92–3, 95, 102–4, 110, 126, 
127–9, 163, 165, 234, 240, 241–3, 
see also induction; judgements; 
percepts; perceptual

experiment, 41, 51, 54, 62, 75–6, 107–8, 111–12, 
120, 131, 145–7, 152–3, 155, 214, 238, 240

in diagrammatic reasoning, 37–8, 40
and meaning, 71–2, 76–7, 83, 96–8, 100, 106, 

142, 146, 151, 153–4, 168, 171, 173, 180, 
239, 240

testing by see induction
experimentum crucis, 37–8
explanation, 6, 9–10, 73, 133–7, 141, 147, 

179–84, 186–7, 189, 199, 203–14, 
218, 223, see also abduction; chance; 
teleology

external world, 160–1, 165, 167
as epistemological problem, 5, 9, 110, 157–8

fallibilism, 25, 125, 131–3, 138, 145, 217, 239
feeling, 10, 74, 111–19, 123, 185, 191, 197, 225, 228, 

234, 244, see also qualia
Fermatian inference, 46–8
fictional objects, 100–1
firstness, 192, see also feeling; qualia

first rule of reason, 132
force, 9, 68–70, 93–4, 101, 111, 113, 119, 122–3, 

125, 168, 177–8, 195, 197, 213, 219, 222, 
224, 226, 228, 240–1

form, 15, 24, 31, 32, 36, 46, 70–1, 73–4, 84, 93, 
101, 106, 131, 133–4, 140, 142–4, 147, 153, 
155, 165, 168, 170, 178, 181, 183, 211, 216, 
229, 234, 242
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